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 intRodUCtion 
An Introduction to Capital University

1800

Founding and History
Capital University began on June 9, 1830, in 
Canton, Ohio, as the Theological Seminary of the 
Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Ohio. The Seminary 
moved to South High Street in Columbus in 1832. 
On March 2, 1850, the Ohio legislature granted a 
charter creating “a corporation for the promotion of 
religion, learning and morality to be known as Capital 
University.” At that time, students could enroll in a 
School of Letters that offered courses in Greek, Latin, 
mathematics, history, science, and philosophy. In 
1853, the university moved to four acres at North 
High Street and Goodale Avenue near downtown 
Columbus. In 1874, Capital University accepted 
an offer of 50 acres east of Alum Creek, where the 
university currently is located.

Shortly after being chartered in 1850, the institution 
began two important conversations. The first 
conversation, prompted by the number of non-
Lutherans on the Board of Trustees, was about the 
role of the Lutheran church at Capital University 
and how the university’s Lutheran heritage should 
shape the functioning of the university. The second 
conversation was about “whether Capital was to 
be a liberal arts college or a professional training 
college” (Burke, 2002, p. 5). These conversations 
have continued for well over 150 years and remain 
ongoing, as is evidenced by two of the five university 
values identified during the university’s strategic 
planning process:

- Promoting Excellence in Teaching and Learning

- Combining Liberal and Professional Studies

- Creating a Constructive Community

- Emphasizing Both Scholarship and Teaching

- Continuing our Lutheran Heritage

Capital  
University’s  
Mission 

Transforming lives through higher 
education. By drawing upon the 
Lutheran principle of free inquiry, 
Capital University: 
 
-  Provides for personal growth by 

encouraging, enabling and  
celebrating learning; 

 
-  Prepares individuals to be 

knowledgeable, independent, 
critical thinkers – educated for lives 
of leadership and service in an 
increasingly diverse society; 

 
-  Inspires individuals to be morally 

reflective, spiritually alive, and  
civically engaged.

1830

Theological Seminary of Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Ohio founded. 
The Seminary opened with six students. Classes were taught in German.
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Chronicle of Change: Capital University 1950 - 2000 
by James L. Burke

These Hundred Years  
by David B. Owens

A third conversation that also started during 1850 and continues 
even today is the conversation between Capital University and 
Trinity Lutheran Seminary. The respective institutions were once 
a singular entity with one mission, one faculty, one president, 
and one campus. When the American Lutheran Church 
came into existence in 1960, the Seminary began a separate 
existence apart from Capital University. The Lutheran Church, 
wanting more control of the Seminary and concerned about the 
increasing enrollment in the College and the demands on one 
person to administer both institutions, established July 1, 1959, 
as the date of separation. The year before, 1958, the Church 
approved a new name for the Seminary – The Evangelical 
Lutheran Theological Seminary. Despite being separate 
institutions, Capital University and the Seminary continue their 
relationship as guided by amended bylaws of the University 
which remained until 1970. Article 1 captures the spirit of the 
relationship between the university and the seminary:

Though separate for the last half century, Capital University and 
Trinity Lutheran Seminary were never distinct because of their 
differences. On the Seminary website, we are reminded that, 
“precisely because an integral part of Lutheran identity is not 
sectarian but ecumenical the Seminary has consciously sought  
to be of service to the … wider community. This is reflected in 
the ecumenical representation among Trinity’s student body, 
faculty and staff, course offerings, and special events.” Similarly, 
Capital University is a diverse academic community that affirms 
and embodies the Lutheran principles of Gift, Celebration, 
Stewardship, Freedom, Wholeness, Dialogue, Vocation,  
and Service.

1832

The Seminary moved to South High Street in Columbus, Ohio, after Columbus outbid Canton by putting up $2,500 to become the Seminary’s new 
home. Construction was started on a two-story building, 50 feet x 28 feet, to house the entire institution, including faculty and students.

Curriculum. In order to fulfill the needs of our diverse academic 
community, Capital University offers undergraduate and 
graduate programs in the arts, sciences and professions. At the 
undergraduate level, there are more than 60 majors and 51 minors. 
Additionally, Capital University offers advanced degrees in law, 
nursing, business and education. A comprehensive list can be 
found here: http://bulletin.capital.edu/content.php?catoid=4&navoid=76

Likewise, Capital University is committed to the liberal education 
of whole persons, by developing intellectual skills, expanding 
the breadth of learning through the exploration of several modes 
of enquiry, increasing cultural literacy and challenging students 
to examine foundational ethical and cultural assumptions. The 
General Education program revolves around five central themes: 
Intellectual Skills, Living in the Contemporary World, Modes of 
Inquiry, Interpreting Texts and Images, and Ethical Thought. A 
complete discussion of the curriculum that extends throughout  
the college student’s experience can be found here:
http://bulletin.capital.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=4&poid=520

accreditation. Since 1921 Capital University has maintained 
accreditation by the North Central Association of Colleges and  
Schools (The Higher Learning Commission). In addition to its 
regional accreditation, many of Capital University’s academic 
programs are accredited by disciplinary bodies and authorized  
by regulatory authorities. The box on the right indicates the  
first date of programmatic accreditation and the duration  
of programmatic affirmation.

Accreditation is monitored by the individual units responsible for 
the accreditation, the Provost’s Office and the Capital University 
Board of Trustees Academic Affairs Committee. All accreditations 
are monitored by each of these groups through an event log, which 
is regularly updated with programmatic reports on significant 

accreditation and regulatory findings. 

Accreditations 
Capital University has a long and consistent 

history of obtaining accreditations from 

various agencies. Since its initial chartering 

by the Ohio state legislature in 1850, some 

of the national accrediting bodies that Capital 

University is recognized by include:

-  Higher Learning Commission of the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
(1921 – present)

- American Bar Association (1954 – present) 

- American Chemical Society (1966 – present)

-  Association of American Law Schools  
(1983 – present) 

-  Association of Collegiate Business Schools 
and Programs (1999 – present) 

-  Commission of Collegiate Nursing Education 
(1997 – present) 

-  Council on Social Work Education  
(1974 – present)

-  National Association of Schools of Music  
(1932 – present)

-  National Council for the Accreditation  
of Teacher Education (1966 – present)

 

Capital University also has approval by the 

following State of Ohio agencies: 

- The Ohio Board of Regents (1969 – present)  

- The Ohio Department of Education  

- The Ohio Board of Nursing 

The Capital University Board of Trustees 

Academic Affairs Committee monitors 

accreditation through an Event Log, which  

is regularly updated with programmatic  

reports on significant accreditation and 

regulatory findings. These documents, 

including programmatic self-studies  

and third-party findings, are maintained 

in an electronic repository.

Whereas the Theological Seminary has been associated with the University 

since the founding of the latter, with many mutual advantages, and whereas 

as separate institutions they will continue their close proximity and close 

associations, every effort shall be made to establish and maintain satisfactory 

and mutually beneficial relationships between the two institutions, and to this 

end a Coordinating Committee shall be set-up to function after January 1, 1961.

“

”

an introduction to Capital University

an introduction to Capital University
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Progress Since the 2002-03 Self-Study
Capital University underwent its most recent decennial Comprehensive Evaluation Visit on  
March 31 - April 2, 2003, and on April 19, 2004, the Higher Learning Commission’s Institutional  
Actions Council voted to continue Capital University’s accreditation. The Comprehensive Evaluation 
Visit Report and its associated documents are available at http://bit.ly/JFhB7x. The report required 
the University to submit a progress report on leadership effectiveness and a monitoring report on the 
implementation of a university-wide assessment program by September 12, 2005. In addition, the report 
identified inadequately resolved challenges since the institution’s 1997 Comprehensive Evaluation Visit 
report in four areas: 1) Technology, 2) Assessment, 3) Faculty Salaries, and 4) Faculty Workload.  

The ensuing sections provide a brief update on each of these critical areas.

Leadership Effectiveness
In 2005, Capital University submitted a comprehensive Progress Report to the Higher Learning Commission  
on leadership, a copy of which is available at http://bit.ly/Mh525P.

The report described the steps that were taken to establish institutional commitment to effective leadership 
by articulating the expanded roles for board members, faculty, staff and administrators to strengthen the 
involvement of these units in governance. Specifically, the university: 

- expanded roles and responsibilities of the Board of Trustees, 

- engaged in a comprehensive strategic planning process, 

- reorganized the colleges and schools to facilitate greater collaboration and transparent decision making, 

- realigned administrative structures to accommodate synergies among divisions and departments, 

- restructured faculty governance, and 

-  developed systems that allow faculty governance leaders to participate in decision making at the President’s 
Cabinet and at the Deans Council and that encourage the College dean and assistant deans to participate in 
the conversations of the College Executive Committee. 

Since the 2005 progress report, the university has continued to strengthen its institutional commitment  
to collaborative leadership while, at the same time, adapt its governing structures to new economic realities  
and programmatic opportunities. While the discussion about leadership will be embedded in responses  
to the criteria for accreditation found in later chapters, more recent efforts to promote leadership  
effectiveness are summarized here.

1850

leadership Change and Renewal. President Denvy Bowman led an institutional turnaround by employing 
programmatic assessment and prioritization and affected a bold strategic plan, which promoted academic  
rigor and program enrichment. 

Strategic planning now serves as an inclusive, creative, and unifying force for our community, where people and 
discourse count most. Rather than marshal information, we create knowledge, relying on a planning cycle of 
three phases. First, we understand the past by examining critical issues, environmental trends, and drivers of 
success. Second, we envision the future by clarifying mission and building consensus around a coherent set of 
strategic initiatives. And third, we manage the present with operational plans, strategic budgets, and dashboard 
metrics. Our ultimate goal is to accelerate progress and build greater competitive advantage.

The University is now poised to persevere long into the future. And starting anew, Capital is reinvesting in its 
academic mission. This includes small classes, undergraduate research, dynamic technology, and a renewed 
focus on the role of diversity and its educational value. This also includes new tenure‐track lines, endowed 
chairs, higher salaries, and multiple‐year contracts for temporary faculty, encouraging them to move from the 
fringes of the academic community to its center.

Raising the University’s profile, senior leadership was able to reclaim public understanding and create new 
opportunities. With the benefit of a branding strategy, the President traveled through Ohio and beyond, telling 
Capital’s story, describing its next chapters, and talking about how our shared work makes a difference inside 
and outside our campus gates. This authentic narrative offered great friend‐raising and fund‐raising appeal. As a 
result, the University’s capital campaign surpassed its goal and collected more than $46 million, concluding as 

the largest capital campaign in Capital’s history. 

Noteworthy Accomplishments
Capital is the nation’s oldest university affiliated with the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America and is 
located in Columbus, Ohio, the nation’s sixteenth largest city. In the most recent fiscal year, the University 
had an operating budget of more than $75 million and almost 3,700 undergraduate and graduate 
students enrolled in more than 60 liberal arts and professional programs. 

The university: 

-  Engaged in a participatory strategic planning process which positioned the institution for excellence in a 
competitive environment.

-  Developed and implemented sound fiscal policies which moved a projected operating deficit of more than  

$12 million to a surplus of more than $4 million within 24 months.

1854

The first class was graduated.Capital University is chartered.

an introduction to Capital University
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-  Designed and implemented a capital campaign that substantially 
surpassed its goal and raised more than $46 million through 
public and private investment to support students, faculty, and 
infrastructure improvements – nearly $20 million more than any 
campaign in Capital’s history.

-  Facilitated a process to prioritize capital improvements, resulting 
in the investment of more than $20 million to modernize both the 
Bexley Campus and the Law School without incurring new debt.

-  Collaborated with Trustees and campus stakeholders to implement 
the first key performance indicators plan, whose outcomes have 
facilitated institutional planning and strategic management during 
times of prosperity and fragility.

-  Built public partnerships among civic and business leaders to 
maximize educational opportunities for students and to contribute 
to Central Ohio’s workforce and economic vitality, as well as the 
region’s artistic and cultural development.

-  Refined and shaped the institution’s values to celebrate its traditional 
heritage and encourage innovation for a successful future.

-  Enhanced its visibility, which attracted three presidential 
candidates, a soon‐to‐be First Lady, two Pulitzer Prize winners, 
two Man Booker Prize winners, a best‐selling author and Rwanda 
Holocaust survivor, a noted journalist and nationally syndicated 
columnist, the founder of a national interfaith youth movement, 
and world‐class chief executive officers from all sectors of the 
national economy. 

-  Attracted national media attention for thoughtful leadership and 
involvement that carries Capital University’s name to people across 
the country through sources including ABC News, the Atlanta 
Journal Constitution, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Cincinnati Enquirer, 
Columbus Dispatch, LA Times, the Chronicle of Higher Education, 
National Public Radio, PBS News Hour, USA Today, Wall Street 
Journal, the Washington Post and more. 

1864

-  Launched a new brand identity which included innovative storytelling including “willyou.capital.edu,” a 
website that engages and empowers prospective students and other constituencies to tell Capital’s story in 
their own words. 

-  Improved the learning environment for students with the construction of a new residence hall on College 
Avenue that opened in January 2006 as well as the purchase and conversion of luxury condominiums to 
serve as student housing. 

-  Partnered with city administration to close one block of Mound Street that bisected the University’s main 
campus for more than 100 years. The closed section of the street has been renovated to create a pedestrian-
friendly walkway that provides a safer, more attractive route for students to get to and from class. 

-  Incorporated a 76-acre tract of land in southeastern Ohio, donated to the University by Merl and Margaret 
Primmer, into research study in ecological and environmental courses.

-  Installed wireless access points campus wide, acquired and installed campus-wide data infrastructure 
improvements to replace existing switches, established single sign-on systems, and developed network  
security protocols. 

-  Adopted a strategic approach to enrollment management which has grown undergraduate enrollment roughly 
5 percent in five years. Attracted the largest incoming class in 2012, which had a stronger academic profile 
and more diversity than previous entering classes. 

-  Invested $1.3 million in the renovation of Blackmore Library to create a social learning space and information 
center that includes a new central information desk, new classroom spaces, advanced computing 
technology, group study spaces, expanded 24-hour study space and a snack bar.

-  Engaged 15 students, eight community partners, empathy scholars, humanitarians, and others in a 
conversation that continues to attract attention and spark public dialogue nationwide. Can we teach 

empathy? And if so, can it be harnessed to bring about social change?

1866 1867

The Board of Trustees approved the establishment of a regular four year course 
of study, still heavy in Greek, Latin, German, mathematics and science.

The first course in English 
composition was taught.

The first meeting of the Capital University 
Alumni Association was held.
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University officers. Within six months after the leadership progress report was filed, a change in leadership in the 
President’s Office occurred. Since that time, the university has reorganized administrative responsibilities, 
however, the core of senior leaders has remained fairly stable, either in their positions or in an administratively 
restructured position.

Since June 2006, Dr. Denvy Bowman has served as Capital University’s president, which is approaching the 
average tenure for a university president, according to the American Council on Education (ACE reported that in 
2006, the average tenure for a university president was 8.5 years). Dr. Bowman has been at Capital since 2003 
and has served as dean and provost while at Capital.

Brief biographies of the senior leadership are available at http:tinyurl.com/d2d4zkr. An organizational chart 
of the senior administration appears below. This structure of the President’s Cabinet reflects the institution’s 

commitment to shared governance by including the chair of the Faculty Senate.

Senior Leadership Chart

board of trustees. The Board of Trustees has continued to embrace its strategic role and fulfill its various 
responsibilities within the governance structure of Capital University. Specifically, the board has adopted a 
clear expectation for annual goals from the president, which are tied to deliverable progress on measurable 
outcomes and assessed semi-annually. The university president, in turn, works with each vice president to 
set and approve goals, implement action plans and monitor performance. These processes are described in 
greater detail in subsequent chapters.

The Board of Trustees instituted a system of key performance measures, which allow the board to monitor 
institutional performance variables, and more importantly, permit the president and vice presidents to 
gauge critical indicators and adapt institutional responses accordingly. The board, through its Governance 
Committee, has implemented an annual assessment of board functioning. Assessment results have helped 
inform board decision making, led to more efficient communication, created a better understanding of board 
strengths and weaknesses, and facilitated board member understanding of their roles and responsibilities. 

Re-chartering of board committees has led to changes in the structure and function of board roles and has 
improved communication, increased efficiency in interactions, and helped align board activities with strategic 
efforts. For example, the board’s Executive Committee functions as a standing committee and assures 
mechanisms exist for updating strategic plans and monitoring progress, improving committee reporting, and 
enhancing the focus of board retreats by streamlining communication outside formal meetings. Likewise, 
a Governance Committee was created to handle the fiduciary, stewardship and strategic roles relative to 
governance. The board’s structure has helped clarify responsibilities and commitments, and focuses on 
evaluation of the board and the president. 

Setting goals and assessing outcomes is a central tenet in every new initiative, from those undertaken by the 
Board of Trustees and the university president to those pursued by program staff and members of the faculty. 
Thus, the board created processes to monitor its effectiveness and to improve procedures to assess the 
president’s performance against specific, measurable goals. The president’s annual goals, self-assessments 
against these goals and his regular reports to the board on job accomplishment, are a part of that process.

1874

an introduction to Capital University

After outgrowing its North High Street facilities, the university accepted 
an offer of 50 acres east of Alum Creek, the present-day site of Capital.

provost and vice 
president for academic 
and Student affairs

-  Associate Provost

-  Associate Provost

-  Dean of the College

executive vice 
president for planning 
and advancement

-  Associate Vice 
President for 
Enrollment Services

-  Assistant Vice 
President for 
Development

-  Assistant Vice 
President for 
External Relations

vice president for 
business and finance

-  Assistant Vice 
President for 
Business and 
Finance Controller

-  Director of Human 
Resources

-  Director of 
Facilities 
Management

University Counsel and 
Senior Security officer

-  Chief of Public 
Safety

dean of the  
law School

-  Associate 
Dean

Chair of 
the faculty 
Senate

boaRd of 
tRUSteeS

pReSident
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deans and the College. In spring 2008, the undergraduate division of Academic Affairs was restructured  
from four colleges and schools to a unified college comprised of five schools. The College is led by a dean  
and each of the schools is led by an assistant dean. The five schools that comprised the College include  
the Conservatory of Music and School of Communication, the School of Humanities, the School of 
Management and Leadership, the School of Natural Sciences, Nursing and Health, and the School  
of Social Sciences and Education. 

An organizational chart of the college administration appears below; the secondary level represents the Deans 

Council and reflects the institution’s commitment to shared governance by including the chair of the College.

 College Leadership Chart

law School leadership. The Law School has two primary governance bodies. The Law School Faculty is the 
primary legislative and decisional body with regard to academic affairs. 

The Law School Faculty consists of all tenure and tenure-track faculty members. Only tenured faculty 
members may vote on the retention, promotion or tenure of tenure-track faculty members. All tenured,  
tenure-track and non-tenure track faculty holding long-term contract status vote on the retention and  
awarding of long-term contracts to other faculty members seeking long-term contract status. The Law  
School Council considers all matters referred to it by the Law School Faculty. 

The voting members of the Law School Council consist of all full-time ranked members of the faculty and 
the President of the Student Bar Association and one other student representative elected by the student 
body. Senior administrators have voice in the Law School Council but are not voting members. Committees 
of the Law School Council include faculty and student representatives, all of whom have voice and vote. The 
Committees may have senior administrators all of whom have voice and may have vote, depending on the 
nature of the work of the committee. Committees of the Law School Faculty do not have student representation 
nor do they have administrative representation. These committees include the faculty appointments 
committee, the faculty personnel action committee and individual faculty evaluation committees.

organizing Human, financial and physical Resources. Since 2006, Capital University has been focused on 
effectively organizing its human, financial and physical resources needed to create greater efficiencies and 
more effectively accomplish its purposes. Many of these changes are detailed later in this report. However, 
it is important to note that although many cost savings have accrued as a result of the restructuring of the 
institution, some of the most important benefits include: 

- Curricular streamlining

- Greater transparency

- Greater collegiality

- Greater institutional perspective

- Collaboration between administrative units

- Greater integration in functions

-  Increased understanding between faculty and administration 

- Cost savings

- Increased cross-training 

1912

an introduction to Capital University

Otto Mees becomes president and started the transition of Capital to the modern university we know today: a liberal arts university, devoted 
not only to the preparation of men for the ministry, but also to the “liberation of man’s dreams and aspirations through education.”

ColleGe 
dean

assistant dean of 
the Conservatory of 
music and School of 
Communication

-  Department Chair 
of Conservatory of 
Music

-  Department Chair  
of Communication

assistant dean of the 
School of Humanities

-  Department Chair 
of English

-   Department Chair 
of History

-  Department Chair of 
Political Sciences

-   Department Chair 
of Religion and 
Philosophy

-   Department Chair 
of World Languages 
and Cultures

assistant dean of the 
School of management 
and leadership

-   Department Chair 
of Business

-   Department Chair 
of Military Science

assistant dean of  
the School of natural 
Sciences, nursing  
and Health

-  Department Chair 
of Biological and 
Environmental 
Sciences

-  Department Chair 
of Chemistry

-  Department Chair 
of Health and 
Sport Sciences

-  Department Chair 
of Mathematics, 
Computer Science 
and Physics

-  Department Chair 
of Nursing

assistant dean  
of the School  
of Social Sciences  
and education

-  Department Chair 
of Education

-  Department Chair 
of Interdisciplinary 
Studies

-  Department Chair 
of Psychology

-  Department Chair 
of Social Work

-  Department Chair 
of Sociology and 
Criminology

Chair of the 
College faculty
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Implementation of a University-Wide Assessment Program
In fall 2005, Capital University submitted a monitoring report for assessment [http://bit.ly/Kd9qwh]. In that 
report, the Capital University Assessment Initiative outlined the techniques that would be used to triangulate 
data obtained through direct and indirect measures of student learning so as to provide faculty, staff and 
administrators with data-informed evidence to support planning for improvement. The American Association 
of Higher Education’s 9 Principles of Good Practice for Assessing Student Learning were formally adopted and 
communicated to the campus community. 

The previous site-visit team encouraged Capital University to closely examine its course leveling policies and 
work on developing a culture of assessment. The remainder of this chapter examines the work that has been 
accomplished in each of those areas. 

Course leveling. One of the first issues to be addressed after the last HLC visit was course leveling.  
To respond to HLC’s prior concerns about the distribution of lower- and upper-level courses, a baseline was 
established using a two-pronged approach. On a conceptual level, the Academic Affairs Committee of faculty 
governance studied how course levels could be established that reflected consistent quality and rigor across 
the university’s curricula. This committee completed its initial analysis, and offered clarifying designations for 
courses on each of five levels. The current structure can be found at http://bit.ly/J6JWWZ. Concurrently, a 
comprehensive, longitudinal, transcript study was conducted to investigate course leveling based on actual 
student behavior at both the institutional and academic program levels. This study was guided by an important 
question: What is the average percentage of lower division courses completed by baccalaureate degree 
graduates for each academic degree program and for the entire University? Baccalaureate degree recipient 
student transcripts from 2000 to 2004 were analyzed to determine how coursework was distributed across 
upper-level (300, 400+) and lower-level (100, 200) courses. The main findings were as follows:

-  Among all academic programs when all coursework is considered (including general education),  
the average percentage of courses taken at the lower division was 60.4%.

-  In 2004, only 9 out of 65 academic programs showed an average percentage of lower division courses greater 
than 70%.

-  The average percentage of lower division courses completed by baccalaureate degree recipients within the 
major was 57.06% in 2003 and 55.64% in 2004, which indicates that a balanced distribution of lower and 
upper division coursework occurs within the academic majors. 

-  For the majority of academic programs (86% in 2004), students graduate, on average, with more than 30%  
of their transcribed courses taken at the upper division level. 

1918 1920

A similar type of course-leveling analysis currently is under review for graduate programs at Capital University.

HlC academy for the assessment of Student learning. Capital University joined the HLC Assessment 
Academy in 2008. We chose to focus our initial effort on the assessment of learner outcomes for oral 
communication, one of Capital University’s general education goals. We subsequently planned to extend 
this same assessment approach to writing and to critical thinking, two additional general educational 
goals. The university successfully completed its participation in the Academy in June 2012 and a 
comprehensive report of the university’s participation can be found at http://tinyurl.com/c997f58.

General education Reform. Capital University’s current general education program was implemented almost 
20 years ago with only minor revision since that time. The faculty has begun to envision new courses that 
will reaffirm the institution’s commitment to essential skills and transform students’ understanding and 
appreciation of their diverse world and its inhabitants. Faculty members, reluctant to develop innovative 
assessment approaches for a general education program in transition, have tended to concentrate on course 
development. Fortunately, many of the essential learning goals will remain unchanged, such as those involving 
oral communication, writing proficiency and critical thinking. Work in these areas has continued, while other 
areas – such as global awareness and cultural pluralism – are ready for new approaches to assessment.

developing a Culture of assessment. Capital studies institutional effectiveness through well-designed, 
university-wide survey instruments targeting internal issues and needs. Administering these types of 
assessment tools provides the institution with peer comparison data, offering an external benchmark which can 
be used to help inform decisions. To achieve cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and quality, surveys are scheduled 
on a two- to three-year cycle. Cyclical benchmarking allows the monitoring of important indicators over time and 
provides opportunity for student cohort groups to be tracked and studied as they progress from matriculation 
to graduation. A suite of products from the Higher Education Research Institute at UCLA (HERI-UCLA) is 
supplemented by area-specific surveys and data exchange studies. The National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE), the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory (NL-SSI), and the Admitted Student Questionnaire (ASQ) 
provide effectiveness measures for Capital’s learning outcomes.

1921

The first female student attended the university 
on a trial basis. A music department is formed.

Women were officially 
admitted to the university.

Capital University is accredited with the North Central 
Association/Higher Learning Commission.

an introduction to Capital University
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In addition to using existing structures to address assessment issues, Capital University formed a university-wide 
steering committee to guide many assessment initiatives. The Assessment Steering Committee (ASC) was charged 
with the responsibility to develop a shared conceptual framework for individual programs and services to reflect upon 
the nature of their work and to document their impact on student learning. The primary focus of the Assessment 
Steering Committee was to align the conceptual framework, learning outcomes, and measurement tools across 
all units of the University. With the faculty governance restructuring, this committee is now the Assessment 
Subcommittee of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate.

The first step in building assessment plans for each academic program or administrative unit was to develop a 
statement of overall program goals from which six to eight learning outcomes could emerge. Areas responded to one 
simple question: What do you want the student who graduates from your program to be able to do? All units were 
then asked to develop six to eight learning outcomes reflecting Capital University’s mission. These learning goals are 
identified and discussed in Criterion 3 of this self-study. The assessment plans and annual reports were submitted to  
the Assessment Subcommittee for review and feedback. These assessment plans and annual reports can be viewed at 
http://bit.ly/J9UCev. The review process provided quality assurance and ensured that approved plans are appropriately 
aligned with institutional goals and can be implemented. Later chapters of the self-study contain more detailed 
accounts of programmatic assessment conducted within departments and within the general education curriculum. 

faculty Governance and the Responsibility for learner outcomes. Following the reorganization of academic 
structures, the faculty governance system was rebuilt through an extensive redrafting process and eventual 
adoption of new bylaws. The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee accepted the central responsibility 
for oversight on the criteria related to regional accreditation: “The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee 
will evaluate departments and programs on criteria that align with those required for the institution’s continued 
regional accreditation (e.g., mission and integrity; preparing for the future; student learning and 
effective teaching; acquisition, discovery, and application of knowledge; and engagement and service). 

1926 1928

This evaluation will be a collaborative process between the Academic Affairs Committee and the program 
reviewed, fostering self-study and reflection.” To assist in fulfilling this responsibility, the Academic Affairs 
Committee created two additional committees: the Assessment Committee and the Academic Program  
Review Committee. 

According to the bylaws, the Assessment Committee is charged to “facilitate and review the processes by 
which all university programs assess learning outcomes and services supporting students, consistent with 
our mission. The Committee will also develop procedures to ensure that all programs, academic and non-
academic, undergo regular assessment. The Committee shall be provided with copies of all assessment reports 
(and supporting documentation, as needed), and will work with the administration to compile and maintain an 
assessment database.” The Assessment Committee is broadly representative and includes members from the 
administration, from departments outside of academic affairs, and from academic departments.

The Academic Program Review Committee evaluates all academic units on a systematic basis and “is designed 
to enhance Capital University’s mission by providing opportunities for programs and departments to obtain 
necessary support and continually improve.” To assist in the gathering of relevant data, department dashboards 
have been developed to help drill accountability downward through the organizational levels to the experience 
of students in classrooms and in faculty and staff encounters. For example, measures for which all departments 
are accountable include instructional satisfaction (e.g., Capital University uses the IDEA Student Ratings, an 
approach that focuses on student learning and the methods used to facilitate it), faculty advisement (e.g., using 
a homegrown instrument collaboratively developed by faculty and students) and grade distributions, among 
other variables, that measure instructional efficiency.

an introduction to Capital University

The first Christmas Festival is held and becomes an annual event for both the institution and 
the Columbus community; the music department is renamed as the Conservatory of Music.

The student newspaper, 
Chimes, began.

1935

AAUP recognizes Capital University.
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Technology
The university continues to upgrade technology resources. Following the 2005 monitoring report, the 
Technology Committee of the Board of Trustees developed a strategic plan to guide decision making.

Board Technology Strategic Plan

boaRd of tRUSteeS teCHnoloGy Committee StRateGiC RoleS/ReSponSibilitieS

Committee mission fiduciary Roles/Responsibilities Stewardship Roles/Responsibilities

The Board’s Technology Committee ensures that 
Information Technology (IT) at Capital University 
achieves and sustains the following goals. IT must:

-  support the vision, mission and objectives  
of Capital University

-  enhance learning and provide support to the 
students, faculty and staff

-  provide a reliable, scaleable, user-friendly  
and accessible infrastructure

-  address the common, diverse and unique 
needs of the campus community

-  be proactive, visionary and dynamic in  
order to attract and retain the best students 
and faculty from Ohio and beyond

-  be focused on and responsive to the needs  
of its various clients, while managing  
expectations and cost

-  Oversee and monitor all major IT strategic 
initiatives

-  Keep the Board of Trustees and the President’s 
Cabinet involved and informed  
of strategic IT options and initiatives

-  Advocate for resources with regard to funding, 
personnel, consulting, or outsourcing  
when necessary

-  Champion the strategic importance of 
technology university-wide among the Board  
of Trustees and the President’s Cabinet

-  Approve a Capital University IT vision, strategic 
plan and governance plan developed by the CIO

-  Ensure alignment of the IT strategic plan with 
the university strategy

- Oversee the IT governance structure

-  Ensure the CIO establishes stretch goals for IT 
that support and advance each of the strategic 
plans for the various university divisions

-  Align IT, Public Relations and Marketing 
strategies with regard to technology-based 
communications

-  Advise the President’s Cabinet on best 
practices and emerging IT trends in industry

Grow and Strengthen the Reputation and viability 
of Capital and its programs as a leading 
Comprehensive private University

identify and implement Cost efficiencies and 
Sources of increased Revenue that will Support 
Strategic Goals and objectives

enrich the physical and Human environment  
for employees

-  Support the ongoing role of the  
www.capital.edu website as the university’s 
primary marketing tool for student recruitment 
and as a key resource for other constituents, 
including alumni and donors, as well as 
educational and community stakeholders

-  Track and share information with the Board of 
Trustees and President’s Cabinet on the latest 
IT trends to ensure that strategic decisions are 
made in accord with “best practices” in the 
technology industry, both within and outside  
of higher education

-  Ensure that IT operates within the acquisition 
guidelines of the university to acquire the best 
hardware and software applications at the best 
possible price

-  Ensure that the IT staff delivers appropriate 
training for faculty and staff to ensure basic 
technological literacy for current and future  
IT opportunities

-  Develop clear and enforceable policies and 
procedures for IT to improve efficiency and 
accountability

-  Ensure appropriate technology applications  
for campus communication and  
administrative workflow

improve the living and learning environment  
for Students

Strengthen the liberal arts and  
professional Curricula

articulate a meaningful Understanding of the 
lutheran tradition in Higher education

-  Monitor and ensure that all students get 
exceptional attention and responsiveness from 
the IT staff

-  Ensure a focus on technology’s role in 
advancing teaching and learning throughout 
all programs of the university with appropriate 
learning environments

-  Ensure that the inside.capital.edu portal 
functions effectively to deliver timely and 
accurate information to members of the 
university community

-  Ensure that faculty are adequately trained  
in available and appropriate classroom  
technology to support the academic mission  
of their respective academic program

-  Provide ongoing support to ensure that all 
faculty are technologically literate, appropriate 
to their discipline

-  Ensure that communication vehicles  
supported by IT, including the website and 
inside.capital.edu portal, adhere to the 
guidelines and communication policies of the 
university, as prescribed by the Office of Public 
Relations and Marketing, which developed 
language to articulate the university’s 
Lutheran tradition

1939

The first African American student graduated from Capital University; however, African American 
students were attending the Capital University Academy at least as early as 1925.

Since the 2005 monitoring report to HLC, the University has made the following technological enhancements.

-  Law School network 
infrastructure rebuilt

-  Law School and Main Campus 
Domain joined to one Active 
Directory

-  PC Replacement approved 
and contracted with Dell 

-  SharePoint server installed  
for campus collaboration

-  Multifunctional printers 
installed on campus and new 
print management software

-  Emergency Notification  
system built

- Account creation automated

-  New software for  
password changes

-  Classroom enhancements and 
equipment upgrade

-  Door Access control project 
started

-  New IDs for all  
faculty/staff/students

- Raiser’s Edge installation

-  Main Campus network 
infrastructure upgraded

-  Wireless Network installed  
on Main Campus

-  Main Campus IT and  
Law School IT unified

-  College Avenue Resident  
Hall wired

-  Gigaman Internet  
connection installed

- New CIO hired

-  IT Restructure begins

-  Assistant to the CIO  
and Director of Technical 
Services hired

- New Campus website 

- Online Roster pictorial 

- Class Roster Verification 

- ImageNow 

- Datatel Recruiter

- Datatel Retention Alert

- VoIP phone system is planned

-  Office 365 – moving students 
to Microsoft’s cloud technology

-  Datatel Migration to Windows/
SQL server

- Library Renovation

2008 2009 2010

200720062005

2011 2012

1950

The Race Relations Club was founded; 
Nursing School is founded.
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In addition, Information Technology has adopted Key Performance Measures and goals and is making 

progress toward the goals. The following table identifies the Key Performance Measures.

key peRfoRmanCe meaSURe Goal
StatUS  

(febRUaRy 
2012)

Capital's "IT Worker to Supported Headcount" will be within the top quintile of the mean reported 
by our peer institutions in the Educause Core Data Service

IT Support Staff Goal 1:65 1:161

Capital's IT Budget will be within the top quintile of the mean reported by our peer 
institutions in the Educause Core Data Service. The percentage of the institutional 
budget dedicated to IT (institutional budget excludes financial aid figures)

IT Budget Goal 6.18% 4.29%

To establish a survey mechanism where IT performance can be measured IT Customer Satisfaction Goal 98% 96.2%

Faculty Salaries
The university has made significant progress in faculty salaries since the institution’s last decennial visit, as 
illustrated by the salary table below in which the average faculty salary by rank is compared to the median 
CUPA-HR AAUP-IIA benchmark. 

These gains have been accomplished as a result of the Board of Trustees commitment to recruiting and 
retaining nationally qualified faculty members. The annual percentage salary pool, which encompasses 
both faculty and staff members, is shown in the table. 

yeaR ’00 -’01 ’01 -’02 ’02 -’03 ’03 -’04 ’04 -’05 ’05 -’06 ’06 -’07 ’07 -’08 ’08 -’09 ’09 -’10 ’10 -’11 ’11 -’12 ’12 -’13

total  
SalaRy 
pool

5.5% 5.5% 3.0% 9.0% 7.5% 5.0% 4.0% 2.0% 4.0% 2.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.0%

The salary pools generally have exceeded national averages, especially during the recent national  
economic downturn, and, as a result, the University has made up ground relative to the benchmark.  
In addition, salary equity studies are periodically performed to test for unintentional variables that may  
differentially influence remuneration (e.g., gender inequity and compression-by-seniority). 

For example, a study in 2010 found no systematic bias for gender. Where indicated, individual salaries 
have periodically been adjusted when an inequity has been discovered. To prevent salary compression 
at upper ranks, a meritorious salary increase now is granted to all faculty members when approved for 
promotion to associate ($2,000) and full ($4,000) professor. The salary for all new faculty positions is 
benchmarked against the CUPA-HR dataset for both AAUP-IIA medians and for disciplinary medians. 
Admittedly, Capital University is unable to reach disciplinary medians for newly recruited or current 
faculty members in some specialized programmatic areas, such as financial economics and nursing, 
though the use of discipline differentials sometimes is used to increase a salary above the more 

generic AAUP-IIA mark.

Faculty Workload
The 2003 Comprehensive Visit report observed that the long-term impact of workloads on faculty 
responsibilities in teaching, service and scholarship continues to challenge Capital University as it did in 
1993. Now, nearly two decades later, this observation unfortunately remains an accurate account of faculty, 
staff and administrator responsibilities. Workload for practically all university employees has increased over 
time to accommodate the demands of fiscal stewardship during a prolonged period of national economic 
uncertainty. Capital University’s undergraduate teaching load remains 24 semester credit hours per 
academic year, despite a reaffirmation of the importance of faculty scholarship and engagement with their 
disciplines, especially collaborative student-faculty research, which has become a distinctive feature  
of the Capital University undergraduate experience. New pedagogies for laboratory courses in the 
natural sciences offer new demands for faculty that contribute to workload. Likewise, the institution’s 
increasing commitment to community engagement means faculty and staff members have extended their 
responsibilities to carry students’ learning experiences beyond the university’s gate – a feature, though 
desirable, which also contributes to workload. The university administration and faculty governance leaders 
are committed to re-envisioning workload by recalibrating teaching loads to ensure high impact practices 
are rewarded. This work, still in its very early stages, has established supplemental payment for approved, 
credit-bearing mentorship with students pursuing scholarship projects. The institution has collected 
benchmark data on workload to help guide these discussions in the future. 

1958 1959

A dean’s List to recognize academic 
excellence is established.

The University and the Seminary split. The Seminary 
obtained the buildings west of College Avenue.

1961

Tenure first granted to faculty, 10 faculty members 
recommended for tenure are approved by the Board.
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Self-Study Design and Process 
Capital University is grateful for the Higher Learning 
Commission’s permission to conduct its decennial self-study 
consequent to a special emphasis request, subject to the 
Qualifications for Special Emphasis Self-study Consideration 
[http://tinyurl.com/dydm602], which was approved in a letter 
dated March 16, 2011. The self-study followed The HLC  
Self-study Plan [http://tinyurl.com/c4vkes4] and  
associated timeline.

At the February 2010 Faculty Senate meeting President 
Denvy Bowman announced the start of the Higher Learning 
Commission (HLC) self-study process and identified the 
linkage between the self-study and Capital’s emerging 
strategic plan. In spring 2010, a delegation of administrators 
and faculty attended the HLC Annual Conference, participated 
in sessions on the Program to Evaluate and Advance Quality 
(PEAQ) and explored the possibility of petitioning the HLC 
for a Customized Accreditation Review Process or special 
emphasis self-study. In early fall 2010 Richard Ashbrook, 
provost, convened a core steering team which worked in 
tandem with members of the President’s Cabinet and other 
institutional leaders, to develop the design of the self-study, 
articulated the rationale for a special emphasis request, and 

establish a timeline for the self-study’s completion.

1966 1967

Franklin University’s evening Law School moved to Capital 
and was renamed the Capital University Law School.

Students for the Advancement of Afrikan-American Culture 
(SAAAC) was recognized as a student organization.

Self-study Timeline

montHS pRioR to HlC Site viSit

pHaSe taSk 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 Initial Planning

1.1 Develop Self-Study Design

1.2 Understand Criteria and Core Components

1.3 Link Core Components to Committees

1.4 Communicate with Committees

2 Data Collection

2.1 Establish Types of Data to be Used

2.2 Establish Resource Room

2.3 Create Organizational and Data Charts

2.4 Develop Electronic Repository

2.5 Data Collection

3 Prepare Report

3.1 Create Overall Outline

3.2 Write, write, write

4 Completed Draft of Report

4.1 Circulate Draft of Report

4.2 Collect Missing Information

5 Community Feedback Forums

5.1 Community Forums for Chapters 1 and 2

5.2 Community Forums for Chapters 3 and 4

5.3 Community Forums for Chapters 5, 6 and 7

6 Revise Report

7 Mock Visit

7.1 Develop Draft Agenda

8 Finalize Report 

8.1 Solicit Third Party Comment

9 Submit Report

10 Prepare for Visit

10.1 Coordinate Administrative Calendars

10.2 Finalize Electronic and Paper Files

10.3 Finalize Agenda for Visit

10.4 Reserve Rooms/Arrange Catering

10.5 Heavily Advertise Sessions

10.6 Fall Community Forum 2012

11 Site Visit: October 29 - 31, 2012
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1971 1972

This core steering team aligned the HLC Criteria for Accreditation with the strategic directions identified in 
the institution’s strategic plan. After examining the charges of the various governance committees as well as 
the functioning of the academic and administrative structures, self-study charges were developed for each 
academic and administrative body. These self-study charges identified: 1) the information needed from the 
unit that would demonstrate that the institution is meeting the HLC criteria and 2) the linkage between the  
HLC criteria and the strategic plan’s seven directions. An example of the criteria-by-strategic directions  
matrix is shown below.

Criteria-by-Strategic Directions Matrix

Capital UniveRSity StRateGiC plan diReCtionS

HlC CRiteRion 5: enGaGement and SeRviCe: CUltURe finanCeS infRaStRUCtURe
StUdent 

life
aCademiCS RelationSHipS CommUnity

(1)  The organization learns from the constituencies it serves and 
analyzes its capacity to serve their needs and expectations.

(2)  The organization has the capacity and the commitment to engage 
with its identified constituencies and communities.

(3)  The organization demonstrates its responsiveness to those 
constituencies that depend on it for service.

(4)  Internal and external constituencies value the services the 
organization provides.

Colored blocks at the intersection between the HLC Core Components and Capital University’s Strategic Directions indicate a natural alignment between  
the Core Component and Strategic Direction.

The list of units and individuals who submitted reports is available at http://tinyurl.com/d7w66tk as an 
acknowledgement of valuable work to which so many members of the university community contributed.  
The core steering team’s composition was broadened to ensure broad participation and multiple viewpoints. 
The processes included provisions for the campus community to provide feedback and multiple avenues  
to educate the campus about the self-study.

The full steering team [http://tinyurl.com/c3ylsqm] began meeting regularly in spring 2011 and in addition to 
reviewing materials and developing processes for broad participation, the full steering team developed a list of 
potential self-study authors and additional sources of data. The list of potential self-study authors was refined 
and a summer writing group was formed. The summer writing team [http://tinyurl.com/cqq5cjd] reviewed all 
of the submitted reports and created the first draft of the self-study. 

Throughout fall 2011, input from the university community was collected through a series of 17 community 
forums and an online survey. The entire Capital community had the opportunity to review the first draft of the 
self-study and provide feedback. The community forums attracted students, faculty, staff and administrators. 
Likewise, community members submitted online feedback.

The university begins publishing the Capital magazine 
for alumni and friends of the institution.

The Graduate School of Administration (GSA) was established and was given 
authority to grant MBA degrees. In 2001, the GSA merged with undergraduate 
business programs to create the School of Management.

Special emphasis – the Capital University Strategic plan: our focus, our future. The two-year strategic 
planning process included a review of mission and values documents, SWOT analyses, focus groups, internal 
and external environmental scans, and visioning exercises with students, faculty, staff, Board of Trustees 
members, and members from the external community. The result was five value statements and seven strategic 
directions. Visit www.capital.edu/strategicplan to read the entire strategic plan.

-  Five value statements: (1) Promoting Excellence in Teaching and Learning. (2) Combining Liberal and 
Professional Studies. (3) Creating a Constructive Community. (4) Emphasizing Both Scholarship and 
Teaching. (5) Continuing our Lutheran Heritage.

Strategic direction 1: we will strengthen institutional culture. The first strategic direction focuses on 
strengthening institutional culture, and suggests specifically that the university must invest funds in faculty 
scholarship, enhance governance systems, provide release time for faculty/student collaboration, and address 
equity issues across the university.

Strengthen Institutional Culture – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Administrative change is inevitable  
and if not properly managed it can be 
detrimental to effective and efficient 
communication, processes and  
decision making.

Clarify the administrative structure

Develop an organizational chart that 
defines roles Clarify the administrative structure

Examine links between  
Board of Trustees committees, 
university division and governance 
committees to optimize efficiency  
and effectiveness

Development of closer connections 
among all levels of the institution

The institution needs a central  
repository for updated documents  
and these documents should be  
routinely reviewed to ensure their  
accuracy and relevancy.

Keep everyone informed of updated 
policies and procedures

Have a single place for official 
documents that is maintained on  
a regular basis

Existence of a single site containing 
all policy documents and removal 
of outdated documents from the 
university Web pages

The part of the mission statement focused 
on lifelong learning is much less pervasive 
in division and academic department 
documents than other aspects of the 
mission statement.

Help faculty and students connect  
their work to the mission

Have faculty address the university 
mission in their syllabi and course 
activities

More discussions about the mission 
across campus

The university should build upon its 
success in increasing student and  
faculty diversity by incorporating  
diversity into the curriculum and 
co-curriculum and further increasing 
the representation and retention of 
underrepresented populations  
(i.e., faculty, staff and students).

Improve diversity

Each academic department 
develops a diversity statement as 
well as plans to enact the statement

Amount of diversity among  
faculty, staff and students;  
changes in curricular and  
co-curricular activities

The university develops a Web page 
about diversity

The university provides other 
activities related to diversity  
(e.g., workshops)

The admission office, academic 
departments, and athletics reach 
out to prospective students who can 
contribute to a diverse campus
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an introduction to Capital University

Strengthen Institutional Culture continued

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The College has many initiatives 
in progress that need to be brought
to completion.

Improve work efficiency

Establish work plan at the end of 
each school year so that faculty 
could address and achieve 
measurable goals in the next 
academic year

Progress on college initiatives

Strategic planning is an important 
process for guiding institutional decision 
making in ways that help the institution 
achieve its goals. The Law School’s 
willingness to engage in strategic 
planning twice in the last ten years 
reflects a strong intention to keep this 
part of the institution aligned with  
the will of its faculty. 

Establish and maintain greater cohesion 
and a unified vision across the divisions 
of the institution

Connect the efforts of strategic 
planning in the Law School to  
the larger Capital University  
strategic plan

Alignment between the  
university’s activities and the  
Law School’s activities

Post-tenure faculty members should be 
encouraged and incented to continue 
distinguished contributions to teaching, 
scholarship, and service.

Enhance the culture of  
faculty scholarship

Promotion and celebration of 
student and faculty scholarship

Increase in faculty scholarly 
productivityMotivate continued engagement in  

teaching, scholarship, and service  
among senior faculty

Post tenure review that rewards 
faculty who continue to be effective 
teachers and active scholars and 
engage in exemplary service

Many surveys are conducted on campus 
and yet we struggle to disseminate 
the information from these surveys. 
Dissemination of this feedback is key to 
determining how well we are doing and 
what areas need improvement.

Coordination and organization of survey  
results so that they can be used by  
multiple constituencies 

Hire an assessment and faculty 
development person that can  
facilitate the dissemination and  
use of assessment data (hired 
Spring 2012)

Amount of changes to curricular 
and co-curricular activities that are 
informed by survey data

1978 1979

The University Without Walls (now Adult Continuing Education) 
was acquired from the Union Institute. 

A church merger resulted in the formation of the Evangelical Lutheran Church 
of America (ELCA) with which Capital is associated. The Ebony Brotherhood 
Association was founded as a student organization.

Strategic direction 2: we will reinforce our financial resource base.

The second strategic direction focuses on reinforcing our financial base, and encourages the university 
to decrease dependence on tuition revenue, strengthen development, assess academic programs using 
established planning tools, and reduce reliance on adjunct faculty. 

Reinforce Financial Resource Base – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Some budget managers are uncertain 
about why some budget requests 
are not approved. Feedback would 
facilitate future budget submissions 
(e.g., faculty would know whether or 
not they should resubmit items) and 
thus better enable the units within the 
institution to plan for the future.

Make budgeting more transparent  
and efficient

Provide academic departments 
with feedback about why 
departmental and capital 
improvement requests were  
not funded so that the 
department can better tailor 
its budgetary requests

Percent of academic 
departments that receive 
feedback about budget requests

We need to economize operations. Efficient use of resources

Increase knowledge and 
management about available 
resources, and explore  
strategic collaborations  
across departments

More efficient and effective  
use of university resources

While Business and Finance is engaged 
in assessment activities and has used 
assessment to make changes, improved 
documentation of how assessment 
results are used to make changes is 
needed. Greater accountability in using 
assessment results to inform decisions 
and documenting the discussions 
leading to those decisions and the 
evidence used to inform those  
decisions is needed.

Improve the use of assessment results 
to inform decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform decisions

Percent of decisions that can  
be traced back to assessment

Continue to promote affordability.
Increase institutional student support 
through gifts, grants, and aid.

Secure additional  
funding sources

Amount of aid given  
to students
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1997

A new permanent home of the Law School opened in the heart  
of downtown Columbus’ Discovery District at 303 E. Broad St.

1994

The first class of Master’s degree 
nursing students was admitted.

1992

The university began celebrating Martin Luther King’s birthday as a community Day of 
Learning. The Asian American Alliance (AAA) was founded as a student organization.

Strategic direction 3: we will upgrade physical resources and infrastructure.

The third strategic direction focuses on the development of a comprehensive plan for infrastructure upgrades, 

from information technology and classrooms to residence halls and study and social areas. 

Upgrade Physical Resources and Infrastructure – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

All members of the campus 
community need to be prepared 
for an educational delivery model 
that is affected by rapidly changing 
technologies, which has wide-
ranging effects upon the design and 
implementation of university curricula. 

Continue improving technology 
infrastructure and availability and 
develop faculty to effectively use 
technology to support student 
learning outcomes

Increased funding, educational 
opportunities, and  
methods of assessing  
technological prowess

Satisfaction surveys; number  
of faculty that meet a  
minimum competency with  
teaching technology; number 
of courses employing hybrid 
delivery

Current residential facilities are not  
being used to their fullest potential.

Create vibrant living and learning  
communities

Establish optimal  
occupancy rate

Percentage of semesters  
where the university meets  
the standard

Develop and implement a  
plan for defined community  
space in all traditional  
undergraduate facilities

Progress on deliverables

Establish and work toward  
architectural and technology  
standards, with an eye on  
accessibility, in residence halls

Establish and work toward  
standards for safety and 
security in residence halls

Promote affinity and  
interest-based housing

While the technology resources of the 
institution continue to grow, the level 
of faculty and student satisfaction is 
not as high as it could be.

Improve satisfaction with technology
Increase efficiency in closing  
tickets for technology issues

Increased faculty and student 
satisfaction with technology

Meet campus standards for 
classroom and laboratory technology

Improved classroom and  
laboratory spaces

Percent of spaces that meet  
the standard

Strategic direction 4: we will enrich student life.

The fourth strategic direction focuses on actions that can be taken in order to enrich student life by increasing 

service learning and volunteer opportunities, introducing a first year experience program, and adding evening 

services for nontraditional students. 

Enrich Student Life – What We Learned from the Self-Study 

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Assessment of student learning outcomes 
to determine the effectiveness of Student 
Affairs programming could be improved.

Assess student learning in all Student  
Affairs programs

Integrate assessment and program 
review to improve student learning

Number of decisions that can be 
traced back to assessment data

Transition programs are needed  
for all levels of students.

Develop and expand programs that enhance 
students’ awareness and understanding of 
diversity in a global society

Be intentional in creating experiential 
learning that focuses on the whole 
student and helps students prioritize 
activities so that they make the most  
of their college experience

Retention and student  
satisfaction data; decrease  
in the number of students  
referred for disciplinary action

Expand Alternative Spring Break  
(ASB) trips

Develop planned experiences that contribute 
to the intellectual development, academic 
success, and persistence to degree of our 
traditional undergraduate and adult and 
graduate students

Expand academic support  
services and processes to identify 
students who could benefit from  
use of these services 

Expand and support formal linkages  
between academic courses and curriculum 
and programs and services within the 
division of Student Affairs

Be intentional in creating experiential 
learning that focuses on the whole 
student and helps students prioritize 
activities so that they make the most 
of their college experience

Partner with academic departments 
to offer additional internship 
experiences. Increase community 
service time by students

Increase the leadership development  
skills of student leaders

Strengthen the Greek community 
through expansion and improved 
recruitment 

Expand current leadership initiatives 
creating a comprehensive leadership 
education, training and development 
program for all students 

Promote healthy lifestyles consistent  
with national guidelines

Expand health related and 
recreational programs/ activities  
to reflect current trends and  
student demand

Be intentional in creating experiential 
learning that focuses on the whole 
student and helps students prioritize 
activities so that they make the most  
of their college experience

Promote participation in athletics

While most departments in Student Affairs  
are engaged in assessment activities and have 
used assessment to make changes, few have 
documented how they use assessment results 
to make changes to their programs. Greater 
accountability in using assessment results 
to inform decisions and documenting the 
discussions leading to those decisions  
and the evidence used to inform those 
decisions is needed.

Improve the use of assessment results  
to inform co-curricular decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform co-curricular 
decisions and consequences for not 
meeting the standard

Amount of departments that  
meet the standard
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2001

The Capital Center, a 126,000-square-foot facility for 
health, recreation, education and athletics, opened.

2000

A Master of Music in Music Education 
degree began enrolling students.

Strategic direction 5: we will enhance academic programming and experience.

The fifth strategic direction focuses on enhancing the academic programming and experience of Capital 

University students by rethinking the general education curriculum, identifying promising graduate programs, 

creating more cross-disciplinary opportunities, and highlighting and providing additional support to  

outstanding programs. 

Enhance Academic Programming and Experience – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The part of the mission statement focused 
on lifelong learning is much less pervasive 
in division and academic department 
documents than other aspects of the 
mission statement.

Promote lifelong learning
Reinitiate the alumni survey with 
a focus on lifelong learning at the 
department level

Prevalence of lifelong learning 
in department documents and 
discussions

Enhance academic leadership for Adult 
and Graduate Education, to accommodate 
the unique learning needs of adult and 
graduate students.

Extend Adult and Graduate Education 
course offerings and support student 
learning outcomes

Explore structures that enhance 
support for Adult and Graduate 
Education

Improved recruitment, retention 
and learning of AGE students and 
student satisfaction surveys

Some general education working groups 
have regular meetings in which the 
members can discuss their courses and 
re-calibrate periodically so that there is a 
standard across all courses that fulfill the 
requirement. Other working groups do 
not meet consistently with representatives 
from all affected disciplines. Greater 
accountability of working groups and 
working group chairs is needed.

Increase effectiveness of general 
education working groups

Develop a system of accountability 
for the general education director 
and working group leaders that 
includes regular meetings and 
documentation of assessment results 
and the use of assessment to make 
curricular decisions

Working group minutes that 
reflect the diversity of faculty that 
contribute to the General Education 
curriculum

Improve the commitment to signature 
parts of the general education curriculum

Recruit and retain faculty from all 
departments who are committed 
to general education goals and are 
willing to participate in assessment 
of general education to teach general 
education courses 

Percent of general education courses 
being taught by faculty committed 
to general education and who 
participate in assessment of general 
education goals

The assessment of student learning 
outcomes across the general education 
working groups is disparate. Each general 
education working group needs a rubric 
that can be used to assess whether 
students have achieved the learning 
objectives for that general education 
requirement. 

Demonstrate attainment of student  
learning goals across the general  
education curriculum

Have each working group develop 
a rubric that targets the general 
education learning objectives for that 
working group and that could be 
used to assess student work across 
the courses that fulfill the general 
education requirement 

Percent of working groups that have 
and use a common rubric across 
all classes that fulfill the general 
education requirement

While most academic departments are 
engaged in assessment activities and 
have used assessment to make changes, 
fewer have documented how they use 
assessment results to make changes to 
their courses and curricula. 

Greater accountability in using assessment 
results to inform curricular decisions and 
documenting the discussions leading to 
those decisions and the evidence used to 
inform those decisions is needed.

Improve assessment of student learning 
outcomes in order to demonstrate an 
outcomes-based education.

Have departments who are  
weak in assessment be the  
first department to undergo  
the newly approved program  
review as a way to initiate a  
culture of assessment within  
the department

Progress on College initiatives

Improve the use of assessment  
results to inform curricular decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform curricular and 
co-curricular decisions and 
consequences for not meeting  
the standard Percentage of academic 

departments that meet the standard

Make assessment results public  
via a website and continue with  
the Showcase of Student  
Learning Outcomes

Enhance Academic Programming and Experience continued

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Periodic affirmation of student learning 
goals for departments is necessary to 
ensure that the curriculum is current and 
preparing students for lifelong learning, 
faculty annually recommit to the department 
learning goals, and learning goals are stated 
clearly and precisely.

Have periodic review of student learning 
goals at the level of the department

Include evidence in annual 
assessment report that all faculty 
know and approve the department 
learning goals; include in syllabi how 
the course helps to meet department 
learning goals

Presence of learning goals in annual 
assessment report and presence in 
syllabi of link between learning goals  
and course

The university assesses teaching of  
full-time junior faculty in many ways,  
though some refinement is needed to 
make these assessments more effective. 
The Board of Trustees and recent reports 
about college and university learning, along 
with Capital University’s strategic plan call 
for increased academic rigor. Our current 
system for assessing academic rigor in 
teaching needs to be strengthened.

Improve learning

Ensure syllabi clearly state intended 
learning outcomes and outcomes 
are aligned with the course level 
and credit hours awarded and 
that a minimum of two hours of 
out-of-class student work per credit 
hour is evident from the course 
requirements, including required 
course readings, written assignments, 
and related work and work is 
commensurate with the course level

Increased student learning  
and student satisfactionReinforce the link between 

the College Faculty Evaluation 
Committee and the College Faculty 
Professional Development Committee 
by requiring that all junior faculty 
meet with the College Faculty 
Professional Development Committee 
to address areas of concern and build 
upon their strengths and document 
the work that they have done with 
the College Faculty Professional 
Development Committee

Improve the effectiveness of peer review 
committee observations of teaching, 
particularly as related to academic rigor

Revise classroom observation form 
and provide template for letter from 
the peer review committee; implement 
training for peer review committee 
members and department chairs

Presence of revised form  
(see draft of revised form:  
http://tinyurl.com/bquyjnx)  
and letter template

The university does not have a systematic 
process for evaluating part-time faculty.

Improve evaluation of teaching effectiveness 
for part-time and term contract faculty

Refine the process of evaluation  
of part-time and term faculty

Increased student learning and 
student satisfaction

While all departments have goals for 
student learning and those goals are linked 
to university learning goals, there remains 
variability in the degree to which those goals 
are assessed.

Increase accountability for assessment  
of student learning goals

Ensure that all academic 
departments submit annual 
assessment reports and participate 
in the Showcase of Student Learning

Track submission of assessment 
updates and participation in 
Showcase of Student Learning

The institution needs more uniform and 
frequent assessments of the usefulness of the 
curriculum to students who will live and work 
in a global, diverse and technological society.

More uniform and widely used assessment 
of the usefulness of our curriculum

Establish standards that include 
frequent alumni surveys and 
internship evaluations

Percent of departments that engage 
in this type of assessment

The impact of student and faculty 
scholarship should be highlighted to 
external audiences.

Better promotion of student and  
faculty scholarship

Have regular coverage of student and 
faculty scholarship in the Chimes, 
on CapVision, on the university Web 
pages, in the alumni magazine, and 
in Capital Briefs

Increase in student and faculty 
scholarship activities

Academic Advising is inconsistent  
accross departments.

Improve advising

Provide department-level training and 
prompts for what faculty can address 
when working with student advisees; 
have all departments work with 
advisees to create a four-year plan

Improve scores on advising 
assessment; improved retention
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2008

Students of Latino Affinity (SOLA) became recognized 
as a student organization; however, the group had been 
meeting informally since the early 2000s.

2006

Peer Respect in a Diverse Environment (PRIDE) was established as a student 
organization. The plaza in front of Mound Street was completed, uniting the 
north and south sides of campus with a brick pedestrian mallway.

2005

The university received permission from the City of Bexley 
to close Mound Street.

Strategic direction 6: we will build constituency relationships and reach out to key populations.

The sixth strategic direction focuses on building constituency relationships and reaching out to key populations  
in order to build a stronger resource base and develop an ever-broadening audience, including adult learners,  
transfer students, and prospective students from outside our traditional recruitment area. 

Build Constituency Relationships – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

We need to better connect student, 
faculty and staff experiences to the 
university mission.

Provide many intercultural 
opportunities for students and faculty

Develop a streamlined process 
for encouraging study abroad 
and study away experiences

Increase in the number of 
students and faculty engaging in 
study abroad and study away

The next few years represent a 
challenge due to the country’s 
economy and the demographic 
shift in the region. Capital University 
must demonstrate that it provides an 
affordable, outcomes-based education.

Maintain enrollment, and where 
appropriate, grow enrollment 

Develop a process to 
demonstrate affordability and 
quality education to prospective 
students

Continue to track enrollment 
figures against goals

Build stronger relationships with 
current students that improve learning 
and retention and foster connections 
after the students graduate.

Increase opportunities for  
student-faculty interaction outside  
of the classroom

Provide faculty development 
opportunities that can help 
faculty increase their interactions 
with students outside of  
the classroom

Retention, student satisfaction, 
and engagement data

Capital’s relationship to surrounding 
community, and particularly the near 
east side, can be strengthened.

Increase visibility to immediate community
Establish a database of faculty 
expertise that the community 
could access 

Impact of the university in 
the community

More community engagement 
opportunities are needed.

Strengthen Capital’s relationship 
to surrounding community, and 
particularly, the near east side

Develop connections with 
community organizations in local 
areas in need

Increased number of student 
and faculty community-related 
projects 

Stronger relationships with alumni help 
to extend their learning beyond their 
time at Capital and promote learning 
experiences for current students.

Determine ways to better serve alums
Academic department-level plan 
to track alums and engage alums 
in advisory boards

More engagement by alumni

Strategic direction 7: we will connect to the community.

The seventh strategic direction focuses on connecting to the community in order to create partnerships and 
collaborations that nurture the character of students, create support for the university and solve persistent  

issues facing our community.

Connect to the Community – What We Learned from the Self-Study

aRea foR impRovement aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Study abroad and study away (within 
the United States but in a different 
cultural context) experiences provide 
an important learning opportunity for 
students and faculty that cannot be 
simulated in a classroom. We seek to 
expand these opportunities.

Increase study abroad and study  
away experiences

Development of additional  
faculty-led study abroad and  
study away trips

Percent of students and faculty 
engaged in study abroad and  
study away

The institution needs to improve  
tracking community engagement  
projects and internships.

Better tracking community engagement 
projects and internships

Expand the database of internships 
for Career Development

Percent of departments contributing
Add item on graduate survey  
about internships
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Evidence demonstrating Capital University’s commitment to HLC’s four cross-cutting themes (Future Oriented, 

Learning Focused, Connected, and Distinctive) occurs throughout the self-study. Specifically,

Distinctive 
And, finally, these action plans  

demonstrate an institutional commitment  

to ongoing improvement and accountability, 

ensuring that all facets of the institution 

are working toward achieving our stated 

mission of “Transforming lives through 

higher education.”

Learning Focused 
 These action plans indicate the  

institution’s willingness to learn about  

itself and about the needs of the 

constituencies it serves. Several of the 

action plans directly address refining  

our assessment processes and  

emphasizing enhancement of  

learning and scholarship.

Connected 
 While Capital University’s culture  

of service and collaborative governance 

are most obvious in other chapters, the 

institution’s commitment to serving the 

common good and its constituencies is 

highlighted in several of the action plans.

Future Oriented
 Capital University used the strategic 

planning process and the self-study  

to define how the university will evolve  

in the next ten years. Each action plan  

is connected to the mission of the 

institution and driven by the priorities 

identified in our strategic direction.

20122009

“Reflections,” a symbolic centerpiece of campus, was 
dedicated Homecoming Weekend. The water feature  
is located on the plaza in front of Yochum Hall.
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Criterion 1.1
the organization’s mission documents are clear and articulate publicly the organization’s commitments.

Capital University’s Board of Trustees has adopted the following mission, identity and learning  
goal statements.

Mission 

Transforming lives through higher education. By drawing upon the Lutheran principle of free inquiry, Capital University: 
 
-  Provides for personal growth by encouraging, enabling, and celebrating learning; 
 
-  Prepares individuals to be knowledgeable, independent, critical thinkers – educated for lives of leadership and service in an 

increasingly diverse society; 
 
-  Inspires individuals to be morally reflective, spiritually alive and civically engaged.

Strategic Plan Identity Statement  
With a focus on rigor and experiential learning, we capitalize on our size, location and heritage to develop the whole person,  
both inside and outside the classroom.

Identity 

Capital University is a comprehensive, independent university, grounded in the Lutheran tradition. It offers diverse undergraduate  
and graduate programs in the arts, sciences and professions. It emphasizes excellence in teaching in a personalized,  
student-centered environment of robust academic challenge. It is committed to using multiple approaches to intellectual 
development in order to serve the lifelong learning of a heterogeneous population. It seeks to prepare individuals to live  
holistic lives of leadership and service.

Capital’s Lutheran Identity 
Capital University is a diverse academic community. Capital affirms and embodies the following Lutheran principles:
 
-  Gift, Celebration, Stewardship: Celebrating the world and our lives as God’s gifts, and accepting our responsibility as stewards of these gifts.

-  Freedom, Wholeness, Dialogue: Affirming the freedom to be whole persons engaged in open and critical dialogue in pursuit of truth.

-  Vocation, Service: Accepting Luther’s concept of vocation, to serve the needs of neighbor and world, and by embracing a diversity  
of vocations.

University Learning Goals

Capital University prepares a diverse student body for life and work through undergraduate and graduate curricula that balance 
liberal studies with professional and career fields. Through an extensive curriculum and numerous student-centered activities,  
the effectiveness of which is assessed, Capital University students will develop skills in:

- Thinking critically, 
- Reasoning logically and 
- Communicating clearly.

Students also will be encouraged to:

- Develop their leadership and service potentials,
- Become independent, lifelong learners,
- Develop a sense of values that guides personal decision making, and 
- Develop intercultural competencies and the ability to work in diverse groups

An organization puts forward its mission statement as a way to share its identity and purpose. A mission statement, 
however, only accrues benefit to the organization and its constituents if the statement is publicly available, 
is clear, articulates its commitments, informs decision making, positively influences behavior, and has strong 
institutional resonance. The mission statement for Capital University possesses each of these characteristics. 

Capital University’s mission statement is publicly available via various venues, including the university’s 
Undergraduate Bulletin, handbooks (student and support staff), and the website. On the university’s website  
the mission statement is posted in its entirety on two different pages: http://www.capital.edu/mission/ and  
http://www.capital.edu/lutheran/. Capital University’s mission statement is readily accessible to those inside 
and outside the institution. 

Capital University’s mission statement is clear, reflecting a fairly concise statement that conveys the broad 
educational and developmental ideals to which the instutional community is committed. The mission statement’s 
essential theme – to transform lives through higher education – is the shorthand through which the educational 
community expresses its collective enthusiasm for a vocationally purposeful and spiritually engaged education. 

These statements identify the internal constituencies being served by the institution as undergraduate and 
graduate students interested in both liberal and professional studies. External constituencies identified in 
these statements include diverse local and world communities. In addition, each of the statements asserts a 
commitment to student learning.
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Criterion 1.2
in its mission documents, the organization recognizes the diversity of its learners, other constituencies,  
and the greater society it serves.

Capital University’s mission statement embraces personal growth and calls for individuals to  
be educated for lives of leadership and service in an increasingly diverse society. This mission  
reflects the organization’s recognition of diversity among its learners and among the world its  
learners will serve. 

The shared commitment to diversity is evident in mission and goal statements of the organization’s units 
(i.e., divisions, schools, departments, programs, centers, offices) where both implied and expressed 
meanings of diversity are contextualized within a unit’s work and sharpened through the understanding 
of diversity’s multiple meanings and particular value to an academic program or university service. 
Often, the term refers to the heterogeneity within a community or within the greater society. For example, 
in its mission statement, the education department notes its efforts to prepare individuals “to teach, 
lead and serve in diverse communities of learners.” Along those same lines, the nursing department 
views its mission as “promoting health and healing within our diverse community.” Additionally, the 
history department “gives students the opportunity to study and interpret the varied and diverse past 
of human history.” Frequently, though, such statements move beyond simple assertions about the 
cultural composition of the various populations within and served by the university to proclamations of 
respect and inclusion – or the essential contribution of diversity to true understanding. The psychology 
department, for example, asserts, “Scientific understanding requires a recognition of ethnic, cultural, 
social and gender diversity.” The Multicultural Affairs Office provides “leadership for university 
initiatives aimed at supporting and developing a diverse and inclusive community.” The linkage between 
“diversity” and “inclusivity” recurs in the Center for Faith and Learning’s mission statement. The 
Center for Faith and Learning sees its mission as implying a commitment to “community, diversity and 
inclusivity.” These mission statements characterize the concept of diversity at Capital University as a 
highly valued aspect of campus culture. 

The concept of diversity, as articulated within the mission statements, suggests heterogeneity within a 
community or within the greater society. In other statements, the concept of diversity takes on a slightly 
different meaning. It connotes that which is not homogeneous or that which is not uniform, standard, 
typical, or expected. The concept, particularly when used to contextualize aspects of learning (i.e., 
approaches to learning or learners), can also suggest that which is tailored, need-specific, unique, 
individualized, or exceptional. The mission statement for Capital University’s Office of Disability Services 
follows this pattern. Disabilities Services “seeks to make reasonable accommodations for students with 
disabilities through appropriate modification of educational procedures.” This program fosters and 
supports diversity on Capital University’s campus; yet there is no explicit mention of diversity in its 
mission statement.

A commitment to diversity implies a recognition of the various backgrounds and experiences of those 
populations within and served by Capital University. A commitment to diversity at Capital also implies 
a recognition that no one program, outreach effort, learning experience, or academic approach can 
meet the needs and interests of any one student, much less all its students and constituents. At Capital, 
such a commitment includes a network of programs, efforts, experiences, and approaches that work 
collectively to create, to borrow a phrase from the Honors Program’s mission statement, an “intellectually 
nurturing climate” for all of its learners, other constituencies, and the greater society that it serves.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The university should build 
upon its success in increasing 
student and faculty diversity by 
incorporating diversity into the 
curriculum and co-curriculum 
and further increasing the 
representation and retention  
of underrepresented populations 
(i.e., faculty, staff, and students).

Culture Improve diversity

Each academic department develops  
a diversity statement as well as plans  
to enact the statement

Amount of diversity 
among faculty, staff  
and students; changes 
in curricular and  
co-curricular activities

The university develops a Web page  
about diversity

The university provides other activities 
related to diversity (e.g., workshops)

The admission office, academic 
departments, and athletics reach  
out to prospective students who can 
contribute to a diverse campus

Criterion 1.3 
Understanding of and support for the mission pervade the organization.

Capital University’s mission statement has strong institutional resonance. One measure of the 
institutional resonance of Capital’s mission statement is the frequency with which it is referenced, 
directly or indirectly, on the university’s website. Using a Web engine to search key phrases 
(“institutional mission,” “university’s mission,” “educational mission,” and “transforming lives”)  
on Capital’s website, one can find over 300 references to the university’s mission statement, thereby 
indicating pervasive use at this nominal level of analysis.

Another secondary measure of the mission’s pervasiveness is the frequency with which terms or expressions 
from the university’s mission statement present in the mission and goals statements of units within the 
university. For example, as would be expected, the two terms that recur with the greatest frequency in 
the mission statements of the units within the university are “students” and “learning.” Less easily 
predicted, “community” is the third most frequently recurring term in these mission statements, followed 
by “service,” “development,” “support,” “critical,” “experiences,” “diversity,” and “scholarship.” These 
frequently recurring terms, through their very repetition in the mission statements of units at Capital 
University, have strong resonance. The shared community commitment to these key attributes of the 
mission and identity documents are reflected in the work that the institution does, for example:

-  Serving the Community: As found at http://www.capital.edu/values/. “Service is central: close to home and 
the world over. Capital alumni have undertaken a vast diversity of vocations. In part, it’s what a changing world 
requires. We’re proud to graduate citizens who are models of the change they wish to see in the world  – ready 
to engage with both local and far-off communities to find solutions to persistent problems.” Community service 
activities occur at all levels of the institution and are highlighted in Criterion 5: engagement and Service.

-  personal and professional development of Students, faculty and Staff: Several student services offices 
(e.g., the Registrar’s Office, the Residence Life and Housing Office, and the Career Development Office) 
highlight their commitment to student development through their mission statements. The institution’s 
commitment to the development of faculty and staff is evident in the resources that are made available to 
send faculty and staff to professional conferences and workshops, as described in Criterion 4: acquisition, 
discovery and application of knowledge. 
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-  Critical thinking: The centrality of critical thinking to the university’s mission is described at  
http: //www.capital.edu/values/ in the following terms: “As important as the tenet of free inquiry is 
acceptance of a wide diversity of opinions and backgrounds. It’s critical that we are not only open to divergent 
viewpoints, but celebrate them. This structure is what enables expression and, ultimately, a fuller education.” 
Another important indicator of the university’s commitment to critical thinking is its mention in the 
university’s strategic plan: “We will raise the intellectual energy by enhancing our programs of distinction, 
building on our strengths, and establishing a culture of learning and critical inquiry.” All academic 
departments have a student learning goal that addresses critical thinking, as described in Criterion 3: 
Student learning and effective teaching.

-  experiential learning: This value is best captured in the University’s strategic plan as a key component 
of Capital’s identity: “With a focus on rigor and experiential learning, we capitalize on our size, location 
and heritage to develop the whole person, both inside and outside the classroom.” Experiential learning 
is evident across the curriculum with many departments integrating community engagement projects, 
research projects, or senior theses into their required courses. In addition, the Student Activities Office 
works to engage students in being members of active student organizations that provide programs for the 
campus community, as described in Criterion 5: engagement and Service.

-  Scholarship and Research: The institution celebrates student scholarship during its annual Symposium 
on Undergraduate Scholarship and in its criteria for promotion and tenure of College faculty, in which 
all departments require that faculty supervise student scholarship projects and work with students 
to disseminate their work in professional venues. Student publications, such as ReCap and 
Epistimi also make student scholarship public. Faculty scholarship is highlighted at the start of 
each College meeting when recent achievements of faculty are shared with the community, and 
the College just recently developed an award for faculty scholarship to acknowledge scholarly 
achievements across a faculty member’s career. Additional information about student and faculty 
scholarship is in Criterion 4: acquisition discovery and application of knowledge.

Additionally, this simple content analysis reveals that the concepts prominent in the mission are 
aligned with units’ mission and goals. A closer analysis of these goals and mission statements 
reveals a richer matrix. For example, we can begin with the university mission statement from which 
the institution’s learning goals are derived. From these learning goals the general education program 
was developed and continually refined. The mission of academic departments, in turn, align with 
the general education requirements. In this way, the mission is mapped onto the curriculum through 
both general education requirements and academic major requirements.  

As expected, not all major requirements will map onto the general education goals, the university 
learning goals, or the institutional mission. Yet, a partial alignment is expected as it reveals 
alignment across these different curricular levels. The assessment of learner outcomes, which  
is separately discussed in Criterion 2: preparing for the future, completes the cycle and provides  
an opportunity for programmatic change. This is depicted in the graphic entitled “Learning Goals  

and Assessment.”

Learning Goals and Assessment

missions and Goals for academic departments. Many of the academic departments have developed 
mission/goal statements, which are intended to serve as an organizing framework for the curricula and 
orient the assessment of learner outcomes. For example, the psychology department, one of the liberal 
arts programs, offers the following mission and goals: 

 
  A strong liberal arts curriculum is an integral element of an undergraduate major in psychology 

and a vital component to professional practice and lifelong learning. In addition to individual major 
requirements, students fulfill the undergraduate General Education goals and develop  
an individual degree plan of liberal arts and pre-professional electives.

  The fundamental goal of an undergraduate education in psychology is to teach students to think as 
scientists about individual and social behavior. Scientific understanding requires:

 - recognition of ethnic, cultural, social and gender diversity;

 -  a broad and deep knowledge base incorporating both social and natural science aspects of each  
specific discipline;

 - methodological competence in statistics, research design and assessment methods;

 -  practical research, laboratory or field experience to generalize a scientific style of thought to the  
realm of application;

 - effective communication skills; and

 - sensitivity to ethical issues.

University  
Mission

University 
Student  
Learning  
Goals

Student 
Learning 
Outcomes

Course 
and 

Curricular 
Changes

Assessment of 
Student Learning

General Education Learning Goals 
(also informed by Ohio Board of Regents)

Department Learning Goals 
(also informed by disciplinary organizations)
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The psychology department mission and goals are integrally linked to Capital University’s mission 
and goals. The department’s mission to teach students to think as scientists restates, in a specific 
way, the celebration of learning. By thinking as scientists students are prepared to be knowledgeable, 
independent, critical thinkers, and are prepared, as a result, for lives of leadership and service. Likewise, 
the values, skills and knowledge of a scientist are central to free inquiry and necessary groundwork 
for morally reflective lives of service in a diverse world – central tenets of the University’s identity and 
mission statements. A schematic of this approach appears below:

The following table indicates how the psychology curriculum achieves the psychology department’s 
student learning goals. Columns represent required courses in the major.

ReqUiRed CoURSeS foR pSyCHoloGy maJoR

StUdent leaRninG Goal 100 110 200 210 220 310 320 330 340 350 360 410

1 X X X X X X X X

2 X X X

3 X X X X X X X X X

4 X X X X X X X X X X X X

5 X X X X

6 X X X

7 X X X X

Department  
Goals 

Goal 1: A broad and deep knowledge base in each  
specific discipline. Goal 2: Understanding of different 
theoretical traditions
 
Goal 3: Methodological competence in statistics, research 
design and assessment methods 

Goal 4: Effective communication skills 

Goal 5: Practical research, laboratory or field experience to 
generalize a scientific style of thought to the realm of application 

Goal 6: Sensitivity to ethical issues

Goal 7: Recognition of ethnic, cultural, social and gender diversity

University Learning 
Goals 

Thinking critically

Reasoning logically

Communicating clearly

Developing leadership and service potentials
Becoming independent, lifelong learners

Developing a sense of values that guides 
personal decision making

Developing intercultural competencies

...are reflected in...

The sociology and criminology department, also offering liberal arts programs, has the same student 
learning goals as the psychology department and the following table indicates how the criminology 
curriculum achieves the sociology and criminology department’s student learning goals.

ReqUiRed CoURSeS foR CRiminoloGy maJoR

StUdent leaRninG Goal 100 110 200 210 220 230 320 330 340 350 380 420

1 X X X X X X X X

2 X X

3 X X X X X X X X X X

4 X X X X X X X X X X X X

5 X

6 X X

7 X X X X X X X X X

As another example, the social work department, which offers a professional program, has clearly 
articulated mission and goals.

The mission of the social work department is to prepare students for generalist practice across rural 
and urban settings. Students become aware of the responsibility for continued professional growth and 
are committed to the alleviation of poverty, oppression and discrimination. The program is committed to 
knowledge building based on the principles of social and economic justice within a global context, to all 
people throughout the region and nation at large.

 Social work program goals are to:

 -  Prepare students for generalist social work practice in rural and urban settings with individuals, families, 
groups, organizations and communities. 

 -  Prepare students with a foundation for lifelong learning, including graduate education, and an awareness 
of their responsibility to continue their professional growth and development. 

 -  Prepare students with a broad liberal arts foundation that emphasizes development of critical thinking 
skills and a liberal arts perspective. 

 -  Prepare students to practice within the values and ethics of the social work profession with an  
emphasis on service to vulnerable populations and the promotion of social and economic justice and  
empowerment worldwide. 

 -  Prepare students to understand a scientific, analytic and ethical approach to building knowledge for 
practice, and to develop the skills to evaluate their own practice. 

 - Prepare students to integrate technological advancements in their practice. 
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The following table demonstrates how social work department’s student learning goals align with the University’s 
student learning goals.

Each of the student learning goals for social work are also addressed across the required courses in 
the social work curriculum.

ReqUiRed CoURSeS foR SoCial woRk maJoR

StUdent  
leaRninG 

Goal
100 200 210 220 227 335 336 353 370 460 461 462 463 464 465

1 X X X X X X

2 X X X X

3 X X X X X X X X

4 X X X X X X X X

5 X X X X X X X X X X

6 X X X X X X X X X X X X

Department  
Goals 

Goal 1: A broad liberal arts foundation that emphasizes 
development of critical thinking skills and a liberal arts perspective 
 
Goal 2: Understand a scientific, analytic and theoretical 
approach to building knowledge for practice, and to develop 
the skills to evaluate their own practice 

Goal 3: Integrate technological advancement in their practice 

Goal 4: Lifelong learning, including graduate education, and 
awareness of their responsibility to continue their professional 
growth and development 

Goal 5: Practice within the values and ethics of the social 
work profession with an emphasis on service to vulnerable 
populations and the promotion of social and economic 
justice and empowerment worldwide 

Goal 6: Practice generalist social work practice in rural  
and urban settings with individuals, families, groups, 
organizations, and communities 

University Learning 
Goals 

Thinking critically

Reasoning logically

Communicating clearly

Developing leadership and service potentials
Becoming independent, lifelong learners

Developing a sense of values that guides 
personal decision making

Developing intercultural competencies

...are reflected in...

The computational science minor, an interdisciplinary program, provides an example of the link between 
programs goals for an interdisciplinary program and university learning goals and how those learning 
goals manifest in the curriculum.

Each of the student learning goals for the computational science minor are also addressed across the 
required courses in the computational science curriculum.

ReqUiRed CoURSeS foR CompUtational SCienCe

StUdent leaRninG 
Goal

CS 160 CSaC 245 CSaC 335 CSaC 435 CSaC 445
two diSCiplinaRy 

appliCation 
CoURSeS

1 X X X X

2 X X X

3 X X X

4 X X X

5 X X X

6 X X X X X X

Department  
Goals 

Goal 1: Use current and emerging technologies 

Goal 2: Explore the creative nature of Computational Science 

Goal 3:  Improve written and oral communication related to 
scientific and technical projects 

Goal 4:  Experience an interdisciplinary, team-based approach  
to science problem solving 

Goal 5:  Prepare to pursue graduate degrees in science  
and mathematics 

Goal 4:  Experience an interdisciplinary, team-based approach  
to science problem solving 

University Learning 
Goals 

Thinking critically

Reasoning logically

Communicating clearly

Developing leadership and service potentials 

Becoming independent, lifelong learners

Developing a sense of values that guides 
personal decision making

Developing intercultural competencies

...are reflected in...
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aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The part of the mission 
statement focused on lifelong 
learning is much less pervasive 
in division and academic 
department documents  
than other aspects of the  
mission statement.

Academics
Promote lifelong 
learning

Reinitiate the alumni survey with 
a focus on lifelong learning at the 
department level

Prevalence of lifelong 
learning in department 
documents and 
discussions

Culture

Help faculty and 
students connect 
their work to  
the mission

Have faculty address the university 
mission in their syllabi and  
course activities

More discussions 
about the mission 
across campus

We need to better connect 
student, faculty and staff 
experiences to the  
university mission.

Relationships

Provide many 
intercultural 
opportunities  
for students  
and faculty

Develop a streamlined process  
for encouraging study abroad  
and study away experiences

Increase in the 
number of students 
and faculty 
engaging in  
study abroad  
and study away

Criterion 1.4:
the organization’s governance and administrative structures promote effective leadership and support 
collaborative processes that enable the organization to fulfill its mission.

Since 2002, the organization has undergone reorganization in its administrative structures. Early 
during the last decade the University embraced a fairly decentralized structure. In the early 2000’s a 
new business school was formed and the graduate and undergraduate business program faculty were 
separately organized into this new structure with a newly hired academic dean. A short time later, the 
School of Professional Studies, Education and Social Work was created, shifting existing programs 
previously part of the College of Arts and Sciences into another new structure with a new academic 
dean. Adult learner degree completion programs, with centers in Columbus, Cleveland and Dayton, 
were reassigned to this unit. The Cleveland Center was relocated to a newly remodeled office space 
downtown. In 2005 the School of Management opened the New Center in downtown Columbus in 
an attempt to establish a professional development program and enhance connections with the 
Columbus business community. These new initiatives, though innovative, were costly as a result 
of the additional operational infrastructure and several new administrative and staff positions. 

For a few years, spending outstripped revenues as these new initiatives failed to drive enrollment  
and the national economy began to experience the leading edge of a recession. Consecutive  
annual operating deficits (see the chart below) depleted cash reserves and restricted cash flow. 
The Board of Trustees, informed by key members of the administration and faculty governance 
leaders, re-established institutional priorities and in June 2006 named Dr. Denvy Bowman as 
acting president following the retirement of Dr. Theodore Fredrickson, who had served as president  
since 2002. Dr. Bowman, hired as the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in 2003,  
was appointed provost after a national search in 2006, before being named acting president.  
Dr. Bowman was named permanent president on March 30, 2007.

yeaR bUdGet defiCit oR SURplUS amoUnt

2003-2004 Deficit - $2.4 Million

2004-2005 Deficit - $4.8 Million

2005-2006 Deficit - $7.3 Million 1

2006-2007 Deficit - $0.9 Million 2

2007-2008 Surplus + $4.6 Million

2008-2009 Surplus + $4.2 Million

2009-2010 Surplus + $2.1 Million

2010-2011 Surplus + $3.7 Million

2011-2012 Surplus + $2.0 Million (estimate)

1 - 74 administrative and staff positions eliminated

2 - Projected $12.4 M Deficit; 17 term faculty positions eliminated
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Effective Leadership Through the 
2004-2007 Financial Turbulance. 
The financial uncertainty of 2004-2007 called for bold 
leadership, renewed commitment to mission, and exceptional 
fiscal stewardship. Under President Bowman’s leadership, a 
guiding principle was established to guide the difficult decisions 
ahead – preserve institutional mission and student experience. 
Major units underwent a systematic review. The approach 
analyzed linkages to institutional mission, provided a detailed 
environmental scan and market analysis, and indicated specific 
steps to improve efficiency. The President’s Cabinet reviewed 
these reports and met with representatives from the units to 
discuss the findings. In the end, the Executive Committee of 
the Board of Trustees accepted the recommendations of the 
President’s Cabinet, which included: a) closure of the Cleveland 
and Dayton degree-completion sites and consolidation of adult 
learner undergraduate programs to the Columbus campus, 
and b) closure of the downtown Columbus New Center, with 
elimination of its continuing professional development programs, 
and return of the graduate business program to the Bexley 
campus site, effective fall 2006. Operations in Cleveland 
and Dayton were maintained through the 2006-07 academic 
year, until all enrolled students completed their education 
or transferred to another program. Full-time tenured faculty 
members were invited to transfer to Columbus.

In early 2006, at the request of President Bowman, a committee 
was established to carry out a formal review of the first year of 
implementation of the newly created School of Education and 
Professional Studies. The committee, functioning as an ad hoc 
committee of the Senate with representation from the Faculty 
Senate’s Academic Program Review Committee, conducted a 
fiscal, cost/benefit analysis of the new structure and collected 
faculty, administrator and student perspectives on the then 
new academic structure’s capability to advance the university’s 
mission and program goals. On May 8, 2006, the committee 
released its report [http://bit.ly/kn92l6], concluding that the 
new academic structure had not realized its stated goals and 
objectives, had increased fiscal expenditures, had negatively 
impacted adult learner programs, and had complicated 
communication across programs, departments and colleges. 
On the recommendation of the President’s Cabinet and with  
the approval of the Executive Committee of the Board of  
Trustees, the School of Education and Professional Studies  
was reabsorbed into the College of Arts and Sciences  
and its administrative structure dissolved. 

During the summer of 2006, the University reduced the number of personnel to avoid a projected 
$12.4M deficit. The President’s Cabinet established a Position Management Committee to review all 
existing non-faculty positions and, going forward, to consider all future position requests. The divisional 
vice presidents, associate provost, academic dean, university counsel, director of Human Resources, 
and chair of the Faculty Senate comprised the committee, which employed criteria to determine 
whether a position was retained. Following this process, which included input from direct supervisors 
on essential operations, a list of proposed position eliminations was forwarded to the President’s Cabinet 
and, in turn, to the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. On June 29, 2006, 74 positions were 
eliminated. These employees were provided one additional month salary and benefits, plus continuation 
of dependent tuition benefits as a function of length of service.

Parallel to position management, a Space 
Management Committee was created in 2006 to 
ensure efficient and mission-consistent allocation 
of university facilities. The committee developed 
university-wide policies governing space usage, 
established guidelines for the appropriate 
assignment of existing university facilities, identified 
emerging space needs, and provided timely 
recommendations to the President’s Cabinet as a 
result of official space requests from the community. 
 
In August of 2006, the President’s Cabinet 
established the Program Prioritization Committee 
in consultation with the Faculty Policy Review 
Committee. The purpose of the Committee was to “foster academic quality and administrative 
efficiency with appropriate financial resources.” The specific charge of the committee was to review all 
programs, academic and non-academic, and to address quality and financial concerns by offering timely 
recommendations to the Cabinet. The University’s financial difficulties that came to light in 2006 created 
much of the impetus for the creation of the Committee. However, the main purpose of the prioritization 
process was not to find ways to reduce expenses. Instead, the goal was to enhance the academic quality 
of the University by determining which programs are best suited to offer given the mission, the resources, 
and the external market forces. By recommending that enhancement of some programs and the reduction 
or elimination of other programs, it was reasoned that the reallocation of resources would enhance academic 
quality. The committee also looked for operational and financial efficiencies that could save University 
resources, but only within the context of enhancing quality overall.

The committee consisted of a member from the Faculty Senate, a member from the Undergraduate 
Faculty, a member from the Graduate Advisory Council, and elected faculty representatives from 
the Conservatory of Music, the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Nursing, and the School 
of Management. Administrators who served on the Program Prioritization Committee included the 
University’s director of Institutional Research, a dean who represented the Dean’s Council, a member  
of the President’s Cabinet, and the University registrar. 

Criteria to evaluate whether  
a position was retained:

- Is the position tied to the mission of the institution?

-  Is the position critical to the operation of the  
department/unit?

- Can the position be performed in different ways?

- Is the position strategic in its orientation?

- Is there any redundancy with other positions?

- Can this position be outsourced?
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Guided by Dickeson’s (1999) work, Prioritizing Academic Programs and Services: Reallocating 
Resources to Achieve Strategic Balance, the committee evaluated academic programs and  
non-credit bearing administrative units on ten dimensions. In late spring 2007, the committee  
released its findings. 

The Program Prioritization Committee offered 
the following observation, “Capital University has 
fallen into a pattern similar to that of many other 
universities, in that we often expanded or added  
to our academic programs, but rarely contracted  
or reduced them. We might have expanded 
because of student demand, faculty interest, or 
in an effort to compete with other institutions. 
But over time, we have spread ourselves and our 
resources too thin; we have been trying to be all 
things to everyone, but are not doing all things well. 
Instead, we need to lead with our strengths and 
support programs that are already doing well or 
that have the potential to do well. We have limited 
resources, and we must be careful and deliberate.” 

The committee, after careful evaluation of the criteria, prioritized programs by assigning a rating to each 
unit using the following scale:
 

 5. Enrichment of existing programs or addition of new programs,

 4. Continuation of programs at increased level of support,

 3. Continuation of programs at the current level of support,

 2. Retention of programs at reduced levels of support,

 1. Reduction, consolidation, or elimination of programs.

 
The President’s Cabinet — sensitive to the campus climate  — determined that judicious use of the 
report along with many other sources of data would inform but not dictate institutional decision making. 
The reports of this committee are available at http://bit.ly/MGUSO2. The prioritization reports have 
helped inform subsequent decisions made by the President’s Cabinet, the Dean’s Council, and faculty 
governance, though the process stretched forward for several years. Academic units were permitted 
additional time to address the findings, refute conclusions, and – most importantly – seek solutions to 
inefficiencies and programmatic challenges. Some examples of the subsequent decisions that were 
informed by these initial findings include:

-  The method for compensating department chairs was evaluated and revised so that it accounts for factors 
such as expected duties (e.g., scheduling of classes, recruitment of adjuncts, evaluation of faculty), size of the 
department or program (e.g., number of majors, credit hours offered, number of faculty), and other pertinent 

Dimensions Used to Evaluate  
Academic Programs and  
Administrative Units:

 1. History and evolution of the program

 2. Alignment with institutional mission

 3. External demand for the program

 4. Internal demand for the program

 5. Quality of program inputs

 6. Quality of program outcomes

 7. Program size and scope

 8. Program resources and revenue generation

 9. Program costs and expenses

 10. Opportunities and areas for future growth

factors (e.g., the extent of contacts with external constituents, or whether accreditation standards must be 
monitored and adhered to).

- The allocation of travel and conference costs was reviewed and revised to ensure equity across schools.

- The budgeting process has become more open so that all assistant deans know the budgets of all schools.

-  The term CLL, or Center for Lifelong Learning, has been changed to Adult and Continuing Education, which 
became part of a newly formed Adult and Graduate Education unit, the emphasis has shifted to a broader 
concept that encompasses all types of adult education, including undergraduate and graduate programs.

-  The Board of Trustees revised its orientation process to ensure that Board members understand the 
comprehensiveness of University operations and the Board’s role within this structure.

-  The administration of the academic units has greater oversight in order to ensure consistency in the 
management of those units. This includes better guidelines detailing the responsibilities of department chairs.

-  Enrollment management now has a University focus that includes financial aid, marketing, student retention, 
and recruiting. 

-  One of the general education requirements, a course titled Lifetime Health, was eliminated due to ongoing 
problems with staffing the course and student dissatisfaction. The General Education Committee began 
a comprehensive revision of the core curriculum, resulting in a significant revision approved in 2011 and 
planned for gradual implementation over the next two years.

-  The Admission Office was relocated to a more suitable location that is attractive and accessible to the public.

- The traditional student and adult student calendars were coordinated.

- A Master’s program in education was developed.

- The University hired a faculty member with expertise in Exercise Science.

- The Chimes, the student newspaper, launched an online format, which reduced the number of print copies.

As the operating deficits subsided and the University returned to balanced budgets and operating 
surpluses, work initially pioneered through prioritization was continued and refined. A series of analyses 
were conducted to determine the minimum size that a class needed to be in order to be cost-effective. 
Those analyses can be found at http://bit.ly/ltitk4. New minimum enrollment thresholds for course 
offerings were implemented. Courses that did not meet the minimum standards for enrollment are 
discussed by the Deans Council to identify why they have low enrollment and, when possible, the 
frequency of offering the course is changed or the course is combined with another section so that the 
unit can continue to offer the course. The number of supplemental contracts offered to faculty members 
who performed administrative functions was reduced [http://bit.ly/kUkinc]; the administrative functions 
for which faculty received supplemental contracts typically were assigned to the assistant deans. After 
the minimum threshold for a course to be offered was implemented and administrative functions were 
reassigned, it was determined that 15 term contract positions could be eliminated and then savings 
reallocated to hire tenure-track faculty. It should be noted that Capital did not experience a significant 
increase in the number of courses taught by adjunct faculty members, but rather, this decision led to 
Capital assigning full-time tenured or tenure-track faculty teaching responsibilities [http://bit.ly/k1S4Um]. 
Moreover, the classes were offered in a more efficient manner, and although the number of very small 
classes offered dropped dramatically, the number of larger classes (+20 students) did not change 
significantly [http://bit.ly/merUyZ].
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Stable Leadership 2006-2012
Since the appointment of Dr. Bowman as president, the institution has consolidated and stabilized key leadership 
positions. Senior leaders represent a mix of longtime university employees and strategic new hires, yielding a 
team which both preserves institutional memory and fosters fresh external perspectives. Brief biographies of the 
senior leadership are available at http://tinyurl.com/d2d4zkr.

board of trustees. The Board of Trustees has continued to embrace its strategic role and fulfill its various 
responsibilities within the governance structure of Capital University. Specifically, the board expects that the 
board and the University president set goals, approve goals, implement actions, and evaluate performance on 
a yearly basis. The University president, in turn, works with each vice president to set goals, approve goals, 
implement actions, and evaluate performance. An important element within this process is the development of 
key performance measures. Key performance measures allow the board to monitor success, and more importantly, 
allow the president and vice presidents to perform ongoing self-assessment and adjust policies, procedures 
and decisions accordingly. The board also measured its own effectiveness via an internal survey that provided 
information to help the board more effectively manage its own operations and activities. A copy of the survey 
instrument can be found at http://bit.ly/ldbmcf. The issues that arose as a result of the survey were grouped into 
those that needed immediate attention and those that needed improvement. The results from this survey helped 
inform board decision-making, led to more efficient communication, created a better understanding of board 
strengths and weaknesses, and facilitated board member understanding of their roles and responsibilities. 

Each of the board’s committees began a re-chartering process which has led to changes in the structure and 
function of board roles and has improved communication, increased efficiency in interactions, and helped align 
board activities with strategic efforts. For example, the board’s executive committee functions as a standing 
committee and assures mechanisms exist for updating strategic plans and monitoring progress, improving 
committee reporting, and enhancing the focus of board retreats by streamlining communication outside formal 
meetings. Likewise, a Governance Standing Committee was created to handle the fiduciary, stewardship and 
strategic roles relative to governance. The board’s structure has helped clarify responsibilities and commitments, 
and focuses on evaluation of the board and the president. 

Setting goals and assessing outcomes is a central tenet in every new initiative, from those undertaken by the  
Board of Trustees and the University president to those pursued by program staff and members of the faculty. 
Thus, the board created processes to monitor its effectiveness and to improve procedures to assess the president’s 
performance against specific, measurable goals. The president’s annual goals, self-assessments against these 
goals and his regular reports to the board on job accomplishment are a part of that process. 

Creation of a Unified College. In 2006, Capital University had six colleges. This structure was inefficient and 
at times discouraged collaboration between the various units on campus. Of particular concern was the lack of 
collaboration between the various undergraduate schools on campus, and as a result, the decision was made to 
establish a unified college that would streamline faculty governance, encourage collaboration between the various 
undergraduate units, and make the operations much more transparent.

In the winter of 2008, President Bowman shared his vision of a unified college with faculty governance members 
from the Faculty Senate, the Undergraduate Faculty (UGF) and the Graduate Advisory Council (GAC). The 
purpose of creating a unified college was to promote consistency in faculty evaluation, eliminate redundancy in 
faculty governance functions, reduce overlap in curricular offerings, increase collaboration across disciplinary 
boundaries, and streamline the management of the institution. Following endorsement by the Faculty Senate, 
the president convened a committee to review possible restructuring options. The committee consisted of the 
leaders of each of the existing governance bodies (senate, UGF and GAC), the president, the provost, the associate 
provost, the vice president for Planning and Strategy, and the dean of Arts and Sciences. The following table 
contrasts the former academic structure with the organization of a unified College.

pRevioUS StRUCtURe CURRent StRUCtURe

Faculty Senate:
- Representatives from all schools, including the Law School

Faculty Senate 
- Representatives from all schools, including the Law School 
- Graduate Committee

Graduate Advisory Council 
-  Representatives from all graduate programs (i.e., business, law, 

music, nursing)
Re-positioned as committee of the Senate

Undergraduate Faculty
- A body of the whole, representing all undergraduate faculty
- Representatives from schools on committees
-  Led by elected Executive Committee that included a chair, vice-chair, 

and secretary and members from schools not represented within  
the officers

College Faculty 
- A body of the whole, representing all undergraduate faculty
- Representatives from schools on College-wide committees. 
-  Led by elected Executive Committee that includes a chair, vice-chair, 

secretary and chairs of all College committees

Law School Faculty
- A body of the whole, representing all Law School faculty

Law School Faculty 
- A body of the whole, representing all Law School faculty

School Committees 
- Set of committees duplicated in each school

School Committees – largely eliminated

At Capital, the reorganized faculty governance structure promotes effective leadership and supports collaborative 
processes that enable the university to fulfill its mission. Before the creation of the College in 2008, there were 
nine governing bodies representing faculty: five undergraduate bodies (consisting of the College of Arts and 
Science, the Conservatory of Music, the School of Education, Professional Studies and Social Work, the School of 
Management, and the Nursing School), the Undergraduate Faculty (UGF), the Law School, the Graduate Advisory 
Council (GAC), and the University Senate. Generally speaking, UGF dealt with academic issues related to the 
university’s undergraduate programs; the GAC focused on issues relating to more than one of the university’s 
graduate programs (including the Law School), but had no voting authority; and the Senate addressed issues 
relevant to all university faculty. The Law School was, and still is, governed by a body of the whole with regard to 
issues that only pertain to the Law School. 

Once the College was formed, however, it was apparent that a new governance structure must be developed. 
Capital’s faculty gave careful consideration when creating the committee structure and placed the committees 
within the Faculty Senate or College. The faculty wanted to ensure that all university-wide issues were attended to 
by the Faculty Senate, and College-wide issues were attended to by the College Faculty. Additionally, the faculty 
within the College felt a need to eliminate the committees that functioned at the school (or department) level, and 
instead create committees, policies and procedures that represent and apply to the entire College. The faculty 
within the College used the re-structuring as an opportunity to reduce redundancies within its governance system. 
Additionally, the former GAC was re-positioned as a committee within the Faculty Senate.
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These governance structures — the Faculty, the Faculty Senate, the Law School, and the College — actively 
support the mission of the university and promote effective leadership and collaborative processes that 
enable the university to support that mission. The recent work of the College Executive Committee serves as 
one example. College Faculty first elected officers to serve on the College Executive Committee in April 2009. 
The following summer, ad hoc committees worked to develop bylaws for the College. The College Faculty 
ratified these bylaws in February of 2010. Since then, the members of the Executive Committee have worked 
to improve the document (e.g., by eliminating contradictions and inconsistencies). Concurrently, members of 
the standing committees of the College have been working on their sections of the College Faculty Handbook.

The College Executive Committee has taken numerous steps to promote effective leadership and  
to develop collaborative processes that enable the university to fulfill its mission. For example,  
the work of the committee supports the University’s commitment to leadership and service by sharing  
and celebrating employee successes. 

The College Executive Committee promotes effective leadership and develops collaborative processes 
that enable the University to fulfill its mission by enabling its members and others to be knowledgeable, 
independent and critical thinkers. One way that it accomplishes this task is through the involvement of 
appropriate bodies and individuals in decision making. To begin, the College Executive Committee meetings 
include the College officers, the asssistant deans, the dean of the College and College committee chairs 
in an effort to ensure that decisions were informed by many points of view. Additionally, in an effort to 
accommodate those faculty members who were unable to attend the meetings due to class conflicts, the 
College Executive Committee introduced electronic voting on matters raised in College meetings. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The College has many initiatives  
in progress that need to be brought 
to completion.

Culture
Improve work 
efficiency

Establish work plan at the end of 
each school year so that faculty 
could address and achieve 
measurable goals in the next 
academic year

Progress on College 
initiatives

The College Executive Committee enables its members and others to be knowledgeable, independent 
and critical thinkers by improving the quality and frequency of communication up, down and across the 
organization. For example, in a dual effort to optimize the time spent in College meetings and to inform as 
many faculty members as possible, the committee instituted the practice of including succinct committee 
reports within the agendas for the College meeting. This practice allows more time for discussion of important 
issues during its meetings, and also informs those faculty members who are unable to attend. Additionally, in 
an effort to better communicate about the activities of the Senate, the Senate Chair now provides an update 
at every College meeting. Also, in response to the request for more communication between the President, 
Provost and the faculty, College meeting agendas include a standing update from either the President or 
Provost. Another strategy the committee has used to improve communication and promote informed decision 
making is through the timely distribution of meeting agendas. College meeting agendas are always shared 
with faculty one week before each meeting. Additionally, the minutes are available for everyone to review. 
Uniform scheduling of meetings also improved communication. Faculty meetings take place on Monday 
afternoons at 4:00pm. Upon review of College-wide course schedules, Monday afternoon was found to be the 
time during which the fewest faculty members were teaching. 

Beyond faculty governance, there are other administrative units on Capital’s campus that promote 
effective leadership and support collaborative processes that enable the organization to fulfill its mission. 
One such unit is the President’s Cabinet. 

The President’s Cabinet comprises the president’s senior staff and also includes the dean of the Law 
School, dean of the College, chair of Faculty Senate, and the associate provosts. This group considers 
and makes recommendations to the president on matters of university-wide importance and priority; 
formulates and approves university policy; manages strategic issues; ensures institutional perspective in 
decision making; and implements the university’s strategic plan. The Cabinet, under the leadership of 
the university president, serves as the penultimate authoritative governance structure secondary to the 
Board of Trustees.

Another unit that works to support the mission of the university is the Deans Council. 

The Deans Council is an important organ for communicating the decisions and policies made by 
the board, the President’s Cabinet and the Provost’s Office to the College faculty. The Council also 
communicates the concerns and values of the faculty to the dean and provost. Deans Council is the 
primary channel connecting the administration to the academic departments. The main arena in which 
the Deans Council is able to prepare for the future is through the development of new, and the possible 
elimination of old, academic programs. The Council discusses ways to enrich the College with regard 
to academic rigor, opportunities for service-learning, and engagement on study and service abroad 
and away. The Council considers how the policies and procedures instituted affect the long-term 
financial health of the university, as well as the long-term morale of our students and faculty. Policy 
implementation is driven by a desire to improve student learning and teaching effectiveness. The Council 
works toward equitable distribution of faculty development funds, especially with regard to regular 
conference travel for the dissemination of research produced by Capital faculty. This includes financial 
support for undergraduate research done as a collaboration between students and faculty. The Council 
strives for fairness, openness and rigor:

 -  Fairness: Beyond simple consistency of mission between the administration and the faculty, Deans 
Council is designed to encourage fairness across the schools and departments. In a university with 
as many varieties of discipline and pedagogies, Capital can never be a place where one rule can be 
rigidly applied to every case. But we can be a place where, with understanding and mutual trust, all 
arrangements to meet special needs withstands close inspection.

 -  Openness: No group of people can achieve complete transparency with each other, but the Deans 
Council set a high standard for honesty and openness. Working under the current ethos of transparency, 
the Council has a clearer sense of the work-load issues, budgetary practices and modes of scholarship 
in the various schools than we have ever had before. As a result of sharing school practices at Deans 
Council, there is greater equity in shared resources and faculty support than has been achieved in past 
administrative structures.

 -  Rigor: For academic institutions, one of the most cherished forms of integrity is the belief that we have, 
and uphold, high academic standards. Deans Council agendas regularly include items regarding policies 
designed to improve and advance intellectual honesty and academic rigor on our campus. The council 
administers the day-to-day application of the integrity violations, grade changes, petitions for exemption 
from policy, etc. While respecting the faculty responsibility of the curriculum, the Council works to ensure 
that the university hires the best available instructors, develops for tenure-review and beyond excellent 
teachers, and puts policies in place that encourage academic rigor in the classroom.
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leadership across divisions. The Business and Finance Division works to support the mission of the 
university through its effective leadership and collaborative processes. The mission of the Business 
and Finance division is to provide leadership and management for the strategic and effective use 
of all university resources as well as administrative support services at the university. The proper 
management of facilities, investments and other assets, such as the most important asset, human 
resources, are critical to support Capital’s central mission of teaching and learning. The effective delivery 
of administrative services in a student-centered, user-friendly manner is essential. The leadership and 
management activities of the Business and Finance Division include immediate and long-range financial 
planning on such matters as university-wide budget modeling, compensation, other human resource 
matters, and facilities; creating a student-centered, user-friendly service climate that fosters continuous 
improvement of financial management and service delivery; cash and investment management; real 
estate management; risk management; management of long term debt; collaboration with the Academic 
and Student Affairs, and Enrollment Management staffs to ensure that the management of resources and 
delivery of services promote the total development of each student; collaboration with University Counsel 
regarding risk management, contracts, employment matters, and other legal affairs; and liaison to the 
University Resources Committee of the Board of Trustees.

The Planning and Advancement Division integrates the university’s planning, strategy, marketing, 
enrollment management and advancement functions into one organizational structure. Planning 
and Advancement comprises the following offices: Admission, Advancement Services, Alumni 
Relations, Capital Fund, Development Research, External Relations, Financial Aid and Student 
Employment, Institutional Research and Assessment, Major Gifts, Planned Giving, Publications and 
Marketing, Registrar, Retention, and Web Communications. By building relationships and serving key 
constituencies, the Planning and Advancement Division works to promote collaborative and innovative 
work, optimize recruitment, foster an engaged alumni community, and sustain a culture of giving. 

Criterion 1: mission and integrity

The offices that comprise Student Affairs promote effective leadership and support collaborative process 
in support of the university’s mission. For example, the Career Development Office assists students and 
alumni with the process of identifying and implementing career goals that complement their learning, 
development and success. The Multicultural Affairs Office provides leadership, service and resources 
aimed at developing and supporting a diverse and inclusive community. The Center for Health and 
Wellness offers a range of services for students to meet their emotional, physical, disability, and medical 
needs, and to promote wellness on both campuses. The Residence Life and Housing Office fosters 
individual and interpersonal development through the creation of living and learning communities. The 
Dean of Students is responsible for providing student’s academic and personal support, administering 
a learning centered conduct system, and providing leadership for student affairs assessment of student 
learning and success. The Student Activities Office provides students with a meaningful, well-rounded, 
co-curricular experience. In support of Capital’s commitment to encourage, enable and celebrate 
learning, the Dean of Students provides leadership in form of support, resources, and direction for the 
division’s student learning and outcomes assessment plan. To prepare students for lives of leadership 
and service, the Multicultural Affairs Office collaborated with the Community Service and Student 
Programs Office to implement a community service project during Smooth Transitions, a pre-orientation 
program for students of color, difference and their allies. The Center for Health and Wellness, to prepare 
students to live in an increasingly diverse society, collaborated with Student Services Staff to establish an 
Office of Disability Services at the Law School.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Enhance academic leadership for Adult 
and Graduate Education to accomodate 
the unique learning needs of adult and 
graduate students
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Extend Adult and Graduate 
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learning outcomes
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of Adult and Graduate 
Education students  
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satisfaction surveys

Administrative change is inevitable 
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decision making
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Clarify the administrative 
structure

Develop an organizational 
chart that defines roles 

Clarify the administrative 
structure
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Criterion 1.5
the organization upholds and protects its integrity.

Capital University employs several methods to uphold and protect the integrity of its mission, objectives, 
processes, functions, and general operations. Establishing university-wide policies is a commonly employed 
method. Found at http://www.capital.edu/hr-policies/, the following non-exhaustive list includes policies enacted 
by the university to protect its integrity: Conflict of Interest Policy, Contracting Policy, Data Security and 
Classification Policy, Disability Services, Diversity Statement, Drug Free School and Communities Act Policy, 
Drug Free Workplace Act Policy, Human Dignity Policy, Non-Discrimination Policy, Record Retention, Sexual 
Harassment Policy, and User Accounts Policy. 

An example of such a policy is the university’s Acceptable Use Policy. The Acceptable Use Policy was written 
to support and protect university computing and electronic communication resources, and all users of those 
resources, by defining the standards for acceptable use. The computing and electronic communication 
resources that Capital University provides for faculty, staff and students are essential to carrying out the 
university’s primary mission. Thousands of users share the computing resources at Capital University. 
Protecting and preserving university computing and electronic communication resources is a cooperative 
effort that requires each member of the university community to act responsibly and guard against abuses. 
Misuse by even a few individuals has the potential to disrupt university business or the work of others. 
Acceptable use of university computing and electronic communication resources demonstrates respect for 
unobstructed access, intellectual property rights including copyright, trademark and applicable licenses, truth 
in communication, ownership of data, system security and integrity, and individuals’ rights. The university is 
committed to protecting faculty, staff, students, and guests from illegal or damaging actions by individuals, 
either knowingly or unknowingly. 

Beyond enactment of policies, the university employs other methods to uphold and protect the integrity of its 
mission, objectives, processes, functions, and general operations. The publication of handbooks is one such 
method. Members of the campus community can readily access the faculty, support staff and administrative 
handbook at http://www.capital.edu/hr-policies/. These handbooks provide supervisors and staff with access 
to uniform information in order to assure equitable and consistent application of the policies. Students can 
access their handbook at http://www.capital.edu/student-handbook/. 

Two documents, the Student Handbook and Academic Planner, and the Code of Student Conduct and 
Academic Integrity, detail campus policies and university expectations. These documents help students to 
understand more fully their responsibility to engage in thoughtful academic study and discourse and in ethical 
and socially responsible behavior on and off-campus. A preface to these documents highlights the following 
shared values:

-  Integrity: All members of the campus community are expected to exemplify honesty, respect for truth, and 
congruence with university standards and behavior expectations in all exchanges and interactions. 

-  Responsibility: All members of the campus community are expected to take ownership of individual choices 
and any subsequent consequences. 

-  Respect: All community members are expected to honor and esteem the rights and freedoms of each  
unique individual, and to understand the value and worth of college property and the property of others,  
and demonstrate care for individuals and property.

-  Fairness: Members of the campus community are expected 
to follow all published rules and guidelines in good faith as the 
university is committed to developing consistent, honest and  
just systems. 

-  Community: Learning to live as a member of a community is an 
important part of personal development. Each individual must 
learn to respect others’ needs and expectations, voice their own 
expectations and concerns about community life, and resolve 
differences and conflicts peacefully.

Both documents make explicit the university’s shared values and 
expectations for student behavior. The Code of Student Conduct 
and Academic Integrity, in particular, provides details about how the 
university addresses violations of student conduct. In this document, 
students learn that the University has established several groups to 
address student integrity violations and other violations of the Student 
Code of Conduct. These boards include the Campus Hearing Board 
(for violations of the Student Code of Conduct), The Peer Review 
Board (for violation of Residence Life policies), and The Greek 
Conduct Review Board (for violation of Greek Council Bylaws). Each 
board employs a similar process. They review student conduct, 
determine responsibility, hold students accountable, and impose 
sanctions for misconduct. A student who wishes to appeal a decision 
by one of these boards can turn to the Appellate Board. This board 
reviews all appeals and renders a decision to the appellant.

These three boards are not the only groups on campus tasked with 
monitoring student conduct. Another such group is the College 
Academic Standing and Student Affairs Committee. Among its duties, 
the committee reviews and recommends policies and practices 
regarding student life at the College. Recently, the committee has 
focused its attention on issues of academic integrity. For example, 
the committee produced an Academic Integrity Guidebook for 
faculty and students which is introduced to all incoming first year 
students during their Summer Registration Sessions. Additionally, 
the committee with the Director of Academic Integrity, Dean of 
Students, and Student Government, developed a plan for the 
inclusion of students and faculty, on the Academic Integrity 
Judiciary Panel. Another project undertaken by the committee 
with help from the Director of Academic Affairs is the creation and 
maintenance of records of student Academic Integrity Violations. 
Finally, the committee developed an Academic Integrity Program 
that encourages education rather than merely a punitive approach 
to such violations. In the coming year, the Academic Standing and 
Student Affairs Committee will work to see that all written information 
on Academic Integrity is available online for ease of access for the 
faculty and students. 
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The committee tasked to address academic concerns in the Faculty Senate is the Academic Affairs 
Committee. This committee seeks to uphold and protect the integrity of the University’s mission in two 
ways. First, it evaluates and assesses the effectiveness of the University’s various departments in teaching 
Capital’s students to become knowledgeable, critical and reflective thinkers. In this way, the faculty can 
determine whether this aspect of Capital University’s mission is being fulfilled. Second, the committee 
attempts to assist the respective departments of the university, through the proposed and newly  
approved Academic Program Review process, to secure the resources needed to teach Capital’s  
students effectively. 

Other committees that actively work to maintain and uphold the integrity of the University and its mission 
are the Faculty Senate Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee, the Institutional Review Board 
(IRB), and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). 

The Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee, by its charge, operationalizes how faculty integrity is 
protected, by providing faculty a means to be safeguarded as they enact their roles and responsibilities. 
The committee ensures fairness in discussions and resolutions of differences and grievances by 
providing impartial resources and contexts for differences. In cases of appeal, the committee continues 
to provide a role of process that enables resolution for faculty. The committee positions the parties such 
that power differentials do not play a role in resolution, and thus enabling integrity for the University in 
resolving differences. Historically, the committee maintains high levels of confidentiality in this process, 
safeguarding both faculty and administration, to protect all viewpoints and enable outcomes that are 
free from bias by either party. Records are kept by the University attorney. This confidentiality supports 
organizational and faculty confidentiality, and thus institutional integrity. Indeed, there is a need-to-know 
policy during the process which results in the committee only being informed of its role in the process. 
From the history of the committee’s grievance oversight, a needed change has emerged: There is a 
needed feedback loop in grievance procedures so that the committee can move to the next step in a 
more timely fashion.

Current Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee processes have involved acting as mediator, 
facilitator, broker, and consultant for a faculty grievance, where mediation has been agreed upon. 
The committee will continue to provide integrity to the organization and its faculty by maintaining its 
confidentiality and the facilitator role for faculty. The committee looks to more carefully understand its 
charge from the Senate, as it has been asked for input and consultation on faculty bylaws and faculty 
handbook issues. It is planning to clarify its consultative role in university implementation of policies as 
they could pertain to faculty rights and privacy to ensure maintenance of organizational integrity. The 
committee sees a need for a record of ongoing committee process and participation that balances the 
need for confidentiality and organizational integrity, thus it is grappling with how much or how little to 
document meetings and process. 

Capital University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) is charged with aiding researchers in protecting 
human subjects of research conducted under its jurisdiction, and seeks to foster among members of the 
University community a positive, collective atmosphere in which designing and implementing research 
studies are based on both federal regulations and guidance, as well as internalized institutional values 
regarding ethical conduct [http://bit.ly/mrGUmy]. Capital University recognizes that conducting ethical 
research and protecting human subjects in research studies represent a shared responsibility among 
faculty, students, department heads, deans, university officials, and researchers. For faculty, students, 
and staff working with non-human animals, the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC) oversees the humane and ethical treatment of these species [http://bit.ly/nnfaks]. Both 
committees require that researchers that plan to collect data from human or non-human animal 
participants submit their research protocols to the committee for review and approval. Both committees 
draw upon University policies and practices, as well as federal and state guidelines, and disciplinary 
ethics codes when making their decisions about research proposals.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The institution needs a central 
repository for updated documents 
and these documents should be 
routinely reviewed to ensure their 
accuracy and relevancy

Culture
Keep everyone informed 
of updated policies  
and procedures

Have a single place for 
official documents that  
is maintained on a  
regular basis

Existence of a single 
site containing all 
policy documents and 
removal of outdated 
documents from the 
university Web pages

Areas for Improvement
Capital University’s mission pervades and drives the institution at all levels. The mission was the starting 
point for the university’s strategic planning process and it carries though to all academic and co-curricular 
programs. And yet, there are ways in which the institution can improve the work that it does with regard to its 
mission and integrity.

-  Enhance academic leadership for Adult and Graduate Education to accommodate the unique learning needs 
of adult and graduate students.

-  Administrative change is inevitable and if not properly managed it can be detrimental to effective and efficient 
communication, processes and decision making.

-  The institution needs a central repository for updated documents and these documents should be routinely 
reviewed to ensure their accuracy and relevancy.

-  The part of the mission statement focused on lifelong learning is much less pervasive in division and academic 
department documents than other aspects of the mission statement.

-  The university should build upon its success in increasing student and faculty diversity by incorporating 
diversity into the curriculum and co-curriculum and further increasing the representation and retention of 
underrepresented populations (i.e., faculty, staff and students).

-  The College has many initiatives in progress that need to be brought to completion.

-  We need to better connect student, faculty and staff experiences to the university mission.
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Plans for the Future

StRateGiC plan link aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

academics Promote lifelong learning
Reinitiate the alumni survey with 
a focus on lifelong learning at the 
department level

Prevalence of lifelong learning  
in department documents  
and discussions

academics

Extend Adult and Graduate 
Education course offerings 
and support student learning 
outcomes

Explore structures that enhance 
support for Adult and Graduate 
Education

Improved recruitment, retention 
and learning of Adult and 
Graduate Education students  
and Student satisfaction surveys

Culture Clarify the administrative 
structure

Develop an organizational chart 
that defines roles 

Existence of the chart and roles 
on the provost website

Examine links between BOT 
committees, university divisions 
and governance committees in 
order to optimize efficiency  
and effectiveness

Development of closer 
connections among all levels  
of the institution

Culture Keep everyone informed of 
updated policies and procedures

Have a single place for official 
documents that is maintained  
on a regular basis

Existence of a single Web page 
containing all policy documents 
and removal of outdated 
documents from the  
university webpages

Culture Help faculty and students 
connect their work to the mission

Have faculty address the 
university mission in their  
syllabi and course activities

More discussions about  
the mission across campus

Culture Improve diversity

Each academic department 
develops a diversity statement  
as well as plans to enact  
the statement

Amount of diversity among 
faculty, staff, and students; 
changes in curricular and  
co-curricular activities

The university develops a  
Web page about diversity

The university provides other 
activities related to diversity  
(e.g., workshops)

The admission office, academic 
departments, and athletics  
reach out to prospective  
students who can contribute  
to a diverse campus

Culture Improve work efficiency

Establish work plan at the end of 
each school year so that faculty 
could address and achieve 
measurable goals in the next 
academic year

Progress on College initiatives

Relationships
Provide many intercultural 
opportunities for students  
and faculty

Develop a streamlined process 
for encouraging study abroad 
and study away experiences

Increase in the number of 
students and faculty engaging  
in study abroad and study away
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CRiteRion 2  
 Preparing for the Future 

Criterion 2.1 
the organization realistically prepares for a future  
shaped by multiple societal and economic trends.

Capital University uses economic and social data in  
a variety of ways to prepare for the future.

The university’s recent strategic plan analyzed societal 
and economic trends to respond to changes occurring 
within higher education, to anticipate evolving workforce 
and societal needs, and to accommodate the fluctuating 
demographics of Ohio and the surrounding states from 
which we recruit students. During this strategic planning 
process, Capital’s Institutional Planning Council (a 
broadly inclusive committee charged with developing the 
institution’s strategic plan) examined multiple sources  
of data. Specifically, the Institutional Planning Council:

-  Reviewed Capital’s mission and values documents

-  Engaged in a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats) analysis

-  Held a series of focus group discussions with many 
constituencies including students, faculty, staff, 
administrators, and board members

-  Conducted an internal environmental scan, which explored 
the institution’s location, finances, traditional programs, adult 
and graduate programs, facilities, retention, and advising

-  Performed an external environmental scan, which 
investigated national and regional enrollment trends, 
competitor schools, students’ choices, employment 
opportunities, the Columbus area and its needs, and 
technology trends

- Examined the literature on higher education

-  Surveyed the campus community (of the 1,818 respondents 
61 percent were alumni, 22 percent were students, 7 percent 
were staff and administrators, 6 percent were faculty,  
3 percent were donors and friends of the institution,  
and 1 percent were board members)
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Information obtained from these sources converged on five themes as priorities for the institution.  
These themes were rank ordered by the campus community and are listed here in descending order.

- Promote excellence in teaching and learning

- Combine liberal and professional studies

- Create a constructive community

- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching

- Continue our Lutheran heritage

This process demonstrates that the university community is responsive to emerging factors such as 
demographic shifts and continues to honor our religious and academic heritage.

Following the development and prioritization of the themes, the institution then engaged in a series of 
visioning exercise in which members of the community imagined the institution 5 and 10 years into the 
future. Participant groups included the Institutional Planning Council, Dean’s Council, College faculty, 
Law School faculty, academic departments, student government, law students, various administrators 
from the law school, President’s Cabinet, Director’s Council, Alumni Advisory Board, and students, 
faculty, staff, and visitors who stopped by a booth that was on the quad or who logged onto the strategic 
planning Blackboard site. This visioning exercise allowed the Institutional Planning Council to develop 
strategic directions that spoke to the five themes, either individually, or in combination. The link between 
the themes and strategic directions is in the table below.

Strategic Directions and Themes

StRateGiC diReCtionS tHemeS addReSSed by tHe StRateGiC diReCtion

Strengthen Institutional Culture
- Create a constructive community
- Continue our Lutheran heritage

Reinforce Financial Resource Base
- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Combine liberal and professional studies
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching

Upgrade Physical Resources and Infrastructure
- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching

Enrich Student Life

- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Combine liberal and professional studies
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching
- Continue our Lutheran heritage

Improve Academic Programs and Experience
- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Combine liberal and professional studies
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching

Build Relationships and Reach Out to Key Populations

- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Combine liberal and professional studies
- Create a constructive community
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching
- Continue our Lutheran heritage

Connect to the Community

- Promote excellence in teaching and learning
- Combine liberal and professional studies
- Create a constructive community
- Emphasize both scholarship and teaching
- Continue our Lutheran heritage

These seven strategic directions now serve to drive the institution into the future. The strategic  
plan is available at http://www.capital.edu/strategicplan/. 

In addition to participating in the university-wide strategic planning process, the Law School has been 
and continues to be intentional about its future and uses multiple sources of data to inform its planning. 
Since HLC’s last site visit, the Law School has completed two strategic planning processes. During 
2004-2005 and 2005-2006, the Law School, working with an outside facilitator and expert in academic 
strategic planning, undertook an extensive strategic planning process. The process culminated in 
Building Our Momentum, Securing Our Future: Strategies 2010. 

In 2010, the Law School, with the assistance of Dr. Anthony Rucci, a professor of business 
administration and expert in organizational strategic planning, embarked on a second extensive strategic 
planning process. This process concluded fall 2011. As part of this process, the Law School collected 
and analyzed new data and re-analyzed existing data about students’ experience and the expectations of 
the practicing bar and the legal community. These data sets included:

- The 2009 Law School Study of Student Engagement (LSSSE)

- Five years of course evaluations

- 2009 reputational survey of lawyers, alumni and faculty conducted by Sterling Research group

- Initial interviews with all full-time faculty members and senior administrators

- A 2011 Survey of Student Satisfaction conducted by the Dr. Rucci

- Follow up focus groups with students led by Dr. Rucci

- A 2011 Survey of Faculty conducted by Dr. Rucci

After analyzing this data, the Law School has restated its core purpose and values as follows:

-  Core Purpose: Capital University Law School offers dedicated students the intellectual, ethical  
and practical foundation to become successful lawyers and leaders. 

- Core Values: The core purpose is based on our core values: 

 - Teaching: We are dedicated to being excellent and effective teachers. 

 -  Scholarship: We are dedicated to being excellent scholars and to cultivating an environment  
of innovative thinking. 

 -  Opportunity: We are dedicated to providing students of diverse backgrounds with access to  
a legal education. 

 - Students: We are dedicated to ensuring that our students are prepared for life as professionals. 

 -  Community: We are dedicated to maintaining a collegial community of mutual respect and support at  
the law school. 

 - Service: We are dedicated to serving the evolving needs of society.
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The Law School has identified five strategic priorities and prioritized six strategic objectives that guide 
decision making at the Law School over the next few years. We recognize the importance of continuing  
to ensure that the work of the Law School is aligned with the work of the entire institution.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Strategic planning is an important 
process for guiding institutional 
decision making in ways that help 
the institution achieve its goals. The 
Law School’s willingness to engage 
in strategic planning twice in the last 
ten years reflects a strong intention 
to keep this part of the institution 
aligned with the will of its faculty. 

Culture

Establish and maintain 
greater cohesion and a 
unified vision across the 
divisions of the institution

Connect the efforts  
of strategic planning  
in the Law School to the 
larger Capital University  
strategic plan

Alignment between 
the university's 
activities and the  
Law School's activities

Beyond the strategic planning process, however, Capital University regularly uses other sources of data 
to inform decisions. For example, the cost of education has risen faster than the Consumer Price Index, 
and students are required to contribute substantially more to the cost of their education than in the 
past. Capital University has made a concerted effort to keep the cost of a private university education 
affordable by limiting the size of tuition increases while simultaneously working with students and 
parents to maximize financial aid options. Business and Finance, assisted by experts in the field, have 
worked to monitor economic conditions for the purpose of maintaining a balanced budget. 

There are three important trends that we must continue to keep at the forefront of our planning. The first 
is the looming demographic shift in the state of Ohio. Capital draws most of its students from Ohio, and 
beginning in 2012, the number of high school graduates from Ohio will begin to decrease. This decrease 
will continue for several years. To address this we are extending our recruiting efforts beyond Ohio to 
include states for which a rise in the high school population is projected. We are bolstering our programs 
for adult and graduate populations; this includes a new Master’s in Education program that was recently 
approved by the Ohio Board of Regents, and ongoing discussions about extending the MBA offerings 
into a daytime program and other possible graduate programs for disciplines that are underserved in the 
central Ohio area (e.g., graduate programs in counseling, social work, and higher education). Consistent 
with these efforts occurring at the academic departmental level, the Senate Graduate Program 
Committee has proposed a market research analysis to assess the potential of new graduate programs, 
and this proposal has been incorporated into the university’s strategic planning document 

The second trend that affects enrollment is the nationally documented decline in student interest 
in pursuing a law degree. This national phenomenon in combination with the Law School faculty’s 
decisions to be more selective in the admission process and ensure that the level of rigor in law courses 
creates graduate prepared to pass the bar exam has led to a consistent decline in Law School enrollment 
since the last HLC site visit. This is evident in the enrollment trend within the Juris Doctorate (JD) 
program and graduate programs in Master of Laws in Taxation and Business and Master of Taxation,  
as is evidenced in the following table.

Law School Headcounts

fall SemeSteR
law SCHool Jd 

total HeadCoUnt
new Jd HeadCoUnt RetURninG Jd HeadCoUnt law SCHool GRadUate

2002 795 268 527 79

2003 776 254 522 68

2004 797 276 521 58

2005 743 259 484 62

2006 709 243 466 63

2007 682 244 438 44

2008 664 234 430 54

2009 661 247 414 37

2010 675 243 432 17

2011 643 209 434 15

The third important trend for which we must engage in significant planning is the continued projections 
of a weak economy for the next several years. Capital is tuition-dependent, and even slight changes in 
the discount-calculations can have broad effects on our recruiting efforts. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The next few years represent  
a challenge due to the country’s 
economy and the demographic 
shift in the region. Capital University 
must demonstrate that it provides an 
affordable, outcomes-based education.

Relationships
Maintain enrollment,  
and where appropriate 
grow enrollment 

Develop a process to 
demonstrate affordability 
and quality education to 
prospective students

Continue to track 
enrollment figures 
against goals

Finances
Increase institutional 
support through gifts, 
grants, and aid

Secure additional  
funding sources

Amount of aid given 
to students

We need to economize operations. Finances Efficient use of resources

Increase knowledge and 
management about available 
resources, and explore 
strategic collaborations 
across departments

More efficient and 
effective use of 
university resources

These factors, when combined with the needs of a constantly evolving workforce, have led to  
several initiatives:

  Strategic Enrollment Management: The Multi Enrollment Planning Committee was formed spring 
2011. The committee examined institutional historical data, market position, and state and national 
trends and developed the following six themes for fortifying and growing enrollment.

 1.  Pipeline and Market Development: Analyze and audit current recruitment strategies and operations.  
As an example of progress made on this, summer 2011, the international recruiting efforts were 
separated from the Office of International Education and now report through the Traditional 
Undergraduate Admission Office. The international recruiter continues to work collaboratively with  
other recruitment offices as well as the International Education Office.
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2.  Core Messaging: Following the re-branding that occurred 
concomitant with Capital’s strategic planning process, the university 
community has recognized the need for consistency in the materials 
that tell the Capital story. To continue to advance this work, the 
University implemented a new content management system for the 
website, which allows for better and more frequent updates so that 
we can be more responsive to our constituents. 

3.  Program Enrichment: This involves increasing academic rigor 
(a key feature of Capital’s Strategic Plan), expanding modes of 
learning inside and outside of the classroom, institutionalizing 
advising practices, and identifying areas of strength. 

4.  Affordability and Pricing: We are analyzing and auditing current 
financial aid strategies and operations and re-defining student 
employment on the Bexley campus.

5.  Student Success and Retention: The University is developing a 
university-wide student success initiative that focuses on early 
identification of barriers to student success and direct intervention 
by staff and students. These efforts are facilitated by the newly 
created position of Director of Retention and the investment in 
retention alert software. 

6.  Resources: We recognize that funds are needed to recruit 
additional students into the admission pipeline in order to achieve 
our enrollment goals.

academic Rigor and Student Success. The Senate Academic 
Affairs Committee has examined other institutions, both similar 
to and different from Capital, in order to better understand 
competitor institutions and develop programs and experiences 
that differentiate Capital University from other institutions. 
This effort has been complemented by work of the Academic 
Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees, who has engaged 
in conversations with the College Faculty Evaluation Committee 
and the Law School Promotion and Tenure Committee about the 
need for academic rigor, as defined as academically challenge 
and intellectual engagement, from all faculty and particularly 
those seeking promotion and tenure. In addition, we recognize 
that academic rigor is not constrained to the classroom, and 
thus we need to better integrate academics and Student Life. 
This supports one of the goals of the strategic plan that focuses 
upon academic rigor and how various units of the institution 
characterize and operationalize this concept. As the institution 
continues to increase academic rigor, we must also ensure that 

students have the support necessary to meet the challenge.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Transition programs are needed  
for all levels of students.

Student Life

Develop planned 
experiences that 
contribute to the 
intellectual development, 
academic success, 
and persistence to 
degree of our traditional 
undergraduate and adult 
and graduate students

Expand academic support 
services and processes  
to identify students who  
could benefit from use  
of these services 

Retention and student 
satisfaction data; 
decrease in the number 
of students referred for 
disciplinary action

Expand and support 
formal linkages between 
academic courses and 
curriculum and programs 
and services within 
Student Affairs

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that 
focuses on the whole 
student and helps students 
prioritize activities so that 
they make the most of their 
college experience

Partner with academic 
departments to offer 
additional internship 
experiences 

Increase community 
service time by students 

Increase the leadership 
development skills of 
student leaders

Strengthen the Greek 
community through 
expansion and improved 
recruitment 

Expand current leadership 
initiatives creating a 
comprehensive leadership 
education, training and 
development program for 
all students 

Promote healthy 
lifestyles consistent with 
national guidelines

Expand health related and 
recreational programs/
activities to reflect current 
trends and student demand

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that 
focuses on the whole 
student and helps students 
prioritize activities so that 
they make the most of their 
college experience

Promote participation  
in athletics

Assessment of student learning 
outcomes to determine the 
effectiveness of programming 
could be improved.

Assess student  
learning in all Student 
Affairs programs

Integrate assessment and 
program review to improve 
student learning

Number of decisions 
that can be traced back 
to assessment data

While most departments in Student 
Affairs are engaged in assessment 
activities and have used 
assessment to make changes, 
few have documented how they 
use assessment results to make 
changes to their programs. Greater 
accountability in using assessment 
results to inform decisions and 
documenting the discussions 
leading to those decisions and 
the evidence used to inform those 
decisions is needed.

Improve the use  
of assessment results  
to inform co-curricular 
decisions

Develop a standard 
method to document 
the use of assessment 
results to inform co-
curricular decisions and 
consequences for not 
meeting the standard

Amount of departments 
that meet the standard
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Commitment to diversity. As the nation’s population continues to become more diverse, it is imperative 
that institutions of higher education take appropriate measures to diversify both the student body and 
the faculty. An important area of ongoing challenge relates to the issue of accepting and embracing 
diversity. Through Student Affairs, Capital has taken steps to improve upon issues of diversity, 
particularly as it pertains to incoming first-year students. Residence Life offers programs each semester 
that address specific areas of diversity, and members of the Residence Life staff are required to 
complete a minimum of one diversity program per semester. Similarly, Student Involvement creates 
a diverse student leader team that during the fall orientation highlights programs and services that 
emphasize campus academic support programs of diversity. The following table tracks diversity among 
students and faculty since the last HLC self-study. For the purpose of these statistics, an individual was 
counted as a “minority” if the individual self-identified in any of the racial or ethnic categories except 
“white” or “unknown.” As a result of recent efforts to increase the diversity of job applicants, 25% of  
the applicants for faculty job positions were minority 2009-10 while 17% of the applicants for faculty  
job positions were minority in 2010-2011.

Minority Statistics

aCademiC yeaR peRCent of minoRity StUdentS peRCent of minoRity faCUlty

2002-2003 17.7% 5.9%

2003-2004 17.5% 7.1%

2004-2005 16.8% 9.5%

2005-2006 16.4% 11.0%

2006-2007 14.8% 10.4%

2007-2008 13.8% 11.5%

2008-2009 14.5% 10.6%

2009-2010 14.6% 12.3%

2010-2011 14.7% 11.9%

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Transition programs are needed  
for all levels of students.

Student Life

Develop and expand 
programs that enhance 
students’ awareness and 
understanding of diversity 
in a global society

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that 
focuses on the whole student 
and helps students prioritize 
activities so that they make the 
most of their college experience

Retention and 
student satisfaction 
data; decrease 
in the number of 
students referred for 
disciplinary action

Expand Alternative Spring 
Break (ASB) trips

Strategic Use of technology. Integrative technology across various disciplines is becoming increasingly 
vital to higher education and recent research reveals that a hybrid delivery with a good balance 
between online and face-to-face interaction results in better student learning for more students than 
single-mode delivery classes (i.e., all online or all face-to-face). The Senate Technology Committee is 
charged with encouraging and advocating the maintenance of, expansion of, and access to curriculum-
based technology resources. The premise is that all members of the campus community need to be 
prepared for an educational delivery model that is affected by rapidly changing technologies. This has 
wide-ranging effects upon the design and implementation of university curricula, and the Technology 
Committee is involved in an ongoing assessment of student and faculty technology needs as well as 
advocacy efforts for the use of technology in teaching and learning.

A critical academic support program of Information Technology is the ability to maintain the proficiency 
and currency of the staff in new and emerging technologies. Resources have been allocated for this 
purpose on an ongoing basis, and the Board of Trustees Technology Committee monitors performance 
measures comparing the University’s effort in technology to those of peer institutions. The use of mobile 
technology and its applicability within the learning environment is currently being examined.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

All members of the campus 
community need to be prepared 
for an educational delivery model 
that is affected by rapidly changing 
technologies, which has wide-
ranging effects upon the design and 
implementation of university curricula. 

Structure

Continue improving 
technology infrastructure 
and availability and develop 
faculty to effectively use 
technology to support 
student learning outcomes

Increased funding, 
educational opportunities, 
and methods of assessing 
technological prowess

Satisfaction surveys; 
number of faculty 
that meet a minimum 
competency with 
teaching technology; 
number of courses 
employing hybrid 
delivery

Reconceptualizing the library. The Blackmore Library is in the midst of a transition period in which the 
traditional use of the campus library is changing to accommodate the increased digital resources now 
available. The process is one that requires creativity and patience because one of the planned outcomes 
of the transition is to transform the learning environment of the library for the benefit of improved 
learning opportunities for the students. To this end, a Library Task Force was charged with transforming 
Capital’s Blackmore Library; the recommendations of the task force are available at http://bit.ly/Jzogc3. 
As the costs of maintaining library resources continue to escalate, effective stewardship of resources 
necessitates a new model that allows continuous access to materials while at the same time providing 
for a shared cost strategy that spreads resources more broadly within the digital environment. A major 

renovation of the Blackmore Library was completed Summer 2012.
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Connecting with alumni. Advancement recognizes the importance of raising capital for financial aid and 
general endowment as one means of maintaining an affordable education for students. An effort is 
underway to reach out to alumni to enhance their connection to Capital. For example, the MBA program 
hosts periodic alumni events related to professional development and socializing. Advancement has 
used social media to connect alumni to campus events. In addition, improvements are being planned 
and implemented in communication with various constituent groups. Benchmarks have been established 
comparing our efforts with those of similar institutions in higher education and analysis of these data 
informs planning decisions going forward.

Refining General education. The general education curriculum is currently undergoing a major revision 
for the express purpose of better preparing our students for the ever-changing world. Transferable skills, 
such as reading, writing, and critical thinking, are emphasized, and quantitative reasoning skills are 
established through the process of data analysis linking its important relationship to decision making. 
The changing social academic support programs of the world are highlighted within the new general 
education curriculum through emphasis on such areas as ethnic, gender, racial, and religious diversity.

All of these initiatives help us promote outcomes-based education to ensure that we are monitoring 
issues that are critical to the success of graduates and that all elements of the curriculum effectively 
prepare graduates for the changing needs of the workforce. Since the last HLC accreditation, we have 
tracked placement rates six months after graduation for our traditional undergraduates. These rates 
appear in the table below according to whether the student was employed in a position directly related 
to the students’ undergraduate fields of study or interest, obtaining post-baccalaureate education (e.g., 
graduate school, professional school, teacher licensure, paralegal), currently employed in an area 
unrelated to their undergraduate fields of study and seeking new employment, or not employed in an 
area related to their undergraduate fields of study, but also not seeking other employment (includes 
alumni applying to graduate programs and substitute teachers). These data will assist us in tracking 
progress toward outcomes-based education.

Alumni Status

yeaR employed ContinUinG edUCation SeekinG employment not SeekinG employment

2000-01 75% 20% 2% 3%

2001-02 69% 23% 5% 3%

2002-03 65% 24% 9% 2%

2003-04 67% 24% 5% 4%

2004-05 68% 16% 8% 8%

2005-06 68% 21% 3% 8%

2006-07 75% 15% 5% 5%

2007-08 65% 16% 13% 6%

2008-09 67% 18% 7% 8%

2009-10 65% 23% 7% 5%

multi-year average 69% 20% 6% 5%

Criterion 2.2  
the organization’s resource base supports its educational programs and its plans for maintaining  
and strengthening their quality in the future.

As a part of the budgeting process, Business and Finance receives input from the divisions, the College, 
and provost to assist with the allocation of resources to educational programs. Expense budget templates 
are distributed annually in November to budget managers, with copies to the appropriate vice presidents, 
deans, assistant deans, and directors. The expense budget templates include prior and current year budget 
and actual information. Revenues are budgeted using a revenue model for enrollment with input from the 
appropriate vice presidents, deans, and assistant deans for other revenue streams. 

The budget information is compiled, revenues are compared to requested expenses, and the results 
are presented to the President’s Cabinet and the University Budget Committee for input and approval. 
The University Budget Committee’s charge is to provide input on items affecting the University budget, 
which may include input into tuition and fees, review of budgeted revenue, review of budget shortfall, if 
any, and suggestions of strategic solutions, input into health insurance changes, review and discussion 
of capital improvement projects and support of the strategic plan. The committee is chaired by the 
president and membership includes vice presidents, dean of the College, dean of the Law School, chair 
of the Faculty Senate and three representatives from the Senate Budget Committee. Once approved, the 
final budget is taken to the Budget and Finance Subcommittee of the Board of Trustees, the University 
Resources Committee, and the full Board of Trustees for approval.

University Revenue. Overall, the revenues have increased from $70.2M in 2001-2002 to $113M in  
2010-2011. The source of these revenues has remained relatively flat when compared on a proportional 
basis. The university’s revenue stream remains dominated by student tuition and fees over the last ten years 
as illustrated in the figure. Additional information regarding the private gifts and grants are highlighted below.
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Since 2000 the university has raised money through private gifts and grants that represent direct 
investment in educational activities that support the institution mission and values that include:

Gifts Directly to Educational Activities

Company and/oR foUndation amoUnt in SUppoRt of StUdentS and aid of StUdentS

American Electric Power $33,000 GROWS - Girls Reaching out to Women in Science

$50,000 GROWS - Girls Reaching out to Women in Science

$50,000 Scientific Equipment for Labs

Battelle $25,000 Undergraduate Research Symposium

PNC (National City Bank) $50,000 Wayfinding kiosks on campus for students and families

English Foundation $50,000 Gift to library for resource materials for students

$5,000 Per year in perpetuity for Shumacher Gallery

$100,000 In support of various groups in conservatory to tour and gain experience in performing

Stellhorn Foundation $50,000 Over last 10 years for various program support for students

Women's Fund of Central Ohio $5,000 GROWS - Girls reaching out to Women in Science

Nationwide Insurance $300,000 Seed money for Center for Dispute Resolution at Law School

Thrivent Foundation $50,000 Service Learning Project for students through Student Affairs

Pepsi $150,000 Support of infrastructure for student support and use - current contract

$100,000 Support of infrastructure for student support and use - 2 years of previous contract

Key Bank $17,000 Scholarship for student in Finance

Wolfe Enterprises $16,000 To support Journalism excellence for student newspaper

$75,000 Capital Center Campaign - last installment within 10 years

Huntington Bank $500,000 Pledge and payment to new Law School Building

$50,000 Support for Music Students with restoration of Mees Hall

Ingram White Castle Foundation $27,000 Support of Students in summer outreach program in Whitehall Early Childhood Center

Ross Products/Abbott Labs $100,000 In support of students working in the National Adoption Center at the Law School

$10,000
Support of nursing excellence with awards for best presentations  
by students and faculty

Gerlach Foundation $50,000 Stipends to Nursing Students to help cover Lab Fee Costs

$50,000 Stipends to Nursing Students to help cover Lab Fee Costs

Liebert Co./Emerson Electric $10,000 Support for student education - was not designated

Sterling Commerce $1,000 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

NetJets $1,000 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

Gilbane $700 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

JAE Company $1,000 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

Weiler Company (Skip) $1,000 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

IBM $1,000 President's Discretionary Fund for students and project

Junior League of Columbus $1,000 GROWS - Student work with girls in science

Ohio Heritage Osteopathic Fdn. $170,000 To increase capacity for nurse training

$130,000 Columbus Chamber for increased capacity for nurse training

Capital University has also received grants that directly support its educational programs. The following table 
provides a snapshot of the last five years of educational grant activity for the College and the Law School.

College Grants

deSCRiption 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 5-yeaR aveRaGe

Private Grants  $5,822  $29,721  $21,496  $3,204  $41,100  $20,268 

Public Grants  $147,352  $124,867  $161,852  $158,337  $148,559  $148,193 

TOTALS  $153,174  $154,588  $183,347  $161,541  $189,659  $168,462 

Number of Private Grants 2 3 5 2 2 2.8

Number of Public Grants 5 6 4 7 9 6.2

Total Number of Grants 7 9 9 9 11 9.0

Law School Grants

deSCRiption 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 5-yeaR aveRaGe

Grants to Law School  $605,360  $580,307  $710,670  $999,897  $595,930  $698,433 

The support, development, and funding of the educational programs at Capital University is a top priority 
of University Advancement. In 2009, Capital University successfully completed a $30 million dollar 
campaign, raising more than $42 million. Aligning advancement efforts with the University’s mission 
to transform lives through higher education drives future efforts in this area. Educational programs 
are supported primarily through funding and through publicity and awareness efforts. Partnering 
opportunities are regularly sought and developed in order to enrich the experiences of both students  
and faculty. University Advancement has recently been restructured for the purpose of increasing our 
alumni outreach and improving upon our ability to support faculty and staff.

University Advancement believes Capital University’s constituencies have a shared responsibility to 
build a sustainable resource base that includes private support and assistance with our enrollment 
management efforts. In essence, University Advancement’s plan is based on strategic positioning, 
strategic relationships and strategic fundraising that assist in maintaining and strengthening the 
educational programs of the future.

University Advancement increases revenues to the campus community, identifies and cultivates alumni 
and friends for gifts and talents, diversifying the University’s resource base, including a major focus on 
fundraising, and expanding alumni engagement. This department is committed to enhancing students’ 
living and learning environment and advancing interdisciplinary collaborations to support the University’s 
mission and to support teaching and learning. 

To do this well in the new economy, we realize that we must recalibrate our fundraising and investment 
benchmarks in recognition of external forces and the real loss of wealth and assets by our constituents. 

It is critical we develop the external and internal communications within our fundraising and alumni 
programs to stay in touch with our donors and friends and continue to communicate the current and 
future needs of the University. By doing this, the University will be well positioned to continue an upward 

trajectory in giving when the economy significantly improves.
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The recent integration of University Advancement into the Division of Planning and Advancement allows 
focused coordination of resource development and support of the University’s fundraising efforts with 
high-quality publications. Enhanced communication and stewardship continue to build awareness of the 
importance of private support through unified communications, constituent relations, outreach, events 
and effective message development. We continue to invest in building greater public awareness about 
Capital University and our achievements.

University Advancement is securing additional resources to support strategic priorities as defined in 
the strategic plan and unit plans. We are developing and implementing strategic short- and long-range 
fundraising plans based on priorities established by University leadership. Our over arching goal is to 
help others within the University community understand the importance of fundraising and to value the 
investment in the effort, creating a culture of collaboration and accountability.

University expenses. Business and Finance has taken a proactive approach to resource allocation  
by soliciting input from departments, colleges and schools, and the provost. These data along with  
historical analysis of expenditures are used to better inform resource allocation decisions. These analyses  
of historic expenses include a contribution margin analysis that provide relative financial contributions 
of each program to the operation of the University and financial ratios of components of University 
expenditures. The figure below illustrates the operational expenses in different categories over the past 
ten-year period. The total expenses for the University were $51.5M in 2001-2002 and now is $72.2M 
in 2010-2011 with a high of $74.8M in 2005-2006. During this time period, we observed a 6% decline in 
instructional expense through more efficient course offerings and early retirement programs from 50%  
to 44% of total expense. Student services saw a 3% gain over this period and facilities saw a 4% gain. 

Operating Expenses 2001 - 2011
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The Center for Health and Wellness, established in 2010, provides comprehensive counseling, 
health, and disability services to all Capital students at both campuses. This replaces a contract service 
arrangement that had been in place and was not adequately servicing the needs of the campus 
community. In addition, the counselor position has been changed from part-time to full-time in order 
to better serve students. These actions contributed to the increased student service expenses.

In addition, the number of campus residents has increased over the past decade from 1,000 students 
to just over 1,400 students. The number of residence life coordinators has remained relatively the same 
size, though the part-time staff is being replaced with Master’s-level professionals. Current residential 
facilities do not meet the standards of today’s students and parents, and this presents several recruiting 
and retention challenges going forward. A residential facility strategic plan is needed in order to 
better accommodate the needs of the future students of Capital University and incorporated into the 
University’s Master Planning process.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Current residential facilities are not 
being used to their fullest potential.

Structure
Create vibrant 
living and learning 
communities

Establish optimal occupancy rate
Percentage of semesters 
where the university meets 
the standard

Develop and implement a plan for 
defined community space in all 
traditional undergraduate facilities

Progress on deliverables

Establish and work toward 
architectural and technology 
standards, with an eye on 
accessibility, in residence halls

Establish and work toward 
standards for safety and security 
in residence halls

Promote affinity and  
interest-based housing

Number of residential 
students that participate  
in themed housing

The increase in the percentage of expenses for facilities can in part be explained by a renewed 
investment in upgrading facilities and classroom space. Some recent improvements include the 
façade of Huber Spielman Hall, the implementation of Building Access Control for all buildings on 
campus for added student safety, the creation of an early childhood education classroom, upgrade 
and renovations to many of our classrooms, the major renovation of two floors in Blackmore Library 
creating a digital commons, significant exterior repair to Kerns Religion Life Center, and a new 
recording studio in Leonard Hall.
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physical Resources. The table below identifies the total campus Net Assignable Square Footage 
(NASF) of buildings owned and used, including non-contiguous spaces. All spaces are categorized  
as per APPA (The Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers) Standard Space Guidelines.

Physical Resources

SpaCe net aSSiGnable SqUaRe feet

Classroom 58,236

Laboratory 98,484

Office 163,858

Study 82,069

Special Use 229,383

General Use 155,806

Support Facilities 27,375

Health Care 2,039

Residential 440,848

Unclassified 10,167

Non-assignable 98,689

Structural 4,953

deferred maintenance Challenges. The University has adopted a deliberate and structured approach 
to the management of deferred maintenance and capital renewal. Capital improvement projects are 
identified annually and funded with surplus operating funds. Annual renewal efforts such as flooring 
replacement and painting are tracked and evaluated for funding from the general operations budget 
when feasible, or from capital improvement funding if the scope is significant. Plant adaptation needs 
such as installation of fire suppression, restroom modernization, or physical plant programming changes 
are tracked and submitted for funding approval. A balance of deferred maintenance, renewal, and plant 
adaptation needs are routinely funded and completed annually. 

Projects are ranked by size of scope, immediacy of need, severity of issue, and impact on student and 
campus community health and well-being. An analysis of the distribution of operational expenses clearly 
indicates a consistent trend of increasing investment in physical facilities and University properties. 

An update to the campus Master Plan is currently in progress. Specific building information regarding 
deferred maintenance and plant adaptation needs, both current and anticipated, is used to inform the 
overall plan, shape the phases of execution, and accurately identify future funding needs. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Some budget managers are 
uncertain about why some budget 
requests are not approved. Feedback 
would facilitate future budget 
submissions (e.g., faculty would 
know whether or not they should 
resubmit items) and thus better 
enable the units within the institution 
to plan for the future.

Finances
Make budgeting  
more efficient

Provide academic 
departments with feedback 
about why departmental 
and capital improvement 
requests were not funded  
so that the department  
can better tailor its  
budgetary requests

Percent of academic 
departments that 
receive feedback 
about budget requests

While Business and Finance is 
engaged in assessment activities 
and has used assessment to make 
changes, improved documentation 
of how assessment results are 
used to make changes is needed. 
Greater accountability in using 
assessment results to inform 
decisions and documenting the 
discussions leading to those 
decisions and the evidence used to 
inform those decisions is needed.

Finances
Improve the use of 
assessment results to 
inform decisions

Develop a standard method 
to document the use of 
assessment results to 
inform decisions

Percent of decisions 
that can be traced 
back to assessment
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Criterion 2.3  
the organization’s ongoing evaluation and assessment processes 
provide reliable evidence of institutional effectiveness that clearly 
informs strategies for continuous improvement.

In its February 2006 meeting, the Capital University Board of Trustees 
formally approved the implementation of Key Performance Measures 
(KPMs) to support university decision-making and planning. Moreover, 
the President’s Cabinet was charged with developing a comprehensive 
performance measurement plan in which each division would be 
responsible for:

- Assessing progress in both strategic and operational management,

- Setting goals and expectations for performance,

- Creating opportunity for benchmarking and comparison,

- Demonstrating accountability in institutional performance, 

-  Providing ongoing, real-time decision support for planning leaders, and 

-  Identifying linkages among institutional strategic goals and 
departmental objectives. 

The KPMs cover all areas of the University and are monitored  
closely by the Board and members of the President’s Cabinet.  
A list of the KPMs used is shown in the next table.

Board Key Performance Measures

boaRd Committee key peRfoRmanCe meaSUReS USed

Academic Affairs

- 4-Year Graduation Rate
- Retention
- Student-Faculty Ratio
- Percent Contact with Full-time Faculty
- Percent Classes < 20 Students
- Percent Classes < 12 Students
- Academic Advising Index
- Professional Certification Pass Rate Index
- Percent Part-time Faculty Instructional Activity
- Percent Full-time Faculty with Tenure
- Instructional Effectiveness
- USNews Ranking
- Direct Instructional Costs
- Facility Spending

Audit Committee
- Audit/Taxes Fees
- Timely Filing of 990
- Timely Audit Completion

Enrollment Management
- Price Sensitivity Ratio
- Percent Traditional Undergraduate (Full-time-First Year) Target
- Retention (Year 1 to Year 2)

Nominating
Committee

- Number of Board Members
- Capital Alumni or Others (Prospective Board Membership)
- Lutheran Clergy (Prospective Board Membership)
- Central Ohio Citizens (Prospective Board Membership)

University Advancement

- Total Gift Activity
- Gifts to the Annual Funds
- New Additions to the Endowment
- Heritage Society membership
- Total Number of Donors
- Number of Young Alumni Donors
- Verified Alumni Contact and Biographical Information
- Integrated Communication Plan (under development)
- President’s Advisory Board Membership

Student Affairs
- Percent of Graduates Employed or in Graduate School
- Campus Climate Index
- Student Satisfaction Index

Information Technology
- Information Technology Budget Support
- Information Technology Staff Support
- Customer Satisfaction

University Resources

- Operating Effectiveness
- Campus Age
- Capital Expenditure versus Actual
- Return on Endowed Investments
- Percent Alternative Investment of Total Pooled Endowment
- Return on Non-endowed Investments
- Educational Expenses per Student Full-time Equivalent
- Unrestricted Net Assets per Student Full-time Equivalent
- Composite Score
- Financial Viability Ratio
- Primary Reserve Ratio
- New Operating Revenues Ratio
- Percent of Benefits to Salary
- Percent of Increase in Health Insurance
- Time for Search
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These Key Performance Measures assist with evaluating the 
functioning of the institution and provide the backdrop for 
evidence-based decision making. For example, in order to 
achieve educational affordability without sacrificing student 
learning outcomes, the Academic Affairs Division closely 
monitors the percent of classes with fewer than 12 students, 
and with fewer than 20 students, direct instructional costs, the 
student-faculty ratio, and the percent of student contact with 
full time faculty. Appraising the balance among these indicators 
has allowed us to reduce the number of classes offered with 
fewer than 12 students (a financial burden on the institution) 
while maintaining practices that contribute to student success 
(e.g., high levels of contact with full time faculty and classes 
with fewer than 20 students). The result of using these KPMs 
has led to changes in policy about whether to offer a particular 
class with fewer than 12 students and how often to offer courses 
so that enrollments are likely to be greater than 12 students, 
as well as the development of curricular efficiencies. Curricular 
efficiency is one mechanism for maintaining an affordable 
education for our students.

Departmental assessment is an important and integral process 
on the Capital University campus. Its value is demonstrated 
through the ongoing assessment procedures that occur at the 
departmental level to inform continuous improvement decisions 
on a regular basis. The next section describes the assessment 
activity of each academic department. The text boxes in this 
section highlight how assessment has led to curricular change.

As an illustration of curricular efficiency, three 

social science departments (political science, 

psychology, and sociology/criminology) each 

had their own research methods class, despite 

the significant overlap in course content. The 

students in majors served by these classes 

took only the research methods class for their 

major. These three research methods classes 

were offered every semester and often were 

under enrolled. If the student was unable to 

take the class at the scheduled time, then 

the course was offered as an independent 

study (i.e., course-by-contract), which 

further reduced class sizes and increased 

faculty workload. To alleviate the problems 

of under enrollment, scheduling conflicts for 

students, and increased faculty workload 

due to providing independent study for the 

courses, two departments created a single 

research methods class that served their 

majors and eliminated their discipline-specific 

research methods class. After the class was 

created, the third department realized that the 

course could replace their research methods 

course. In order to ensure that the course 

was appropriate for all of the disciplines being 

served, a Research Methods Working Group 

was formed. The group developed a common 

syllabus, course outline, and course activities 

and selected a common text (minutes  

of the working group are available at  

http://bit.ly/Mji4NM). Due to this effort, 

students in the majors being served now  

have greater flexibility in scheduling the  

course because they have multiple sections 

from which to choose and course sections  

are often near or at capacity.

biological and environmental Sciences. The department has added several recent assessment activities, 
including the implementation of several tests to monitor key learning objectives. These tests include 
a metric system proficiency exam, a microscope proficiency exam, and a pre-and post-exam for 
majors, covering key learning objectives for majors within the biological sciences. As an example of 
how assessment is used to inform student objectives, an online tutorial was developed for the course 
and posted on Blackboard for students not passing the metric system proficiency exam the first time. 
In addition, an assessment departmental working group was established in January 2010. This group 
assists with guiding the department in developing, implementing, and monitoring assessment strategies. 
Several rubrics have been developed over the past 10 years to provide guidance for the students and 
to enable consistent assessment of student achievement. These rubrics include laboratory reports, oral 
presentations, and poster presentations.

business. The department has a comprehensive plan to conduct ongoing assessment of student learning 
outcomes. Their assessment tools include the ETS Major Field Test, MSI Foundation (a comprehensive 
business simulation), MSI Comp-XM (assess student learning on the MSI simulation), Pre/Post Self-
Assessment, Exit Survey, IT Skills Test, InfoSource Skills Assessment, Student Survey (conducted in 
the marketing class), external evaluations of student presentations and student written work, rubrics 
developed by the department (analytical, oral communication), peer evaluations, MSCEIT and EQ-I 
(measures of emotional intelligence), and a strengths finder. Business faculty discuss the outcomes  
of these assessments and use these results to make decisions about the curriculum and about the 

content covered in specific classes.

Biological and Environmental Sciences
assessment activity: A learning goal for students in lower level biological sciences classes is to become proficient in using 
microscopes so that they can build upon those skills in upper level classes. The department aims for 90% proficiency for students in 
BIO 100 and 151. Results indicate that students are weak at working with mechanical stages and parafocal scopes.

assessment outcome: As a result of these findings, the department has designed activities to enhance students’ skills with 
mechanical stages and parafocal scopes. This will allow students to do advanced microscope work in upper level biology courses.
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Chemistry. The department participated in an institutional Academic Program Review in 2004-2005. 
The comments from external reviewers were generally positive, and the department made improvements 
recommended by the reviewers in the areas of student and faculty scholarship, upper level course 
enrollment, and student recruiting. As an example of how assessment data improve course content, 
nationally standardized exams are used to assess several chemistry courses. The department employed 
systematic data analysis of CHEM 101/102 and CHEM 130/131 exams with the goal of identifying 
course content areas requiring improvement. A second example is the development of a departmental 
rubric that was implemented in CHEM 481/482 (chemistry seminar) in fall 2004. The rubric was 
revised fall 2010 to include explicit assessment of understanding chemical content. The result is that 
seminar quality has improved since implementation of the rubric. Third, laboratory notebook rubrics 
were implemented in first year courses. Notebook completeness has improved and instruction has 
focused more attention on science concepts and skills. Finally, time has been dedicated to participation 
in a national pre/post-assessment of biochemistry students, specifically addressing areas of common 
misconceptions from general chemistry and general biology that are covered in typical biochemistry 
courses. Data were collected during the fall 2010 semester, and the data analysis is currently in 
progress and will inform future decisions.

Communication. The department has been an active and early participant in the HLC Assessment 
Academy project as a means of improving departmental assessment. A team consisting of Capital faculty and 
administrators was sent to Lisle, Illinois, in June 2008 to work with HLC staff and other institutions relative 
to creating an assessment project and plan for the four years that Capital is involved in the Academy. The 
project created assesses students’ oral communication skills at the first-year level and at the senior level. 

Business
assessment activity: Spring 2009, business faculty assessed the Business Activity Model experience, a two-semester accounting 
case study. During the experience students work in teams, and often with little direction from the instructor; they also must deal 
with situations or questions that are ambiguous or unexpected. They work with a “client” who is often unhelpful and may provide 
erroneous information. The problems and issues become increasingly complex as the course progresses. Students evaluated the 
experience via a survey of 34 objective questions and 6 narrative questions.

assessment outcome: Based upon the results of the student survey, the department made the following adjustments to the BUS 
311/312 series: (1) Posted answers online to most assignments. Although all assignments were reviewed in class, this additional 
access to the answers helps students absorb and review the information. (2) Scheduled appointments for the students to meet 
with the professor shortly before challenging assignments are due, rather than hoping they are able to meet during regular office 
hours. (3) Had someone other than another faculty member fill the role of the client. (4) Reduced the quantity of in-class exams and 
allocated more relative points to the case study. (5) Devoted more class time to demonstrating how to research authoritative accounting 
literature. (6) Provided more assistance in how to organize and manage the large quantity of information they must process.

Chemistry
assessment activity: Chemistry has implemented the use of the University Oral Communication Rubric in the chemistry capstone 
course. Results indicated two needs: (1) Students were not as proficient at oral communication as the department wanted them to be 
and (2) the University Oral Communication Rubric did not address all of the oral communication skills needed by chemistry graduates.

assessment outcome: As a result of this work, the department developed its own oral communication rubric. The department 
changed the requirements as stated in the syllabus for the capstone course so that the requirements better articulate the 
expectations of the department. The department also changed the requirements for the department’s oral exam so that the 
expectation for the exam includes oral communication acumen.

Students are assessed using a 10-item rubric created and previously used by Capital’s communication 
department. Each semester (beginning fall 2008 for first year students and spring 2009 for seniors), 
the faculty member teaching a particular section of the course assigns a speech that is assessed using 
the rubric. The results of these assessments are used to inform strategies for continuous improvement 
relative to students’ oral communication skills and to how faculty members assess those skills. Art and 
art therapy faculty will complete their assessment plan during summer 2011 and begin program level 
assessment in fall 2011.

education. The teacher education program has used a multifaceted assessment system to improve applicant, 
candidate, graduate, faculty, and program performance since 1998. The system has been reviewed 
and updated over time. These revisions were made to ensure that the program reflected the changes in 
professional standards, state licensure requirements, and the university mission. All revisions were 
discussed during faculty meetings and retreats, and reflected the input from the broader professional 
community via an advisory board, students who had completed the program, and education alumni.

The teacher education program assesses student learning and departmental effectiveness using 
nine program goals, which guide the program and support the mission to prepare competent, caring, 
committed professionals to teach, lead, and serve diverse communities of learners. The assessment 
system reflects the candidate proficiencies outlined by the Ohio Standards for the Teaching Profession, 
the standards defined by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), and 
the standards outlined by specialized professional associations (SPAs) for each licensure or endorsement 
area. The teacher education program has been through several accreditation processes since 2002, 
including a review by NCATE in 2005 and reviews by the SPAs for each licensure and endorsement area in 
2010. The program just recently (fall 2011) completed another review by NCATE [http://bit.ly/Mji1l2].  
In response to these reviews, changes to the teacher education program are made to ensure that professional 
standards are accomplished to meet our program goals and to effectively prepare students.

Communication
assessment activity: Communication students take a yearlong course in which one of the requirements is to create an 
e-portfolio. This portfolio must contain artifacts that demonstrate that each of the department student learning goals is 
achieved. Students also use this course to critique their own work, the work of the department, and the curriculum.

assessment outcome: As a result of this assessment activity, the department added a sophomore-level research methods 
course in order to better prepare students to do communication-focused research. The department faculty also decided that 
they needed to expand the e-portfolio to include multiple artifacts related to each student learning goal, and refined the course 
so that the students have a better experience. 
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Evaluation of students is multifaceted and occurs systematically at admission to the program, admission 
to student teaching, completion of student teaching, program completion, and through surveys to 
students who completed their first year in the program. The system uses multiple data sources that 
include performance in coursework, evaluation of field and clinical experiences, self-evaluation, work 
samples, required state assessments, professional disposition ratings, and surveys of preparedness.  
This information is systematically reviewed by department faculty several times a year in order to 
determine whether students are adequately prepared in their courses and to make appropriate changes  

to both coursework and departmental standards to ensure accountability.

Education 
assessment activity: During the fall 2005, the education department began a tutoring program at the Franklin County Juvenile 
Detention Facility (FCJDF). Intervention specialist majors tutor in this program. Over 190 teacher-education candidates have 
participated in serving over 200 youth at the FCJDF. Data gathered have resulted in a need to expand the program to include 
more days per week, longer tutoring sessions, and increased intervention specialist major participation.

assessment outcome: Intervention education 
specialist tutors complete a functional 
behavioral assessment of the students in the 
tutoring program at the FCJDF. In addition, 
tutors complete a reflective cycle for each 
session which includes the goals for each 
session and the results of accomplishing 
these goals. The tutoring program at FCJDF 
epitomizes Capital’s mission of “transforming 
lives through higher education.” Twenty-six 
of the participating youth in this tutoring 
program obtained their GED. Numerous 
others passed their PRE-GED tests, thus, 
making them eligible to complete the testing 
process at other facilities. Fall 2011 results 
of ten sessions of tutoring with students 
were documented. Data indicate that even 
with ten, thirty-minute sessions, students are 
making significant gains in their academic 
achievement. This table is a snapshot of 
the gains these students made on the 
Wide Range Achievement Test that was 
completed by the FCJDF staff.

fRanklin CoUnty JUvenile detention faCility GainS made aS a ReSUlt 
of tUtoRinG

StUdent GRade level  
at pRe-teSt

GRade level  
at poSt-teSt Gain made

1 4th grade 3 months 8th grade 8 months 3 years 5 months

2 3rd grade 2 months 12th grade 9 months 9 years 7 months

3 5th grade 2 months 12th grade 9 months 7 years 7 months

4 4th grade 9 months 12th grade 9 months 8 years

5 5th grade 6 months 12th grade 9 months 7 years 3 months

6 5th grade 8 months 12th grade 9 months 7 years 1 month

7 6th grade 3 months 8th grade 8 months 2 years 5 months

8 5th grade 6 months 8th grade 8 months 3 years 2 months

9 5th grade 2 months 12th grade 6 years 8 months

english. The department has been actively engaged in assessment activities at both the departmental level 
and through its work addressing university-wide writing skills. First, each year the department coordinates the 
reading and evaluation of required essays composed by first-year students for the university’s Unified Theme 
program. The assessment rubric developed by the department focuses on five key elements, including critical 
thought and argumentation, organization, clarity and style, mechanics, and documentation and formatting. 
The faculty identify students who holistically perform, above expectations, at the expected level, and those 
whose work is below expectations for college-level reading, thinking, and writing. Second, the department 
delivers the required writing course, UC 110, the first course in the general education curriculum. The 
departmental role is to deliver the instruction, to determine that students who pass ENG 100 (a remedial 
course for students with weak writing skills) will qualify for at least a holistic score of 3 (on a scale of 0 – 6) 
on their finished essays, and to be certain that students who take UC 110 receive final grades reflective of 
their skills attainment in line with the recently revised assessment rubric. Future plans include evaluating 
Unified Theme essay scores and comparing these with senior essay scores to help identify patterns of value-
added skills improvement in writing. At the department level, all courses developed for degree curricula are 
designed to support the overarching learning objectives established by the department, as well as specialized 
learning outcomes intended for the various major programs in literature, creative writing, and professional 
writing and journalism.

Health and Sport Sciences. The department engages in numerous assessment measures for the purpose 
of informing curricular and instructional decisions. The athletic training major uses the following 
resources to inform decision-making: 

- The Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE) which accredits the program, 

- The NATABOC exam results, which compares the scores of the program graduates to others nationwide, 

-  Alumni surveys, which encourage respondents to identify strengths and weaknesses of the Athletic Training 
Education Program (ATEP), and

- Employer surveys, annual student curriculum evaluation, and clinical instructor and clinical site evaluations. 

Exercise science and health and fitness management majors complete a curricular evaluation similar to 
the ATEP curricular evaluation. Curriculum evaluations for health and fitness management and exercise 
science are compiled, distributed to faculty, and issues and concerns are discussed at department 
meetings. These discussions inform curricular decisions within the program. Health education and 
physical education majors are evaluated within the education department based on nine teacher 

education goals. 

English
assessment activity: The English department measures its learning outcomes by using two assessment instruments:  
All majors must take the Nationally Normed ETS Majors Test in English Literature and write a Senior Seminar paper that  
the entire department reads and scores holistically. A more detailed look at the department’s assessment results can be  
found at [http://bit.ly/Jultwb].

assessment outcome: The English department used assessment results to reflect on the curriculum and the nature of the 
students they serve, putting more emphasis on professional writing by adding a required professional writing class for creative 
writing and literature majors. 
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These data are collected by the education department within their NCATE review and reported as unit 
data and are disaggregated for specific majors. Narrative data collected from cooperating teachers in the 
field have resulted in changes within the health and sport science content curriculum. Concerns related 
to the limited requirement of sport and activities required for majors resulted in creation of courses with 
a multi-activity and sport component. Health education and physical education majors are evaluated 
based on the American Association for Health Education (AAHE) and National Association for Sport 
and Physical Education (NASPE) Specialized Professional Associations (SPAs) standards, respectively. 
Health education and physical education majors have several assessments within specified courses that 
address various standards. 

The health and sport sciences department has made several curriculum changes which reflect feedback 
from accreditation organizations, national standards, and stakeholders. Several health and sport 
sciences courses needed increased hands-on laboratory time for students to appropriately achieve their 
learning objectives and address accreditation standards. In addition, several health education courses 
were eliminated and/or combined resulting in courses that allowed students to not only create and 
evaluation existing health or physical activity programs, but also allowed students to implement and 
revise such programs in authentic settings through service learning opportunities and internships.

History. The department has instituted several assessment activities, including a senior exit interview 
instrument specifically for history, the development of rubrics for evaluating senior seminar research 
papers, ongoing discussions between advisors and advisees, SUMMA and IDEA evaluations of history 
classes, grading exams and research papers, and an annual meeting between the chair and senior 
seminar students. The data collection has informed several changes within the departmental curricular 
offerings. For example, an assessment of employment opportunities in the field of history led to 
curricular modifications that helped prepare students for alternative careers in museums, archives, 
galleries and libraries.

Health and Sports Science
assessment activity: The health and sport science department issued curriculum evaluations to students majoring in health 
and fitness management and in exercise science. The evaluations were distributed to seniors only from 2005 and 2009 and to 
sophomores, juniors and seniors in 2010. 

assessment outcome: Based on the curricular evaluations, the department added one credit hour to HSPTS 364. The change 
from 3 credit hours to 4 allows for more time spent within the exercise science laboratory, with the ultimate goal of improving 
students’ skill sets and broadening their understanding of the material presented in class.

History
assessment activity: The history faculty uses a writing rubric to assess the senior seminar papers. After the evaluation, students 
are given two weeks to revise and resubmit their work. Students then are reevaluated.

assessment outcome: Based on this evaluation and on student feedback about the evaluation process and their preparation for 
the senior seminar course, the department created a 100-level methods course that teaches students research skills used in 
conducting historical research and writing skills appropriate for communicating historical research. The students then practice 
these skills across the history curriculum, in preparation for the capstone project.

interdisciplinary Studies. Assessment in interdisciplinary studies is relatively new. Because the 
interdisciplinary studies faculty hold tenured positions within numerous departments, there is no 
clear sense of responsibility for assessment, thus assessment in this area occurs at the discretion of 
faculty teaching interdisciplinary studies courses. One recent example of assessment is related to the 
course IDS 493, Interdisciplinary Explorations of Hope in a Contemporary World, team taught by nine 
faculty across seven disciplines. Using a mixed method evaluation, students responded to qualitative 
and quantitative course questions. Students rated on a six-point scale how well the course achieved 
the 12 course goals and responded to six qualitative questions about their learning and strengths and 
limitations of class; faculty analyzed these together at the end of each semester. Faculty discussed 
their own learning at the end of each semester. Key findings indicated that students developed a 
personal awareness and an awareness of others and became more conscious of hope in their lives. 
Many students expressed a greater tolerance and appreciation for ambiguity. Faculty teaching the class 
learned to appreciate and develop a broader lens of other disciplines. As a result of this experience, the 
Hope faculty plan to make this interdisciplinary seminar a regular offering with varying themes (e.g., 
forgiveness, compassion, etc.).

law. In response to the last HLC report and the university-wide assessment steering committee 
empanelled to respond to the HLC report, the Law School adopted four learning goals for law students 
and adopted and implemented an assessment plan that uses indirect and direct measures to assess 
progress on these learning outcomes. Indirect measures assess all four outcomes, including a survey 
of employers. The plan initially called for the use of a direct measure to assess the first three goals. 
Pursuant to this plan for direct measure, the Law School was to have developed and adopted three 
rubrics to assess these goals. The Law School has developed and adopted rubrics for legal analysis 
and writing. However, developing a rubric for research proved problematic. Thus, the Law School 
amended its assessment plan to provide course-based assessment of the research goals. Research 
skills are measured through summative and formative assessments in the required first-year research 
and writing course and through completion of the upper class writing requirement. With respect to the 
communication and analysis goals, the Law School employs a third-party attorney to apply the rubrics 
to a sample group of the first papers written by students in their required first-year legal writing class 
and a sample group of the final papers written by students in their final-year required legal drafting 
course. The Law School collects samples from students in the day program and the evening program 
on an alternating basis. The plan envisions that the associate dean will report to the faculty after the 
Law School has collected six years of data. The faculty then will consider whether the data support any 

curricular changes and consider what those changes would be. 

Interdisciplinary Studies 
assessment activity: Spring and summer 2010, faculty from seven disciplines developed an experimental, interdisciplinary 
course about hope. This course was offered fall 2010, spring 2011, and spring 2012. At the end of each semester assessment 
of student learning was conducted using quantitative and qualitative methods. Faculty that taught the course provided data 
about their experience participating in the course.

assessment outcome: Based on the student and faculty feedback, changes were made to the course (e.g., one credit hour was 
added to accommodate the amount of work the students did). The course was then expanded to examine other dimensions of 
the human experience, (e.g., love, compassion) and submitted for review by the College Curriculum Committee so that it could 
become a standing course in the curriculum.
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The Law School collected samples of first-year and final year papers in academic years 2004-2005; 
2005-2006; and 2006-2007. The Law School applied the communication rubric to the 2004-2005 
sample and both rubrics to the samples from 2005-2006 and 2006-2007. The Law School has 
revitalized its assessment program this year. It collected samples and delivered those samples to 
the third-party attorney to apply the rubric; these data will be analyzed when they are returned from 
the third-party attorney. Analysis of the 2004-2005 data revealed a statistically significant increase 
in the mean scores between first and third years overall and in every category on the rubric except 
documentation. While the mean score for third-year students was higher than the mean score for first- 
year students in documentation, the difference was not significant. Results from the 2005-2006 were 
similar. The mean scores of fourth-year students were higher in all categories than the mean scores 
of first-year students. The increase was statistically significant in all categories except documentation. 
Analysis of the 2006-2007 data revealed a statistically significant increase in all categories. 

In 2006 and 2009, the Law School commissioned professional surveys of alumni, lawyers, employers 
and faculty. The surveys included questions aimed at assessing the performance of its graduates. The 
data indicated high levels of satisfaction with the writing, research and analytical skills of graduates. 
For example, 79 percent of the employers surveyed in the 2009 study responded that they strongly 
agreed or agreed somewhat (the two highest ratings) with the statement “Graduates are usually well 
prepared for work in the legal profession when they graduate.” This score was an improvement over the 
results from the 2006 study. Sixty-nine percent of those surveyed rated Capital in one of the two highest 
categories with respect to the statement “Graduates usually have the essential skills I am looking for in  
a new hire.” Sixty percent rated Capital in one of the two highest categories in response to the statement 
“Graduates have strong writing skills.”

The Law School tracks the bar passage rate and the employment rates of its graduates. Because writing 
skills, analytical skills and substantive knowledge of core legal principles are tested on the bar exam, 
the bar passage rate is an indirect measure of the Law School’s learning goals. Additionally, because the 
Law School’s learning goals align with the skills and knowledge most necessary for professional success, 
employment rates are an indirect measure of these goals.

The two most recent administrations of the Ohio bar exam were in July 2010 and February 2011. For 
July 2010, the overall passage rate for Capital graduates was 86 percent and the passage rate for Capital 
graduates taking the bar for the first time was 92.5 percent. In February the overall passage rate was 57 
percent while the pass rate for first time takers was 80 percent. The Law School’s 5-year passage rate 
for first time takers is 88.78 percent. The Law School’s 5-year passage rate is the second highest rate 
among the nine law schools in Ohio. 

In accord with the national practice, the Law School tracks employment rates of its graduates nine 
months after graduation. The Law School Office of Professional Development administers the annual 
Employment Report and Salary Survey. The survey is a snapshot of the class’ employment and salaries 
as reported by the graduate or determined through research by the professional development staff. 
The survey asks a series of interrelated questions about the graduate’s employment including personal 
demographics, employment status, type of employer, location of employer, job source, terms of hire,  
and annual salary.

For the Class of 2010, nine-month employment status was known for 79 percent of the class. Of that 79 
percent, 85 percent were employed with 71 percent employed in jobs that required bar admission. Of all 
graduates, 67 percent were known to be employed in some capacity. For the past 10 years, on average 
89 percent of those graduates whose employment status is known are employed within nine months of 
graduation. Of those whose employment status is known 68 percent are employed in positions requiring 
bar admission.

The Law School has begun to develop a plan to assess the effectiveness of its Academic Support 
Program. The Academic Support Program seeks to improve at-risk students’ academic performance 
and indirectly their performance of the bar exam. The Program in its current form began in 2007. The 
Law School recently has begun collecting data aimed at measuring the performance of those students 
who are required to complete the Program against those who do not participate or do not complete the 
program. The Law School measures the first-year GPA, final GPA and bar passage of those two groups 
of students. Only two classes of students have graduated since the Academic Support Program began. 
Thus, the data set is still small. However, initial analysis revealed some improvement in academic 
performance amongst students who completed Academic Support Program. In particular, among the 
class of 2008, the average cumulative GPA of students who completed Academic Support Program 
was 2.321 after their first year of law school while the average cumulative GPA of those who were not 
required to complete Academic Support Program was 3.146. The difference in average cumulative 
GPA was statistically significant. By spring of 2011, the average cumulative GPA of students who were 
required to complete Academic Support Program was 2.778 while the average cumulative GPA for those 
who were not required to attend Academic Support Program was 2.783. The Law School intends to 
continue and improve upon its efforts to assess the efficacy of Academic Support Program in achieving 
its learning goals. 

mathematics, Computer Science, and physics. The main assessment for content knowledge for majors 
is the Major Field test in Computer Science and Mathematics, a standardized test distributed by the 
Educational Testing System (ETS). This allows the department to compare student progress against 
national norms. The results from the computer science assessment indicate that Capital students are 
strong in programming skills and weaker in theoretical issues related to computing. This was expected 
because the department does not offer a computational theory course. A lack of sufficient resources 
precludes the addition of such a course, partly because it is not a recommendation of the Association for 
Computing Machinery and because of limited staffing in computer science. Even with the lower scores 
in the theoretical areas, we regularly have a few computer science students score in the 80th and 90th 
percentile nationally indicating the program gives students a solid understanding of computer science. 
A review of the questions on the math exam reveals that it is somewhat more challenging than the 
computer science exam. The trends indicate that Capital students stand to gain the most ground in the 
non-routine and applied questions. The exam is currently given in December of a student's senior year, 
prior to a number of the students completing additional upper level math classes. It was determined 
that the timing of this hurts student performance on the ETS exam. Now that the exam is administered 
online, allowing for instantaneous score reports, the department is considering having students take the 
exam later in the spring semester so the results will be more representative of the student knowledge of 

our entire curriculum.
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Integrated mathematics majors are required to take the Praxis 2 subject test in mathematics.  
A successful grade is 139 points or higher and between 2007 and 2010, nine of eleven students 
successfully completed the exam. Having two students who did not pass indicates that the department 
needs to be more proactive in identifying students in need of remediation and in identifying those to  
be encouraged to retake courses. Test results should be used to advise students who need to consider  
other majors.

military Science. The mission of military science is to recruit, retain, develop, and commission the 
future officer leadership of the U.S. Army. Learning goals fall directly under the development line of 
operation and are supported both on and off-campus via academics and multiple training events that 
occur throughout the four-year program. Attainment of learning goals is facilitated through the coaching, 
mentorship, and evaluation of our students and is documented via the Campus Cadet Evaluation Report, 
the National Leadership Development Assessment Course Cadet Evaluation Report, and the National 
Army Accession Documentation (Component and Branch Validation). These formal evaluations are 
augmented with contributing elements that include academic work (GPA), physical fitness testing, 
and leadership evaluations which are grounded in U.S. Army leadership attributes and core leader 
competencies. In addition, students complete all United States Army mandated pre-commissioning 
requirements, and the 29-day National Leadership Development Assessment Course at Fort Lewis, 
Washington. The result is a mature, confident, physically fit officer who can provide leadership and 
clarity in both combat and garrison environments.

music. The department uses several assessment tools to evaluate effectiveness of current programs and 
the advancement of the student learning. For example, the foundations area uses performance exams 
to evaluate core skills and ensure that curricular outcomes are being met. Juried exams are used for 
all students in Bachelor of Music degree programs to serve the same purpose in the performance area. 
Each degree program has capstone courses and activities (i.e., student recitals) that evaluate the total 
outcomes for the degree program. Retention and enrollment data are used to evaluate programs, facility 

changes, and the hiring of adjunct faculty.

Mathematics, Computer Science and Physics 
assessment activity: Each spring since 2005 the mathematics, computer science, and physics department has conducted exit 
interviews with graduating seniors.

assessment outcome: In response to comments received in senior exit interviews, the department increased opportunities for 
students to explore careers related to mathematics, computer science, and physics. For example, students in the first year  
seminar research, write about, and present on two careers in their discipline of study. Students are assessed using a 
departmental rubric. Students in the junior/senior seminar learn to write a resume and practice interview skills. The  
department also has recent graduates and professionals in industry talk about their careers and the job search process.

Since 2002 information provided by these assessments  
resulted in the expansion of classroom facilities and  
technology for growing programs, elimination of two programs 
that were determined no longer relevant to potential students,  
the restructuring of programs to become more effective  
(i.e., keyboard pedagogy), the addition of new courses  
(i.e., Web and Multimedia Development for Musicians, History 
and Style of Rock and Roll), and the restructuring of course 
curriculum to meet new and more effective outcomes  

(i.e., class keyboard).

Music 
assessment activity: Each Bachelor of Music student must 
complete and pass a senior recital in order to graduate. Prior 
to these recitals, students have a hearing in front of three faculty 
members who evaluate them using an established set of criteria. 
Students that pass the hearing then complete their recital, during 
which they are evaluated a second time. When students do not pass 
the hearing, their recital is either delayed for a few weeks while the 
student works to improve areas of weakness, or their graduation 
may be delayed in order for the students to bring their work up to 
the quality specified by the music faculty.

assessment outcome: This ongoing assessment activity has led 
faculty to accumulate information about areas of weakness 
across the performance programs. Faculty refined their work 
with students so that the students prepare earlier. For example, 
faculty might require students to do area and general recitals 
prior to their senior recital, or they might require their students 
to complete a “mid-term exam” that is evaluated using the same 
criteria that are used during the hearing. Faculty often encourage 
students to perform their graduation recitals off campus for 
church groups or retirement facilities to gain experience before 
attempting the on campus degree requirement recital. Faculty 
also work more closely with students on preparing program 
notes, again in preparation for the senior recital.
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nursing. The department adopted a comprehensive evaluation 
plan for the undergraduate and graduate programs on  
March 20, 2006. This plan was based on the CCNE 2003 
Standards for Accreditation of Baccalaureate and Graduate 
Nursing Programs, Ohio Board of Nursing (OBN) Rules not 
covered by the CCNE process, and program assessment policies 
established by the Academic Affairs Committee in the nursing 
department. The plan includes a systematic schedule for data 
collection from students, alumni, and supervisors at regular 
intervals. Assessment measures include:

- HESI and NCLEX-RN exams scores and certification pass rates 

-  Rubric for Evaluating Critical Thinking of Written Responses of 
Nursing Students 

-  Feedback from the nursing department’s advisory board, which is 
comprised of key health care and community leaders 

-  Surveys of current undergraduate and graduate students, alumni, 
alumni supervisors, and faculty

-  Surveys of students, preceptors, and managers at the end of 
clinical rotations for all precepted adult and pediatric in-patient 
undergraduate clinical experiences

-  Student completion of anonymous instructor evaluations (IDEA 
Forms) for every course with an enrollment of five or more students

-  Student representation on the program and curriculum committees 
for pre-licensure and post-licensure programs

-  Class meetings at the start of each school year for each level of 
student and hosted by the department chair or program director

- Exit surveys for graduating students each semester

-  Focus groups with current graduate students or undergraduate 
students to gather qualitative data about program effectiveness

While tracking student feedback related to program evaluation 
is well developed, use of faculty feedback is not as well 
documented. To address this, the nursing faculty reviewed 
program evaluation data, noted issues that were of concern  
from the students’ feedback, and agreed to monitor progress  
on the learning objectives related to the feedback.

The nursing faculty have made many course and curricular changes based on the results of the 
assessment instruments. Examples of these changes include:

-  Based on the 2009 EXIT-RN (HESI) exam results for traditional students, it was noted that students were 
consistently missing fundamental questions in several specialty areas such as pediatrics and medical surgical 
nursing; changes to the courses that address these issues were implemented. 

-  The curriculum concept definitions, and aggregate sub goals and outcomes of the undergraduate curricula 
were revised in April 2010.

-  Fall 2010, an elective NCLEX-RN review course (NURS 493: NCLEX-RN) was developed to address remedial 
needs of at-risk students. 

- A shift in the method of teaching the pharmacology material was initiated for the 2010-2011 academic year.

-  In order to enhance students’ critical thinking and judgment and to develop success with NCLEX-RN-type 
multiple-choice questions, first year nursing students are introduced to strategies that enhance their approach 
to answering NCLEX-RN style test questions. 

-  A critical thinking rubric was incorporated into major writing assignment tools across the BSN-C  
curriculum. The BSN-C program is reviewing critical thinking and judgment tools to assess the effectiveness  
of these interventions.

Nursing 
assessment activity: In 2008-2009, Capital’s 
nursing program experienced a decline in 
NCLEX-RN Scores, with the first-time pass rate 
being 82.22%. A plan was initiated to include 
assessment of student learning at two levels, 
within all specialty courses (e.g., Parent/Newborn 
Nursing) using Elsevier’s Evolve Learning System 
and at the senior level using Elsevier’s Health 
Education Systems Inc. RN (HESI-RN) Exit Exam, 
with the ultimate goal of graduating students who 
were better prepared for successful performance 
on the NCLEX-RN.

assessment outcome: Feedback from students 
and faculty about Evolve specialty testing and the 
HESI-RN Exit Exam has been positive. But more 
importantly, Capital’s NCLEX-RN pass rate for 
2011 was 88.1%. This pass rate is above both the 
Ohio and National NCLEX-RN pass rate.
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political Science. Beginning in 2002 the department developed a series of assessment instruments. 
The department articulated specific goals for our graduates. By early 2003, 11 goals were identified 
and were divided among three general categories of knowledge, skills, and values and attitudes. The 
department then elucidated the outcomes that could logically be expected to result from meeting these 
goals, how these outcomes could be measured, and which courses were developing these outcomes. 
From there the department created an assessment instrument to be given to all entering first year and 
transfer students. The assessment instrument was eventually honed to a set of 100 objective questions 
and three essays. The first pretest was administered to the entering class of 2008. Students who missed 
the test were contacted and virtually all eligible students took the pretest. The objective part was graded 
on a 0 to 100 scale and each of the essays was graded by two faculty using a standardized rubric. A 
few years later we began requiring students to complete a writing portfolio requiring students to submit 
successfully several different types of professional writing. 

psychology. For most of the review period, psychology was within the behavioral sciences department, 
which included sociology and criminology. The department initiated a split into two departments following 
the recommendation of the Program Prioritization Committee (PPC), and the split was fully implemented 
in AY 2010-2011. The activities described here include the assessment work from the behavioral sciences 
department as well as the disciplinary specific work of psychology faculty. Prior to the split, when the split 
was first initiated, and after it took full effect, the psychology faculty have engaged in discipline specific 
assessment activities and demonstrate a rich history of both using assessment to inform courses and the 
curriculum and disseminating their assessment work and pedagogical research to professional audiences 
(i.e., making the results of assessment public). The department makes this work public via the following  
Web page: http://www.capital.edu/psychology-resources/ 

One example of the ongoing commitment to assessment within the area is reflected in the following. At 
the October 1, 2003 in-service meeting on assessment, one of the speakers indicated that the university’s 
current assessment documents reflect no input from students. To address this issue and to give the 
students practical experience with research issues, 50 students enrolled in the research methods classes 
and were asked to contribute to the behavioral sciences department’s assessment plan by developing 
methods for assessing the six departmental goals. In a second example in AY 2004-2005, the department 
analyzed its course offerings as a function of the relative percentages across levels of learning. These 
data were collected again in AY 2010-2011 and appear in the next chart. These data help the psychology 
faculty keep track of the level at which their curriculum is being offered, which is important during 
curricular revisioning, and they demonstrate that most of the course offerings within the psychology 
curriculum are at an upper-division level, thus requiring students to work at an advanced level.

Political Science 
assessment activity: The political science faculty collect student writing samples of a variety of writing forms (e.g., a persuasive 
essay, a theoretical analysis, a research report, abstract of an article). 

assessment outcome: From these data, the department faculty realized that they needed to add more writing assignments into the 
curriculum and provide formative feedback in order to help students build and refine their writing skills and develop their higher-
order thinking skills. The department faculty also realized the need for faculty development in writing evaluation and feedback.

Psychology Curriculum

From 2004-2005 From 2010-2011

Percent oF Psychology courses
Percent oF Psychology  

credit hours
Percent oF Psychology courses

Percent oF Psychology  
credit hours

required  
For major

electives
required  
For major

electives
required  
For major

electives
required  
For major

electives

100 level 23% 0% 12% 0% 21% 0% 12% 0%

200 level 23% 7% 21% 6% 21% 10% 21% 8%

300 level 46% 40% 57% 35% 50% 50% 58% 51%

400 level 8% 33% 10% 37% 8% 40% 9% 41%

500 level 0% 20% 0% 22% These classes eliminated following PPC recommendation

During the period of 2008 to the present, the psychology faculty evaluated the psychology department 
and curriculum using the rubrics developed by Dunn et al. (2007). Discussions ensued, encompassing 
curricular cultural diversity, service learning, program promotion, program resources, alumni, physical 
facilities, student development, community engagement, and administrative support. The disappointing 
number of psychology students accepted into psychology graduate programs was a concern identified 
by the department for further review. The department used a multi-method approach and viewed the 
situation from many perspectives, including alignment between department goals and disciplinary goals, 
curricular review, GRE General Test and Psychology Subject Test scores, academic advising, and written 
and oral communication. The department drafted an assessment for the research methods course that 
included items from the statistics assessment in order to determine whether there was retention and 
transfer of knowledge from the pre-requisite course (statistics) to the research methods course. What the 
department learned from the evidence has informed several modifications, including the need to further 
enhance students’ breadth of understanding of psychology, the need to emphasize writing, quantitative, 
and philosophy courses as important for GRE preparation, the need to emphasize courses outside of 
psychology that facilitate success in graduate programs, such as philosophy and natural science courses, 
and the need to help students develop accurate self-assessment skills and expectations. Curricular and 
course changes were made to address these issues. These changes include:

-  Creation and addition of a required cognitive psychology course because this is a significant component of the 
GRE Psychology Subject Test and it is an important avenue for future research in psychology.

-  Removal of the counseling course as a required course because it is not needed for graduate study, it is 
not targeted on the GRE Psychology Subject Test, and in order to do counseling as a psychologist students 
need a graduate degree. Removing counseling as a required course allowed the department to add cognitive 
psychology as a required course without increasing the number of credits required for the major.

-  Creation of an assessment course as a recommended course for students considering an advanced degree in 
psychology, and particularly an area related to counseling or clinical psychology.

-  Creation of a forensic psychology course for students interested in pursuing an advanced degree in  
forensic psychology.
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-  Pilot of GRE preparation course (fall 2009, fall 2010) designed to help students understand the GRE structure 
and encourage students to prepare for the test; the department recognizes that the course cannot teach 
students what they should have been learning throughout their time at Capital, and thus better advising to take 
courses outside of psychology is necessary. The department is discussing whether this should be a regularly 
offered course.

-  Creation of an academic advising resource (spring 2010). The resource for students and advisors encourages 
students that want to go into occupations that require a graduate degree to take more quantitative, writing, and 
philosophy courses, along with other supporting courses outside of psychology. 

-  Help students develop realistic expectations (not fully or formally implemented); this includes providing realistic 
guidelines for students to understand the requirements for entrance into graduate school, including post-
baccalaureate plans with the four-year plan that students create in the degree planning course, and helping 
students understand how course activities add value to students’ education.

-  Help students develop accurate self-assessment (not fully or formally implemented), which includes defining 
and determining “quality” and helping students recognize when they do not know something and when they 
need to ask.

-  Development of consistent expectations across the psychology curriculum (spring 2010), which includes 
adopting a writing rubric to be used across courses; adopting an oral presentation rubric, the same rubric that 
is used to evaluate students presentations during Capital’s Symposium on Undergraduate Scholarship, thus 
providing the opportunity to extend student learning beyond courses into co-curricular activities, such as the 
Symposium and professional presentations; contributing to the university-wide oral communication by scoring 
students on that rubric, too.

Religion and philosophy. The department instituted a required senior thesis for all majors that went 
into effect in 2001-2002. At that time, the department began a systematic, multi-year review of the 
department majors, with a particular emphasis on assessment and capstone requirements. The 
department reviewed and rewrote the departmental learning goals, created a department seminar, and 
added a senior portfolio requirement. In order to clarify these new assessment tools, a student handbook 
with departmental goals, instructions for the thesis, departmental seminar, and portfolio was finalized 
and approved in February 2004. The department created a one-credit seminar intended for juniors and 
seniors to work on their theses and portfolios.

Psychology 
assessment activity: In 2008, the psychology faculty noted that many graduating seniors were reporting being rejected by the 
graduate programs that they rated as their first choice. In 2009 and 2010 the department then assessed graduating seniors’ 
psychology content knowledge, examined the structure of the GRE psychology subject test and compared it to the psychology 
curriculum, identified the requirements and recommendations for applicants to psychology graduate programs, and reviewed 
institutional-level on graduate performance on the GRE general test.

assessment outcome: In 2010 and 2011 the department made curricular changes, replacing the counseling psychology course 
requirement with a cognitive psychology course, developing an advising resource that encourages students to take courses that 
build writing, thinking, and quantitative skills as well as courses in the natural sciences. The department is currently working on 
ways to help students develop accurate self-assessment skills and expectations.

The on-going assessment of the new requirements demonstrated that the initial one-hour class was 
not effective in helping students achieve progress and finish the thesis and portfolio. Therefore, the 
departmental seminar was changed to a required, one-day, one-credit Saturday event in September. 
This seminar has several goals: to build community, enrich student academic experience by having 
presentations and small-group discussions about substantive questions in theses academic areas, 
orient students into the majors, and explain some of the requirements for the program (thesis, 
portfolio, and department goals). Our first annual Saturday seminar took place in fall 2005 and was 
required for all majors and minors. Two years later, after ongoing assessment, we determined that the 
seminar requirement for minors was unnecessary and distracted from our focus on the requirements 
for the majors. The seminar requirement for minors was deleted. As the department experience with 
assessment of the thesis requirement continued, it was concluded that there was a need to provide 
students with much more intentional direction about research, and the writing process. Hence, a 
required fall senior thesis class was added and first taught in 2008. All religion and philosophy majors 
are required to complete a portfolio of their work that demonstrates what inquiries and assignments they 
have completed that fulfilled the learning goals of the major. Included in that portfolio is an intellectual 
autobiography and self-assessment that reflects upon their academic career in the department, along 
with their senior thesis. Each year the theses and portfolios are reviewed by the department and the 
overall accomplishments of these graduating seniors are discussed and evaluated. Graduate and 
professional school admissions are part of the assessment process.

Social work. The department has an assessment plan that specifies the measurement procedures and 
methods used to evaluate outcomes. The assessment includes the process whereby program outcomes 
are applied to quality improvement through which program goals, learning objectives, and the overall 
mission are supported. Finally, sample assessment outcomes and sample departmental actions are used 
to illustrate the closing of the feedback loop supporting continuous quality improvement.

The social work assessment plan is guided by the program’s mission, which informs six educational 
goals. Twelve educational objectives operationalize these goals by describing required learning outcomes 
to earn the degree, and include adequate preparation for responsive and responsible practice in the 
urban and rural areas of Ohio. Since 2002, thirteen program assessment measures variously generate 
qualitative and quantitative results that inform analyses and continuous quality improvement. All of these 
elements mutually combine with the goal of promoting excellence, creativity and innovation. All are 
applied equally to the traditional and adult education degree completion components of the program. 

Religion and Philosophy 
assessment activity: The religion and philosophy department implemented a thesis requirement for majors in 2001-2002. 
Through ongoing assessment of student work for this requirement, the department made several changes, including rewriting 
department learning goals, implementing and refining a department seminar, requiring a senior portfolio, and developing a 
department handbook for students.

assessment outcome: All religion and philosophy majors are required to complete a portfolio of their work that demonstrates 
that they have met the learning goals of the department as documented through assignments they have completed in major 
courses, an intellectual autobiography and self-assessment that reflects upon their academic career, and their senior thesis.
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They define the auspices, scope, and rationale of the program and its assessment plan. Assessment 
measures include but are not limited to, the following: Professional evaluation by the Council on Social 
Work Education, internal and external consultancy, Individual Development and Educational Assessment 
(IDEA), field-based assessment, student skills self-appraisal, Baccalaureate Education Assessment 
Project (BEAP), alumni surveys, student focus groups, state licensed social worker examination results, 
curriculum and program committees, retreats for program and curriculum revision, including curriculum 
audits, and community, student and alumni advisory board. 

The assessment methods of the social work program acknowledge the necessity of a continuous 
evaluative process to ensure the maintenance and development of a quality educational program which 
continuously seeks to improve and adapt to the changing needs of our various constituencies and 
the profession itself. Methods are therefore ongoing and dynamic, and lend themselves to systematic 
analysis in the service of continuous quality improvement. Multiple data sources, instruments and 
procedures are used to determine success in meeting the program goals and educational learning 
objectives. These are uniformly applied to all students in the social work program.

Sociology and Criminology. For most of the review period, sociology and criminology were part of the 
behavioral sciences department and assessment activities for the behavioral sciences are described in 
the section on psychology above. Little assessment of student learning outcomes specific to sociology and 
criminology students has been done. The department is working to create an assessment plan.

Social Work 
assessment activity: The social work department began using a nationally normed measure (BEAP) for assessment of 
evaluative standards as per the Council on Social Work Education, Commission on Accreditation. These data provided an 
8-year trend for how well social work achieved learning outcomes on a number of factors. Additionally, the balanced scorecard 
method was used to enable (1) reliable tracking over time, (2) program benchmarking, and (3) national comparability.

assessment outcome: The social work department is exploring qualitative measures to identify connections between achieved 
learning outcomes and specific courses students identify as significant in their learning; thus, the feedback loop enables 
specific targets aimed at improvement providing greater reliability. Further, the assessment results led to enhancement  
of field education evaluations for program purposes. Preliminary findings show support for the curriculum driving field 
education and vice versa.

Sociology and Criminology 
assessment activity: The sociology and criminology department is expanding the use of community-based learning in courses 
required for majors and minors. Early assessment in two courses (Principles of Sociology and Social Problems) led to several 
changes in the structure of the community-based learning. These changes included reducing the number of community 
partners to develop more “common experiences” among students, providing more opportunities for students to experience 
and understand the community, integrating community partners into classroom learning, and integrating service hours into 
problem-based projects.

assessment outcome: All students enrolled in Social Problems (an upper-level required course for majors and minors) are 
required to work directly with a local community organization to help address an on-going need or solve a pressing problem for 
the organization. Students use sociological research and community experiences to inform their understanding of the problem 
or need and prepare a proposal to address the issue. Proposals include strategies for addressing the problem or need and 
resources to implement the strategies (e.g., funding sources, staffing, material resources). Students present their proposals to 
their partner organization and other interested parties (i.e., students, faculty, and community members).

world languages and Cultures. Research has demonstrated that the teaching of a foreign language 
should cover four skills: listening, speaking, writing and reading. Furthermore, a cultural awareness 
requirement has been added since the early 1990s. The world languages and culture department has 
adopted the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) criteria of assessment 
in the four skills and in cultural awareness. Around 1985, the emphasis moved from teaching grammar 
as a set of rules to teaching grammar through communicative activities. These communicative activities 
require instructors to accomplish a continuous assessment, for example, the way students answer one 
question determines what the next question will be. Through conversation-based classes, the instructor 
assesses each student’s level in listening and speaking the target language. Reading skills are assessed 
through discussions after reading assignments. Regular essay papers allow assessment of the writing 
skills in advanced classes, while in more elementary courses, easier compositions are used. Tests cover 
the four skills in courses; because of the teaching method, tests are usually just a confirmation of the 
assessment already made during class time. 

In early 2002, students’ continuous assessment showed that our student’s oral skills were not 
satisfactory. Several steps were taken to remediate this deficiency. These steps include:

- Securing funds to travel to the Congo in order to document Francophone Culture and Literature course.

-  Faculty participation in the Oral Proficiency Interview workshop of the American Council on the Teaching of 
Foreign Languages.

- Implementation of senior exit interviews to obtain information about students’ experience with the programs.

- Creation of 300-level Spanish and French conversation composition courses.

-  Creation of a common senior seminar for Spanish and French students that includes a senior portfolio, in 
which students assess and document their own progresses since they started the program.

-  Purchase and implementation of the Brigham Young University Computerized Adaptive Placement Exam (CAPE).

-  Development and implementation of a language laboratory for each course, which included a curricular 
revision for language laboratory time.

- Modification of the content of SPAN 331: Latin American Culture and Civilization.

-  Encouraging students majoring or minoring in Spanish and French to follow the sequence 220-230-310-311 
in order to strengthen the background of the students in grammar as well as in oral and written skills. 

World Languages and Cultures 
assessment activity: The world languages and cultures department conducts senior exit interviews and oral proficiency testing,  
in addition to the continuous oral proficiency evaluation that occurs across the curriculum.

assessment outcome: Several changes have resulted from these assessments. For example, the department has shifted the focus  
of the French curriculum to oral proficiency and now requires many more oral presentations. Consistent with the university’s 
strategic plan, the French faculty are planning a service learning trip to take students to Haiti in order to allow students more 
opportunities to practice their oral communication in a variety of situations.
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These summaries reveal that Capital University’s academic departments are engaged in a variety of 
assessment activities to determine the effectiveness of their programs and the departments use of the 
results to inform the decisions that they are making. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

While most academic departments 
are engaged in assessment activities 
and have used assessment to make 
changes, fewer have documented how 
they use assessment results to make 
changes to their courses and curricula. 
Greater accountability in using 
assessment results to inform curricular 
decisions and documenting the 
discussions leading to those decisions 
and the evidence used to inform those 
decisions is needed.

Academics

Improve assessment of 
student learning outcomes 
in order to demonstrate an 
outcomes-based education

Have departments who are 
weak in assessment be the 
first department to undergo 
the newly approved program 
review as a way to initiate a 
culture of assessment within 
the department

Percentage 
of academic 
departments that 
conduct assessment

Improve the use  
of assessment  
results to inform 
curricular decisions

Develop a standard 
method to document the 
use of assessment results 
to inform curricular and 
co-curricular decisions 
and consequences for not 
meeting the standard

Percentage 
of academic 
departments that 
meet the standard

Make assessment results 
public via a website 
and continue with the 
Showcase of Student 
Learning Outcomes

General education. Assessment in general education follows a five year reporting cycle, with the most 
recent reports submitted summer 2011. Our general education curriculum includes eleven goals. There 
is a faculty working group for each general education goal comprised of the instructors that teach the 
courses that fulfill the respective general education requirement. These working groups are supposed to 
meet regularly and each working group is supposed to elect a chair each year from its members. While 
some working groups function effectively this way, other working groups have not met in several years 
or have appointed a chair without consulting all of the members of the working group. As a result of this 
dysfunction, there is a wide range in the quality of the assessment work that is being conducted within 
general education. The assessment work from each of these working groups follows:

Goal 1: Reading and Writing Skills: Students will be able to read critically and express ideas clearly in 
standard written English.

-  Process: Students write a variety of essays that illustrate they understand how to write with a sense of purpose 
and audience, develop and support claims, comprehend and critically evaluate a variety of written discourse, 
integrate both primary and secondary sources using an accepted citation style, organize their thoughts effectively, 
compose coherent and unified paragraphs, and write with a minimum of errors in syntax and grammar.

- Outcome: Faculty adjust course content based on areas of students’ weaknesses and strengths.

Goal 2: Speaking and Listening Skills: Students will be able to listen effectively in a variety of contexts.

-  Process: Assessment and pedagogical practices are built into this course with different speaking assignments, 
critiques of speeches by instructor, peers, and self. Instructors require use of extemporaneous speaking for 
informative and persuasive speeches and manuscript or memorized mode for text performance, which is 
assessed at the classroom level with test questions, classroom activities.

-  Outcome: Instructors have discussed these areas for improvement and provided strategies for how to improve 
student performance. The instructors collected additional data to assess improvement.

Goal 3: Quantitative Reasoning: Students will demonstrate the capacity for using quantitative skills, thinking 
logically and evaluating quantitative information critically.

-  Process: For the social sciences statistics class, students complete pretest and post test measures of 
algebra skills and statistical reasoning, instructors are intentional about integrating examples from the many 
disciplines served by the course in order to help students apply the material in ways meaningful to them and 
the effectiveness of this is assessed via student qualitative feedback, throughout the course students are 
asked to demonstrate in exams and assignments their ability to draw conclusions using statistical results. 
In the computational science course, students take pretest and post test measures related to their comfort 
using and understanding of the value of computational tools and students are asked throughout the course to 
demonstrate the use of computational tools to solve practical problems. 

-  Outcome: For the social sciences statistics class, the assessments have led to faculty becoming more 
intentional about encouraging students to use their textbooks. These faculty now offer weekly study sessions 
in which students in any of the social sciences statistics classes can meet together with any of the instructors 
to review materials, practice problems, and better understand the textbook materials. These faculty revise the 
course, as needed, based on students’ strengths and weaknesses identified through assignments and exams.

Goal 4: Global Awareness: Students will demonstrate knowledge of the interdependence of geographic, 
economic, political, social and cultural realities in the contemporary world.

-  Process: Faculty use research papers that include issue analysis and country profiles, book and article 
reviews, essay exams, map tests, class discussions, oral reports, and simulations to determine whether 
students have met the learning goals. All instructors cover at least two regions and analyze at least three 
global issues. 

-  Outcome: Instructors have assigned more readings and viewings of photographs and films, tested basic 
geographical knowledge, encouraged attendance at public lectures, offered credit for service learning, 
encouraged and led international travel, adopted map tests, adopted simulations and role-playing so students 
can more easily imagine political, social, and cultural contexts that differ markedly from the United States. 
The working group is convinced of the necessity of continuing our emphasis on teaching the critical reading 
of current events media.

Goal 5: Cultural Diversity: Students will demonstrate an understanding of cultural diversity and social 
responsibility, and explore contemporary sources of prejudice and discrimination, with primary emphasis on the 
United States.

-  Process: All courses require written examinations. In the writing assignments students are required to relate 
their experiences to course objectives. Exams and papers are analyzed to determine whether students 
have met these goals. Most classes include a grade for class participation where students can demonstrate 
their learning as related to the above goal. The instructors use literature, art and music as part of classroom 
experience as related to diversity. Students are required to attend cultural events related to course objectives. 
We coordinate cultural events requirements with Multicultural Affairs; they inform us of programming and we 
make suggestions for programming that is related to our goals and objectives.
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-  Outcome: Changes at the individual level include a renewed focus on historical background as this is essential 
to understand contemporary issues, more exposure to current issues through attending culturally related 
events, continued emphasis on the sociology of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and the 
subsequent construction of identity, and continued use of historical and contemporary examples of how 
individuals and groups have made a difference by working for change.

Goal 6: Fine Arts: Students will integrate experience, theory and context through an exploration of at 
least one of the arts.

-  Process: Given the varied nature of the courses that fulfill this requirement (i.e., arts, music, theater, 
writing), the assessments used are tailored to the disciplines represented, thus a singular assessment 
process does not occur.

-  Outcome: Individual instructors make changes to their courses based on strengths and weaknesses 
identified in students’ work.

Goal 7: Religion: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the dimensions of religion in life, 
including the basic tenets of Christianity or historical-critical approaches to biblical studies.

-  Process: Currently there is no standard assessment tool which we use to assess student learning. Pedagogical 
practices have been monitored through a periodic review of course syllabi to see how they compare to the 
Master Syllabus. Student feedback through the IDEA forms is used to assess the effectiveness of adjunct 
instructors. The working group is developing pretest and post test measures. 

-  Outcome: Faculty have revised syllabus structure and course content based on student performance and feedback.

Goal 8: Social Science: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the ways social scientists analyze 
society, through the study of at least one of the social sciences.

-  Process: Each faculty member within a given discipline and course has established their own guidelines for 
meeting the learning goal for the social science requirement. Students are introduced to a given social science 
and gain knowledge and perspective on how a discipline approaches the study and analysis of society. This 
may involve learning about the social and historical context in which the social science discipline was founded: 
economics, political science, psychology, and sociology. This also involves students learning about the theories 
and methods used to study and analyze society. Students are evaluated on how well they are meeting the 
social science goal through research papers, essay examinations, class presentations, and class participation.

- Outcome: Faculty are actively engaged in making adjustments to their classes based on student performance.

Goal 9: Natural Science: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the nature of knowledge and 
inquiry in science, including an awareness of the interaction of science, technology and society.

-  Process: Instructors assess student attainment of the learning outcomes via exams, quizzes, laboratory 
exercises and reports, and reflective writing assignments.

-  Outcome: Based on these direct measures of student learning, instructors refine their course structure 
and content, for example, instructors have become more intentional about using small group work and 
assignments that have students use their learning in the course during reacting-to-the-past simulations.

Goal 10: Humanities: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the human experience through 
studies that integrate history, literature, philosophy, religion and the arts.

-  Process: Instructors of humanities use a combination of essay and objective examinations. Some individual classes 
employ comparison papers or other essays written in response to prompts. Quizzes or study questions that require 
students make conceptual connections are fundamental to each of the courses. Students are required to complete 
three event reports. All instructors emphasize analysis and synthesis rather than simple summary in a range of 
works across the eras. The course emphasizes historical context and uses that as a framework

-  Outcome: The common denominator in all of the classes is this emphasis on the experience of real art. Event 
reports have been made more directive and specific in response to students' lack of experience in these kinds 
of events. As people with training in particular disciplines, we are constantly learning in new areas that are 
not our specialties. We are engaged and have to refine the course continually. Because most of us teach in 
a related discipline, we routinely discuss and compare our approaches to the challenges of this course. The 
group has actually become more committed, as a whole, to the requirement of the event reports and having 
students be involved away from the class.

Goal 11: Ethical Thought: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the ethical dimensions of 
personal, societal and professional life, including Judeo-Christian perspectives.

-  Process: Faculty assess whether students have met the learning goals of the course via several different 
mechanisms. All sections emphasize class discussion. There is some variation of the amount of use of 
midterm and final tests. Most sections assign reflection papers. All sections assess oral communication by 
means of the rubric. Sections have one or more midterm tests and a final exam. Many sections make use of 
quizzes. For some, the quizzes emphasize reading; for others, classroom lecture; for yet others, a combination 
of these. Some sections have debates on topics selected by the students.

-  Outcomes: The working group has discussed changing assignments, including decisions about the nature and 
amount of reading and of written assignments.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Some general education working 
groups have regular meetings in 
which the members can discuss their 
courses and re-calibrate periodically 
so that there is a standard across all 
courses that fulfill the requirement. 
Other working groups do not meet 
consistently with representatives 
from all affected disciplines. Greater 
accountability of working groups and 
working group chairs is needed.

Academics
Increase effectiveness  
of education working  
groups

Develop a system of 
accountability for the general 
education director and 
working group leaders that 
includes regular meetings 
and documentation of 
assessment results and the 
use of assessment to make 
curricular decisions

Working group 
minutes that reflect 
the diversity of faculty 
that contribute to the 
General Education 
curriculum

Recruit and retain faculty 
from all departments who 
are committed to general 
education goals and are 
willing to participate in 
assessment of general 
education to teach general 
education courses 

Percent of general 
education courses 
being taught by 
faculty committed to 
general education 
and who participate in 
assessment of general 
education goals

The assessment of student learning 
outcomes across the general 
education working groups is disparate. 
Each general education working 
group needs a rubric that can be 
used to assess whether students have 
achieved the learning objectives for 
that general education requirement. 

Academics

Demonstrate attainment 
of student learning 
goals across the general 
education curriculum

Have each working group 
develop a rubric that targets 
the general education 
learning objectives for that 
working group and that could 
be used to assess student 
work across the courses that 
fulfill the general education 
requirement 

Percent of working 
groups that have and 
use a common rubric 
across all classes 
that fulfill the general 
education requirement
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Criterion 2.4  

all levels of planning align with the organization’s mission, thereby enhancing its capacity to fulfill that mission.

Planning includes a holistic view of the university’s mission. Planning involves broad participation 

across all institutional constituencies, as demonstrated in the strategic planning process. The Capital 

community engages in several activities that demonstrate the alignment between planning  

and university mission.

-  Committees of the Board of Trustees are aligned with the strategic plan. These committees use the Key 
Performance Measures as a foundation for decision making and they establish two-year goals in order to 
further guide decision making.

-  Position requests are assessed relative to their alignment with the mission of the university and the need for 
the position in order to fulfill the strategic plan. 

- Capital expenditure requests are also assessed relative to the strategic plan.

-  The president establishes annual goals that align with the strategic plan. Then each vice president writes a 
parallel document of goals and deliverables that also align with the president’s goals and the strategic plan. For 
example, on an annual basis, the division of Planning and Advancement works with the President’s Cabinet 
and the Board of Trustees to determine the annual enrollment goals for our entering traditional undergraduate 
student population. Moreover, enrollment services recently developed a comprehensive multi-year enrollment 
plan to address significant immediate and longer-term demographic challenges that Capital University will 
face. Some examples of how recruitment of students has changed since 2007 include a more deliberate 
attempt made each year to purposefully shape the incoming class in many ways. For example, the percentage 
of Lutheran students has increased from approximately 15 percent to 18 percent. Male representation 
has grown from 40 percent to 43 percent. The academic profile is at a 10-year high of 24 ACT composite. 
Capital has increased out-of-state students from 8 to 10 percent. Residential students have increased from 
83 percent to 90 percent. Most recently the university instituted a “recruit to retain strategy” in order to find 
potential students having the best fit for Capital University. We are implementing software that is used to 
improve our efforts in recruiting new students, as well as assist in the retention of our current students. 

-  The process of developing annual goals that align with the strategic plan also occurs at the level under the 
vice presidents so that the individuals that are closest to implementation also align their work with the goals 
established by the president. 

-  In AY 2012-2013, academic departments will start receiving a departmental dashboard that contains 
information about the department that is linked to the Key Performance Measures. Dashboard information  
will include number of credit hours generated; number of majors; numbers of part time, term contract,  
tenure-track, and tenured faculty; department-level student course evaluation data; academic advising 
assessment information; budget information; and grade distributions. 

Areas for Improvement
-  Strategic planning is an important process for guiding institutional decision making in ways that help the 

institution achieve its goals. The Law School’s willingness to engage in strategic planning twice in the last  
ten years reflects a strong intention to keep this part of the institution aligned with the will of its faculty. 
Strategic planning at all levels must align with the University’s Strategic Plan.

-  The next few years represent a challenge due to the country’s economy and the demographic shift in the 
region. Capital University must demonstrate that it provides an affordable, outcomes-based education.

- We need to economize operations.

- Transition programs are needed for all levels of students.

- Current residential facilities are not being used to their fullest potential.

-  Assessment of student learning outcomes to determine the effectiveness of programming could be improved.

-  While most departments in Student Affairs are engaged in assessment activities and have used assessment to 
make changes, few have documented how they use assessment results to make changes to their programs. 
Greater accountability in using assessment results to inform decisions and documenting the discussions 
leading to those decisions and the evidence used to inform those decisions is needed.

-  All members of the campus community need to be prepared for an educational delivery model that is affected 
by rapidly changing technologies, which has wide-ranging effects upon the design and implementation of 
university curricula.

-  Some budget managers are uncertain about why some budget requests are not approved. Feedback would 
facilitate future budget submissions (e.g., faculty would know whether or not they should resubmit items) and 
thus better enable the units within the institution to plan for the future.

-   While Business and Finance is engaged in assessment activities and has used assessment to make 
changes, improved documentation of how assessment results are used to make changes is needed. Greater 
accountability in using assessment results to inform decisions and documenting the discussions leading to 
those decisions and the evidence used to inform those decisions is needed.

-  While most academic departments are engaged in assessment activities and have used assessment to make 
changes, fewer have documented how they use assessment results to make changes to their courses and 
curricula. Greater accountability in using assessment results to inform curricular decisions and documenting 
the discussions leading to those decisions and the evidence used to inform those decisions is needed.

-  Some general education working groups have regular meetings in which the members can discuss their 
courses and re-calibrate periodically so that there is a standard across all courses that fulfill the requirement. 
Other working groups do not meet consistently with representatives from all affected disciplines. Greater 
accountability of working groups and working group chairs is needed.

-  The assessment of student learning outcomes across the general education working groups is disparate.  
Each general education working group needs a rubric that can be used to assess whether students have 
achieved the learning objectives for that general education requirement. 
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Plans for the Future

StRateGiC plan link aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Culture

Establish and maintain greater 
cohesion and a unified vision 
across the divisions of  
the institution

Connect the efforts of strategic 
planning in the Law School  
to the larger Capital University 
strategic plan

Alignment between the university's 
activities and the Law School's 
activities

Relationships Maintain enrollment, and where 
appropriate, grow enrollment 

Develop a process to demonstrate 
affordability and quality education to 
prospective students

Continue to track enrollment 
figures against goals

finances Increase institutional student support 
through gifts, grants, and aid

Secure additional funding sources Amount of aid given to students

finances Efficient use of resources

Increase knowledge and 
management about available 
resources, and explore  
strategic collaborations  
across departments

More efficient and effective  
use of university resources

Student life

Develop planned experiences 
that contribute to the intellectual 
development, academic success, 
and persistence to degree of our 
traditional undergraduate and 
adult and graduate students

Expand academic support services 
and processes to identify students 
who could benefit from use of 
these services 

Retention and student satisfaction 
data; decrease in the number  
of students referred for  
disciplinary action

Student life

Expand and support formal 
linkages between academic 
courses and curriculum and 
programs and services within 
Student Affairs

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that focuses 
on the whole student and helps 
students prioritize activities so 
that they make the most of their 
college experience

Retention and student satisfaction 
data; decrease in the number  
of students referred for  
disciplinary action

Partner with academic 
departments to offer additional 
internship experiences 

Increase community service time 
by students 

Structure Create vibrant living and  
learning communities

Establish optimal occupancy rate
Percentage of semesters where 
the university meets the standard

Develop and implement a plan for 
defined community space in all 
traditional undergraduate facilities

Progress of deliverables

Establish and work toward 
architectural and technology 
standards, with an eye on 
accessibility, in residence halls

Establish and work toward 
standards for safety and security 
in residence halls

Promote affinity and interest-
based housing

Number of residential students that 
participate in themed housing

Student life Assess student learning in all 
Student Affairs programs

Integrate assessment and program 
review to improve student learning

Number of decisions that can be 
traced back to assessment data

Student life
Improve the use of assessment 
results to inform co-curricular 
decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform co-curricular 
decisions and consequences for 
not meeting the standard

Amount of departments that meet 
the standard

Criterion 2: preparing for the future

Student life
Promote healthy lifestyles 
consistent with  
national guidelines

Expand health related and 
recreational programs/activities to 
reflect current trends and  
student demand

Retention and student satisfaction 
data; decrease in the number  
of students referred for  
disciplinary action

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that focuses 
on the whole student and helps 
students prioritize activities so 
that they make the most of their 
college experience

Student life

Develop and expand programs 
that enhance students’ awareness 
and understanding of diversity in a 
global society

Be intentional in creating 
experiential learning that focuses 
on the whole student and helps 
students prioritize activities so 
that they make the most of their 
college experience

Retention and student satisfaction 
data; decrease in the number  
of students referred for 
disciplinary action

Expand Alternative Spring Break 
(ASB) trips

Structure

Continue improving technology 
infrastructure and availability and 
develop faculty to effectively use 
technology to support student 
learning outcomes

Increased funding, educational 
opportunities, and methods of 
assessing technological prowess

Satisfaction surveys; Number 
of faculty that meet a minimum 
competency with teaching 
technology; Number of courses 
emplying hybrid deliviery

finances Make budgeting more efficient

Provide academic departments 
with feedback about why 
departmental and capital 
improvement requests were not 
funded so that the department can 
better tailor its budgetary requests

Percent of academic departments 
that receive feedback about 
budget requests

finances Improve the use of assessment 
results to inform decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform decisions

Percent of decisions that can  
be traced back to assessment

academics

Improve assessment of student 
learning outcomes in order to 
demonstrate an outcomes-based 
education

Have departments who are weak in 
assessment be the first department to 
undergo the newly approved program 
review as a way to initiate a culture of 
assessment within the department

Percentage of academic 
departments that  
conduct assessment

academics
Improve the use of assessment 
results to inform curricular 
decisions

Develop a standard method to 
document the use of assessment 
results to inform curricular and 
co-curricular decisions and 
consequences for not meeting the 
standard

Percentage of academic 
departments that meet  
the standard

Make assessment results public 
via a website and continue with 
the Showcase of Student Learning 
Outcomes

academics Increase effectiveness of general 
education working groups

Develop a system of accountability 
for general education director 
and working group leaders that 
includes regular meetings and 
documentation of assessment 
results and the use of assessment 
to make curricular decisions

Working group minutes that 
reflect the diversity of faculty 
that contribute to the General 
Education curriculum

academics
Improve the commitment to 
signature parts of the general 
education curriculum

Recruit and retain faculty from all 
departments who are committed 
to general education goals and are 
willing to participate in assessment 
of general education to teach 
general education courses 

Percent of general education 
courses being taught by faculty 
committed to general education  
and who participate in assessment 
of general education goals

academics
Demonstrate attainment of student 
learning goals across the general 
education curriculum

Have each working group develop 
a rubric that targets the general 
education learning objectives for 
that working group and that could 
be used to assess student work 
across the courses that fulfill the 
general education requirement 

Percent of working groups that 
have and use a common rubric 
across all classes that fulfill the 
general education requirement
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 Capital University is an institution that focuses on supporting an innovative, creative, and learning-centered 
environment. A number of feedback mechanisms are used throughout the university with the ultimate 
goal of ensuring that students are both taught and learn what they need to know in order to be informed 
citizens, competent professionals, and lifelong learners. This is accomplished through assessment at the 
departmental, school, college, and institutional level. The feedback that is received from students, alums, 
and other constituencies leads to modifications in the courses, the curriculum, and teaching approaches, 
and helps shape the what, how, and why of the information that is learned and taught. 

Criterion 3.1 

the organization’s goals for student learning outcomes are clearly stated for each educational program and 
make effective assessment possible.

Capital University emphasizes excellence in teaching and learning by providing rigorous academic 
instruction with verifiable outcomes. In an effort to ensure academic competencies and foster student 
success, the university has adopted seven learning goals. Capital University prepares a diverse 
student body for life and work through undergraduate and graduate curricula that balance liberal 
studies with professional and career fields. Through an extensive curriculum and numerous student-
centered activities, Capital University students develop skills of thinking critically, reasoning logically 
and communicating clearly. Moreover, through curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular activities, 
students are encouraged to develop their leadership and service potentials, become independent, lifelong 
learners, develop a sense of values that guides personal decision making, and develop intercultural 
competencies and the ability to work in diverse groups. These university learning goals serve as the 
foundation of the general education program and support the acquisition of academic and co-curricular 
outcomes in disciplinary majors and minors and campus engagement.

The eleven student learning goals for our general education program align with the seven university learning 
goals as evidenced in the table to the right. For each of the general education learning goals, the university 
learning goal is designated as a primary emphasis, denoted by a “P,” or a secondary emphasis, denoted by 
an “S.”

General Education Learning Goals

GeneRal edUCation leaRninG GoalS

UniveRSity leaRninG GoalS

Goal 1:  Reading and Writing Skills: Students will be able to read critically and express ideas clearly in 
standard written English.

P P P S

Goal 2:  Speaking and Listening Skills: Students will be able to listen effectively in a variety of contexts. S S P S

Goal 3:  Quantitative Reasoning: Students will demonstrate the capacity for using quantitative skills,  
thinking logically and evaluating quantitative information critically.

P P S

Goal 4:  Global Awareness: Students will demonstrate knowledge of the interdependence of geographic, 
economic, political, social and cultural realities in the contemporary world.

P S S P S P

Goal 5:  Cultural Diversity: Students will demonstrate an understanding of cultural diversity and social responsibility, 
and explore contemporary sources of prejudice and discrimination, with primary emphasis.

S S P S P

Goal 6:  Fine Arts: Students will integrate experience, theory and context through an exploration of at least one 
of the arts.

S P P S

Goal 7:  Religion: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the dimensions of religion in life, including 
the basic tenets of Christianity or historical-critical approaches to biblical studies.

P S P S S P

Goal 8:  Social Science: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the ways social scientists analyze 
society, through the study of at least one of the social sciences.

P P P S P

Goal 9:  Natural Science: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the nature of knowledge and inquiry 
in science, including an awareness of the interaction of science, technology and society.

S S P S

Goal 10:  Humanities: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the human experience through studies 
that integrate history, literature, philosophy, religion and the arts.

S S P P S P

Goal 11:  Ethical Thought: Students will demonstrate an understanding of the ethical dimensions of personal, 
societal and professional life, including Judeo-Christian perspectives.

P P S P
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The following tables further identify how the 
university learning goals are expressed within  
the various disciplinary contexts. Aligning 
disciplinary student learning goals with university 
learning goals affords the opportunity to assess 
student progress on learning goals within their 
majors and across the institution. For some 
disciplines, the student learning goals encompass 
more than one university learning goal and thus 
the disciplinary learning goal is identified more 
than once. While all majors and minors have 
student learning goals, not all university learning 
goals are reflected in disciplinary learning goals.  
In addition, some disciplines have learning goals 
that extend beyond the university learning  
goals, and those are noted after the tables.

Department and University Learning Goals

 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: tHinkinG CRitiCally

Art and Art Therapy Students will demonstrate the ability to make informed judgments about works of art through methods of critical 
inquiry and aesthetic reasoning

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences

Students will learn and retain information essential to a broad knowledge of living systems; be proficient with 
contemporary laboratory and field techniques; exhibit competency in the physical sciences as they relate to research 
and problem solving in the life sciences

Business and Economics Students will demonstrate appropriate level of knowledge and ability to use concepts and tools from the major areas 
of business

Chemistry Students will possess a broad understanding of chemistry’s traditional sub-disciplines through both classroom work 
and laboratory experience

Communication

Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials; demonstrate the ability to analyze critically a communication event or artifact from 
a theoretical perspective; prepare and deliver a presentation in which the student uses performance as a tool to 
investigate a text

Computer Science Students will see the process of creative and critical thinking

Computational Science Students will use current and emerging technologies

Cultural Studies Students will think critically using a broad understanding of knowledge in diverse areas of study

Education Students will engage in critical inquiry to impact their professional practice

English Students will hone their own thinking and writing abilities, and carry those abilities through a lifetime of reading and 
thinking critically

Health and Sport Sciences Students will develop critical thinking skills to assess situations and apply practical responses

History Students will develop critical thinking skills through the examination of historical problems

Honors Program Students will cultivate the ability to question

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies)

Students will demonstrate foundation skills in reading, information literacy, and refinement of critical reflection and thinking

International Studies Students will demonstrate the ability to examine a global issue in depth and understand how such issues may be 
viewed differently from a number of cultural or national perspectives

Mathematics Students will see mathematics as a universal language of creative and critical thought

Military Science Students will draw on the mental tendencies and resources that shape a leader’s conceptual abilities and impact  
of effectiveness

Music
Students will demonstrate the analytical and aural skills to actively and skillfully perform, conceptualize, apply, 
analyze, and/or evaluate the common elements of music and the repertory of music performance as appropriate for 
their musical concentration

Nursing Students will use critical thinking and clinical judgment to apply knowledge from nursing science, the liberal arts,  
and behavioral sciences

Philosophy Students will develop the attitudes and skills necessary for critical thinking

Physics Students will demonstrate the ability to think critically about issues with physics

Political Science

Students will have a knowledge of the major fields of the discipline: American Government, International Relations, 
Comparative Politics, Political Theory, Public Administration, Political Science Methods, and of the origins of 
the discipline and its role in social science and important theories in at least two of these fields, including an 
understanding of controversies and debates, the fundamental concepts, modes of inquiry, and understanding of the 
major principles of these subfields; develop skills in critical thinking

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology Students will demonstrate foundation skills in reading, information literacy, and refinement of critical reflection and thinking

Psychology Students will develop a broad and deep knowledge base in each specific discipline and an understanding of different 
theoretical traditions

Religion Students will engage in multiple modes of critical thinking, and to articulate and defend their own ideas

Social Work Students will be prepared with a broad liberal arts foundation that emphasizes development of critical thinking skills 
and a liberal arts perspective

Sociology and Criminology Students will develop a broad and deep knowledge base in each specific discipline and an understanding of different 
theoretical traditions

World Languages Students will acquire the linguistic/cultural training needed to read about and write about, with understanding, 
literature and other relevant materials written in the foreign language
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 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: ReaSoninG loGiCally

Art and Art Therapy Students will demonstrate the ability to make informed judgments about works of art through methods of critical 
inquiry and aesthetic reasoning

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences Students will master the scientific method of inquiry

Business and Economics Students will critically analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information, actionable alternatives in a dynamic and 
ambiguous context

Chemistry Students will have the ability to analyze chemical information and solve chemical problems

Communication
Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials; demonstrate the ability to analyze critically a communication event or artifact from 
a theoretical perspective 

Computer Science Students will improve problem solving

Computational Science Students will explore the creative nature of Computational Science

Cultural Studies Students will demonstrate competence in research, the completion of general education goals, and the ability to think  
and reason through different disciplines

Education Students will demonstrate understanding of the teaching/learning relationship

English Students will hone their own thinking and writing abilities, and carry those abilities through a lifetime of reading and 
thinking critically

Health and Sport Sciences Students will critically analyze, evaluate, and develop logical solutions to practical problems

History Students will develop the ability to access, synthesize and evaluate historical documents and historical interpretations

Honors Program Students will cultivate the ability to analyze

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) No disciplinary equivalent identified

International Studies No disciplinary equivalent identified 

Mathematics No disciplinary equivalent identified

Military Science Students will draw on the mental tendencies and resources that shape a leader’s conceptual abilities and impact  
of effectiveness

Music
Students will demonstrate an understanding of the common elements and organizational patterns of music and their 
interaction by successfully working musical problems combining capabilities in performance, aural, verbal and visual 
analysis, composition, history, and repertory as appropriate for their musical concentration

Nursing No disciplinary equivalent identified

Philosophy Students will develop an interest in the issues and ideas of serious thinkers and the skills necessary to examine and 
evaluate them

Physics Students will apply logical reasoning to physics-related problems

Political Science Students will develop skills in logical reasoning and understanding and applying research methods appropriate  
to topics researched

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology No disciplinary equivalent identified

Psychology Students will develop methodological competence in statistics, research design and assessment methods

Religion Students will carry on disciplined, critical dialog concerning varied understandings of Christianity, other religions  
and other disciplines, relating these to everyday experience

Social Work Students will be prepared to understand a scientific, analytic and theoretical approach to building knowledge  
for practice, and to develop the skills to evaluate their own practice

Sociology and Criminology Students will develop methodological competence in statistics, research design and assessment methods

World Languages No disciplinary equivalent identified

 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: CommUniCatinG CleaRly

Art and Art Therapy
Students will demonstrate the ability to produce original, well crafted, and visually organized two- and three-
dimensional works of art; prepare and present a portfolio of original, well crafted, and visually organized two- and 
three-dimensional works of art

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences

Students will master professional communication through student-centered research and presentation; exhibit 
competency in mathematical and computational science as they relate to communicating scientific ideas and 
problem solving in the life sciences

Business and Economics Students will demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills for both formal and informal communication

Chemistry Students will have the ability to communicate chemical information, both orally and in written form

Communication

Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials; demonstrate the ability to analyze critically a communication event or artifact from 
a theoretical perspective; prepare and deliver a presentation in which the student uses performance as a tool to 
investigate a text

Computer Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Computational Science Students will improve written and oral communication related to scientific and technical projects

Cultural Studies Students will demonstrate the effective use of communication skills (speaking and writing) through varied disciplines

Education Students will use a variety of tools to clearly and effectively communicate

English Students will hone their own thinking and writing abilities, and carry those abilities through a lifetime of reading  
and thinking critically

Health and Sport Sciences Students will develop the ability to communicate verbally to diverse audiences

History Students will improve written communication skills by requiring writing in all courses

Honors Program Students will cultivate the ability to exchange ideas

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) Students will demonstrate foundational skills in writing and oral communication

International Studies Students will acquire a basic knowledge of a second modern language so the students can work or travel 
independently in a country where that language is spoken

Mathematics No disciplinary equivalent identified

Military Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Music
Students will demonstrate the technical skills requisite for artistic self-expression in at least one major performance 
area at a level appropriate for their particular music concentration; demonstrate the verbal and written communicative 
skills necessary to effectively articulate their work and others to both professional and lay audiences

Nursing Students will communicate effectively to collaborate with clients and interprofessional and intraprofessional teams

Philosophy Students will be able to articulate their own views, express themselves well in speech and writing, and participate 
productively in a critical community of discourse

Physics Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate physics-related information to a variety of diverse audiences

Political Science Students will develop skills in communicating clearly in writing, oral communication, and using information technology

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology Students will demonstrate foundational skills in writing and oral communication

Psychology Students will develop effective communication skills

Religion Students will be able to articulate their own views, express themselves well in speech and writing, and participate 
productively in a critical community of discourse

Social Work Students will integrate technological advancement in their practice

Sociology and Criminology Students will develop effective communication skills

World Languages Students will acquire the linguistic/cultural training needed to interact in an appropriate manner with native speakers 
of the language they are learning
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 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: developinG leadeRSHip and SeRviCe

Art and Art Therapy Students will extend their knowledge about art and increase their frame of reference toward forming original ideas 
through accessing existing art resources

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences

Students will be a scientifically literate citizen who understands the basic principles underlying modern science, 
technology, health, and environmental issues as well as their global impact; be able to relate scientific knowledge  
to community leadership and service

Business and Economics Students will demonstrate the ability to adopt the appropriate role on a team

Chemistry Students will possess an understanding of the application of chemical principles to other areas of study,  
the environment and everyday life

Communication Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials

Computer Science Students will prepare for immediate employment upon graduation or for graduate study

Computational Science Students will experience an interdisciplinary, team-based approach to science problem solving 

Cultural Studies Students will develop leadership and service potentials through research, internship, and engagement in interdisciplinary 
approaches to knowledge

Education Students will demonstrate professional involvement

English Students will demonstrate leadership and professional involvement through internships, involvement in editing and 
producing student publications, and serving as tutors in Center For Excellence In Learning and Teaching

Health and Sport Sciences Students will gain an understanding of performance within multiple settings

History Students will understand the interaction among political, social, cultural, intellectual and economic forces in the 
development of the world’s civilizations and acquire insights from the past that are relevant to the present

Honors Program No disciplinary equivalent identified

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) No disciplinary equivalent identified

International Studies Students will become prepared for careers in a variety of settings: international nongovernmental organizations, 
international business, governmental agencies, and local human service settings

Mathematics Students will prepare for immediate employment upon graduation or for graduate study

Military Science
Students will understand the impression that a leader makes on others which contributes to their success in leading 
them; the image that a leader projects; how others perceive a leader (outward appearance, demeanor, words, and 
actions)

Music

Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills sufficient to work as a musically literate citizen in the role of a 
leader and/or in collaboration with others on matters of musical interpretation including rehearsal and conducting 
skills as appropriate to the musical concentration; demonstrate the skills and desire to foster the growth of the arts  
as appropriate for their musical concentration

Nursing Students will function within a variety of systems

Philosophy Students will develop the desire to relate philosophy to other disciplines and areas of life

Physics Students will apply their understanding of physics to serve the community

Political Science

Students will understand and demonstrate professional behaviors in the discipline through exposure to different 
career opportunities and the capacity to engage productively in experiential learning; appreciate the opportunities 
for leadership and service learning as activities that both develop their career skills and make them more complete 
human beings

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology Students will apply content in a professional environment

Psychology Students will acquire practical research, laboratory or field experience to generalize a scientific style of thought  
to the realm of application

Religion Students will connect and apply their learning to other disciplines, to contemporary issues, and to areas of life  
and work

Social Work Students will prepare for lifelong learning, including graduate education, and awareness of their responsibility  
to continue their professional growth and development

Sociology and Criminology Students will acquire practical research, laboratory or field experience to generalize a scientific style of thought  
to the realm of application

World Languages Students will acquire the linguistic/cultural training needed to realize vocational goals
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 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: beCominG lifelonG leaRneRS

Art and Art Therapy Students will participate in professional development activities that prepare them for graduate studies and entrance 
into their chosen careers

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences

Students will develop the ability, motivation, and initiative to study and learn independently and become  
a lifelong learner

Business and Economics Students will demonstrate personal awareness and growth

Chemistry Students will possess an understanding of the application of chemical principles to other areas of study,  
the environment and everyday life

Communication

Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials; demonstrate the ability to analyze critically a communication event or artifact from 
a theoretical perspective; prepare and deliver a presentation in which the student uses performance as a tool to 
investigate a text

Computer Science Students will acquire the background to continue the lifelong learning process in this rapidly changing field

Computational Science Students will prepare to pursue graduate degrees in science and mathematics

Cultural Studies Students will become lifelong learners through research, internship, and engagement in interdisciplinary approaches  
to knowledge

Education Students will demonstrate through knowledge and understanding of the content to be taught; demonstrate effective 
use of technology in their professional practice

English Students will hone their own thinking and writing abilities, and carry those abilities through a lifetime of reading  
and thinking critically

Health and Sport Sciences Students will engage in professional development and understand the importance of continuing education

History No disciplinary equivalent identified

Honors Program Students will develop a love of learning

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) Students will demonstrate self-directed, lifelong learning skills

International Studies Students will become better informed and more active citizens of the world

Mathematics No disciplinary equivalent identified

Military Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Music
Students will acquire the historical and cultural knowledge to engage in scholarly research and critical inquiry  
for the purpose of musical interpretation and in preparation for possible graduate studies; demonstrate the skill  
of self-directed learning in a minimum of one performance area

Nursing Students will facilitate transitions for self and clients

Philosophy Students will be practiced in the careful reading of texts in a variety of media. Students should demonstrate the skills  
and attitudes necessary for engaging, appreciating, interpreting, comparing, and evaluating texts

Physics Students will develop an interest in recent advances in physics

Political Science Students will value and strive to become independent lifelong learners

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology Students will demonstrate self-directed, lifelong learning skills

Psychology Students will acquire practical research, laboratory or field experience to generalize a scientific style of thought  
to the realm of application

Religion Students will be practiced in the careful reading of texts in a variety of media. Students should demonstrate the skills 
and attitudes necessary for engaging, appreciating, interpreting, comparing, and evaluating texts

Social Work Students will prepare for lifelong learning, including graduate education, and awareness of their responsibility to continue 
their professional growth and development; be prepared to integrate technological advances into their practice

Sociology and Criminology Students will acquire practical research, laboratory or field experience to generalize a scientific style of thought  
to the realm of application

World Languages No disciplinary equivalent identified

 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: developinG valUeS to GUide deCiSionS

Art and Art Therapy No disciplinary equivalent identified

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences Students will be able to use scientific information to make reasoned decisions and ethical choices

Business and Economics Students will identify ethical issues and apply a value-based reasoning system to ethical questions in  
business relationships

Chemistry Students will possess an understanding of the nature, standards and ethics of the scientific enterprise

Communication Students will prepare and deliver a presentation in which the student uses performance as a tool to investigate a text

Computer Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Computational Science Students will experience an interdisciplinary, team-based approach to science problem solving

Cultural Studies Students will develop a sense of values that guides personal decision making as reflected through ethical thought, 
sensitivity, and recognition of social, cultural, ethnic, racial, and gender diversity

Education Students will apply ethics and values in professional decision making

English Students will understand that the study of literature encompasses the study of human relations and the dramatic 
choices one must face when developing a sense of values

Health and Sport Sciences Students will develop a sensitivity to population differences

History Students will become familiar with one’s history and its place within a global society

Honors Program Students will evaluate own beliefs

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) Students will demonstrate ability to explore complex questions by engaging in interdisciplinary inquiry

International Studies No disciplinary equivalent identified

Mathematics No disciplinary equivalent identified

Military Science Students will develop moral and ethical qualities which give a leader motivation to do what is appropriate regardless 
of circumstance or consequences

Music Students will demonstrate the professional ethics necessary to work in collaboration with others in the music 
profession and to be an educated consumer and a valued informed citizen of the arts community

Nursing Students will demonstrate the holistic caring practice of professional nursing

Philosophy

Students will grapple with a broad range of questions and issues about themselves and their Worlds, including, but not 
limited to: human connectedness to nature, relationality and justice, evil and the grounds for human hope, and people as 
symbol users; engage in critical and self-critical thinking; practice the criticism not only of the works and views of others 
but also their own thinking; think critically about cultures, ideas, values, ways of knowing and subjects

Physics Students will understand the nature, standards, and ethics of the scientific enterprise

Political Science Students will understand the moral implications of their choices and seek to live lives that are ethically reflective  
and civically engaged

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology Students will demonstrate ability to explore complex questions by engaging in interdisciplinary inquiry

Psychology Students will develop sensitivity to ethical issues

Religion

Students will grapple with a broad range of questions and issues about themselves and their Worlds, including, but 
not limited to: human connectedness to nature, relationality and justice, evil and the grounds for human hope, and 
people as symbol users; engage in critical and self-critical thinking; practice the criticism not only of the works and 
views of others but also their own thinking; think critically about cultures, ideas, values, ways of knowing and subjects

Social Work Students will be prepared to practice within the values and ethics of the social work profession with an emphasis on service 
to vulnerable populations and the promotion of social and economic justice and empowerment worldwide

Sociology and Criminology Students will develop sensitivity to ethical issues

World Languages No disciplinary equivalent identified
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 UndeRGRadUate diSCiplineS UniveRSity leaRninG Goal: developinG inteRCUltURal CompetenCieS

Art and Art Therapy Students will broaden their understanding and appreciation of works of art by exploring the historical and cultural 
contexts that influenced the creation of them

Biological and Environmental 
Sciences

Students will be able to work well in a team within any professional setting; be able to work with scientists  
trained in diverse areas of biology, chemistry, geology, or physics; be able to approach problems within an 
interdisciplinary context

Business and Economics
Students will demonstrate an awareness of the global business environment and the ability to respond to,  
understand and adapt to a diverse range of cultures, interpersonal styles, perceptions, and world views when 
interacting with others

Chemistry No disciplinary equivalent identified

Communication Students will prepare and deliver an effective public presentation that includes a clear message, coherent pattern, 
and needed supporting materials

Computer Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Computational Science Students will experience an interdisciplinary, team-based approach to science problem solving 

Cultural Studies Students will develop intercultural competencies and ability to work with diverse groups as reflected through ethical 
thought, sensitivity, and recognition of social, cultural, ethnic, racial, and gender diversity

Education Students will demonstrate effective and culturally responsive practices to support the achievement of all students

English Students will develop cross-cultural competencies through the study of world literatures and literatures of 
underrepresented groups

Health and Sport Sciences Students will develop an understanding and appreciation for the discipline in varied settings

History Students will develop cross-cultural awareness by studying the diversity amongst the human family

Honors Program No disciplinary equivalent identified

Interdisciplinary Studies 
(Professional Studies) No disciplinary equivalent identified

International Studies Students will become aware of international cultural differences so the graduate may function more effectively in an 
increasingly globalized world and contribute to the globalization of Capital University’s culture

Mathematics No disciplinary equivalent identified

Military Science No disciplinary equivalent identified

Music Students will demonstrate the ability to correctly place music in historical, cultural, and stylistic contexts and to work 
professionally and collaboratively with others in diverse and varied musical experiences

Nursing Students will demonstrate cultural competence

Philosophy
Students will engage in critical and self-critical thinking; practice the criticism not only of the works and views of others but 
also their own thinking; be able to think critically about cultures, ideas, values, ways of knowing and subjects studied;  
be able to think critically about claims encountered in the media and in daily life

Physics Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate physics-related information to a variety of diverse audiences

Political Science
Students will understand and conduct themselves as members of interdependent communities which provide 
both challenge and a resource in living in the world; value the role human diversity plays in shaping contextual 
understanding of the discipline and in shaping their cultural and work environment

Professional Studies in  
Music Technology No disciplinary equivalent identified

Psychology Students will develop recognition of ethnic, cultural, social and gender diversity

Religion
Students will engage in critical and self-critical thinking; practice the criticism not only of the works and views  
of others but also their own thinking; be able to think critically about cultures, ideas, values, ways of knowing  
and subjects studied; be able to think critically about claims encountered in the media and in daily life

Social Work Students will be prepared for generalist social work practice in rural and urban settings with individuals, families, groups, 
organizations and communities

Sociology and Criminology Students will develop recognition of ethnic, cultural, social and gender diversity

World Languages Students will learn to view themselves as citizens of the world and understand how one culture may be different from, 
while not being inferior to another

The English department has specified different learning goals for the three majors within the department.

 -  Student Learning Outcomes for Literature: Be able to demonstrate general acquaintance with literary 
history, including knowledge of chronology and periodization, knowledge of literary movements, and 
understanding of cultural and intellectual history. Be able to understand various strategies of analysis, 
including interpretation of prose and poetry, recognition of conventions and genres, allusions and references, 
meaning and tone, and literary techniques. Be able to identify authors, details, characters, and significant 
dates in literature. Illustrate knowledge of the history of literary criticism and of contemporary theoretical 
approaches. Be able to write properly documented analytical papers, making use of a wide range of 
appropriate print, electronic and other sources.

 -  Student Learning Outcomes for Professional Writing: Be able to demonstrate general acquaintance with 
literary history, including knowledge of chronology and periodization, knowledge of literary movements, and 
understanding of cultural and intellectual history. Be able to understand various strategies of analysis, 
including interpretation of prose and poetry, recognition of conventions and genres, allusions and 
references, meaning and tone, and literary techniques. Be able to identify authors, details, characters, and 
significant dates in literature. Illustrate knowledge of the history of literary criticism and of contemporary 
theoretical approaches. Demonstrate correct use of standard English in writing and editing for an entry-
level position where writing is the primary task. Show an introductory knowledge of design, layout and 
production for mass publications.

 -  Student Learning Outcomes for Creative Writing: Be able to demonstrate knowledge of a variety of works 
and forms of creative writing; read, draft, and revise a significant number of original works of creative 
writing; understand the process of submitting work for publication; and offer detailed and useful criticism 
of their peers’ work in a workshop setting. Produce a portfolio containing 25-40 pages of fiction or 
creative non-fiction, a full-length play or screenplay, or 10-15 poems that would both be acceptable to 
send to nationally recognized magazines and/or a graduate admissions committee when applying for an 
M.F.A. in creative writing. Be able to demonstrate general acquaintance with literary history, including 
knowledge of chronology and periodization, knowledge of literary movements, and understanding 
of cultural and intellectual history. Be able to understand various strategies of analysis, including 
interpretation of prose and poetry, recognition of conventions and genres, allusions and references, 
meaning and tone, and literary techniques. Be able to identify authors, details, characters, and significant 
dates in literature. Illustrate knowledge of the history of literary criticism and of contemporary theoretical 
approaches. Be able to write properly documented analytical papers, making use of a wide range of 
appropriate print, electronic and other sources.

The health and sport sciences department has learning goals for its programs that are focused on 
meeting accreditation standards.

 -  Athletic Training Goals: Successful completion of the Board of Certification examination. Provide 
appropriate course work that has content to address the competencies that are developed by the National 
Athletic Trainers’ Association. Compliance with Standards & Guidelines as mandated by Commission on 
Accreditation of Athletic Training Education.

 -  Physical Education Goals: Provide course work that has content to address the performance-based 
requirements of National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. Successful completion of the 
PRAXIS Series of tests. Provide students with knowledge basis to obtain licensure.
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 -  Health Education Goals: Provide course work that has content to address the performance-based 
requirements of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. Successful completion of the 
PRAXIS Series of tests. Provide students with knowledge basis to obtain licensure.

 -  Health and Fitness Management Goals: Design, supervise and instruct clients in safe and effective 
programs to improve their quality of life. Develop programs in fitness, evaluation and exercise prescription. 
Implementation of Health Promotion Programs in a variety of work site settings. Develop competencies for 
using tools of business in areas of sales, management, marketing and supervision. Provide course work  
for successful completion of specialized certifications.

 -  Exercise Science Goals: Successful completion of relevant certification examinations (American 
College of Sports Medicine – Health Fitness, Clinical, Specialty; or National Strength Conditioning 
Association – Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist or Certified Personal Trainer). Provide 
appropriate coursework and learning assessments to prepare pre-professional students for physical 
therapy school, occupational therapy school, physician assistant school, or medical school. 
Provide students with knowledge, skills and abilities required for fitness assessments, design and 
implementation of fitness programs, and exercise prescription. Provide students the opportunity to 
engage in exercise science research.

Music has additional learning goals for the music degree:

 -  Students demonstrate a minimum level of keyboard proficiency necessary to work in music professions  
and to satisfy the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) accreditation requirements.

 -  Students demonstrate competent application of music cognition in the areas of music history, music 
theory and aural skills.

 -  Students demonstrate the ability to sight read with fluency demonstrating general musicianship and in  
the major performance area, a level of skill relevant to professional standards appropriate for the particular 
music concentration.

And, for the music education degree:

 -  Students demonstrate the skills and competencies to gain certification and become music teachers.

 -  Students demonstrate knowledge of content and assessment methods in general, choral and instrumental 
music content areas.

 -  Students demonstrate competent teaching skills with students at various levels of social and  
musical development.

Capital University has learning goals for its graduate programs: Master’s of Nursing (MSN), Master’s  
of Business Administration (MBA), Master’s of Music in Music Education (MMME), and Law.

Students seeking a MSN learn to:

 - Explore factors influencing the process of advanced nursing practice and role transition

 - Integrate holistic self-care into life

 - Develop targeted programs in health care for specific problems

 -  Demonstrate the application of nursing research and scientific inquiry as a foundation to advanced holistic 
nursing practice

 - Evaluate the effect of political policy and health care policy on the advanced practice of nursing

 -  Demonstrate leadership in collaborative, intra-disciplinary and 
inter-disciplinary partnerships to address health care needs

 -  Relate the concepts of information exchange (nursing 
informatics and systems theory) to the advanced practice  
of nursing

 -  Analyze the theoretical foundations, knowledge, and skills of 
advanced holistic nursing practice. Integrate holistic self-care into life

 -  Evaluate the effect of political policy and health care policy on  
the advanced practice of nursing

 -  Demonstrate knowledge of ethical dilemmas associated with 
advanced nursing practice, analyze their significance, and 
develop criteria and strategies for decision making

Students enrolled in the MBA program:

 -  Demonstrate an appropriate level of knowledge and the ability 
to use concepts and tools from the major areas of business

 -  Critically analyze, synthesize and evaluate information to 
create practical, actionable alternatives in a dynamic and 
ambiguous business (and broader) context

 -  Demonstrate effective oral and written communication skills  
for both formal and informal communication

 -  Demonstrate an awareness of the global business environment 
and the ability to respond to, understand and adapt to a diverse 
range of cultures, interpersonal styles, perceptions, and world 
views when interacting with others

 - Demonstrate the ability to adopt the appropriate role on a team

 - Demonstrate personal awareness and growth

 -  Identify ethical issues and apply a value-based reasoning 
system to ethical questions in business relationships

Within the MMME program students demonstrate:

 -  Advanced application and transfer of music cognition in the 
areas of music history and theory

 - Continued competence in music performance skills

 -  Application and transfer of advanced information concerning 
teaching and learning

 -  Advanced scholarship in the principles of and practices  
in music education
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 -  The verbal and written communicative skills necessary to effectively articulate their work and others  
to both professional and lay audiences

 -  The knowledge and skills sufficient to work as a musically literate citizen in the role of a leader or in 
collaboration with others 

 - The skills and desire to foster the growth of the arts

 - Advanced skills in independent professional growth

Finally, the Law School has adopted four learning goals for law students which are aligned with  
the University’s learning goals:

 - To engage in effective legal communication;

 - To engage in effective legal analysis;

 - To engage in effective legal research; and

 -  To acquire a substantive knowledge of the core principles of American law and, where applicable, to 
certificate programs and advanced degrees, core knowledge of specialized topics in American law.

The Law School’s goal of teaching students to engage in effective legal analysis fits within the university’s 
goals to develop students’ critical thinking and logical reasoning. Likewise, the Law School’s goal to 
teach students to engage in effective legal communication fits within the university’s goal to develop 
students’ communication skills. The Law School’s goal to teach students to engage in effective legal 
research fits within the university’s goal to develop students who are independent lifelong learners. 
Legal research is the primary tool by which lawyers continue to learn about the law throughout their 
professional career, and effective legal research skills allow a lawyer to be a lifelong independent 
learner. Finally, the Law School’s goal to teach students the core principles of American law fit within the 
university goals of developing a sense of values and intercultural competencies. Those core principles 
identified in the Law School’s required curriculum include a course in professional responsibility and a 
perspectives course aimed at instilling the values of the profession and providing a cultural perspective 
through which to view American law.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Periodic affirmation of student 
learning goals for departments 
is necessary to ensure that the 
curriculum is current and preparing 
students for lifelong learning, faculty 
annually recommit to the department 
learning goals, and learning goals are 
stated clearly and precisely.

Academics

Have periodic review  
of student learning 
goals at the level of  
the department

Include evidence in annual 
assessment report that all 
faculty know and approve 
the department learning 
goals; include in syllabi how 
the course helps to meet 
department learning goals

Presence of learning 
goals in annual 
assessment report and 
presence in syllabi of 
link between learning 
goals and course

While all departments have goals 
for student learning and those 
goals are linked to university 
learning goals, there remains 
variability in the degree to which 
those goals are assessed.

Academics
Increase accountability 
for assessment of 
student learning goals

Ensure that all academic 
departments submit annual 
assessment reports and 
participate in the Showcase 
of Student Learning

Track submission of 
assessment updates 
and participation  
in Showcase of 
Student Learning

Capital University recognizes that learning is not relegated to the classroom only and that students learn 
a great deal from non-academic programs. For this reason, other offices or programs have learning 
outcomes for students and are currently collecting assessment data on these: 

-  Athletics encourages student athletes to “discover, develop, and dedicate” themselves to pursuing excellence 
in the classroom and on the field of play.

-  Career Development stated six learning outcomes: Students explore self, choose appropriate majors, explore and 
experience careers, choose appropriate career fields, develop necessary tools and skills, and transition to career.

-  Center for Faith and Learning has several goals that support student learning: To increase a university-wide 
awareness of our Christian roots and Lutheran heritage, to sponsor and to enable reflection and discussion 
of the deep needs of the contemporary world and the kinds of people needed to address such needs, to 
perennially examine the relevance and implications of our Lutheran heritage for our learning and teaching, to 
create an open and welcoming community that sees difference as a gift rather than as a problem, to be a vital 
voice in the community, reminding the Board of Trustees, the administration, the faculty, and students about 
our Lutheran heritage and Christian grounding, to encourage and enable creative scholarship and artistic work 
that expresses the Christian and Lutheran heritage of the university, and to pursue all of these things in ways 
that welcome, value, and engage the variety of students, faculty and administration who learn, teach, and work 
in this place.

-  Center for Health and Wellness developed four learning outcomes: Students increase awareness of mental 
and physical health issues, develop self-exploration and self-awareness skills, learn skills to enhance 
achievement of academic goals and success, and acquire knowledge and develop skills to enhance  
personal wellness.

-  Multicultural Affairs has defined learning outcomes: Students develop an orientation to and understanding 
of campus resources, personal identities, academic, analytical, and critical thinking skills around issues of 
diversity, inclusion, and social justice, and a commitment to service, leadership and professional development.

-  Residence and Commuter Life encourages students to improve interpersonal and social skills, develop a sense 
of community, become informed and educated, engage in their own learning, develop outlets for the release 
of emotions or to maintain or develop physical wellness, expand social acquaintances and friendships, and 
engage in self-discovery.

-  Student Involvement has defined three learning outcomes: Students make successful transitions, learn 
socialization skills through planned activities, and engage in service and leadership.

-  Student Conduct delineates eight goals in support of student learning: The office develops a healthy and 
safe environment that allows students to grow and learn, protects the rights of each individual member of the 
university community and the interests of the university as a whole, promotes the development of individual 
and group integrity, responsibility, and respect for persons, facilitates a greater awareness of and respect for 
differences of culture, gender, religion, race, sexual orientation and ability, resolves, when feasible, disputes 
in cooperative, educational and non-adversarial manner, facilitates informed participation in an educational 
student conduct process where violations of the misconduct can be addressed, assists students with 
moving toward more acceptable personal behavior as they become more responsible citizens in the Capital 
community, and provides opportunities for service and leadership to university students. 

As can be seen by the above examples, Capital University values setting a variety of learning goals  
for students and uses these to make effective assessment possible.
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Criterion 3.2  

the organization values and supports effective teaching.

Capital University’s faculty is passionate about their profession and about teaching students. To realize 
this mission, the university demonstrates its commitment to value and support effective teaching in three 
main ways, acknowledging effective teaching as a vital component of the promotion and tenure process, 
providing a variety of classroom support services, and encouraging the use of campus resources in the 
classroom. Through these efforts, Capital University demonstrates that teaching is a vital piece in the learning 
process and it values individuals who are committed to improving their own practice not only to meet the 
diverse needs of students but to ensure that students are learning the skills and competencies they need.

Evaluation of Teaching Effectiveness
Teaching is the main component of professorial duties and hiring effective teachers is paramount. 
The University employs approximately 200 full-time and 200 part-time faculty who have successfully 
demonstrated their knowledge of their academic field. The following table provides a snapshot of the 
highest degrees earned by faculty teaching at the institution fall 2011. 

Teaching Qualifications

schools within the college

humanities management and 
leadershiP

music and 
communication

natural sciences, 
nursing, health

social sciences  
and education

Full-time Part time Full-time Part time Full-time Part time Full-time Part time Full-time Part time

doctorate 90% 29% 72% 56% 53% 16% 72% 26% 97% 36%

terminal master’s 0% 5% 0% 0% 12% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0%

master’s 10% 62% 28% 44% 26% 48% 28% 46% 3% 64%

alternate criteria 0% 6% 0% 0% 9% 28% 0% 28% 0% 0%

Of the Law School faculty, 36 (or 92 percent) of the 39 full-time faculty members hold a J.D. or 
equivalent. One member of the faculty who does not hold a terminal degree in law is working toward 
the terminal degree. In addition to the J.D., three faculty members hold Ph.D.s in a second field. Nine 
faculty members have advanced law degrees beyond the J.D.; seven hold an LL.M, one holds a B.C.L., 
and one holds an S.J.D.

Although Capital University employs faculty who hold less than a Master’s Degree, these faculty are 
deemed qualified to teach by meeting specific criteria. For example:

-  An instructor for our American Sign Language Classes has a B.A. in Deaf Studies from Gallaudet University, 
is a member of the Deaf community, and meets the standard established by the American Sign Language 
Teachers Association.

-  Instructors in our music technology program also have extensive applied experiences in their field. For 
example, in addition to being a professional drummer/percussionist for 15 years, Chad Loughrige has been 
employed as a freelance audio engineer and consultant in the music industry for over 10 years and has led a 
professional recording workshop for 8 years. 

-  Part-time faculty with a minimum of a Master’s degree in nursing must hold a valid Ohio License as a 
Registered Nurse with at least two years for experience as a practicing Registered Nurse. Teaching assistants, 
as defined in Rule 4723-5-01 of the Ohio Administrative Code, must hold a Baccalaureate in Nursing, have at 
least two years of experience in the practice of nursing as a Registered Nurse, and hold a current, valid license 
as an RN in Ohio. Supervision and guidance of teaching assistants is provided by Master’s or Doctorally 
prepared faculty. All part-time nursing faculty and teaching assistants participate in an orientation to the 
program and the course in which they teach. Regular course meetings are held to assure that all classroom 
and clinical teaching is delivered consistently across the course and curriculum. The Department of Nursing 
has been fortunate in establishing long-term relationships with part-time faculty. This assures consistency in 
the classroom and the clinical agencies.

policy on faculty qualifications. When a potential instructor is not qualified by the degree earned and 
by the discipline of study, he or she must be alternatively qualified by meeting the “tested experience” 
criterion. Capital University adopted the following procedure to alternatively qualify faculty, including 
its part-time, term, tenure-track, and tenured faculty. The prospective instructor submits for review the 
following information: a) current curriculum vitae, b) official transcripts of all undergraduate, graduate, 
and relevant course work, c) official evidence of relevant licensures and certifications, and d) other 
supporting documentation, such as letters of recommendation and examples of scholarly or artistic work. 
The academic administration (e.g., dean, assistant dean, chair) in consultation with the prospective 
instructor identify the courses that the prospective faculty member is qualified to teach. The above 
documentation is presented to the academic department’s tenured and tenure-track faculty members 
and the faculty, by secret ballot, majority vote, will determine the courses which the instructor is 
qualified to teach. The academic administration (e.g., dean, assistant dean, chair) prepares a document that 
recommends the specific courses the instructor is qualified to teach, reports the vote of the faculty for each 
course, and summarize the rationale by which the instructor was determined to be alternatively qualified. A 
copy of this document is maintained in the instructor’s personnel file. The individual deemed alternatively 
qualified remains so for a period of not greater than six years, after which the procedure to alternatively 
qualify the instructor must be reinitiated. The complete policy can be found at http://bit.ly/LnmqQy.

law School. The Law School seeks faculty that are thoughtful, provocative, and effective teachers. 
Teaching effectiveness is evaluated primarily via peer review. The following factors are considered: 
knowledge and understanding of the course material; level of preparation for each class; selection and 
organization of course materials; effectiveness of communication; ability to stimulate critical thinking 
among students; enthusiasm for teaching; relationship with students; and professional classroom 
demeanor. For candidates who are engaged in clinical teaching, teaching effectiveness is evaluated by 
considering the following factors: depth of understanding of the subject, legal issues, evidentiary issues, 
and local practice; ability to stimulate interest and thinking among students; ability to identify and 
develop pertinent ethical and policy issues; provision of sufficient feedback to students; relationship with 
students; and professional demeanor.
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the College. Within the College, teaching effectiveness is examined across different phases of a faculty 
member’s career. Prior to being hired and during the interview process, faculty must present an 
instructional address to students, faculty, and search committee members and provide other evidence 
of the potential for teaching effectiveness (e.g., teaching evaluations, a teaching philosophy). As part of 
the interview process, feedback on a prospective instructor’s teaching is systematically collected. The 
teaching effectiveness of junior faculty is evaluated in several ways prior to being awarded tenure and 
being promoted. For senior faculty, students complete teaching evaluations each semester and faculty 
are expected to reflect on these teaching evaluations in their annual report.

In addition, teaching effectiveness is an important component of the College promotion and tenure 
decision. The College Faculty Evaluation Committee uses several sources to determine teaching 
effectiveness. These sources include peer review committee observations [http://bit.ly/L6QdQP], 
department chair observations, student narrative comments, quantitative student evaluations of 
teaching, and examination of teaching materials such as syllabi. A faculty member on a typical 
promotion and tenure timeline has contact three times with the Faculty Evaluation Committee (i.e.,  
first year review, mid-tenure review, and promotion and tenure review) prior to the promotion and  
tenure decision, the committee writes a letter with recommendations for improvement following each  
of the first two reviews. 

The College Faculty Evaluation Committee has outlined an evaluation rubric for promotion and tenure 
that includes expected levels of performance for teaching. Faculty must meet the expected level for 
commitment to student learning, preparation and organization of course materials, achieving learning 
objectives, instructor-student interaction, and teaching general education courses or courses that serve 
other disciplines. For each of these areas the Faculty Evaluation Committee has provided examples of 
statements about the expected level of performance. 

Faculty applying for promotion and tenure are encouraged to reflect on students’ qualitative and 
quantitative feedback and make appropriate changes to courses as necessary. It is suggested that 
faculty use course assessments to improve course materials and to identify effective teaching strategies 
for student learning. Furthermore, it is expected that faculty demonstrate an evolution in course planning 
based on student performance and departmental needs, while being flexible with regards to student’s 
learning needs. 

The College Faculty Evaluation Committee examines the candidate’s preparation and organization  
of course materials by: 

- Determining whether the faculty member has clearly stated objectives and course methods, 

-  Refined course components for more effective instruction based on evaluations and recognition  
of student needs, 

- Assessed students’ current level of intellectual development and helped them move to the next level,

- Articulated clear grading criteria and expectations, 

- Refined course material based on the developments in the discipline under study, and 

- Demonstrated good class preparation. 

Promotion and tenure candidates are expected to summarize and reflect on data from student 
evaluations and demonstrate that the students perceive that the course objectives are being met and 
that they are progressing in the discipline. In addition, candidates must demonstrate that they treat 
students with respect, are available for consultation with students, and have appropriate instructor-
student interactions.

Not all of the College faculty teach general education courses or courses that serve other disciplines. 
For the faculty who do teach these courses, they must establish that their syllabi, course content, 
assignments, and evaluation procedures reflect the learning goals, objectives, and commitments of the 
general education working group or discipline being served. 

These expectations for teaching effectiveness are captured in department rubrics for promotion and 
tenure and faculty are asked to address them in their annual reports. Approved promotion and tenure 
rubrics are available at http://bit.ly/KdmWAQ. The following table is an example of the teaching criteria 
for promotion and tenure used by the religion and philosophy department (an example of the promotion and 
tenure criteria for scholarship is in Criterion 4: Acquisition, Discovery, and Application of Knowledge and 
an example of the promotion and tenure criteria for service is in Criterion 5: Engagement and Service).
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Religion and Philosophy Teaching Criteria 

Capital UniveRSity ReliGion and pHiloSopHy depaRtment faCUlty evalUation teaCHinG CRiteRia foR pRomotion and tenURe

teaCHinG UnSatiSfaCtoRy eXpeCted diStinGUiSHed

Commitment to Student learning

-  Does not adequately reflect 
on students’ qualitative and 
quantitative feedback

-  Does not sufficiently use 
assessment to improve teaching 
and learning 

-  Courses and teaching  
methods remain static  
over evaluation period

-  Reflects on students’ qualitative 
and quantitative feedback and 
makes changes to the course 
accordingly, as appropriate

-  Uses assessment to improve 
course and promote effective 
teaching and learning

-  Demonstrates an evolution 
in course planning based on 
student performance and 
departmental need

-  Demonstrates flexibility  
with regards to students’  
learning needs

-  Demonstrates openness to 
directing independent study 
courses and courses by contract 
to meet the needs of majors  
and minors

-  Uses assessment and 
progressive pedagogies to  
inform teaching methods

-  Actively engages in campus 
events pertaining to  
teaching improvement

-  Considers and implements 
alternative teaching styles  
to meet the learning styles  
of students

-  Demonstrates a strong 
commitment to student 
learning by engaging students 
in integrative, holistic learning 
(i.e., concerned with developing 
the “whole” person, and not 
merely an isolated portion of 
their intellectual development); 
thereby encouraging students  
to develop their vocational 
commitment and cross-
disciplinary interests

-  Engages with campus 
faculty across the university 
to effectively foster the 
development of the whole 
student (and thereby 
undermining the “silo”  
effect of academia)

preparation and organization  
of Course materials

-  Does not adequately identify 
course objectives and methods

-  Does not sufficiently make 
changes to course in order  
to improve instruction

-  Does not adequately offer 
grading criteria and expectations

-  Fails to recognize progressive 
understanding in the discipline

-  Syllabus is unclear and 
disorganized; and/or instructor  
is not prepared for class session

-  Clearly states objectives  
and course methods

-  Refines course components for 
more effective instruction based 
on evaluations and recognition  
of student needs

-  Demonstrates a commitment to 
meeting students at their present 
level of development and helping 
them develop into students well 
prepared to meet the challenges 
of the world

-  Is clear about grading criteria  
and expectations

-  Reviews and revises course 
material based on the 
developments in the  
discipline under study 

-  Syllabus was clear and the 
instructor was prepared for  
class session

-  Connects course objectives  
to department & university 
learning goals 

-  Stays current with literature on 
effective instruction in discipline

-  Develops and employs a 
transparent grading criteria  
and/or rubrics which is 
consistent and reasonable

-  Demonstrates a commitment 
to helping students meet and 
succeed in the course and 
demonstrates a willingness  
to adjust course plan based  
on student needs

-  Is committed to effectively 
communicating the relevance  
of the course to practical lives 
of students, and thereby making 
material connect with the person 
the university is seeking to foster

-  Syllabi are clear and the 
instructor is highly prepared  
for class sessions

achieving learning objectives

-  Has consistently been poorly 
evaluated by students, either 
through formal complaints or 
informal discussion with  
mentors and peers

-  Summarized data demonstrate  
little consistency or low rates of 
student agreement that the course 
objectives have been met

-  Summarized data from student 
feedback survey indicates that, 
on average, most students agree 
course objectives were met,  
or shows improvement across 
review period

-  Students demonstrate a 
progression in skills outlined 
in objectives as demonstrated 
through assessment tools

-  Graph of student feedback 
survey indicates that, regularly, 
most students agree course 
objectives have been met

-  Students request further courses 
with the instructor as they find 
the classes to be valuable  
and meaningful

-  Students request additional 
information and resources  
from the instructor, which 
indicates success in meeting 
learning objectives

instructor-student interaction

- Is rude or dismissive to students

-  Is not on campus enough  
for student consultation

- Treats students with respect

-  Is available for consultation  
with students

-  Engages in positive  
instructor-student interactions

-  Uses multiple approaches  
to teaching in recognition of 
diverse student learning styles 

-  Encourages independent 
meetings with students for 
development of skills based  
on learning needs

-  Encourages multiple modes of 
communication between faculty 
and students

-  Instructor demonstrates  
success in gaining minors  
and/or majors in the department 
(which may indicate student’s 
positively responding to 
instructor/student interaction)

-  Engages in excellent  
instructor-student interactions

teaching General education 
Classes or Classes that Serve 

other disciplines

-  Syllabus, course content, 
assignments, and evaluation 
procedures for General 
Education or service courses  
do not reflect the learning goals, 
objectives, and commitments  
of General Education or 
discipline being served

-  Syllabus, course content, 
assignments, and evaluation 
procedures for General 
Education or service courses 
reflect the learning goals, 
objectives, and commitments 
of the General Education or 
discipline being served

-  General Education courses 
address and incorporate 
goals from other general 
education requirements, 
thereby establishing continuity 
through the general education 
curriculum (e.g., a course should 
incorporate and rearticulate a set 
of skills such as writing even if 
not a composition course, etc.)

-  Syllabus, course content, 
and assignments, and 
evaluation procedures for 
General Education courses 
or service courses reflect the 
learning goals, objectives, and 
commitments of the General 
Education or discipline  
being served

-  Instructor reflects upon 
learning goals, objectives, and 
commitments of the appropriate 
General Education and continues 
to adjust course to better meet 
these goals

Student Scholarship activities
-  Has not supervised 

undergraduate or graduate 
student scholarship

-  Has engaged students  
in undergraduate or graduate 
scholarship at least once  
during the review period  
through thesis advising  
or other scholarship activities

-  Engages students in 
undergraduate or graduate 
scholarship each year of  
the review period

Student Scholarship 
dissemination

-  Has not had students 
disseminate their scholarship  
on or off campus

-  Has had a student disseminate 
his/her scholarship on or  
off campus

-  Has had multiple students 
disseminate their scholarship 
on campus; or has had one or 
more students disseminate their 
scholarship in off-campus venues 
(e.g., conferences, submission  
to essay contests, etc.) 
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In an effort to provide consistent evaluation across disciplines, Capital University uses the Individual 
Development and Educational Assessment (IDEA) Student Evaluation of Teaching Effectiveness  
(www.theideacenter.org). This evaluation allows students to rate their instructor on 20 instructional 
strategies and teaching methods, as well as their progress toward relevant course objectives as identified 
by the instructor. The purpose of these evaluations is to provide information on teaching effectiveness 
as it relates to curricular goals. Based on student input, individual instructors receive information about 
their effectiveness in teaching a particular course and they can compare their performance with others 
in the field and in their own institution. Instructors receive information about their teaching strengths and 
recommendations for improvement. To facilitate the use of these data, we have created a template that 
allows a faculty member to graph key components of the data over time [http://bit.ly/KdmX7O].  
Faculty can then include this graph in their annual reports and promotion and tenure portfolios  
as one way to document the evolution of their teaching effectiveness.

The IDEA affords faculty and departments the opportunity to include prompts for qualitative comments 
from students. These prompts can be used to focus students’ attention to specific aspects of the course, 
and they can be used to elicit global responses about their experiences across the semester.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The university assesses teaching of 
full-time junior faculty in many ways, 
though some refinement is needed 
to make these assessments more 
effective. The Board of Trustees and 
recent reports about college and 
university learning, along with Capital 
University’s strategic plan call for 
increased academic rigor. Our current 
system for assessing academic rigor  
in teaching can be strengthened.

Academics

Improve efficacy of 
peer review committee 
observations of teaching, 
particularly as related  
to academic rigor

Revise classroom 
observation form and provide 
template for letter from the 
peer review committee; 
implement training for peer 
review committee members 
and department chairs

Presence of revised form 
(this work is already 
underway, see draft  
of revised form at  
http://tinyurl.com/bquyjnx) 
and letter template

Improve learning

Ensure that syllabi clearly 
state intended learning 
outcomes and outcomes are 
aligned with the course level 
and credit hours awarded 
and that a minimum of 
two hours of out-of-class 
student work per credit hour 
is evident from the course 
requirements, including 
required course readings, 
written assignments, and 
related work and the work 
is commensurate with the 
course level

Increased student 
learning and student 
satisfaction

Reinforce the link between 
the College Faculty 
Evaluation Committee 
and the College Faculty 
Professional Development 
Committee by requiring 
that all junior faculty meet 
with the College Faculty 
Professional Development 
Committee to address 
areas of concern and build 
upon their strengths and 
document the work that 
they have done with the 
College Faculty Professional 
Development Committee

The university does not have a 
systematic process for evaluating 
adjunct faculty.

Improve evaluation of 
teaching effectiveness 
for part-time and term 
contract faculty

Refine the process of 
evaluation of adjunct and 
part-time faculty

Another method by which the university supports and values effective 
teaching is through the College Faculty Professional Development 
Committee, which serves as an integral part of professional development 
initiatives that center on teaching. The committee manages a yearlong 
first year faculty orientation and mentoring program. In this program, first 
year faculty are paired with senior faculty who agree to serve as mentors. 
Regular meetings are scheduled throughout the academic year to address 
topics of relevance and interest to new faculty. These topics include 
orientation to the institution’s Lutheran heritage, procedures for promotion 
and tenure review, interpretation of the IDEA student evaluation forms, 
and strategies for effective teaching and assessment. New faculty, their 
mentors, and department chairs are invited to these informal meetings. In 
addition, new faculty and their mentors are encouraged to meet informally 
outside of the arranged meetings, and often the faculty mentor serves 
as one of the peer reviewers on the new faculty member’s Peer Review 
Committee. The provost’s office provides funds for new faculty and their 
mentors to have lunch or coffee in the main dining hall. 

The College Faculty Professional Development Committee continues their 
involvement with improving faculty teaching by following up on College 
Faculty Evaluation Committee recommendations to first- and third-year 
faculty. After evaluation of first- and third-year faculty portfolios, the College 
Faculty Evaluation Committee forwards recommendations to the Faculty 
Professional Development Committee. Faculty who wish to improve their 
teaching may be referred to the Center for Excellence in Learning and 
Teaching, which with the new addition of a director of Faculty Development 
and Assessment, will assist faculty members in connecting to institutional 
resources to improve teaching and acquire professional development.

As a way to promote the exchange of effective teaching practices across 
campus, the College Faculty Professional Development Committee  
in collaboration with the Assessment subcommittee of the Faculty Senate 
Academic Affairs Committee and the HLC Assessment Academy  
Team, created and hosted a Showcase of Learning in January 2011  
[http://bit.ly/J9UEw5] and a second showcase in March 2012  
[http://bit.ly/Kd9tZ6]. This venue served as a way for departments to 
exchange ideas about effective teaching. The goals of the Showcase 
were to celebrate departmental teaching successes and make these 
successes known to the Capital community. Additionally, the venue 
provided an opportunity for faculty to draw on the expertise of colleagues 
to improve learning outcomes across departments. In order to promote 
effective teaching, departments created posters that described a student 
learning goal and its importance in the discipline, the activities that helped 
students achieve that goal, the methods by which the achievement  
of the goal was assessed and the changes to courses or curriculum 
that were made to help students better achieve the goal. The first two 
Showcases were deemed very successful and there is strong support  
to continue the Showcase as an annual event.
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the law School. In the mid- and late 1990s, the Law School implemented several changes to the 
curriculum aimed at increasing academic rigor.

-  Increased Instructional Time: In 2007, the Law School increased the credit hours needed to graduate 
from 86 to 89. The Law School increased the frequency with which required and core classes meet 
and the number of minutes per week those classes meet. Previously, most day sections of required 
and core courses met twice a week. Each class lasted 1 hour and 20 minutes, resulting in 160 minutes 
of instructional time each week and 2,240 minutes of instructional time per semester. The Law School 
increased the frequency with which these courses meet to 3 times per week and set the length of each 
meeting at 55 minutes, resulting in 165 minutes of instructional time each week and 2,310 minutes 
per semester. Evening sections of required courses previously met 1 time a week for 2 hours and 40 
minutes each. The Law School increased the frequency with which these classes meet to twice per 
week. Each class lasts 1 hour and 20 minutes. 

-  Additions to the Legal Research and Writing Curriculum: In academic year 2004-2005, the Law School 
began requiring students in their last year of law school to take a two-credit upper level course in Legal 
Drafting. The course is designed to hone the students’ legal writing skills by giving them instruction 
and practice in drafting commonly used legal documents such as wills, contracts, client letters and 
discovery documents. The course operates in the same manner as a practicum. The students are given 
a case file including substantive legal research and factual information from different sources and 
asked to resolve the legal issue raised by the file by selecting and drafting the appropriate document to 
resolve the problem. The course includes one problem that replicates the format and complexity of a 
problem administered on the Multistate Performance Test (a component of the bar exam), and many of 
the curricular changes discussed here were implemented in an attempt to increase bar passage rates. 
In the past few years, the Law School has begun offering specialized sections of the Legal Drafting 
course that focus on drafting documents frequently used in a specific practice area. For example, the 
Law School has offered a Legal Drafting section focused on children and family law, as well as one 
focused on criminal law. The section focused on transactional documents is a particularly popular 
section. The Law School was one of the first in the country to require such a course. Members of the 
Legal Drafting faculty were selected to present a program about the course at the national Legal Writing 
Institute Conference in 2006. 

-  Increased Academic Attrition: The Law School undertook efforts to increase academic attrition 
of students who were unlikely to acquire the skills necessary for success on the bar exam and in 
practice. The Law School began to encourage faculty members to make better use of the full range 
of permissible grades to make a more meaningful assessment of a student’s academic performance. 
Additionally, the Law School restricted the circumstances under which academically dismissed 
students could be reinstated to the Law School. The Law School allows a student who has been 
academically dismissed to petition the Committee on Admission and Readmission for reinstatement. 
The dismissed student must demonstrate that: (1) extraordinary circumstances other than a lack of 
aptitude caused the student’s poor performance; (2) those circumstances were beyond the student’s 
control; (3) the circumstances have been substantially resolved; and (4) if reinstated, the student is 
likely to achieve a cumulative GPA of at least 2.0 within one semester of reinstatement. The Law School 
previously allowed any student who had been academically dismissed to seek reinstatement. The Law 
School amended its policy to allow only those students with a cumulative GPA of at least 1.9 to seek 
reinstatement. The Law School implemented the change to better ensure that only those students  
who were likely to meet with academic success were reinstated.

-  Pedagogy: Law School faculty has worked to expand the modes of pedagogy employed in the traditional 
doctrinal classroom. To this end, the dean has charged the Director of Faculty Development with 
including at least one speaker on pedagogy or legal education in the faculty workshop series each 
year. The Director has brought to the Law School several experts in legal pedagogy. Members of the 
faculty have attended national conferences on legal pedagogy and presented faculty workshops at 
which they shared the information they gained and techniques they learned. The faculty has held 
numerous informal brown bags to discuss teaching pedagogy. Finally, the dean has included in the 
faculty self-evaluation questionnaire each year questions about efforts faculty have made to educate 
themselves about new modes of teaching and learning and to incorporate that learning into the 
classroom. These efforts have been successful. Faculty members are employing many active teaching 
and learning techniques in the classroom. For example, two of our civil procedure professors now have 
their students litigate a mock lawsuit throughout the course of the semester. Each professor’s class is 
assigned to represent the plaintiff or the defendant in a fictional lawsuit. The students in each section 
form “law firms” of 4-5 members then litigate against a law firm in the other class. During the course 
of the semester, the students draft documents, conduct interviews, comment on the opposing firm’s 
work and engage in other activities that correspond to the substantive course material. This project was 
presented at the summer 2010 Association of American Law Schools’ Mid-Year meeting. One of our 
former professors required students to stage a mock shareholders’ meeting as part of their discussion 
of corporations in her business associations class. 

Support Services for Learning 
Capital University promotes services that enhance the ability of faculty to meet the diverse needs of students. 
Through the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching, Information Technology, the Blackmore Library, 
and other programs the university provides faculty with resources to stay current in their field of study and 
to effectively reach and assist students in their learning. Ultimately, these resources help students develop 
dynamic learning strategies to enhance academic success, foster a campus culture of engaged and capable 
learners, and meet the information needs of the University community. 

peer-to-peer learning. For first- and second-year chemistry courses, students meet outside of class each 
week in groups of 6 to 8 people with a peer leader that has successfully completed the course. Students 
work on activities and group-based problems that have been designed by instructors and are integral to 
the course. This program uses the national Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL) model. Peer-to-peer learning 
also occurs among music students. For example, many studios have peer reviews where students play 
their solos for practice before the final jury (exam) and receive written or aural comments from students. 
Upperclass music students are paid to tutor others who are having trouble in music theory and music 
literature. Each of the primary large ensembles have required sections where the student section leader 
runs a rehearsal. In addition, many of the small ensembles meet once per week with a coach; during 
that rehearsal students must work both as leader and collaborator to improve. Finally, music pedagogy 
students, such as students in the vocal pedagogy class, teach sample lessons to other students.
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the Center for excellence in learning and teaching. The Center for Excellence in Learning and 
Teaching assists faculty in helping students. The Center’s tutoring services support effective teaching 
by complementing what instructors try to accomplish in the classroom. Even effective instructors 
cannot always provide sufficient individualized attention to all of their students, so The Center’s one-
on-one tutoring services offer students additional opportunities to engage in peer-facilitated study in 
an environment tailored to students’ individual skill levels and abilities. Much learning takes place 
outside the classroom (e.g., during preparation and review) and effective learning can require three or 
more study hours each week for each hour spent in class, tutoring offers a structured, peer-facilitated 
scaffolding outside of class which supports and reinforces the effective teaching that occurs in the 
classroom. All tutors are experienced upper-class students and have successfully completed the courses 
they tutor, and they must receive recommendations from faculty to apply for a tutoring position. Some 
instructors directly incorporate tutoring services into their courses by requiring their students to visit the 
center. In all cases, visits are recorded using TutorTrac software, and faculty members automatically 
receive daily visit reports summarizing their students’ use of the tutoring services (including the tutor’s 
session notes). Instructors find this regular feedback to be helpful, and this daily communication 
invaluably informs and guides the tutoring work. 

The Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching added free online tutoring to its services in Fall 
2011 through the Ohio eTutoring Collaborative, a group of two dozen institutions of higher learning that 
have come together to pool their tutoring resources and provide online tutoring to their students. The 
eTutoring initiative is part of the Ohio Technology Consortium, a division of the Ohio Board of Regents. 
Capital’s eTutoring has gotten off to a relatively modest start (as was expected, based on the experiences 
of other institutions), but there is excitement about the anticipated growth of eTutoring and the potential 
it represents for bringing the Center’s academic support services to even more students in more ways.  
A brief overview of how eTutoring works can be viewed at http://www.screencast.com/t/EQQW0b3b. 

Another way that the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching supports effective teaching is 
through offering individualized study strategies counseling for students. Many students enter college 
not fully prepared for the rigor of college-level study and this is often readily apparent to faculty, both 
as instructors and advisors. Faculty who recognize this need often refer students to the Center for 
individualized study skills counseling. Students seeking individualized study strategies counseling 
through the Center learn and practice strategies that allow them to capitalize on the effective teaching 
they experience. Students learn to manage their time more effectively, avoid procrastination, take 
effective notes in class, read course materials critically and with more comprehension, prepare for 
exams, engage in successful exam-taking strategies, manage test anxiety, and practice long-term 
memorization techniques. In essence, students learn how to learn, which enhances and facilitates what 
instructors do in the classroom. As is typical of most well-designed learning centers engaging in best 
practices, data analysis has shown that students who regularly take advantage of the Center’s tutoring 
and study strategies services earn higher GPAs and have higher retention rates (e.g., first-year students 
who use the Center services are more likely to be retained than students who do not use the Center) –
further evidence of how the Center values and supports effective teaching and learning. The table on  
the next page is a snapshot of these data.

CELT Retention Rate Table

Fall semester entered       — the second Fall semester

2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010

% p % p % p % p

overall Federal cohort Fall-to-Fall retention rate: 76.1% 71.5% 74.0% 76.4%

those who visited the center during the year 81.8% * 78.8% * 76.1% 75.1%

those who did not visit the center during the year 73.3% * 68.7% * 73.3% 75.5%

Finally, the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching is charged each semester with administrating the 
IDEA (Individual Development and Educational Assessment) Student Survey of Instructional Effectiveness, 
which is the primary tool used by the College to regularly gauge student learning and effective teaching. As 
one example, spring 2011, the Center distributed 11,197 surveys online to students enrolled in 580 classes. 
The Center coordinates this distribution and collection of survey data, assists students and faculty with 
managing the process, and reports survey data to university administrators so that the data can be 
used to inform decision making about curricula, faculty development, and achievement of student 
learning outcomes.

academic Success program. Capital University Law School’s Academic Success Program eases the 
transition into law school. Because study methods that may have been successful at the undergraduate 
level may not be as successful in the law school setting, the Academic Success Program offers a wide 
range of information to help students maximize their potential for achievement. The Academic Success 
Program begins with a summer pre-matriculation program during which the students attend mock class 
sessions that provide exposure to doctrinal subjects, learn using the Socratic method, take mock final exams, 
confer with professors about exam performance, and participate in sessions that teach study skills that have 
led to success for law students in the past. During the fall and spring semesters, the Academic Success 
Program hosts a variety of workshops designed to build essential study skills, as well as individual skills 
counseling sessions with the Director and Professor of the Academic Success Program. 

Retention office. The Retention Office assists faculty in monitoring student progress through the new 
Retention Alert Information System. This system recently replaced the Student Alert Memo System 
previously used by the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching. This new alert system is part 
of WebAdvisor and allows faculty to issue alerts for students who are experiencing difficulties. These 
difficulties include but are not limited to: academic integrity issues, attendance issues, behavioral 
concerns, financial concerns, missing assignments, personal issues, poor quality of work, and student 
life issues. Once a faculty member issues an alert, a manager in the Retention Office will assign the case 
to an appropriate individual for follow-up and work with the student. This system was put into place as 
a way of identifying students who were not adjusting successfully to the university for either a personal, 
social, academic or some other reason. 

*p < .05

indicating a 
difference 
between students 
who visited the 
Center and 
students who 
did not
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information technology. Information Technology is focused on providing a learning environment that 
assists faculty in effective teaching. It accomplishes this by providing support services, maintaining 
hardware (e.g., classroom teaching stations, computer labs, laptop carts, and clickers), and providing 
digital technologies (e.g., WebAdvisor, Datatel, email, Turnitin, iTunesU) to encourage learning 
experiences that extend beyond the classroom.

Information Technology employs an Academic Technology Specialist to support effective teaching and 
provide the tools and training that faculty need in the classroom. The specialist offers classes that teach 
faculty to use hardware, such as clickers and smart boards, and software, such as course management 
systems and Turnitin, effectively. Many faculty have taken advantage of these professional development 
sessions, and as a result are able to incorporate new technologies into the classroom. The specialist and 
the IT department’s help desk are available to assist faculty individually as well. 

blackmore library. The Blackmore Library has many services to support effective teaching such as 
departmental library liaisons, Library 24/7, the assignment calculator, subject guides, and individual 
consultations with librarians. In order to best meet the needs of particular departments, each 
department is assigned a library liaison, who provides bibliographic instruction and assists with book 
ordering. Bibliographic instruction sessions are prepared by the Reference Librarians and these focus 
on teaching students how to search the research databases specific to their field of study, as well as 
covering citation styles and scholarly research tips.

In September 2009, the Library 24/7 Tutorials were added to the Library Web Page. Library 24/7 
consists of five streaming video tutorials that provide instruction on how to search databases and find 
information for research papers. The five tutorials are business, education, nursing, university core, and 
research paper rescue, which is designed to provide students with the library research skills necessary 
to jumpstart their assignments. Data gathered by the Library show that faculty regularly direct students 
to Library 24/7 and that a majority of students report that the service improved their research skills  
[http://bit.ly/NfmAzP]. The creation of the 24/7 Tutorials has freed up the professional staff  
to provide more research assistance and training to juniors, seniors, and graduate students.

The Assignment Calculator is another resource that was added to the Library’s Web page in September 
2009. The Assignment Calculator is a time-management tool that allows users to input the start and 
completion date of an assignment and the general subject area. After submitting the information, a  
five-step process outlines how to complete the assignment on time. Students have the option to enter 
their e-mail address and receive reminders of the due-date of their assignment. From June 2010 
through May 2011, the Assignment Calculator was used 1,792 times. Faculty can recommend the 
Assignment Calculator to students in their courses who need assistance with time management. 

In September 2010, the Reference Librarians created new Subject Guides so that each academic 
department would have its own page that connects students and faculty to their specific library 
resources and services. The guides are hosted by the popular LibGuides system, giving the pages a 
unified and intuitive format, thus increasing their usability for students and faculty. Each guide contains 
information and links on searching the library catalog and databases, citation assistance, career and job 
resources, and more. Faculty members can request information to be included in the guides and can 
sign-up to be notified when new guides are added or existing guides are updated. From September 2010 
through December 2010, the Subject Guides were viewed 2,933 times. 

Finally, for students that need extra assistance with their research, they can request a personal research 
appointment with a reference librarian. The librarians work individually with students to help them start 
their research and show them valuable library resources. From the start of the Research Consultation 
service in January 2010 until December 2010, 20 consultations were held. One professor used the 
Research Consultations as part of an assignment, while another professor promoted the consultation 
service as an extra credit opportunity for the class. 

athletics. The athletics recently rearranged secondary duties so that one of the head coaches secondary 
responsibility is as an academic coordinator. This individual works to monitor the academic eligibility of 
each student athlete by verifying their full-time status as well as their academic progress. In addition, the 
individual works with the coaching staff to advise, particularly new coaches, as to how to monitor their 
team’s academic progress and discuss opportunities to consolidate and structure study tables for the 
entire athletics department. 

Campus Resources for Teaching
Capital University encourages the faculty to use campus resources in their instruction. Student Affairs 
and the International Education are campus resources that faculty employ to connect what students are 
learning within the classroom to the broader world.

Student affairs. Career Development typically facilitates between 50 to 80 classroom presentations each 
year covering a range of career-related information. These classroom presentations are integrated into 
the curriculum for departmental professional development seminar classes or are relevant to the course 
material. Residence and Commuter Life works with faculty in various departments and with the Honors 
Program to create themed learning communities. The intention of these communities is to encourage the 
discussion and exploration of classroom topics outside of classroom walls. Student Involvement works 
with the general education director and the English department to promote the Unified Theme program. 
The Unified Theme incorporates a summer reading and writing assignment for incoming first-year 
students and ties those activities to discussions with faculty during the fall new student orientation and 
presentations throughout the year. 

Multicultural Affairs supports effective teaching by partnering with faculty and participating in classroom 
discussions. Starting in 2003, Multicultural Affairs co-sponsored the “Don’t Cancel Class” initiative. 
The initiative sent a trained team to classes when a faculty member knew that he or she would not be 
in class to facilitate a campus dialogue on diversity issues at Capital University. The office disseminates 
information about campus and community multicultural events and activities. All faculty, especially 
professors who teach courses around racial, ethnic, and gendered themes, are urged to promote these 
events to students. Multicultural Affairs sponsors and oversees the Student Achievement in Research 
and Scholarship. This program was funded by the Ohio Board of Regents and sought to address the 
low number of students of color pursuing academia. Capital students who participated in the program 
were paired with a faculty mentor, conducted a research project, and participated in a professional 
conference where they presented their research. The Multicultural Affairs Office also offers a Smooth 
Transitions program (http://www.capital.edu/smooth-transitions/). Entering first year students from 
underrepresented groups can participate in a three day pre-orientation program, designed to help 
them adjust to college so that they can be successful and complete their college education. During this 
orientation program, students learn to use campus resources, develop supportive networks, understand 
academic expectations, and become involved in campus activities and community service. The primary 
goal of Smooth Transitions is to assist students in building a strong relationship with Capital University.
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international education. International Education supports effective teaching by promoting study  
abroad, conducting orientation sessions for both international students and study abroad students,  
and by conducting the English as a Second Language (ESL) program. The International Student 
Orientation program focuses on issues unique to the international student population such as safety,  
the cultural adjustment process, immigration policies, classroom expectations, and accessing  
health care in the community. For students moving into the undergraduate program, an additional 
session is offered where students are taught what a credit hour means, how to compute a GPA, where 
to access study support services, registering and dropping classes on time, and how much time they 
should spend on studying. International Education offers pre-departure orientation for students studying 
abroad and provides an abbreviated option for short-term faculty led programs. The purpose of the  
pre-departure orientation is to prepare students to leave the United States with a focus on safety  
and cross-cultural adaption. 

International Education supports effective teaching in the ESL program by regularly seeking  
input from students and instructors to improve the effectiveness of the ESL courses. Students  
are surveyed every term to determine what elements of individual courses, as well as the program  
as a whole, are effective and what areas need to be refined. This input has led to improvements  
in the curriculum, course materials, and course assignments. For example, significant changes  
were made to the curriculum in fall 2005 in response to a dramatic change in the iBT-TOEFL,  
which for the first time did not include a structure section on this English proficiency test. 
Specifically, the grammar courses were dropped in favor of two listening and speaking courses, 
which emphasize speaking skills and incorporate grammatical structures into the skills courses. 
However, after three years of experimentation with the new curriculum, both students and staff 
agreed that the grammar courses were a necessary part of the curriculum, resulting in another 
change in fall 2009 to reinstate the grammar courses. ESL instructors meet regularly to discuss 
effective teaching strategies and International Education provides funding for these instructors  
to attend Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) conferences.

Criterion 3.3  

the organization creates effective learning environments.

Capital University creates effective learning environments by providing services that support all learners 
and by recognizing the diversity that different learners bring to campus. The various academic programs, 
academic support services, and non-academic campus resources provide multiple opportunities for 
student support and assistance for succeeding in college.

Academic Resources
Capital University provides a liberal arts education that recognizes the diversity of its learners, other 
constituencies, and the greater society it serves. Capital University demonstrates its commitment to 
supporting diverse learners by adopting an equal opportunity admissions policy [http://bulletin.capital.edu/]  
and providing support services and accommodations for students with disabilities through the Office of 
Disability Services. Through the general education curriculum, students study different geographic, economic, 
political, social and cultural realities and identify the interrelationships among different parts of the world in 
order to develop such competencies and abilities. In this curriculum, students reflect on their own behaviors, 
beliefs, and attitudes regarding diversity issues and they hear from guest speakers from diverse backgrounds, 
and take field trips to expand their awareness about multiple perspectives on contemporary issues. 
Additional support for effective teaching comes from a campus-wide advising program and through various 
departmental activities such as meetings both within and between departments, providing introductory 
courses, setting transition points for progression through a program, providing handbooks and mentoring 
programs, and creating learning communities, academic societies and department socials to engage  
students in learning.

academic advising. Academic advising is an important part of the student learning experience. The 
university maintains that students are responsible for their academic planning, decisions, and actions, 
and provides faculty academic advisors to guide students in these activities. Faculty academic advisors 
assist their advisees “in planning their academic program of study, in providing information concerning 
academic regulations, course requirements, prerequisites, and graduation requirements, by granting 
approval for students to schedule classes through WebAdvisor, upon consultation with their advisee, 
when appropriate by informing advisees of university support services, for example, the Center for 
Excellence and Learning (Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching), and Career Development; and  
by acting as mentors” (Capital University Undergraduate Bulletin).
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Academic advising fosters regular contact between students  
and a faculty member outside of the classroom. Through  
this regular contact faculty support and encourage students, 
as well as share in the joys of student successes. Students 
must meet with their advisors prior to registering for classes 
and to review their academic progress. During these meetings 
faculty ask about future plans, career paths, and internship 
opportunities. Many departments take the advising program 
further believing a good advising relationship is necessary for 
student success. For example, the social work department  
views the advisee relationship as a crucial process whereby 
students have a point of contact to share both triumphs and 
struggles. They track relationships between advisee and advisor 
early on and change advisors given a student’s personal and 
learning needs. The psychology department assigns advisors  
to new students over the summer and asks that the advisors  
contact incoming students so they can begin developing  
that relationship prior to students arriving on campus.  
The chemistry department attempts to place biochemistry  
and chemistry majors in courses with their academic advisors 
to increase the interaction between students and their advisors. 
Because the biological and environmental sciences are very 
broad and there are many areas of emphasis for students,  
the biological and environmental sciences department has 
identified specific faculty to focus on particular areas of 
postgraduate study or employment for which there is student 
interest. These faculty members serve as specialists (e.g., 
pre-dentistry, pre-occupational therapy, zoology) for advising 
students in these areas. 

Recently, two College faculty members and a student researcher 
conducted a gap analysis to determine areas of concern related 
to academic advising at Capital. Students (N = 189) completed 
an advising assessment survey, the Academic Advising 
Snapshot, and responded to each item in two ways: how  
much the advisor engages in the behavior and how  
important the behavior is to the student. For each of the 
advising behaviors, a significant difference was found, with 
faculty engaging in the advising-related behaviors significantly 
less than students want them to engage in the behaviors;  
these results appear in the next table. 

Gap Analysis Using the Academic Advising Snapshot

 my adviSoR:
aCtUal adviSoR 

RatinGS mean(Sd)
pRefeRRed adviSoR 
RatinGS mean(Sd)

t-valUe

-  Gives me accurate information about course requirements, 
prerequisites, and electives

2.29 (0.798) 2.80 (0.509) -8.483

-  Informs me about procedures for registration, adding/ dropping courses, 
deadlines, & academic regulations

2.02 (0.883) 2.58 (0.638) -8.786

-  Considers my personal abilities, talents, and interests when advising me 
about courses or programs of study

1.96 (1.044) 2.58 (0.612) -8.948

- Has assisted me in developing a long-term education plan 1.90 (1.117) 2.71 (0.583) -9.929

-  Helps me make important educational decisions  
(selecting elective courses, exploring academic majors/minors, etc.)

1.98 (0.929) 2.52 (0.676) -8.466

- Asks me about my academic progress 1.50 (1.084) 2.18 (0.786) -9.064

- Assists in career guidance 1.65 (1.050) 2.45 (0.715) -12.127

-  Helps me to connect with campus resources  
(tutoring, counseling services, etc.)

1.26 (1.024) 1.87 (0.923) -8.178

- Encourages me to make my own decisions 2.14 (0.959) 2.35 (0.792) -3.538

- Encourages me to come by for help 2.22 (0.970) 2.59 (0.662) -5.834

- Answers emails and/or responds to voice messages 2.47 (0.842) 2.84 (0.450) -6.383

- Keeps appointments 2.67 (0.678) 2.87 (0.371) -4.083

- Gives me as much time as I need when we meet 2.56 (0.672) 2.78 (0.443) -4.367

- Is comfortable for me to talk with 2.61 (0.728) 2.84 (0.418) -5.184

- Listens effectively 2.64 (0.676) 2.91 (0.340) -5.368

- Is interested in me as a person 2.36 (0.860) 2.65 (0.691) -4.792

-Treats me with respect 2.84 (0.396) 2.94 (0.236) -3.642
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Results point to specific areas for improvement of academic advising and the College faculty has been 
asked to focus their attention on improving their conversations with students about the students’ career 
plans and connecting the students to campus resources. As a result of these efforts, student rating of 
the item “helps me to connect with campus resources (tutoring, counseling services, etc.)” increased 
significantly from the 2011 administration of the Academic Advising Snapshot [http://bit.ly/LwXw3m]  
to the 2012 Administration of the Academic Advising Snapshot [http://bit.ly/LmMi3f]. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Academic advising is inconsistent 
across departments.

Academics Improve advising

Provide department-level 
training and prompts 
(including career and 
campus resources, flow 
chart for the progression 
of the student, being a 
successful major) for  
what faculty can address 
when working with  
student advisees; have  
all departments work  
with advisees to create  
a four-year plan

Improved scores on 
advising assessment; 
improved retention

In addition to these campus-wide initiatives, many departments monitor and report student learning 
and progress through departmental meetings, seminars and workshops, transition gates, and mentoring 
programs. Several departments discuss struggling students during departmental meetings in order to 
have more faculty input and involvement in student learning. The health and sport science departments 
ask faculty to bring names of students who are at risk of academic failure to department meetings so 
that all faculty are aware of those students. The education department has established a Red Flag 
system in order to track students identified as having academic issues, difficulties in classes or in the 
field, and advising problems. Once a student has been identified, the first step is to have the student 
meet with his or her advisor and consistent procedures for working with identified students are being 
developed. The religion and philosophy department meets most weeks during the academic year to 
discuss, among other issues, the students in their classes and the advisees who have been assigned to them. 
These discussions provide the department an opportunity to identify students with academic or personal 
problems, clarify the nature of the problems, and consider ways in which to address those problems, 
such as through conversations with advisor or instructor, referral to programs like the Center for 
Excellence in Learning and Teaching, and the development of annual courses such as the departmental 
seminar and senior thesis seminar. 

Seminars, introductory courses, and workshops are popular methods by which departments increase  
the interaction between students and faculty, providing more avenues through which student 
performance can be monitored. 

first-year Seminars. Many departments (e.g., biological and environmental science, business and economics, 
communication, history, psychology, social work, sociology and criminology) offer a required first-year 
seminar course where direct contact between students and their advisors is encouraged through an exercise 
in degree-planning in which the student and advisor work together to map the student’s four years at 
Capital. Many instructors of these seminars invite a representative from Career Development into the class 
to talk about careers in the respective majors and to connect students to the Career Development services. 
Students often complete a career paper and presentation in which they identify an area of career interest and 
conduct an informational interview. The chemistry department uses introductory courses to obtain frequent 
student assessment and feedback on learning including graded homework, quizzes, laboratory reports, and 
weekly chemistry workshops. Because there are many assessments in chemistry courses before the first 
five weeks of the semester the department knows early in the semester which students are at-risk. Often 
faculty members meet with students after their first quiz and exam. The chemistry department recognizes 
the need to be more consistent with interventions including advisor notification and use of university student 
alert memos and is considering the advantages of a timeline, as well as a process used by all instructors 
for identification and feedback to students at-risk. Communication faculty who teach UC 120, the general 
education oral communication course, require all students to practice at least one presentation with the 
faculty before the graded classroom presentation. Communication faculty provide specific feedback (written 
and oral) after each student’s presentation. Again, this direct contact early in a student’s first year at Capital 
helps to identify students that might be having adjustment problems. 

Handbooks. Some departments have handbooks for their majors that contain information that is 
designed to help the student succeed. For example, each business major receives a personalized 
advising handbook that contains an advising syllabus, which details advisor and advisee roles and 
responsibilities. The handbook describes and provides contact information for the wide range of support 
services available on campus. 

Gateway Courses. Several departments use their foundational courses as means to determine whether 
students are suited for that major. The education department uses successful completion of EDUC 
151, Foundations of the Education Profession, as a prerequisite for continuing in the teacher education 
program. The communication department instituted a requirement that all communication majors earn 
a C or better in two foundational courses: UC 120, Oral Communication, and TH 121, Introduction to 
Theatre. The requirement was adopted because the department believed that a student who did not 
have the ability to earn a C in those classes may not be well suited for the major, and because the 
student did not acquire the basic knowledge and skills necessary for the study of communication. 
Because many of the concepts in computer science are cumulative by nature, the mathematics, 
computer science, and physics department requires a grade of C or better in the introductory classes as 
a prerequisite for the subsequent courses. This forces students who perform poorly their first semester 
to retake the introductory course rather than continue in the advanced courses in which they are 
unlikely to be successful without a better understanding of the introductory material. When students 
audition for acceptance to the Conservatory of Music, each student takes a musicianship exam and 
skills assessment in addition to their musical performance audition. The result of these two assessments 
determines which level of music theory course the student takes. Students in the Conservatory must 
have a grade of C or better in order to continue in the major. Students who are identified as weak are 
required to take an additional lab course in their first semester. This course provides additional support 
for strengthening fundamental concepts and skills.

Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching
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transition points. Although all departments work with students who may be at risk of academic failure 
and assist them in being successful in the major, some departments have required transition points 
that students must pass through to continue in the major, as required by their accrediting agency. 
For students wishing to pursue athletic training as a major there is a formal application process and 
a minimum grade point average (2.75) that must be maintained in order to continue on with this 
major. The applicant is required to complete BIO 151, CHEM 101, HSPTS 161, 260 and 289 prior to 
application. Success in these courses is a good indicator that the student has the ability to be successful 
in the upper level courses. Students pursuing health education and physical education must apply to the 
teacher education program. In order to qualify for the teacher education program students need to pass 
all parts of Praxis I as well as achieving a C or better in UC 110, UC 120 and UC 140. Once admitted 
into the teacher education program students must maintain at least 2.5 overall GPA. Nursing  
students must earn a C or higher in all nursing and science courses in order to continue on in the  
program. Nursing first year students must have a minimum GPA of 2.5 in order to progress into the  
sophomore year, and sophomores must have a minimum GPA of 2.7 to progress into the junior year.  
A change in academic progression for first year students went into effect in 2010. With this new policy, 
first year students can only repeat one nursing course in level one or two and one nursing course in 
level three or four. We note that the nursing department has adopted a more rigorous grading policy and 
the designations of letter grades with numerical equivalents than those outlined in the Undergraduate 
Bulletin. The communication department recently added a new course, ART 223, Art Professional 
Development Seminar, to the art curriculum. Beginning with the incoming class of 2011 – 2012, all 
studio art majors are required to take and pass this course. An inability to pass ART 223 is a strong 
indicator that a student does not have the talent, drive, initiative, or focus to be successful as a studio 
artist. Similarly, each semester, music students perform a jury and must pass a specified levels system 
in order to progress. A subsequent failure of the same level results in dismissal from the conservatory. 

The education department has three transition assessments for which students must meet minimum 
requirements before progressing: 

1.  To be admitted to the teacher education program, students must complete the Application to Teacher 
Education, have GPA of 2.5 or better, pass Praxis I tests (reading, writing and mathematics) or ACT/SAT 
equivalents, have a grade of C or better in General Education Goals 1, 2, and 3; and have a C or better in  
EDUC 221, 211 or MUSIC 242. 

2.  To be admitted to student teaching, candidates must complete the student teaching application, resumé and 
personal statement, have a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or better, have a GPA of 2.5 or better in their content area 
courses, satisfactorily complete 300-level pedagogy courses, and have completed a sufficient amount  
of content area coursework to successfully student teach.

3.  To exit from the program and be recommended for licensure, candidates must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, 
completed student teaching with a C or better, and passed appropriate Praxis II tests (Principles of Learning and 
Teaching and content area tests). The student assessment and monitoring committee in the education department 
approves or denies student applications to the teacher education program at each transition point. 

Social Support. Many departments and programs use social outlets to support student learning. 
The Honors Program allows honors students to live together in a learning community in the campus 
residence halls and has a house that is used as a gathering place for honors events and socials. 
The biological and environmental sciences department hosts picnics and social events to help new 
students become integrated into the community. They encourage and support the student organizations 
sponsored by the department (Life Sciences Organization, Environmental Student Organization, and 
Beta Beta Beta) to reach out to incoming students and help them adjust to campus life and being a 
student in the natural sciences. The education department supports the student organization CUES 
(Capital University Education Society) which provides students a social network and offers programming 
to assist with meeting licensure requirements and career networking. The social work department has 
daytime programming through Student Affairs and the Student Social Work Association; traditional social 
work students engage socially with each other in order to increase the sense of shared identity. The 
psychology department has a meet-the-faculty event early in the academic year and then another event 
to answer student questions about careers and graduate programs and internships later in the year. The 
psychology department is considering using Psi Chi, the honor society for psychology, as a social safety 
net for students. The Psi Chi students can be mentors for the students that are coming in so that those 
students do not feel isolated if they do not know anybody. The new students have a group that they can 
turn to and ask for advice and build relationships. Additionally, health and sport sciences sponsors a 
beginning of the year tailgate for majors, as well as an end-of-the-year celebration. 
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University Resources
Over the last decade the university has raised money from private foundations and corporate donors  
to support educational activities, as indicated in Criterion 2: Preparing for the Future.

In addition to the monies raised, Capital University has several academic support services that create 
effective learning environments including the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching, the 
Schumacher Gallery, and the Technology Committee. 

Center for excellence in learning and teaching. Using recommendations from research, the Center creates an 
effective learning environment in a number of ways. The literature states that two essential elements in the 
success of a learning center are location and physical setting. Learning centers must be located at or near the 
academic heart of the institution in well-populated areas that are highly visible and accessible to all students. 
The physical setting must be conducive to learning; it must be relatively quiet, well-lit, and comfortable, with 
an ample and flexible space that allows for individual, one-on-one, and collaborative learning in a variety of 
configurations. In short, a successful learning center must be a desired destination for students, a place they 
enjoy going to and spending time in. The space the Center previously occupied mostly met these criteria, 
though more space was needed. The Center’s academic support services recently moved to a larger and 
newly renovated space in Blackmore Library. This is a good fit with the other study spaces throughout the 
library, and the larger area allows the tutors and clients to work together with fewer distractions. In addition to 
location and setting, the Center staff works to create a supportive, non-threatening, customer service-oriented 
environment in which students feel welcome, are encouraged to explore new ideas, and receive friendly 
and constructive feedback. The Center tutors receive training in effective communication skills, including 
paraphrasing, active listening, and asking open-ended questions to encourage critical thinking (analyzing, 
evaluating, and creating in the cognitive dimension of Bloom’s Taxonomy). The Center’s overall approach, 
policies, and procedures are designed to encourage students to make repeated use of the services. The full 
benefits of effective tutoring and study strategies counseling (as measured by higher course grades, GPAs, 
and retention rates) are best realized when students are engaged with these interventions in a sustained 
and developmental fashion over time. During the 2010-2011 academic year the average user of the Center 
services made 3.26 visits to the Center, which is an indication that these efforts are working. Approximately 
30 percent of the first year student population makes at least one visit to the Center each academic year. 

Schumacher Gallery. The Schumacher Gallery serves as an effective learning environment on campus.  
Over the past ten years, the gallery has hosted over 50 exhibitions and events that bring students, faculty, 
and the community to campus. The gallery director teaches art history and art survey courses while also 
supervising students with gallery internships and serving as an academic advisor for art history minors.  
The gallery director and assistant director have provided lectures and tours for a variety of classes 
including classes in African history, art history, art therapy, cultural pluralism, education, global awareness, 
history, humanities, international studies, music, Native American literature, painting, and photography. 
Similarly, the gallery hosts groups from Multicultural Affairs, Capital’s television studio, world languages 
and cultures, English as a second language, and the artists in residence program. The gallery is often 
used for unscheduled class tours and class assignments and as a working site for student internships and 
independent studies. The gallery hosts special events and activities to expand student learning such as 
painting demonstrations, poster exhibitions, art seminars, field trips, discussions, drumming performances, 
and lectures, as well as promoting Capital University student artwork to the community [http://bit.ly/LnoS9L].

technology Committee. The Technology Committee of the Faculty Senate creates effective learning environments 
in five ways. First, they are responsible for communicating about technology to the entire organization. Second, 
they promote technology and offer training in technology. Third, they conduct research about Capital University’s 
technology needs and uses. Fourth, the committee is instituting a privacy policy. And, fifth, the committee reviews 
proposals for an internal competitive grants program to support innovative uses of technology for teaching and learning.

The Technology Committee serves as a meeting point for the university faculty, Information Technology, 
and the university administration. As representatives from the Law School and the five schools within the 
College, the Technology Committee members bring faculty classroom and professional development needs 
to the attention of Information Technology. In turn, Information Technology informs the committee and 
thus the University faculty about policies, changes, and updates in technology-related matters. Further, the 
committee reports to the Board of Trustees and the Faculty Senate. This integration between the committee 
and academic and administrative structures allows for easy and effective communication among educators, 
support staff, and administrators. Facilitating dialog in this way leads to timely and efficient integration of 
technology in education and enables students and faculty to take advantage of learning resources throughout 
the university and beyond. The committee is planning to establish collaborations with Student Government, 
the Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching, Adult and Graduate Education, and international programs to 
better interact with our various communities in ways that value and promote inclusivity and diversity.

The Technology Committee has played a major role in the development and continuous updates of computer 
labs, online instruction, wireless expansion, desktop computing, and convergent technologies as the campus 
develops and as technology abounds. In particular, the Technology Committee was actively involved in 
the redesign of Battelle 224, a reservable computer classroom that was created from grants for Capital 
University’s computational science program and that now serves the needs of the entire main campus. The 
Technology Committee has contributed to the development of the digital media lab in the basement of the 
Blackmore Library and the introduction of four portable laptop labs. 

In recent years, the Technology Committee has maintained an active agenda of exploring student and faculty 
practices and educational technology needs. Spring 2010, the committee and Information Technology 
surveyed faculty and staff on their uses of technology on campus. The results of the survey have helped the 
Technology Committee to identify educational technology areas in which faculty and staff may lack knowledge 
and experience. The results of the survey have helped Information Technology to justify certain expenditures 
(e.g., SMARTBoards® for education majors) and have assisted with future planning and investment. Out of a 
pool of 752 employees, 130 faculty and 121 staff completed the survey. The survey revealed that:

-  93% of the faculty use technology in the classroom.

-  70% of the faculty use computers, projector, PowerPoint, and DVD/VCR.

-  70% of the faculty want additional technology for the classroom. The additional technologies mentioned most 
frequently were more SMARTBoards® and clicker technology.

-  Blackboard is used by over 50% of the faculty primarily for posting documents, sending emails, and 
announcements. Almost 2/3 of these users want grade book enhancements to Blackboard.

-  Hybrid courses are taught by only 16% of the faculty, but 45% of those not teaching hybrid courses are considering 
it. Faculty list essential hybrid features as email, online conferencing, video lecture capture, discussion boards, 
assessment tools, and document sharing tools.

-  70% of faculty and staff call Information Technology one to several times per month for questions about email, 
Blackboard, passwords, and classroom audio and video support. 

Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching
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-  96% say that the IT staff was courteous and 87% say that the IT staff 
was helpful and knowledgeable.

-  55% say that their concern was resolved at the first call to the  
service desk.

- 75% were satisfied or extremely satisfied with the service.

-  50% of faculty and staff were satisfied or very satisfied with the 
technology at Capital University. 28% were dissatisfied or  
very dissatisfied.

Areas of improvement that were suggested include more software 
and hardware updates, more bandwidth, improvements in 
WebAdvisor and Datatel, and major improvement to our website. 
As an extension of the spring 2010 survey, the Technology 
Committee has spent a significant amount of time refining a student 
and faculty technology literacy survey that could provide insights 
into the level of faculty preparation for and proficiency in using 
technology in teaching, the level of student preparation for learning 
with technology, and the ways in which technology could foster 
effective pedagogies of the 21st century.

One priority for the Technology Committee is to examine the 
Capital University privacy policy regarding the use of electronic 
communication (i.e., email, Web browsing, instant communication 
online, etc.). The main objective of this project is to ensure the fair 
and ethical treatment of all Capital employees and students while 
complying with federal and regional regulations on the issue. 

Student affairs. Student Affairs includes Multicultural Affairs, 
Center for Health and Wellness, Career Development, Residence 
and Commuter Life, and Student and Community Engagement. 
Each department creates additional learning opportunities for 
members of the Capital community. Multicultural Affairs interfaces 
and engages with the eleven multicultural undergraduate student 
organizations on campus (Students for the Advancement of Afrikan 
American Culture, Ebony Brotherhood Association, Asian American 
Alliance, Students of Latino Affinity, Peer Respect in Diverse 
Environment, Sister Network, Gospel Choir and Voices of Praise, 
Hillel and Jewish Student Organization, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority). 
While a majority of these organizations appeal to a specific race, 
ethnicity, sex, or sexual orientation (which is reflected in their 
names), all Capital students are encouraged to get involved, join, 
and assume leadership positions. Programmatically, Multicultural 
Affairs sponsors three signature programs that provide a sense 
of educational and cultural awareness to the university learning 
environment. These programs are Smooth Transitions, Peer Mentor 
Program, and the Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Learning. 

For the past twenty years, Capital has acknowledged the life and legacy of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. at The Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Learning. Capital University is the only institution of higher education in 
the Columbus area that annually sponsors a day where attendees from campus and the external community 
hear from an internationally known convocation speaker, participate in educational workshops led by Capital 
students, faculty, and community members, and enjoy some of Columbus’ best jazz musicians. This day-long 
event continues to draw nearly 800 students, faculty, staff, and community members. 

The Center for Health and Wellness facilitates student 
learning by helping students manage psychological 
and physical problems, cope with difficult life events, 
develop strategies to reduce or remove the barriers to 
learning created by disabilities, and strive for balance 
in their academic and social lives. The counseling 
staff provides training to the residence life staff, 
undergraduate Orientation Leaders, and the Law School 
Student Services staff to promote early identification 
and appropriate referral of students with mental health, 
physical wellness, or disability issues. Moreover, the 
staff is willing to serve as a guest lecturer in classes. 
The counseling and disability staff serves on the University’s Behavioral Intervention team, which meets 
twice monthly to identify students of concern on the Bexley campus whose behavior, life circumstances, 
health, or disability issues put them at risk. Intervention plans for these students are developed and 
implemented by members of the team, who represent a variety of offices and departments across  
the Bexley campus. 

Career Development creates an effective learning environment by offering individual appointments, 
workshops, and classroom presentations. During individual appointments, the staff customizes learning 
environments for students so that they are able to develop along a career path. Students participate in 
workshops that are designed to help them learn about specific aspects of the career development process. 
Additionally, Career Development staff collaborates with faculty in academic departments to present various 
aspects of the career development process that are customized for majors and academic level.

The mission of Residence and Commuter Life is to develop residence halls into learning communities,  
as student learning is not isolated to the classroom. Approximately 80 percent of a student’s time is 
spent outside of the classroom, with much of that free time being spent in a residence hall. As a result, 
there is a strong need for planned activities to create a positive, dynamic learning environment. 
Residence and Commuter Life staff is responsible for hosting events that promote a sense of 
community for the residents, inform and educate residents, involve students in their own learning, 
develop students’ leadership skills, and allow them to have fun. Workshops and activities are based 
on students’ needs. Workshops focus on four themes: current and world events that celebrate 
and value the experiences of all persons, academic and career goals, personal and interpersonal 
wellness, and university and community resources.

Through Residence Life staff, residential students at Capital University have a support system that can 
answer questions and help students think through issues and problems. Commuter Services, a division 
within Residence and Commuter Life, gives commuter students a general point of contact to address 
their concerns. Commuter Services is working on the following goals:

-  Develop a Commuter Counsel to work in partnership with the Student Government to develop programs and 
address issues specifically related to the commuter experience

For the past twenty 
years, Capital has 
acknowledged the  
life and legacy of  

the Rev. Dr. Martin  
Luther King, Jr. 
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-  Provide a Web presence through a commuter life Web page as well as a Facebook group

-  Extend frequent communications about campus activities and opportunities for involvement

-  Employ a work study student to be an administrative link between commuter students and the office

-  Work with neighboring rental agencies to advertise rental opportunities and provide education on basic rights 
and responsibilities associated with living off campus

Student Involvement conducts summer and fall orientations that contribute to effective learning 
environments by creating strong cohorts for student interaction. During orientation, the staff teaches new 
students how to use campus resources and engages them in activities that provide opportunities for self-
awareness and immersion into the larger community.

business and finance. Although Business and Finance plays a supportive role in the administration of 
the university, and direct interaction with the students typically occurs in the classroom, opportunities 
for creating learning environments do exist in this division. Examples include training for employees, 
orientation for staff and faculty, entrance and exit interviews for student loans and student retreats 
and programs. During trainings and orientations, Human Resources staff trains employees in skill 
development, wellness, and supervisory skills. Additionally, budget dollars are allocated annually to fund 
professional development, conferences, training, and orientation for staff members.

Business and Finance conducts entrance and exit interviews for student loans, and counseling for 
students on student account balances. These interviews create an opportunity to educate borrowers 
about debt and repayment requirements. Student Accounts has a group of counselors who help students 
understand their statement of outstanding charges, and assist students in identifying payment methods 
and finding additional financial aid.

Finally, each year upon request, the vice president and assistant vice president of Business  
and Finance participate in student government retreats, leadership programs and class projects. 
While the requests vary from year to year, time is allocated to participate as necessary. The 
vice president and investment consultants make presentations to MBA classes each semester. 
Additionally, the division employs student workers and interns; this work experience enhances 
students’ education by giving them a venue to apply the skills that they have learned in classes.  
As a part of the multi-year Human Resources reorganization, the division is adopting an initiative  
to professionalize student employment with training of student employees, management of the 
periodic evaluation process, and administration of student employment hiring and payroll. More 
student workers are using their work study employment to gain valuable experience to prepare  
for a career.

law School faculty development. The Law School facilitates and promotes faculty development  
in two areas – teaching and scholarship  – through providing resources and opportunities to  
improve classroom teaching and assessment, to enhance the quality of scholarship, and to increase 
scholarly output. Annually, the Law School provides each faculty member with faculty development 
funds that may be used for faculty travel to conferences on teaching methods and pedagogy, the 
payment of professional association dues, and the purchase of research materials. Also, faculty  
may apply for summer research stipends awarded based on completion of previous summer 
research projects. In addition, each semester the Law School invites speakers from outside  
of and within the Law School to discuss current issues in teaching and in legal scholarship. 

Moreover, news of faculty accomplishments is distributed within and outside of the Law School 
community via the alumni E-newsletter and various listservs. Faculty development programs  
are coordinated and promoted by the Director of Faculty Development.

College faculty professional development Committee. The committee creates effective learning 
environments through the review of sabbatical applications and in-house Gerhold Grants,  
and sponsorship of the yearlong first-year faculty orientation mentoring program, faculty  
colloquia, and faculty pedagogical work through a Showcase of Student Learning.

The committee reviews and evaluates sabbatical applications, approximately 10-15 per year,  
and makes recommendations to the provost for funding. The committee supports a culture  
which celebrates quality scholarship. Productive and enriching sabbaticals are an essential  
part of that culture. Not all sabbaticals are approved and it has been the practice for the  
committee to consult with the faculty member about revising and resubmitting denied  
applications the following year. When sabbatical applicants encounter difficulty in assembling  
their applications, committee members are available as a resource to faculty members.

The Gerhold grants at Capital University are designed to foster creative and innovative  
scholarly projects. Faculty may apply for up to $1,500 in funding per project. The committee  
reviews and ranks these applications and makes funding recommendations to the provost.  
Both the sabbatical and the Gerhold grants play a crucial role in creating effective learning 
environments; every scholarly contribution directly or indirectly impacts student learning.  
Many Gerhold grant applications cite course improvement as a project outcome. 

The year-long First Year Faculty Orientation and Mentoring Program pairs experienced senior  
faculty with first-year faculty members. Numerous meetings are held on topics of importance  
and relevance for new junior faculty. The year-long orientation was piloted in AY 2008-2009 as  
a collaboration among the associate provost and the Professional Development Committee  
and the Faculty Evaluation Committee of the former College of Arts and Sciences. Adopting the  
“just-in-time” teaching philosophy, the goal of the year-long orientation was to provide faculty  
with the information that they needed near the time that they needed that information. For example, 
while academic advising is very important at Capital University, first year faculty are not expected  
to have an advising load, so the information about academic advising can be provided later in  
the year, when these new faculty start working informally with advising students.

The faculty mentoring component was added in AY 2009-2010. New faculty were paired with  
a faculty mentor outside of their department. The faculty mentors were asked to meet periodically  
with their protégé to talk about teaching, scholarship, and service and to provide social support.  
While we recognize that faculty mentoring can happen within department, by assigning faculty  
mentors from outside of the new faculty member’s department, we hoped to foster a broader  
institutional perspective for the new faculty, promote cross-disciplinary understanding, and facilitate 
interdisciplinary collaboration. 

Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching
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The College Faculty Professional Development Committee assumed shared responsibility for the First 
Year Faculty Orientation and Mentoring Program in AY 2010-2011, working with the associate 
provost. In AY 2011-2012, the committee worked with one of the assistant deans of the College  
on this project.

Faculty colloquia occur on the last Monday of every month of the academic year. These events are 
sponsored by the committee and the Provost’s Office and provide a venue in which faculty can 
present their scholarship. Presenters are generally those faculty members who are returning from 
a sabbatical experience. This enables faculty members to learn from one another and to create an 
intellectual culture which celebrates faculty scholarship and accountability. 

The Showcase of Student Learning supports a culture of campus learning by encouraging 
communication between departments regarding teaching initiatives, development of clear learning 
goals and assessment strategies. The first Showcase of Student Learning was in January 2011 and 
represented collaboration among the Provost’s Office, the College Faculty Professional Development 
Committee and the Assessment Subcommittee of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee. This 
collaboration was borne out of work during an HLC assessment workshop. See Criterion 3.2 for more 
information on this event.

Criterion 3.4  
the organization’s learning resources support student learning and effective teaching.

Capital University houses several learning resources that support student learning and effective 
teaching. Blackmore Library is a primary learning resource, along with campus science, technology, and 
arts laboratories. The university views Student Affairs and International Education as learning resources 
and counts on several college committees to oversee resources focused on student learning and 
effective teaching.

blackmore library. In July 2007 the library staff analyzed the acquisitions system for books, audio-visual 
materials, journals, and databases. Results led to a major overhaul in both what was ordered and how it 
was ordered and the processing and cataloging of all library materials. The library decided to outsource 
the majority of all cataloging and processing of materials. This innovation resulted in significant cost 
savings and allowed for librarians to be re-directed to Reference Services. The library director and the 
assistant library director met with the academic departments to roll out the new online system to the 
faculty and customize communication for the department with regard to new books being published in 
their respective disciplines. 

Ordering statistics from 2007 - 2010 combined with the overall positive reviews by the faculty have 
demonstrated the merit of this new system. In four years, the increase in faculty ordering has risen from 
595 books in 2007 to 4,963 books ordered in 2010, which is a 734% increase. Ordering of DVDs had 
a 963% increase, Scores had a 583% increase and CDs had a 3,300% increase. These increases are 
especially significant in light of the fact that the library material budgets for these departments have 
remained constant for the past four years. For a complete table of the materials and amounts ordered 
since 2007, please see the full report at http://bit.ly/NfmAzP.

Blackmore Library staff conducted a statistical analysis of the print journal collection. From 2007-2008 
librarians studied usage statistics and concluded that the print journal collection was not being accessed 
in a cost-effective manner, when compared to the electronic journal collections. Based upon this study 
librarians altered the purchasing of traditional print journals, instead focusing upon electronic journals. 
The library transferred the cost savings from reduced print journal holdings to electronic journal 
resources. This dramatically changed both the usage statistics and the cost per use. For example, in 
2010 the cost per use of accessing a print journal was $94.68 whereas the electronic cost per use was 
$0.54 which is a 99% decrease in costs and a savings to the library. For a complete table on usage and 
amounts, please see the full report at http://bit.ly/NfmAzP.

Radio. WXCU, Radio Free Capital, was voted the “Best Student Run Intern-Only Radio Station” by the 
College Music Journal in 2007. The station is led by an all-student management team and features 
a commercial-style alternative format. The studio is equipped with the latest radio broadcasting 
technology, including both production and playback equipment currently on the air at broadcast stations 
in Columbus. This provides students with experience that translates directly into real world applications. 
The station is available over the Internet at WXCURadio.com, on the campus cable system, and is 
featured in various campus locations. Additionally, the station hosts several concerts each academic 
year and supports the efforts of student groups campus-wide. 

television. The Capital University television studio is located in the basement of the Blackmore Library. 
Featuring three Ikegami studio cameras, it serves as a production facility for students majoring in 
Electronic Media and Film, as well as the broader campus community. The studio is home to Skyline 
Columbus, an award-winning interview program produced each semester by Capital students. The show 
is carried weekly on a local educational access channel operated by Time Warner Cable and the City of 
Columbus. The studio houses a post-production facility that includes a mix of Avid and Final Cut Pro 
workstations, the two top industry standard choices for non-linear video editing. The equipment is used 
for classes, pre-production for Skyline Columbus, and to produce a multimedia website, CapVision. 
Students working on CapVision, a magazine-style website about student life and campus activities,  
gain valuable experience using these professional broadcast-quality video systems. 

theater. The Cabaret Theatre, home to the Capital University Theatre Program, is a modified black box 
space located in the basement of the Harry C. Moores Campus Center. With flexible seating and staging 
(thrust, arena, proscenium, and environmental all possible), the theatre is capable of seating up to 120 
patrons for each performance. The theatre includes a scene shop that is student-staffed. Students employ 
wood, metal, and plastics materials in the construction of all show scenic elements. Additionally, they paint, 
sculpt, rig, and install all the shows’ needs in partnership with the faculty designer/technical director. The 
space has a control booth that includes digital sound, computerized lighting and video, and show control 
technologies. These facilities combine to provide students, faculty, and the Capital community the opportunity 
to collaborate on a variety of theatrical productions including musicals, Shakespeare, contemporary drama, 
and premieres of original works. 

advanced Computational laboratory. The Advanced Computational Laboratory is housed in Battelle Hall and 
managed by the mathematics, computer science and physics department. Faculty and undergraduates use 
this state-of-the-art facility to perform different types of complex computations, including symbolic, numeric, 
graphical, visualization, and parallel. 
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anatomy laboratory. The anatomy laboratory is equipped with two human cadavers, a variety of 
anatomical models, and advanced computer visualization software to assist students in learning 
vertebrate anatomy.

athletic training Room. Located in the Capital Center, the athletic training room is equipped with various 
therapeutic modalities, eight treatment tables, twenty-foot-long taping counter, a physician’s office, and a 
hydrotherapy room. The athletic training room serves as an on-campus hands-on laboratory for students 
enrolled in the Athletic Training Education Program. The athletic training room is also the location for the 
health care for over 300 student athletes.

battelle visualization laboratory. The Battelle Visualization Laboratory is located in Battelle Hall and operated 
by the Center for Computational Studies. This cutting-edge facility is devoted to the teaching and learning of 
Computational Studies, an interdisciplinary field that combines mathematics, computers and science and 
made possible through the generous gift of Battelle Memorial Institute.

botany laboratory. The botany laboratory contains thousands of specimens and includes a two-story 
greenhouse used for teaching and research. The general biology lab contains both freshwater and marine 
aquaria as well as biologic specimens for macro-scale and microscopic analysis.

Capital Center. The Capital Center is a 126,000-square-foot recreational and athletic complex that includes a  
2,100-seat arena, a 3,000-seat Bernlohr Stadium, a 51,000-square-foot multipurpose forum, a 5,000-square-foot 
fitness center, and a multitude of offices, classrooms, laboratories, clinical sites, and hospitality areas. Students 
and faculty have frequently used the fitness equipment in research studies. Additionally, Capital sponsors a Cap 
Wellness which offers a personalized approach to healthy living. The goal of the program is to improve the health 
status and quality of life in the university community by assisting individuals in reducing their health risks through 
assessment, education, goal setting, and referrals.

Cell and molecular biology laboratory. This lab has of state-of-the-art equipment, including a fluorescent 
microscope. Typical activities in this lab include growing cell cultures and studying the effects of environmental 
factors on cell function and reproduction.

early Childhood learning laboratory. A classroom in the basement of the Ruff Memorial Learning Center has 
been renovated to resemble an early childhood classroom. This model classroom is equipped with flexible 
seating, SMARTBoard® technologies, and early childhood literature, math, science, social studies, and art 
resources. This classroom provides education majors with a place that simulates a classroom, where they 
can practice teaching in a more authentic setting.

Greenhouse. Our two-story greenhouse contains an abundance of different biomes including temperate 
rain forest, temperate forest, woodland, grassland, and savanna. It even includes aquatic species in a 
small pond environment. All of these botanical species are used within the biologic courses for teaching 
and research purposes.

Geologic and environmental Science laboratory. The geologic and environmental science laboratory 
contains thousands of rock and mineral specimens and paper and computer generated maps  
(GIS software) used to examine local and regional features. 

Health & Sport Sciences laboratory. Located in the Capital Center, the laboratory for health and sport 
sciences is equipped with a Burnlick T500 Stress Testing System, Monarch 884E Sprint Bike, I Works 
Gas Analyzer, Shuttle MVP, treadmill and additional pieces of rehabilitation and wellness screening 
equipment. The laboratory is used for instruction and internships as well as clinical practice. 

language lab. Learning a foreign language is an ongoing process. Students build oral comprehension 
and expression by using the language in different settings. Students fine-tune pronunciation by listening 
and responding to audio recordings, classmates, and the professor. The Language Lab provides space  
for these language-learning activities.

music facilities. During 1991 and 1992, the Capital University Conservatory of Music underwent a 
$6.4 million renovation, providing a state-of-the-art environment for the study of music by Conservatory 
and community music school students, as well as outstanding performance facilities for Central Ohio. 
The Conservatory’s on-campus equipment includes a full complement of instruments and computers, 
an electronic music studio, an electronic piano and computer room, a music education curriculum 
laboratory and several rooms with practice pipe organs. In fall 2005, the Paul W. and Ella D. Hugus 
Memorial Pipe organ was dedicated in Mees Hall. The three-manual, 70-rank organ boasts more than 
4,000 pipes and was designed and constructed especially for the hall and the requirements of a pipe 
organ within an academic environment.

psychology laboratories. In the McCrystal Laboratory for Behavioral Research psychology students learn 
the importance of basic psychological research. The McCrystal Laboratory is a teaching facility that 
houses up to 60 animals (rats) and is equipped with a foraging arena, a radial arm maze, a running 
wheel and operant chambers. Students assist faculty with research and conduct their own independent 
studies on learning, memory, decision-making and choice behavior. The Eye-tracking Laboratory allows 
students to conduct experimental research using a state-of-the-art eye tracking device. This equipment 
has significantly expanded the type of research that students and faculty can conduct.

Through a generous donation from a Capital alumnus and matching funds from the university, the psychology 
department acquired the Tobii T120 eye tracker and accompanying software in July 2011. The eye tracker 
may be used to measure gaze duration and eye movement patterns as an individual looks at a visual stimulus 
(e.g., picture, video, page of text). This new piece of technology allows faculty and student researchers to 
explore a variety of psychological phenomenon using state-of-the-art equipment. This equipment may be 
used during classroom instruction for demonstration and simulation purposes.

Technological resources also help to create effective learning environments. Capital University has made 
significant steps toward the integration of technology in education, enabling students and teachers to take 
advantage of learning resources throughout the university and the world at large. Technology resources 
provide support for student learning by enabling communications between students and instructors;  
students and other students; instructors and outside resources; students and outside resources. 
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electronic Communication. Both campuses of Capital University 
(i.e., Bexley Campus and Law School) feature campus-wide 
wireless Internet, secure email system, as well as learning 
management systems. The learning management systems have 
a variety of features that enhance learning, such as discussion 
boards, on-line testing and collaborative work environments. 
Information Technology provides regular and comprehensive 
training. Technology resources provide support for student 
learning by enabling electronic content storage and retrieval 
through the learning management systems, Accordent, iTunes 
U, CALI, and Library and Law databases. iTunesU allows 
music faculty to share performances, student work, and faculty 
created tutorials with students. The Law School makes the 
two major legal research databases, Westlaw and LexisNexis, 
available to students for their legal research and assignments. 
Library and law databases grant access to numerous academic 
and professional publications, enhancing thereby the level of 
professional, academic, or scientific inquiry of students and 
faculty alike. Many law professors use The West Education 
Network (TWEN) to post documents to their students, moderate 
discussions, answer questions, etc. 

Cappoint. A recent addition to available electronic resources is 
an electronic communication and content management system 
called CapPoint. Launched in spring 2008 and currently in use 
by faculty, staff, and administration, CapPoint provides space 
for university-wide forums and discussion, storing syllabi, and 
showcasing student and faculty work. 

it Help desk. In addition to providing maintenance, upgrades, 
and replacement services for all university-supported computer 
hardware and software as well as training of university employees 
in using technology, Information Technology maintains a Help Desk 
open to the campus community. Information Technology invests a 
lot of time and effort in the training of student workers, paying ample 
attention to technological and customer service skills. A separate 
Help Desk service is provided by Law School.

technology Updates. Information Technology, the Senate 
Technology Committee, and departments and programs across 
the University work consistently and diligently to keep up with 
the demands of the fast evolving communication age. Relying 
on internal and external sources of funding, the University 
invests in regular updates of computer software and hardware 
and continues to improve classroom technology. Across 
both campuses, computer podiums are available in the large 
classrooms. Most rooms on both campuses are equipped with 
LCD projectors and sound systems. This allows professors to use 

PowerPoint slides, record class sessions, play videos (e.g., recordings of Supreme Court arguments), and use 
clicker technology for class engagement. The University has technology that allows students to take exams 
on their own laptops using software that creates a secure environment. Students then download their exam 
answers through the wireless system. The University supports clicker technology in many of its classrooms. 
Teachers provide students with handheld devices that allow them to click their answers to questions 
presented to them. The technology can project the students’ answers and analyze these answers and present 
the results in charts, which promotes class engagement and facilitates quizzing.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

While the technology resources of the 
institution continue to grow, the level of 
faculty and student satisfaction is not as 
high as it could be.

Structure
Improve satisfaction  
with technology

Increase efficiency in closing 
tickets for technology issues

Increased faculty and 
student satisfaction with 
technology

electronic Human Subjects pool. In August 2011 the psychology department purchased a licensing 
agreement for the use of the SONA Systems Experiment Management System. This system is used for 
the scheduling and management of research participants and research studies. Faculty who would like 
their students to gain research experience by participating in studies conducted by faculty and students 
at Capital University may enroll their students in the system. Students may then log on to the system 
to find available studies, sign up for participation, and track their progress toward completion of research 
participation requirements. Students and faculty who are conducting research studies may use the system 
to post their studies and available timeslots for participants. This system allows researchers to conduct 
their studies outside of class time and makes the monitoring of research participation more consistent and 
efficient. Although the system will be managed by a faculty member in the psychology department, faculty in 
other departments on campus (e.g., biology, social work, and nursing) may use the system both for managing 
student research participation experiences and recruiting research participants.

The university provides effective learning environments beyond the classroom as well.

academic partnerships. Student Affairs invests time supporting student learning through academic 
partnerships as well as through one-on-one student assistance that results in their learning. While this 
became a greater challenge when the university needed to cut support positions across many divisions 
and departments in order to address looming budget deficits, the Student Affairs staff worked to 
maintain rich partnerships with academic colleagues because these partnerships have been the most 
significant strategy to support student learning. Through these partnerships, Student Affairs creates 
effective orientation and transition programming for students. 

Global education. International Education uses many learning resources to support student learning, 
including the Study Abroad Resource Center, a Web page with resource materials, and an ESL library. 
The Study Abroad Resource Center is stocked with written brochures on various programs. They are 
catalogued by area of the world and popular program sponsors. Travel guides and books on the study 
abroad experience are located in this space. International Education maintains a Web page that contains 
all written materials for students who are planning their study abroad experience. These tools help 
students plan and prepare for each stage of the study abroad process. 
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The English as Second Language (ESL) Program maintains a library with learning materials available 
to the ESL teaching staff. These include copies of current and former textbooks, workbooks, videos, 
DVDs, and audio CDs, which ESL instructors use to support and enhance student learning. There are 
textbooks, reference materials, and professional texts to support instructors in their course preparation 
and lesson planning. At the end of every term, each instructor does a summary of the course and 
the text(s) used. The summaries include suggestions for improvements that may be used by the next 
professor teaching the course along with a copy of the syllabus that was used. The library possesses 
a shelf of ESL readers, a series of leveled works of both fiction and non-fiction. These are used in the 
reading classes and ESL students may check them out. ESL reading classes receive a weekly simplified 
newspaper, which motivates students to read about current events. It helps them practice their reading 
skills and broadens their vocabulary. 

Finally, College Committees work to create effective learning environments.

Curricular Changes. The College Curriculum Committee reviews all curricular changes from  
a college-wide perspective. The curricular change documents encourage departments to reflect on  
how changes affect their overall curriculum and require them to document how course objectives 
support the learning outcomes of the major and the university learning goals. Submitted proposals include 
opportunities for collaborative feedback from other departments on campus that are affected by changes.  
This allows the committee to ensure that there are no redundancies in the curriculum. By eliminating 
redundancies, students are provided with an efficient curriculum to maximize their learning opportunities  
and the university is a good steward of its limited resources. 

assessment. The College Curriculum Committee supports the work of the Assessment Subcommittee  
of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee by including queries about assessment into our proposal forms.  
For example, we ask submitters to provide, for record-keeping purposes, learning outcomes and an assessment 
plan with each proposal for a new or revised course, minor, major, or program. The Assessment Committee,  
not the College Curriculum Committee, reviews and provides feedback on assessment plans.

Areas for Improvement
-  Academic advising is inconsistent across departments.

-  Periodic affirmation of student learning goals for departments is necessary to ensure that the curriculum is 
current and preparing students for lifelong learning, faculty annually recommit to the department learning 
goals, and learning goals are stated clearly and precisely.

-  The university assesses teaching of full-time junior faculty in many ways, though some refinement is needed  
to make these assessments more effective. The Board of Trustees and recent reports about college and 
university learning, along with Capital University’s strategic plan call for increased academic rigor. Our  
current system for assessing academic rigor can be strengthened.

-  The university does not have a systematic process for evaluating adjunct faculty.

-  While all departments have goals for student learning and those goals are linked to university learning goals, 
there remains variability in the degree to which those goals are assessed.

-  While the technology resources of the institution continue to grow, the level of faculty and student satisfaction 
is not as high as it could be.

Plans for the Future

StRateGiC plan link aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

academics Improve advising

Provide department-level training 
and prompts (including career 
and campus resources, flow chart 
for the progression of the student, 
being a successful major) for what 
faculty can address when working 
with student advisees; have all 
departments work with advisees to 
create a four-year plan

Improved scores on advising 
assessment; improved retention

academics
Have periodic review of student 
learning goals at the level of the 
department

Include evidence in annual 
assessment report that all faculty 
know and approve the department 
learning goals; Include in syllabi 
how the course helps to meet 
department learning goals

Presence of learning goals in 
annual assessment report and 
presence in syllabi of link between 
learning goals and course

academics Improve learning

Ensure that syllabi clearly state 
intended learning outcomes and 
outcomes are aligned with the 
course level and credit hours 
awarded and that a minimum of 
two hours of out-of-class student 
work per credit hour is evident 
from the course requirements, 
including required course 
readings, written assignments, 
and related work and the work  
is commensurate with the  
course level

Increased student learning  
and student satisfaction

academics Improve learning

Reinforce the link between 
the College Faculty Evaluation 
Committee and the College 
Faculty Professional Development 
Committee by requiring that all 
junior faculty meet with the College 
Faculty Professional Development 
Committee to address areas of 
concern and build upon their 
strengths and document the work 
that they have done with the  
College Faculty Professional 
Development Committee

Increased student learning  
and student satisfaction

academics

Improve the efficacy of peer 
review committee observations  
of teaching, particularly as  
related to academic rigor

Revise classroom observation  
form and provide template 
for letter from the peer review 
committee; implement training for 
peer review committee members 
and department chairs

Presence of revised form  
and letter template

academics
Improve evaluation of teaching 
effectiveness for part-time and 
term contract faculty

Refine the process of evaluation of 
adjunct and part-time faculty

Increased student learning and 
student satisfaction

academics
Increase accountability  
for assessment of student  
learning goals

Ensure that all academic 
departments submit annual 
assessment reports and 
participate in the Showcase  
of Student Learning

Track submission of assessment 
updates and participation in 
Showcase of Student Learning

Structure Improve satisfaction  
with technology

Increase efficiency in closing 
tickets for technology issues

Increased faculty and student 
satisfaction with technology

Structure
Meet campus standards  
for classroom and  
laboratory technology

Improved classroom and 
laboratory spaces

Percent of spaces that meet  
the standard
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Criterion 4.1  
the organization demonstrates, through the actions of its board, administrators, students, faculty and staff, 
that it values a life of learning.

Student-Faculty Scholarship
Over the past decade, Capital University has increasingly recognized the benefits of student-faculty 
collaborative scholarship. This collaboration includes mentoring of independent student projects, 
supervision of student projects conducted as part of regular classroom activities, and engagement  
of students in a faculty member’s own scholarship program. 

Given the diverse majors offered by Capital University and consistent with the diverse definitions  
of scholarship used by faculty for promotion and tenure purposes, we employ a broad definition  
of student scholarship, which includes:

- Action research

- Case study research projects 

- Community engagement and demonstration projects 

- Integrative literature reviews 

- Original artwork 

- Original creative writing 

- Original empirical research 

- Performance pieces, which includes writing and directing 

- Scholarly critiques 

Student Scholarship at the law School. The Law School has several co-curricular organizations that help 
support student learning outside of the classroom. These include honorary organizations such as 
Law Review, Moot Court and Mock Trial. Only upper level students are eligible to participate in these 
activities. Membership in each is selective. 

-  law Review: Students who participate in Law Review are responsible for all aspects of publishing the 
Capital University Law Review. Students are supervised by a faculty member and a student editor during the 
writing process. The editorial board of the Law Review selects exceptional student notes and comments for 
publication in the Law Review and helps edit articles from outside contributors. Students who serve on the 
editorial board also solicit, review and select articles from outside contributors for publication. The Law Review 
holds the Wells Conference on Adoption Law, a yearly symposium on current issues in child welfare and 
adoption law, and sponsors the annual John E. Sullivan Lecture, which brings distinguished judges, scholars, 
practicing attorneys and public officials to the Law School. Three groups of students are invited to participate 
in Law Review: Students who are ranked in the top 10% of their class after the completion of the first-year 
required curriculum, students who are invited by the editorial board as a result of a writing competition,  
and students who earn the two highest grades in each section of Legal Research and Writing.

-   moot Court and mock trial: Students compete against law students from other law schools as they develop 
their oral and written advocacy skills. Students are assigned to represent one party to a simulated lawsuit. 
Students then prepare written briefs, oral arguments, opening and closing arguments and direct and cross 
examinations of witnesses. Students argue their cases against students from another school assigned to 
represent the other party and are judged by attorneys and judges who provide formative feedback to the 
students as they progress through the competition as well as scoring the students to determine who advances 
in a competition. Students seeking to participate in Moot Court must first complete a course in appellate 
advocacy. Students are selected for participation through an intrascholastic competition that mirrors the 
intercollegiate competitions the students enter. 

-  pro bono legal projects: Students participating in these projects perform legal work commensurate with their 
academic and professional experience under the supervision and guidance of licensed attorneys. Students 
generally do not receive academic credit for their work on these projects. However, students who complete 
at least 50 hours of pro bono work while in Law School earn pro bono honors notations on their transcripts. 
Students work with volunteer attorneys to provide legal advice to low income individuals at a clinic run by the 
Legal Aid Society of Columbus. Students have participated in many other pro bono projects. A few examples 
include: Paralegal Association of Central Ohio Wills Clinic, Legal Aid Consumer Clinic, and IMPACT Legal 
Clinic. The Law School has provided students with pro bono opportunities through two main programs housed 
at the Law School. Students can participate in the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VITA) or in the 
Foreclosure Mediation Preparation Project. 

Other examples of law students engaging in scholarship that benefits the community are available  
at http://bit.ly/KCiFN1. 

Several practicum courses are available in the Law School’s upper level curriculum. These courses 
supplement traditional classroom instruction on areas of law and professional skills with simulated 
practice experiences. Available courses include:

- General Practice Practicum

- Interviewing & Counseling Practicum

- Negotiation Practicum

- Trial Advocacy

- Advanced Trial Advocacy

- Appellate Advocacy

- Estate Planning Practicum

- Business Planning Practicum

- Environmental Law Practicum

Criterion 4: acquisition, discovery and application of knowledge
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Creating Research-Capable Students in the College.  
Across several departments, the curriculum is designed  
to create research-capable students, building the skills needed 
for scholarship within the respective disciplines across different 
courses within the major, and often culminating in a capstone 
project that integrates the students’ prior learning. Some 
examples of this curricular design are:

-  Interested in promoting the critical skills used in preparing program 
notes for musical performances, Conservatory faculty members 
have incorporated assignments into primarily performance courses 
to strengthen this form of writing. When students repeat this process 
across their first three years of college, they are much better prepared 
to write professional program notes for their senior recital.

-  Students studying athletic training, biology, criminology, environmental 
science, nursing, political science, professional studies, psychology, 
social work, and sociology develop their research skills across a 
couple of courses. Students in most of those majors take statistics 
and research methods. In statistics they learn first to work with 
data, using data to answer research questions, analyzing data, and 
interpreting the results of the analyses. In research methods they then 
apply those skills and add to them other skills such as searching and 
reviewing the literature, developing meaningful research questions and 
methods for answering their research questions, collecting data, and 
communicating their findings via oral and written mechanisms – all of 
the skills that are needed by professionals in those fields. Students in 
athletic training, political science, and psychology then practice those 
skills, again, in a subsequent course; athletic training students conduct 
a senior project, political science students participate in a capstone 
course, and psychology students take an experimental psychology 
course. Additionally, nursing students work in clinical settings on 
research projects. 

-  Similar to the model established above, students in the honors 
program have sequenced courses that build their scholarship skills. 
In the first course they develop a proposal for their capstone project, 
working with a faculty mentor in their discipline and immersing 
themselves in the literature about their topic. In the second course 
they conduct their project and present it as appropriate for their 
respective disciplines.

There are other curriculum-based mechanisms for students 
to engage in independent experiential learning activities that 
contribute significantly to a life of learning. Students are able to 
enroll in a 491: Individual Study class where they work on an 
individual, independent study project with a faculty mentor. 

Symposium on Undergraduate Scholarship. Since 1997 the university has sponsored an annual 
Symposium on Undergraduate Scholarship to showcase the scholarly activities of our students. The 
Symposium Planning Committee has primary responsibility for all aspects of the actual symposium, 
and also engages in activities that promote and support undergraduate scholarship more broadly. 
The Symposium Planning Committee demonstrates that it values a life of learning by being a strong 
voice for undergraduate scholarship on campus and to external constituencies. The committee further 
demonstrates this value through the educational opportunities that it has provided for students, faculty, 
staff, administrators, board members, prospective students and their families, and other external 
constituencies (e.g., publication of a journal of student scholarship, sponsorship of student travel to 
conferences, recruitment during open house events, facilitating presentations of student research to the 
Board of Trustees, etc.). The committee projects this value into the future by identifying areas in which more 
education is still needed.

The graph below depicts student participation in the Symposium. While initially the Symposium  
Planning Committee accepted all abstracts that were submitted, for the last few years the committee  
has focused on elevating the quality of student work and thus begun a faculty review process that 
required two faculty to agree that the submitted abstract contained and clearly articulated all of the 
requested information about the student’s project; this evolution in the Symposium is documented in  
the report that the committee submitted [http://bit.ly/LvC8Lu]. Abstracts for the most recent Symposia 
are available here: http://www.capital.edu/research-symposium/. 

Number of Student Presenters at Capital’s Symposium

Student Creative work. Capital students engage in a variety of creative efforts, from creative writing to 
visual and performing arts. Each year, the Schumacher Gallery hosts a student art show. Students in the 
Conservatory of Music regularly perform recitals and ensembles. Theater students stage productions in 
Capital’s Cabaret Theater. Students publish creative work in ReCap: The Literary Magazine of Capital 
University. Some examples of student performance pieces include:

 -  Oleanna (Main Stage Production, Capital University, spring 2003). Directed by Joelle Harris 
(2004); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Bill Kennedy

 -  Shylock’s Daughter (Main Stage Production, Capital University, fall 2005). Directed by Terah 
Herman (2006); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Wray Bryant, Dr. Jacquie Bussie and Dr. Bill Kennedy

 -  Tartuffe (Main Stage Production, Capital University, spring 2006). Set Design by Adam Giesz 
(2006); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Bill Kennedy
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 -  Laughing Wild (Main Stage Production, Capital University, spring 2006). Directed by Josh  
Browning (2006); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Dan Heaton

 -  Jake’s Women (Main Stage Production, Capital University, spring 2007). Directed by Chris  
Rusen (2007); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Bill Kennedy

 -  A Night of One Acts (Main Stage Production, Capital University, spring 2008). Directed by Erin 
Marchese (2008) and Jessica Schollenberger (2008); Faculty Supervision by Dr. Bill Kennedy

Student-faculty Study abroad, Study away, and Service learning trips. The biological and environmental 
sciences department runs at least one short-term (12 to 18 day), international study trip for university 
students per year. Destinations have included Costa Rica, Panama, Mexico, Bahamas, Ecuador and 
the Galapagos Islands, Cuba, and Belize. Students who have participated in these trips and conducted 
research while on the trips have presented their work at Capital’s Symposium and at professional 
conferences. While the trips have a biological and environmental focus, the Costa Rica and Panama 
trips provide cultural encounters through stays in Bribri and Kuna indigenous villages. All of the trips 
typically include a service-learning component to further broaden the experiential learning of the 
students. In addition, several of the trips have been interdisciplinary collaborations with religion, nursing, 
and education faculty members which have brought together an enriching variety of perspectives and 
expertise of the students and faculty. Specifically, the nursing department has exchange programs in 
Sweden, Scotland, the Dominican Republic, and China. While the trips expose the students to science 
topics in the field, the focus on experiential education helps the students to better understand their real 
limitations while dispelling perceived limitations on their abilities.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Study abroad and study away (within 
the United States but in a different 
cultural context) experiences provide 
an important learning opportunity for 
students and faculty that cannot be 
simulated in a classroom. We seek  
to expand these opportunities.

Community
Increase study abroad and 
study away experiences

Development of additional 
faculty-led study abroad and 
study away trips

Percent of students 
and faculty engaged  
in study abroad and 
study away

Student publications. The university has three student-edited, college-wide publications in which 
students can publish their work as professionals in their respective disciplines would publish their work.

-  The Chimes: The student newspaper debuted in 1926. The newspaper, published during the academic 
year, is written and produced by students who are volunteers, paid staff members, or are receiving 
course credit. Students from all majors are welcome to work for The Chimes. Online issues are 
available here: http://cuchimes.com/. 

-  The ReCap: The Literary Magazine on Capital University: Originally called Dionysia, ReCap has existed 
at Capital since 1971, and has been published annually ever since. ReCap allows students at Capital to 
showcase their poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction, art, and photography. Students from all disciplines 
are invited (usually in the fall) to submit their work for publication. Only those works deemed superior 
by the staff of the journal are included. In each issue, the staff gives awards for best works in each of 
those genres. ReCap provides education value to our English Majors in that the staff must critically 
evaluate creative writing and other creative work, understand and apply electronic layout and 
editing procedures, and promote the journal to our current students, alumni and the administration. 

ReCap is a crucial part of student scholarship at Capital in that the editor and staff must, each 
year, present the magazine and discuss the work in it at our annual Symposium on Undergraduate 
Scholarship. Online issues are available here: http://www.recapmag.com/. 

-  Epistimi: Capital University’s Undergraduate Research Journal: A faculty-reviewed, student-edited 
journal devoted to publishing empirical and computational modeling research conducted by students, 
Epistimi was first published in 2004. Students submit their manuscripts of original research. Two 
faculty members review each manuscript and make a recommendation about whether the work should 
be published. The student editors review the recommendations of the faculty reviewers and make the 
final decision about each manuscript. The student editors then work with the student authors to revise 
their manuscripts and format the manuscripts so that they can be published in Epitsimi. Online issues 
are available here: http://www.capital.edu/epistimi/. 

Student professional publications and presentations at professional Conferences. Capital University has 
been intentional about getting students to disseminate their scholarship in professional venues off campus. 
Recent professional publications by undergraduate students are available at http://bit.ly/Lnrapv.

Capital University has had much success at having students present their scholarly work at professional 
conferences. Capital regularly has student presenters at the National Conference on Undergraduate 
Research (NCUR); 26 Capital students presented at the 2012 NCUR. In addition, across the last ten 
years Capital University students have presented their research at following professional conferences 
and organizations: 

Student Professional Conference Presentations

Aging and Spirituality Conference Jazz Education Network Conference Ohio Health Education for Nurses

All Politics is Local
Mathematical Association of America,  
Ohio Section

Ohio Integrated Language Arts

American Chemical Society Michigan Music Educators Conference Ohio League for Nursing Education

American Choral Directors Association Midwest Nursing Research Society Ohio Music Educators Association

American College of Sports Medicine Mount Carmel Annual Research Day Ohio Psychological Association

American Holistic Nurses Association Music Educators National Conference Ohio School Net Technology Conference

American Psychological Association National Association of Social Workers Patti Pace Performance Festival

American Student Nurses Association National Communication Association Percussive Arts Society Conference

Association for Psychological Science National Institute on the Teaching of Psychology Petit Jean Performance Festival

Association of Private Enterprise Education National Science Teachers Association
Pittsburgh Conf. on Analytical Chem. &  
Applied Spectroscopy

Central States Communication Association National Undergraduate Literature Conference Science Education Council of Ohio

College Band Directors National Association North Central Sociological Association Sigma Theta Tau International

Council on Social Work Education Ohio Academy of Science Southern States Communication Association

Experimental Biology
Ohio Association for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, Dance

Special Education Leadership Conference

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Ohio Confederation of  
Teacher Education Organizations

Tau Pi Phi Case Competition

Georgia Performance Festival
Ohio Council for Teachers of  
English Language Arts

Technology Institute for Music Educators

Global Conference on Hope Ohio Educators Annual Meeting United States Institute of Technical Theater

International Society for Technology in Education Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges
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In 2010 and 2012 Capital University students were selected to present their research at Posters on 
the Hill sponsored by the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR). Posters on the Hill is highly 
competitive, with no more than two student projects selected from each state. As part of the event, 
students and their mentors spend time with their state representatives in Washington, DC.

Recognizing that having students present their work at professional conferences is both an important 
professional development opportunity for students and potentially a financial burden for them, the University 
has helped students pay for these trips. Students apply for these travel funds using the same process as 
College faculty.

Faculty Scholarship
Capital University faculty are expected and encouraged to be active scholars in their disciplines.  
The university supports faculty scholarship through a number of initiatives as described below.  
Faculty members are evaluated for promotion and tenure on their ongoing scholarly activity,  
their participation in scholarly societies, the dissemination of their scholarship, and their plans  
for future scholarship.

faculty development funds. All full-time College faculty receive professional development funds in 
the amount of $300 annually. Reimbursement typically is limited to the purchase of professional 
subscriptions, membership in professional organizations, continuing professional education, and 
professional books, scores, and recordings. The Law School has a different model for distribution of 
faculty development funds. Currently, they receive $2,000 per faculty member for faculty development 
including faculty travel to professional conferences. 

Support for faculty travel to professional Conferences by College faculty. The university makes available 
to full-time faculty in the College faculty travel funds up to a maximum of $1,200 to be used toward travel to 
professional conferences where faculty are presenting their own work and/or work done with students. 
The guidelines for fund requests indicate that “presentations should be a paper, poster, or performance 
presentation consistent with the scholarly expectations of the faculty member’s discipline.” Funds may 
be used to cover travel and lodging expenses as well as conference fees. The university attempts to 
make available other travel funds for professional development activities (e.g., CIC Leading from the 
Middle Workshop for Department Chairs, Council for Undergraduate Research workshops). As with the 
faculty professional development funds, faculty travel funds have typically been a reliable source of 
support for the professional activities of the faculty. Much of these professional activities are related to 
dissemination of the scholarship of both faculty and students. The table below identifies recent expenses 
in this area for the College. 

Funding for Student and Faculty Scholarship Travel 

number oF Faculty number oF students total dollar amount

ay 2009-2010 65 72 $103,103

ay 2010-2011 83 79 $115,208

ay 2011-2012 (as oF june 1, 2012) 63 73 $108,507

In addition to support for travel to professional conferences 
as described above, the university makes limited funds 
available to explore opportunities for cultural exchange, 
international service-learning, and scholarship travel.  
For example, during the summer of 2011 and 2012, faculty 
traveled to Cuba and during the summer of 2011 faculty and 
students in the Chapel Choir traveled to South Africa to tour 
and perform. More information about the work of the Chapel 
Choir is available here: http://www.capital.edu/chapelchoir/. 

Sabbatical leave. Through its Sabbatical Leave program, 
Capital “recognizes the need and desirability of full-time  
faculty members to be absent from regular duties 
periodically for the purpose of professional growth and 
renewal. Through such a program of sabbatical leaves, a 
teaching faculty is strengthened and the level of competence  
of individual members is enhanced.” (Faculty Handbook 
http://www.capital.edu/hr-policies/) Sabbatical leaves are 
typically available to full-time faculty after six full years of 
service and every sixth year thereafter. Sabbatical leaves 
are regarded as a privilege and are granted based on the 
validity of the sabbatical application and the availability of 
funds. Full salary is granted for one-term sabbaticals and 
three-fourths annual salary is granted for full-year leaves. 
The chart below reflects university investment in sabbatical 
leaves since 2005-2006. Following the sabbatical,  
faculty members are asked to present their work to  
the campus community. A list of sabbaticals since 2005 is 
available at http://tinyurl.com/6p2pha9.

Investment in Sabbatical Leave

(Numbers in the bars represent number of sabbatical awards.)
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Gerhold awards. An endowment established by Edward Gerhold in 2003 has been used to provide 
Gerhold Awards to faculty to support research, scholarship, or creative work. In 2012, Gerhold awards 

were granted for the following projects:

 - Process Drama and Integrated Arts: Linked for Learning

 - Cultural Orientation Workshop: Bringing learning communities together

 - On Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Research (IUGR): What Next?

 - Theatre Floor Standardized Testing for ANSI Compliance

 - Analysis of Fundraising Operations: How Much “More” is Less?

 - CAPFIT Outcomes Improvement Initiative

 - Using Mobile Technology to Enhance Undergraduate Research

Preference for these awards is given to projects that align with the following college initiatives:

 - Collaborative student/faculty scholarship

 - Community engagement and service learning

 - Innovative use of technology in course delivery

 - Enhancement of academic advisement

 - Promotion of learning communities

 - Innovative educational programs and course development and enhancement

The total amount of money available for these awards is established based on proceeds of the endowed 
fund each year. Typically, individual faculty awards have been capped at $1,500. The attached graph 
illustrates the amount requested and the amount funded for these faculty development projects. 

Gerhold Grants 2007-2012
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$14,000

$7,000
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Gerhold Awards represent another way that the university reliably supports faculty research  
and creative work, which is an integral part of a faculty member’s life of learning. In addition  
to the Gerhold Awards to faculty, the funds provided by the Gerhold endowment support an  
annual Gerhold Lecture. 

faculty evaluation for promotion and tenure in the law School. The Law School defines scholarship as 
high quality contributions of legal writing and research that evidence insights into the nature of legal 
problems. In any reappointment, promotion, or tenure decision, the following factors are considered 
in evaluating whether the candidate’s legal writing and research is of high quality: clarity of 
expression; thoroughness of analysis; scope and depth of subjects covered; difficulty and complexity 
of the subject matter; originality of the study; and actual or likely impact of the work. Although no 
particular form of scholarship must be adhered to in order to satisfy the scholarship component 
of the criteria for reappointment, promotion, or the awarding of tenure, ordinarily the candidates 
demonstrate scholarship in the form of scholarly law review articles or comparable scholarly 
products. When a candidate offers a scholarly product as comparable to a law review article or 
articles, it must reflect the same degree of originality, creativity, intellectual inquiry, and effort as 
a law review article; and advance knowledge and understanding of legal matters. Projects, such as 
empirical research, a book, or a chapter in a book may satisfy the criteria. Identifiable contributions 
to co-authored publications will also be considered.

faculty evaluation for promotion and tenure in the College. The College faculty uses a broad 
definition of scholarship that is drawn from Boyer (1990) and Halpern et al. (1998). As quoted  
from the draft language of the College Faculty Handbook: 

One of the desired outcomes of the formation of a unified college was the establishment of 
consistent criteria for faculty evaluation for promotion and tenure. To this end, the College  
Faculty Evaluation Committee has asked all departments within the College to establish rubrics  
for faculty evaluation that clearly articulate expected activities related to teaching, scholarship,  

and service [http://bit.ly/mdk2vb]. The table below provides an example from the English  
department (a traditional liberal arts discipline) rubric identifying the scholarship criteria  
for promotion and tenure. 

Amount Requested Amount Funded

Scholarship is the process of discovery, integration, application of knowledge, or artistic work 

that contributes to one’s profession and is documented through dissemination. Scholarly 

products require high levels of expertise, are innovative, and have significance to others in 

the field. Dissemination takes many forms, from campus-wide presentations to invited talks 

and workshops, to peer-reviewed publications, performances, and juried shows, as well as 

external grant awards, as is applicable to one’s discipline. 

“

”
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English Department Scholarship

SCHolaRSHip UnSatiSfaCtoRy eXpeCted diStinGUiSHed

Scholarly activity

-  Has not engaged in scholarly 
activity each year

-  Belongs to no scholarly societies 
appropriate to the discipline

-  Attends few or no scholarly 
conferences appropriate to  
the discipline

-  Has ongoing scholarly activities, 
including keeping current with 
developments in the discipline, 
both within the professor’s 
specific field of expertise and 
broadly within the discipline  
and related fields of study

-  Belongs to at least one  
scholarly society appropriate  
to the discipline

-  Regularly attends scholarly 
conferences appropriate to  
the discipline (an average  
of 1 per year)

-  Has multiple lines of ongoing 
scholarly activities

-  Regularly attends scholarly 
conferences appropriate to  
the discipline (on average,  
more than 1 per year) 

-  Serves as a scholarly resource 
for colleagues; presents and 
participates in departmental 
colloquia on scholarship

dissemination of knowledge 

-   Across the review period, 
has disseminated fewer than 
five scholarly products (e.g., 
presentations, publications, 
successful grant applications), 
including at least one each from 
the following two categories: 

1)  presentation or paper at 
professional or scholarly 
conference or invited  
scholarly presentation; 

2)  scholarly article or book chapter 
appropriate for the discipline

-   Across the review period, 
has disseminated at least 
five scholarly products (e.g., 
presentations, publications, 
successful grant applications), 
including at least one each from 
the following two categories: 

1)  presentation or paper at 
professional or scholarly 
conference or invited  
scholarly presentation; 

2)  scholarly article or book chapter 
appropriate for the discipline

-   Across the review period, 
has disseminated more than 
five scholarly products (e.g., 
presentations, publications, 
successful grant applications), 
including at least one each from 
the following two categories: 

1)  presentation or paper at 
professional or scholarly 
conference or invited  
scholarly presentation; 

2)  scholarly article or book chapter 
appropriate for the discipline

future plans

-  In annual reports and FEC 
dossier, articulates no plans  
or ill-defined plans for  
scholarly activity

-  Clearly articulates plans for 
ongoing scholarly activity

-  In annual reports and FEC  
dossier, has well-defined plans  
for scholarly activity and started  
to implement them

Scholarship criteria for professional programs, which also must accommodate disciplinary accreditation 
requirements, are similar, as indicated in the promotion and tenure rubric from the nursing department.

Nursing Department Scholarship

SCHolaRSHip below eXpeCted level eXpeCted level above eXpeCted level

Scholarly activity

a)  Peer reviewed articles submitted and 
under review

b)  Service on editorial board for peer 
reviewed journal

c)  Develop and submit research/program

d)  Evidence of grant writing  
and submission

e) Implementation of grant award

f)  Conducting non-grant funded 
research relevant to nursing practice

g)  Consultation with outside agencies 
that require research data analysis 
or development of new knowledge/ 
systems

h)  Developing continuing education 
programs for professional organization

i)  Chair or committee member of thesis 
committee that reflects collaborative 
faculty-student work

-  Has not engaged in any scholarly 
activity in past 5 years

-  Has ongoing scholarly activities, 
including keeping current with 
developments in the discipline, 
both within the professor’s 
specific field of expertise and 
broadly within the discipline  
and related fields of study

-  Belongs to at least one  
scholarly society appropriate  
to the discipline

-  Regularly attends scholarly 
conferences appropriate to  
the discipline (an average  
of 1 per year)

-  Has multiple lines of ongoing 
scholarly activities

-  Serves as a resource or provides 
leadership for colleagues in 
development of scholarly work 
for the department/discipline

dissemination of knowledge 

a)  Peer reviewed article published  
or accepted

b)  Accepted research/program  
grant awards

c)  Peer reviewed poster accepted at a 
professional conference:  
Tier III Regional, Tier II National,  
Tier I International

d)  Peer reviewed oral presentation 
accepted at a professional 
conference: Tier III Regional,  
Tier II National, Tier I International

e)  Publish chapters or textbooks geared 
to professional health care audiences

f)  Publish professional papers for printed 
and electronic media

g)  Invited presentation or keynote at 
regional, national, and international 
conferences or meetings

-  Has less than 3 peer-reviewed 
publications, grant applications, 
posters or presentations accepted  
or published over the review period

-  Has minimum of 3 peer  
reviewed paper or poster 
conference presentations,  
external grant awards, or  
invited talks over review period

-  Has 1 accepted and 1  
published (or in press) peer 
reviewed article or equivalent 
professional publications such  
as textbook chapters

-  Has multiple disseminations; more 
than 3 peer reviewed articles or 
equivalent scholarly publications 
over review period

-  Has additional grant applications, 
posters, or presentations accepted 
or published over review period

future plans/Goals for Scholarship -  Has limited or ill-defined plans/
goals for scholarly activity

-  Identified goals for ongoing 
scholarly activity

-  Has multiple plans for future 
scholarly activity and has started 
to implement them
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An example of promotion and tenure criteria for teaching appears in Criterion 3: Student Learning and 
Effective Teaching and an example of the promotion and tenure criteria for service appears in Criterion 5: 
Engagement and Service. The Deans Council continues to discuss ways in which the administration can  
best support the scholarly and creative efforts of faculty in all schools.
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Post-tenure faculty members should be 
encouraged and incented to continue 
distinguished contributions to teaching, 
scholarship, and service. 

Culture
Enhance the culture  
of faculty scholarship

Promotion and celebration 
of mentored student and 
faculty scholarship 

Increase in faculty 
scholarly productivity

Culture

Motivate continued 
engagement in teaching, 
scholarship, and service 
among senior faculty

Post tenure review that 
rewards faculty who continue 
to be effective teachers and 
active scholars and engage  
in exemplary service

Increase in faculty 
productivity among 
senior faculty 

dissemination of faculty Scholarship. The types of professional dissemination of faculty scholarship is  
as varied as the types of scholarship done by Capital University faculty. While it is often difficult to count 
scholarly productivity, we did attempt to measure this by examining the curriculum vitae of faculty. We 
counted the number of published books, edited books, translations and editions of book, book chapters, 
journal articles, book reviews, poems, and works of fiction, as well as the number of professional 
conference presentations, keynote addresses, and off campus dissemination of creative work (e.g., 
performances, exhibitions, and published artwork). Other scholarship activities that crossover into 
service and community outreach are presented in Criterion 5: Engagement and Service. The following 
table presents the number of scholarly products that faculty disseminated from 2000 – 2011. 

Faculty Scholarly Productivity

ColleGe
law 

SCHool

HUmanitieS
manaGement 

and 
leadeRSHip

mUSiC and 
CommUniCation

natURal 
SCienCeS, 
nURSinG,  

and HealtH

SoCial SCienCeS 
and edUCation

law

number of faculty 33 18 27 47 28 41

percent Cvs Submitted 91% 94% 89% 94% 89% 100%

Books 22 6 8 2 5 17

Edited Books, Translations, Editions 13 4 1 3 0 0

Book Chapters 47 3 6 8 9 17

Journal Articles 99 22 62 113 64 221

Book/ Media Reviews 27 2 110 25 9 12

Conference Presentations 264 62 139 456 208 248

Keynote Addresses 3 0 0 0 11 19

Published Poems 17 0 0 0 0 0

Published Short Stories 7 0 0 0 2 0

Off Campus Dissemination of Creative Work 8 5 185 0 14 0

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The impact of student and faculty 
scholarship should be highlighted  
to external audiences

Academics
Better promotion of 
student and faculty 
scholarship

Have regular coverage 
of student and faculty 
scholarship in the Chimes, 
on CapVision, on the 
university Web pages, in the 
alumni magazine, in Capital 
Briefs, and in local, regional, 
and national media

Increase in student 
and faculty scholarship 
activities

liberal learning Reading Symposium. The general education program has, since 2006, sponsored the 
Liberal Learning Reading Symposia. These reading groups are open to all faculty and professional staff, 
and group membership reconfigures every semester. The goal of Liberal Learning Symposia is to gather 
a diverse group together to read and discuss important books regarding broad issues in contemporary 
higher education. We meet four times each semester on Friday afternoons for an hour and a half of 
conversation. The aim is to help us become a more broadly informed faculty, to enhance our collective 
understanding of the idea of Liberal Education, and to learn more about the work our colleagues in 
other departments are doing to advance liberal arts education. Some of the books we have read together 
include Jaroslav Pelikan, The Idea of a University: Revisited; Martha Nussbaum, Cultivating Humanity; 
Gerald Graff, Clueless in Academe; George Kuh, Student Success in College; and Robert Leamnson, 
Thinking About Teaching and Learning.

Student Life
athletics. Athletics places the highest value on the academic performance of the approximately 400 
student athletes who participate in varsity athletics at Capital University. By managing to the philosophy 
established by the NCAA for Division III athletic programs, Capital Athletics encourages student athletes 
to “discover, develop, and dedicate” themselves to pursuing excellence in the classroom and on the 
field of play. Per NCAA and Ohio Athletic Conference rules, student athletes must maintain good 
academic standing in order to be eligible for varsity athletics. Following their academic eligibility for 
varsity athletics, coaches implement academic support strategies to encourage academic excellence. 
Beyond communication, the coaching staff regulates study tables and the monitoring of grades. These 
strategies assist with maintaining academic eligibility for varsity athletics. 

As a result of the recruitment of strong academic prospective student athletes and support strategies 
implemented by the coaching staff, Capital Student athletes have maintained over a 3.1 cumulative 
grade point average. In addition, the Capital Athletics graduation rate of 66% of 2009 graduates and 
61% of 2010 graduates is in line with the University’s graduation rate. 

Career development. The work of Career Development is designed to teach students how to move 
forward in their career development process instead of telling them what to major in and “giving” them 
internships and jobs. Students are encouraged to assess their own interests, skills, and values to help 
them identify the best possible majors and careers for them; learning these skills, they are equipped 
to identify appropriate career choices throughout their lives. On a smaller scale, Career Development 
works with students each semester who participate in Spiritual Quest Weekend vocational retreats 
(these have recently transitioned to the “Spiritual Practices for a Whole Life” mini-retreats), providing 
them the opportunity to discover their vocation and calling. 

Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching
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multicultural affairs. Multicultural Affairs is committed to offering programs and services that require 
students to inquire about diversity and inclusion (“to ask” or situate themselves within a context); 
contemplate relevant, thematic issues (“to think”); and, guide others through similar processes (“to 
lead”). The office wants to meet students where they are and challenge and support their personal and 
professional transformation. The office’s programs and services are intentional, and the office does 
not apologize for engaging in difficult discussions around diversity and inclusion. Multicultural Affairs 
is about exposing Capital students to cultural opportunities that stretch their minds and make them 
uncomfortable, because it is within this discomfort that the greatest growth is possible. 

Over the last ten years, the office sponsored campus lectures and performances (e.g., Dr. Frank Wu, the 
author of Yellow: Race in America Beyond Black and White, and mZuri, a one-woman performer of the 
Fannie Lou Hamer Story), screening films followed by discussions (e.g., Higher Learning, The Anatomy 
of Hate and 9500 Liberty), inviting national and international notables who may talk about “difficult” 
issues to serve as the Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Learning convocation speakers (e.g., Immaculee 
Ilibagiza (genocide); Sonia Nazario (immigration); Evelyn Hu-DeHart (Affirmative Action); Dr. Tonea 
Stewart (historical aspects of segregation), sponsoring community forums to address Human Dignity 
when the need arises (e.g., in response to a satirical piece on immigration published in the student 
newspaper), and supporting students who attend national conferences on diversity issues (e.g., National 
Black Student Union Conference; Ohio Diversity Leadership Conference; and Vietnamese Interacting  
as One Conference). 

Center for Health and wellness. Counseling, health and disability services provide the skills, abilities, 
and knowledge to assist students in developing strategies for life-long personal growth in the social, 
emotional, and overall wellness dimensions of their lives. The Center sponsors a Wellness Fair to educate 
the community about living a healthy lifestyle.

Residence and Commuter life. Residence and Commuter Life provides programming and activities that 
enhance each student’s skills and knowledge base. This allows students to develop living and learning 
skills that complement their educational experience. Student resident assistants are required to: 

-  Assist in creating a positive, enthusiastic atmosphere in the residence halls, conducive to academic 
pursuits and social development.

-  Develop and participate in programming that contributes to and is beneficial to a living and learning 
environment. Resident assistants complete a minimum of one program and one community building 
activity each month, with at least one program each semester emphasizing diversity, and one building-
wide program for the year. 

-  Promote the establishment of a cohesive, self-regulating community environment through the 
development of self-knowledge, responsibility, and a sense of respect for self and others. 

- Encourage the active involvement of residents in planning and implementing hall activities.

-  Inform residents of policies, events, deadlines, procedures, and any other information pertinent  
to student life and the general functioning of the residence hall or Capital University.

The university offers theme housing for students with shared interests that they want to explore further 
and honors housing. The Honors Program sponsors “Food for Thought” evenings in which students  
and faculty meet in the residence halls to discuss topics of mutual interest.

Student activities. The Office of Student and Community Engagement values a life of learning through 
the Leaders Emerging and Developing program (LEAD), which started in 2007. This is a program for 
first semester freshmen that helps them develop self-awareness of their leadership skills and creates a 
leadership map for them. The Student Activities Office hosts an annual leadership conference, which 
started in 2008. This program selects a focus each year to teach new and developed student leaders 
skills related to their positions, as well as exposing them to new topics.

Center for excellence in learning and teaching (Celt). A key element in CELT’s mission statement 
involves empowering students “to become increasingly independent lifelong learners.” CELT’s approach 
to tutoring focuses at least as much on helping students understand the process of learning as it does on 
helping them understand content. All CELT tutors are required to complete ten hours of training during 
their first year (following the College Reading and Learning Association’s certified tutor training program), 
and much of that training focuses on developing techniques and strategies for helping students become 
more effective lifelong learners. Our tutors employ assistance strategies that develop transferable skills 
that students can apply later in other contexts and situations. Tutor training and practice emphasizes 
not only helping students successfully complete the specific assignment at hand, but also helping them 
understand larger course concepts so they are better equipped to apply what they have learned in 
other areas of the course and beyond. In some sense we are constantly working to put ourselves “out 
of business;” that is, we work closely with students in such a way that they ideally at some point will 
no longer need us, having developed the lifelong learning skills necessary for becoming successful, 
confident, independent lifelong learners. 

Administrative Units
There are a number of administrative units and provost-level units and committees at the university that 
explicitly value and support a life of learning at Capital.

Schumacher Gallery. One of the goals of the Schumacher Gallery is to promote the use of the gallery as 
an integral part of the teaching mission of the University. To this end, the Gallery hosts several exhibits 
each year, including an annual exhibit of student art work. In addition, the director of the Gallery 
regularly teaches courses and advises students. The director and assistant director have demonstrated 
their personal commitments to a life of learning through their own professional activities including 
the display of personal artwork in various exhibitions and the publication of scholarly works in their 
discipline. The Schumacher Gallery and the Gallery director, Dr. Cassandra Tellier, create connections 
with the National Endowment for the Arts, National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Ohio 
Humanities Council. The Gallery is a venue for bringing together students, faculty, staff, and the external 
community members together in the spirit of lifelong learning (http://www.capital.edu/schumacher/). 

board of trustees. Capital University’s Board of Trustees demonstrates that it values and supports a life 
of learning in several ways:

-  The Board provides a mentoring program for students that pairs students with board members who 
have a shared interest.

-  The Board hosts a Speaker’s Bureau in which faculty and students can invite board members to give 
guest lectures in classes or to student organizations. 

Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching
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-  In February 2009, the Board leadership revised its trustee 
orientation program. New trustees tour the campus, learn about 
the history of the university, receive a financial and development 
report, review the university’s organizational structure, and 
receive an overview of faculty and student governance. The new 
trustee is introduced to the university’s strategic plan, takes part 
in a conversation on defining the role of a trustee, is briefed 
on current topics of interest to the Board, and receives an 
introduction to the mentorship program. 

-  At each meeting, the Board honors faculty who have 
distinguished scholarly work. For example, last year the board 
recognized and celebrated all the book authors of that year. 

-  The Board continues to engage in conversations, both 
internally and with faculty, staff, administrators, and students, 
about academic rigor.

Criterion 4.2   
the organization demonstrates that acquisition of a breadth  
of knowledge and skills and the exercise of intellectual inquiry 
are integral to its educational programs.

Capital University’s curriculum is designed to foster the 
acquisition of knowledge and development of skills that will 
foster a life of intellectual inquiry. According to the university’s 
mission statement, Capital encourages, enables and celebrates 
learning as it educates students for life in a diverse society. 
The breadth of knowledge and skills as well as the intellectual 
curiosity needed to meet this mission are manifested in the 
university’s General Education curriculum and the liberal arts 
orientation of each individual department.

As stated in the Undergraduate Bulletin:

  Capital University is committed to the liberal education 
of whole persons, both in our majors and in our General 
Education program. A liberal education readies the mind and 
spirit for every arena of life – the workplace, the home, the 
market, houses of worship and town halls. General Education 
enhances liberal education by developing intellectual skills, 
expanding the breadth of learning through the exploration 
of several modes of enquiry, increasing cultural literacy and 
challenging students to examine foundational ethical and 
cultural assumptions. It enables students to think critically and 
reflect on vocation, citizenship, service, religious and ethical 
commitments – as well as on the role of play, wonder, travel 
and life-long learning in a rich and rewarding life.

Capital University’s general education curriculum is organized around five central themes under which 
are eleven goals and their corresponding learning objectives:

tHeme 1: intelleCtUal and aCademiC SkillS

Goal 1. ReadinG and  
wRitinG SkillS:  

Students read critically  
and express ideas clearly  
in standard written English.

Compose a variety of types of effective essays complete with clearly articulated theses, 
convincing evidence, effective organization, appropriate paragraphing and acceptable 
grammatical skills.

Demonstrate library and Internet research skills and documentation strategy in researching 
at least one paper.

Engage in writing as a process of critiquing, revising and editing. 

Comprehend and critically evaluate a variety of written discourse.

Goal 2. SpeakinG and  
liSteninG SkillS:  

Students speak and  
listen effectively in a  
variety of contexts.

Analyze and evaluate the principles, processes and functions and modes of oral 
communication in a variety of contexts.

Demonstrate the ability to formulate speech purpose, use evidence and assemble and 
effectively present an oral message.

Describe, analyze and develop critical listening skills.

Develop strategies for communication in interpersonal, small group and public  
communication settings.

Goal 3. qUantitative 
ReaSoninG: 

Students demonstrate the 
capacity for using quantitative 
skills, thinking logically 
and evaluating quantitative 
information critically.

Solve problems arising in everyday life and in a range of fields of enquiry by the application 
of mathematical tools.

Evaluate quantitative description and inference by the application of analytical methods.

tHeme 2: livinG in tHe ContempoRaRy woRld

Goal 4. Global awaReneSS:  

Students demonstrate 
knowledge of the 
interdependence of geographic, 
economic, political, social 
and cultural realities in the 
contemporary world.

Analyze geographic, economic, political, social and cultural realities in at least two regions 
of the contemporary world.

Identify global interrelationships among those regions and explain some major current world 
issues and problems.

Critically evaluate current media presentations of global issues and problems.

Goal 5. CUltURal diveRSity:  

Students demonstrate an 
understanding of cultural 
diversity and social 
responsibility, and explore  
the historical and contemporary 
sources of prejudice and 
discrimination, with primary 
emphasis on the United States.

Explain the historical and contemporary sources of prejudice and discrimination in the 
United States.

Identify the patterns of diversity and issues and problems that emerge in our pluralistic society.

Critique one’s own ability to assess personal behaviors, beliefs and attitudes in the 
development of commitments to social responsibility in our changing society.
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tHeme 3: modeS of inqUiRy

tHeme 4: inteRpRetinG teXtS and imaGeS

Goal 6. fine aRtS:  

Students integrate experience, 
theory and context through  
an exploration of at least one  
of the arts.

Demonstrate knowledge of a variety of works in at least one of the arts.

Demonstrate the interrelationship of concepts, theory (in the general sense), practice and media 
in at least one of the arts.

Examine the significance of at least one of the arts and its influence in culture and in one’s life.

Goal 7. ReliGion:  

Students demonstrate an 
understanding of the dimensions 
of religion in life, including the 
basic tenets of Christianity or 
historical-critical approaches  
to biblical studies.

Examine the nature of religion and its role in culture and in one’s life.

Articulate the basic tenets of Christianity or knowledge of the historical approaches to the Bible.

Goal 8. SoCial SCienCe: 

Students demonstrate an 
understanding of the ways 
social scientists analyze society, 
through the study of at least one 
of the social sciences.

Demonstrate knowledge of the methods of inquiry used in at least one social science.

Identify scholars’ hypotheses, assumptions and generalizations, as well as how their research findings  
are limited.

Apply knowledge of a social science to the critical understanding of some contemporary societal issues.

Goal 9. natURal SCienCe:  

Students demonstrate an 
understanding of the nature of 
knowing and inquiry in science, 
including an awareness of 
the interaction of science, 
technology and society.

Demonstrate the method of inquiry in the natural sciences.

Explain natural sciences as a mode of knowing, articulating their assumptions, accomplishments 
and limitations.

Examine the applications and interconnections of science and technology in society and in one’s 
personal life.

Explain at least two contemporary theories or paradigms of modern science (e.g., atomic theory, 
genetics, evolution) that address the interconnections of science, technology and society.

Goal 10. HUmanitieS:  

Students will demonstrate an 
understanding of the human 
experience through studies that 
integrate history, literature, 
philosophy, religion and the arts.

Examine representative intellectual and artistic works that express the dimensions  
of human experience.

Articulate the relatedness of history, literature, philosophy and the arts.

Interpret contemporary cultural activities in light of these integrative studies.

tHeme 5: etHiCal tHoUGHt

Goal 11. etHiCal tHoUGHt 

Students will deomonstrate an 
understanding of the ethical 
dimensions of personal, societal 
and professional life, including 
Judeo-Christan perspectives.

Critically examine moral issues students will be likely to face personally, professionally  
and as responsible citizens, articulating the grounding and implications of the positions.

Interpret the ethical issues raised by contemporary events, examining their sources  
and interrelatedness.

Articulate some of the basic positions and principles embodied in the development of ethical 
thought, including sources in the Judeo-Christian tradition.

Our general education curriculum provides an educational experience that is differentiated by sequence 
across the entire four years of study. The curriculum culminates with an ethics course in the senior year. 
It is designed to be a capstone course integrating the students’ entire intellectual journey, preparing 
them to enter the world as intellectually prepared, values informed and civically engaged individuals. 

Traditional and non-traditional undergraduates participate in our general education curriculum. While 
acknowledging the life experience of adult learners, we provide for them general education experiences 
designed to enhance their on-going life of learning. Our general education curriculum is limited to the 
undergraduate level; it does not include adult learners in graduate programs or the Law School. 

A student may satisfy a general education goal by successfully completing university core courses or 
cognate courses, taking courses within their major curriculum that meet the general education goals, 
transferring coursework based on equivalency guides or specific course review, assessment testing, or 
presenting an experiential learning portfolio for a faculty committee review. This is especially helpful 
for adult students returning to college who can demonstrate a life of learning equivalent to the general 
education curriculum. This is accomplished through the submission of a portfolio which demonstrates 
that they have acquired the skills or knowledge delineated in a goal through work or life experience. 

The diverse content represented by the themes, goals and objectives of the general education 
curriculum exposes students to a breadth of knowledge and skills they can build upon for a lifetime. 
Students experience multiple pathways for learning and problem solving used by a number of different 
disciplines. General Education intentionally provides course content that broadens student perspectives 
and fosters in students a curiosity about the world, the human condition, and society. 

The General Education curriculum strives to be holistic. There are courses designed to enhance 
students intellectually, inform them scientifically, expose them to our cultural and artistic heritage, and 
engage them civically, while challenging them through values (e.g., ethics and religion) and humanities 
courses. This holistic component complements students’ preparation for professional lives through their 
major studies. General Education courses assist in preparing students for other roles they will need to 
fulfill in their daily lives in communities, in society, and in the various stages of their life. The curriculum 
introduces students to ideas and disciplines which opens the opportunity for the student to re-engage 
these ideas while at Capital as well as later in life, whether driven by personal curiosity or necessity.

Students enrolled in the Honors Program can meet some of their General Education requirements  
by completing Honors sections of specific courses (both UC courses, cognate courses, and courses 
within their major).

The general education requirements were first developed in 1989 and have been reviewed by the 
General Education Committee over the last 10 years. In 2002 students were surveyed about their 
experience with the General Education program. The results of the survey informed a series of senior exit 
interviews that occurred in 2002 and 2003 and focused on university learning goals. As part of these 
reviews and following extensive discussions among the faculty, one general education goal, Lifetime 
Health, was removed from the curriculum. After formal review of several general education models by 
the General Education Committee, the faculty approved a new general education model in April 2011. 

Criterion 4: acquisition, discovery and application of knowledge
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The new model continues to encourage the acquisition of a 
breadth of knowledge and skills and the exercise of intellectual 
inquiry and meets the same eleven goals articulated above.  
The new curriculum is organized as follows:

Although the goals of the new General Education curriculum 
remain essentially the same as the goals of the previous model, 
the new model includes two significant modifications.

-  First Year Seminar: The goal of the First Year Seminar is 
for students to be able to think critically and creatively and 
to understand the aims of liberal education. The course 
objectives are:

 - Learn to use the tools, rules and strategies of critical thinking. 

 -  Develop strategies of critical reading, and gain visual  
and information literacy. 

 - Practice effective modes of communication.

 -  Reflect on the transition to the university community and think 
intentionally about one’s education. 

 -  Explore an area of inquiry from interdisciplinary perspectives.

new GeneRal edUCation CURRiCUlUm

aCademiC SkillS

Reading and Writing

Speaking and Listening

Quantitative Reasoning

UniveRSity CoRe

First Year Seminar

Religion

Ethics

diStRibUted and  
linked CoURSeS

Fine Arts

Humanities

Natural Sciences

Social Sciences

Global Awareness

Cultural Diversity

-  Distributed and Linked Courses: The new General Education curriculum emphasizes collaborative, integrated 
(i.e., linked) courses. These courses are linked by a common theme and are coordinated by the instructors. 
Students are required to take a total of four linked courses to fulfill the General Education requirement.  
One of the four courses may be taken in the student’s major to enhance connectivity between the major  
and the General Education curriculum. 

This revised curriculum meets the Ohio Board of Regents’ requirements of a 36 credit-hour General 
Education minimum that includes six credits in Natural Science.

It is intended that the new General Education curriculum will be fully implemented by the 2014-2015 
academic year. The Natural Science requirement and First Year Seminar will be included in the  
2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin and will be implemented that same year. The Linked Course 
requirement will be included in the 2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin and implemented in the  
2014-2015 academic year. This timeline may be modified in response to potential challenges involved in 
developing the First Year Seminar course or the linked courses as well as other unforeseen challenges or 
changes in the environment. We have applied to the Foundations of Excellence®, First Year Focus in order to 
facilitate development of the First Year Seminar. This will provide a structure for conducting a self-study and 
developing a strategic plan that allows for the integration of curricular and co-curricular activities. 

The graduate programs at Capital demonstrate that the acquisition of a breadth of knowledge and skills and 
the exercise of intellectual inquiry are integral to their programs. Each graduate program’s curriculum differs 
from the others and is governed by its accrediting organization. Each program has a discipline specific depth; 
analytical, problem-solving, and evidence-based decision-making skills development; research and writing; 
exposure to cultural, ethical and political issues; and a knowledge synthesis requirement. See the 
following link for specific details regarding each program’s curriculum: http://www.capital.edu/adult/

Decisions involving changes to the curriculum are made by each program. The College Curriculum 
Committee approves significant curriculum changes for the business and education department,  
the nursing department, and the Conservatory of Music. The Law School Council approves changes  
to the Law School curriculum. 

-  The Law School current strategic planning process includes additions to the curriculum to foster the 
development of law students’ communication and leadership skills. The Law School’s Academic Affairs 
Committee conducts ongoing evaluation of the JD curriculum. The Law School Graduate Council 
conducts ongoing evaluation of the Law School’s LLM and MT programs.

-  The nursing department adopted a comprehensive evaluation plan for both the undergraduate  
and graduate programs on March 20, 2006. This plan was based on the CCNE 2003 Standards 
for Accreditation of Baccalaureate and Graduate Nursing Programs, Ohio Board of Nursing Rules 
not covered by the CCNE process, and Capital University Academic Affairs policies for program 
assessment. The evaluation plan includes a systematic schedule for data collection from students, 
alumni, and employers at regular intervals.
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-  The nursing department is examining how to use aggregate survey data from students, alumni  
and employers to inform program and course development. The nursing department has established  
a new curriculum committee to annually review and recommend changes to the graduate faculty.  
In addition, the department conducts annual curriculum planning retreats. Expected student outcomes 
are derived from the AACN Essentials for Masters Education. These expected outcomes guide curricular 
development, decision-making, program development and evaluation. Moreover, the nursing department 
uses American Nurses Association (ANA) and American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNCC) standards 
and competencies for major clinical specialties in curricular planning and course development.

-  The School of Management and Leadership is continually examining its curriculum and forms  
ad hoc committees as needed. Last year, the School of Management and Leadership examined  
program specializations.

Students who study abroad demonstrate their acquisition of a breadth of knowledge and skills through 
course work they did at the host institution. This work is reflected on the students’ transcript. Students 
may demonstrate the knowledge they gained overseas through required department presentations, 
honor’s theses, or presentations or poster sessions at Capital University’s Symposium on Undergraduate 
Scholarship. Recent examples of symposium presentations have highlighted the research that nursing 
and biology students conducted on the Kuna Indians in Panama with a genetic medical condition that is 
a result of inter-marrying on a small, enclosed island. The work done during an overseas study program 
is directly aligned with Capital’s mission to prepare individuals to be knowledgeable, independent, 
critical thinkers in an increasingly diverse society.

Some overseas programs have a service component that is directly aligned with Capital’s mission for 
students to be civically engaged. Increasingly, students who have been involved in service overseas are 
returning to campus and continuing their project through fundraising or through programs to increase 
awareness of particular issues happening overseas. One example is of a student who returned from 
teaching in an orphanage in Ecuador and worked with her church and local community to raise money 
to purchase ovens so the orphanage could bake its own bread and sell what they could not use.

The mission of the ESL Program is to prepare non-native English speakers to communicate effectively in 
both oral and written communication. The program’s mission supports the university’s learning goals  
to develop skills in thinking critically, reasoning logically and communicating clearly. ESL courses are  
skills-based: reading, writing, listening, speaking, and grammar. Critical thinking, logical reasoning 
and clear communication are most integral to the writing classes, especially for higher level students 
who learn to develop their own ideas into paragraphs and essays using various types of organization. 
Advanced students learn to write research papers with citations and reference pages. 

Because the students in the ESL courses come from many different countries, cultures and language 
backgrounds, they learn about other cultures and world views, in addition to their language skills. Many of the 
assignments in the ESL courses provide the students with opportunities to share their culture not only with their 
classmates but also with undergraduate students who are their partners in the Conversation Partner Program. 
These students may be volunteers or students in General Education or communication classes. 
Inevitably, they form friendships with their classmates and partners, which may well last a lifetime. 

The Conversation Partner Program supports the university’s learning goal to develop intercultural 
competencies and the ability to work in diverse groups. In AY 2010-2011 we began offering a new 
course entitled International Conversation Community. The purpose was to give American students 
a chance to develop their skills listening to English spoken by people who are not native speakers of 
English. The class gave the ESL students the chance to practice speaking English with native speakers. 
All of this led to community building, helping ESL students mix more easily with their U.S. counterparts 
and feel more a part of the community. 

In addition to specific curricular programs, there are a number of other committees and entities on 
campus that support student acquisition of a broad range of knowledge and skills and demonstrate  
the value of intellectual inquiry. 

One clear resource on campus for students and faculty to gain the knowledge and skills necessary 
for a life of intellectual inquiry is the library. The Blackmore Library demonstrates its commitment to 
intellectual inquiry by having only professional Masters of Library Science degreed librarians working 
the reference desk. Our librarians staff the reference desk 14 hours each day during the week and six 
hours each weekend afternoon. The interaction between librarian and student is part of the learning 
process that goes on outside of the classroom. In the library students expand their understanding of the 
concepts and theories learned in classrooms via their own research. 

The evolution of the Blackmore Library to a customer service focused information commons style library 
has been successful as demonstrated by a 44% increase in reference transactions from 2006-2010. 
This growth is especially significant in light of the nearly constant enrollment at the university. 

The Symposium Planning Committee supports undergraduate scholarship, which is a type of intellectual 
inquiry. The skills developed through undergraduate scholarship experiences are an important 
component of the educational programs at Capital. The Symposium Planning Committee has been 
intentional about increasing participation in the Symposium and undergraduate research by reaching 
out to all disciplines across campus thus emphasizing the importance of a breadth of knowledge.

The College faculty and the Faculty Evaluation Committee recognize the importance of engaging 
students in intellectual inquiry and have engagement in student scholarship as an expectation for 
tenure and promotion. Some departments list these activities as scholarship while others list the 
activities as teaching. As quoted from the 2010.09.17 committee meeting minutes:

  [The committee] reaffirms that working with students on scholarship activities (either as a collaborator 
or as a supervisor) takes a significant amount of time and the actual amount of time varies according 
to interactions among the student’s preparation, the type of supervision (i.e., as a collaborator or a 
supervisor), and the discipline. Faculty dedication to student scholarship helps to distinguish a Capital 
University education. [We] want to recognize and honor both forms (collaborator and supervisor) of 
working with students on scholarship: Scholarship in which the faculty and student are “equal”  
partners … and supervision of student scholarship (e.g., senior theses).

Criterion 4: acquisition, discovery and application of knowledge
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Criterion 4.3  

the organization assesses the usefulness of its curricula to students who will live and work in a global, 
diverse and technological society.

Capital University’s liberal arts orientation to education, as reflected in our mission, our core curriculum, 
and our departmental goals and requirements, provides the intellectual and academic skills students 
need to successfully live and work in a global, diverse and technological society. As described above, 
the themes of the General Education program and the associated goals and learning objectives are 
consistent with preparing students for this type of society. Individual majors and academic programs 
include specific requirements and experiences related to the global, diverse and technological aspects 
of society as well. In addition, our co-curricular programs provide the social and emotional skills that 
further enhance students’ abilities to respond to an ever-changing, global landscape.

General education. Assessment of the general education curriculum is ongoing and is conducted through 
several different offices of the university. In 2011, the College General Education Committee collected 
and reviewed reports, which include master syllabi and assessment practices and data, from the 
General Education Working Groups. While the assessment of specific learning outcomes is the direct 
responsibility of the working groups, the committee uses these five-year reports to monitor assessment 
activities. Syllabi are collected and reviewed annually and posted on CapPoint. 

There are several departments on campus that engage in explicit assessment of how well their programs 
are meeting the needs of their students as they move beyond the university into broader society.

education. The Education Advisory Board, made up of various education constituencies (principals, 
teachers, curriculum personnel, superintendents, etc.), meets regularly to guide the teacher education 
program and to provide valuable insights for programmatic growth and development. The board regularly 
gives input to the programs of the education department so that the faculty and students meet the 
needs of the P-12 students and the community. In addition to input from the board, each semester the 
department receives and discusses input from cooperating teachers to determine if teacher education 
students are meeting current expectations and needs. The teacher education program invites district 
personnel to interview teacher education students. Based on the information gained from these 
interviews, the education faculty discuss the present strengths of the students as well as what new 
things the district personnel would like to see in the candidates. Each year, the education faculty sends 
out a graduate survey. The information from this survey is shared and discussed with faculty and action 
items for program improvement are developed. 

Health and Sport Sciences. The health and sport sciences department distributes alumni surveys to 
graduates of the athletic training education program in the spring of the first and third years after 
graduation. These surveys are designed to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the program and the 
ability of the program to prepare students for their current job. In addition, these surveys ask students to 
reflect on the curriculum and are used to inform changes in course offerings and content. An employer 
survey is conducted as part of the alumni survey. The results of these surveys are compiled and 
distributed to the faculty and needed changes are discussed. After athletic training students complete 
their clinical rotation, clinical instructor and clinical site evaluations are administered. These evaluations 
help the program gain a better understanding of clinical instructors’ expectations. The results of these 
evaluations are discussed each year and help identify strengths and weaknesses of the program and 
changes that need to be made.

nursing. The nursing department adopted a Comprehensive Evaluation Plan (CEP) for both graduate and 
undergraduate programs on March 20, 2006. See Chapter 3, section 2.3 of this self-study for a detailed 
description of the assessment activities of the nursing department. 

international education. International Education is responsible for curricula as it relates to teaching done 
through orientation programs and through the ESL program. Individual academic units develop curricula 
for study abroad or approved non-Capital study abroad programs. However, International Education 
assesses study abroad experiences as they relate to preparing students to live and work in a global, 
diverse and technological society.

From fall 2005 to 2009 International Education used the Intercultural Development Inventory to assess 
student learning and developmental growth. We did both a pre-study abroad assessment, and when 
possible, a post-study assessment. We ran a comparison study by assessing students in an honors 
Global Awareness course, who were in a traditional classroom setting at Capital. Students taking the 
traditional course did not demonstrate any significant growth across the developmental continuum, while 
students who studied abroad move from the defense stage to the minimization stage of development, but 
participants from both groups were clearly in the ethnocentric stage of development. The two areas of 
growth for students who studied abroad were a movement along the acceptance and adaptation scale, 
representing an ability to comprehend and accommodate complex cultural differences, and change in 
the “R” scale, which means the students saw the host culture as superior to their home culture. Starting 
fall 2011, we offered a re-entry course to help students returning from study abroad to process their 
experiences, analyze what they learned, develop projects which encapsulate their experience, and share 
their learning with the broader community.

Career development. The Career Development Office regularly collects information from alumni at three 
points: Commencement, which provides a baseline, three months after graduation, and then six months 
after graduation. Career Development collects information about the students’ employment (title and 
organization) or graduate school placement (program and school). 

information technology. Students who have worked in the Information Technology Department have been 
praised for their technology and customer service skills. The IT department has received positive feedback 
from employers who have hired student workers. Students working in IT go through a training that covers all 
aspects of IT. Students continue to have technical and customer service training throughout their time in IT. 
They are mentored by the entire staff and encouraged to solve issues independently.

Although it is clear that the university at all levels is committed to preparing students to live and work 
in a global, diverse and technological society, the extent to which we consistently assess our progress 
toward this goal is somewhat limited. This is an area for improvement.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The institution needs more uniform and 
frequent assessments of the usefulness 
of the curriculum to students who will 
live and work in a global, diverse and 
technological society.

Academics

More uniform and widely 
used assessment of 
the usefulness of our 
curriculum

Establish standards that 
include frequent alumni 
surveys and internship 
evaluations

Percent of departments 
that engage in this type 
of assessment
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Criterion 4.4  

the organization provides support to ensure that faculty, students and staff acquire, discover and apply 
knowledge responsibly.

Capital University is a “community of learners who are expected to exhibit thoughtful academic study 
and discourse, and ethical and socially responsible behavior on and off campus” (http://www.capital.
edu/student-conduct/). The university has developed policies and procedures to support the responsible 
acquisition, discovery and application of knowledge. Policies related to academic integrity, research 
ethics and conduct are clearly articulated in multiple resources including the Undergraduate Bulletin 
(http://bulletin.capital.edu/), Student Handbook: What Every Student Should Know (http://www.capital.
edu/student-handbook/), and the Law School Manual of Policies and Procedures (http://law.capital.edu/
Manual.aspx). In addition, most faculty include statements about academic integrity on their syllabi.

As stated in the on-line student handbook, “All members of the Capital community – students, faculty and 
staff – have a role in upholding academic integrity. For undergraduate students, the Academic Integrity 
Policy is overseen by the Academic Integrity Board.” This policy balances the autonomy of the faculty and 
the consistency and fairness necessary for the student body. A primary focus is on educating students. The 
Academic Integrity Board is charged with educating students, assisting with integrity-relating issues, deterring 
violations of academic integrity, and imposing sanctions. We note that the board seeks compliance, not 
punishment. Examples of violations of the Academic Integrity policy include cheating, plagiarism, collusion, 
misrepresentation, and fabrication and falsification of records. Any member of the Capital community is able 
to report an academic integrity violation. 

Penalties for violations of Academic Integrity policies vary depending on the nature of the violation 
(minor unintentional vs. substantial or intentional violations). Sanctions for an infraction of academic 
integrity are noted on the student’s academic record. 

Law students are required to take an Oath of Professionalism and adhere to an Honor Code.  
The Law School’s Honor Committee oversees concerns regarding violations of the oath and  
the honor code, which is articulated in Chapter 6 of the Law School’s Manual of Policies  
and Procedures (http://law.capital.edu/manual.aspx). 

When students’ academic performance demonstrates that they are not able or willing to take full 
advantage of the academic opportunities presented to them at Capital, they may be placed on 
probation or suspended from the University by the Academic Standing/Student Affairs committee  
of the College. In order to support students reinstated from suspension, the committee recently 
developed an on-going monitoring system in collaboration with the Director of Retention, dean of 
students, and the Academic Services Coordinator. Students have meetings and evaluations by each 
group on their reinstatement to Capital. This collaboration allows the committee to evaluate outcomes 
over the next academic year and then adjust how it works with students who may be considered “at risk” 
in their academic programs.

One of the ways that students and faculty 
acquire, discover and apply knowledge is 
through the conduct of empirical research. 
Ensuring that this research is conducted ethically 
is the role of the Capital University Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) and the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee (IACUC). 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB is 
charged with protecting human participants in 
research. It was originally called the Research 
Review Committee (RRC), and it initially 
functioned as a committee of the faculty senate. 
Both the name and the organizational place have 
since changed. The committee reviews between 
18 and 46 proposals each year.

Academic Year Proposals Reviewed

2001-2002 25

2002-2003 34

2003-2004 29

2004-2005 - data not available -

2005-2006 26

2006-2007 39

2007-2008 33

2008-2009 46

2009-2010 36

2010-2011 18

iRb pRopoSalS Reviewed
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Over the years, the committee and its processes have evolved to better fulfill the committee’s charge.  
An explanation of that evolution is available in the committee’s report, available at http://bit.ly/OPEoyN.

institutional animal Care and Use Committee (iaCUC). It is the mission of the IACUC to ensure that all 
research animals, beyond those covered by the Animal Welfare Act, on the Capital University campus 
are housed, handled and treated in accord with the provisions of the Animal Welfare Act (CFR Title 7, 
Chapter 54, Sections 2131-2159) and the guidelines of the U. S. Public Health Service as issued in the 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (revised 1996). In support of this mission, the IACUC 
approves, requires modifications in, or disapproves research and educational activities involving animals 
as specified by the federal and local regulations. 

The IACUC has developed animal protocol guidelines for faculty and staff to assist them in formatting 
protocols for submission to the Committee. 

The IACUC reviews, at least every six months, the research facility’s program for humane care and use 
of animals using Title 9, Chapter I, subchapter A-Animal Welfare as the basis for evaluation. The IACUC 
inspects, at least every six months, all of the university’s animal facilities.

The IACUC prepares reports of these reviews and inspections and submits the reports to the provost. 
Copies of the reports are maintained by the IACUC chair and are made available to the Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) for inspection upon request. 

Finally, the IACUC reviews concerns and, if warranted, investigates concerns involving the care and use 
of animals at Capital University.

faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee. The Senate Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee 
is charged with safeguarding faculty as they acquire, explore and apply knowledge and inculcate 
students with the means to critically think and apply skills in their own lives. The committee supports 
faculty who explore heuristic, non-traditional knowledge and pedagogy to encourage optimal learning 
by faculty and students. The ethical exploration, acquisition and dissemination of learning support the 
institution with newer learning paradigms and enriching knowledge to all parties of the university. The 
committee is a safeguard in providing a balance to ensure inquiry and learning, while protecting its 
members from biased exclusion. The committee does this with an unbiased process and a protection 
from power-based decisions. This results in an atmosphere that strengthens the institutions’ dedication 
to free inquiry in the Lutheran tradition. 

As stated in the on-line student handbook at http://www.capital.edu/student-handbook/

  Capital University is a teaching and learning community in which the ideals of freedom of inquiry,  
thought and expression are sustained. Exercise and preservation of these freedoms require a respect 
for the individual as well as the rights of all in the community. As individuals grow and mature in 
communities, we depend on the knowledge, integrity and the decency of all. Different ideas, opinions 
and values help to build a “constructive community” where divergent ideas help to make for a more 
complete educational experience. 

Capital establishes expectations, policies and procedures that are designed to protect individual freedoms 
and build a strong transparent, collaborative, ethical and just community of learners.

The Human Dignity Policy was established in 1989 and is available here: http://www.capital.edu/human-dignity/. 
Currently the Human Dignity Policy is being modified to now include such categories as gender identity and 
expression, citizenship, political affiliation or military and veteran status. Moving forward, the Multicultural 
Affairs Office is revisiting the idea of the Human Dignity Resource Associates program (trained members 
of the Capital University faculty and staff available for conversations with students who feel they have 
experienced discrimination, harassment, a hate crime, sexual assault or an act of intolerance) and an 
intercultural student organization that focuses on human dignity programming. Peer Respect in a Diverse 
Environment (PRIDE), a student organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and questioning 
students and their allies, and Student Affairs has been working diligently to create Capital’s Safe Space 
Program. Similar to other college campuses, the program’s aim is to educate and train faculty, staff 
and students on being first-line resources and allies for students who identify as gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, 
transgendered or are questioning their sexual identity (including gender identity and expression).

Areas for Improvement
-  The institution needs more uniform and frequent assessments of the usefulness of the curriculum.

-  The impact of student and faculty scholarship should be highlighted to external audiences.

-  Study abroad and study away (within the United States but in a different cultural context) experiences 
provide an important learning opportunity for students and faculty that cannot be simulated in a 
classroom. We seek to expand these opportunities.

-  Post-tenure faculty members should be encouraged and incented to continue distinguished 
contributions to teaching, scholarship and service.

-  Post-tenure review should be implemented to promote and reward faculty members for continued 
distinguished contributions to teaching, scholarship and service.

Plans for the Future

StRateGiC plan link aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

academic
More uniform and widely used 
assessment of the usefulness of 
our curriculum

Establish standards that include 
frequent alumni surveys and 
internship evaluations

Percent of department that engage 
in this type of assessment

academic Better promotion of student and 
faculty scholarship

Have regular coverage of student 
and faculty scholarship in the 
Chimes, on CapVision, on the 
university Web pages, in the alumni 
magazine, and in Capital Briefs

Increase in student and faculty 
scholarship activities

Community Increase study abroad and study 
away experiences

Development of additional faculty-led 
study abroad and study away trips

Percent of students and faculty 
engaged in study abroad and 
study away

Culture Enhance the culture of faculty 
scholarship

Promotion and celebration of 
student and faculty scholarship

Increase in faculty scholarly 
productivity

Culture
Motivate continued engagement in 
teaching, scholarship, and service 
among senior faculty

Post tenure review that rewards 
faculty who continue to be effective 
teachers and active scholars and 
engage in exemplary service

Increase in faculty productivity 
among senior faculty
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Capital University has a rich history of serving the community. In the textboxes throughout the chapter 
we highlight some of the recent service projects in which students, faculty, staff, administrators, and 
trustees are engaged. These projects represent the engagement of all academic disciplines and often 
prompt students to integrate their learning across the courses that they have taken. These projects also are 
evidence that Capital University lives its mission to “prepare individuals to be knowledgeable, independent, 
critical thinkers – educated for lives of leadership and service” and to “inspire individuals to be morally 
reflective, spiritually alive and civically engaged.”

Criterion 5.1  
the organization learns from the constituencies it serves and analyzes its capacity to serve their needs  
and expectations.

Capital University seeks information from a variety of internal and external constituents and analyzes this 
information in order to improve the services that it provides. The internal constituents include current students, 
faculty, staff, and the broad university community, while external constituents include prospective students, alumni, 
employers, community service and field experience sites, and the broader external community.

Learning to Serve the Internal Community
The Planning and Strategy division learns from its constituencies through nationally normed surveys. Institutional 
Research, which is housed within the Planning and Strategy division, has created a survey cycle that determines 
when surveys are administered. The surveys in this cycle include the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE) [http://tinyurl.com/cmv5ytq], the Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement (BCSSE), the 
Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) which includes the Freshmen Study and Your First College 
Year (YFCY) survey, the Admitted Student Questionnaire (ASQ), and the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction 
Inventory (SSI).

By administering these surveys on a regular  
basis the division obtains longitudinal data on 
student cohorts and tracks the changes in students’ 
attitudes, beliefs, study habits, interests, and 
activities throughout their years at Capital University. 
Given that each survey focuses on different areas, 
the division obtains a multifaceted view of Capital’s 
students, thus allowing the division to serve its 
constituencies’ needs and expectations and  
integrate findings into the institution’s strategic plan.

For example, the NSSE examines first year and senior students’ level of engagement in college. The NSSE asks 
students how they spend their time and whether they have interactions with their instructors outside of class. 
The CIRP Freshmen Study identifies students’ values and beliefs, including their political views and their views 
on controversial topics. The results from this survey help the institution identify appropriate programming 
related to diversity and student life. The Noel-Levitz SSI asks students about their level of satisfaction  
with their courses, campus services, activities, and other areas related to their experiences at Capital. 

Board of Trustees Speaker’s Bureau: 

In 2008, the Board established a Trustee Speaker’s 
Bureau comprised of 21 trustees who offered to share  
their expertise in the classroom for both undergraduate 
and graduate students. Lecture topics ranged from 
trends and issues in religion to marketing, higher 
education leadership, information technology, real 
estate and the medical profession.

Finally, the ASQ surveys all prospective students who have been admitted to the university for a given year. The 
survey is administered to all regardless of whether or not the students enroll at Capital. The ASQ focuses on the 
students’ experiences during their college search process and asks students questions about the admissions 
materials they received, the financial aid packages they received, and their decision-making process when 
choosing which university to attend. In summary, all of the surveys allow the division to choose peer institutions 
against which Capital can make comparisons.

In addition to these assessment measures, many of the division’s individual offices conduct periodic 
surveys. The undergraduate Admission Office conducts a brief survey evaluation of prospective students  
and their guests for every on-campus event and the survey responses help to shape future events. 
Adult and Graduate Education conducts a similar survey following orientations and information sessions. 

In addition to these formal assessment tools, the offices within the division respond to written and verbal 
feedback that is made available for all of the constituents served. These data, along with the survey data 
collected by Institutional Research, allow us to better serve the entire university campus.

In 2006 and 2009, the Law School commissioned professional surveys of alumni, lawyers, employers and 
faculty. The surveys included questions aimed at assessing the performance of its graduates. The data 
indicated high levels of satisfaction with the writing, research and analytical skills of graduates. For example, 
79% of the employers surveyed in the 2009 study responded that they strongly agreed or agreed somewhat 
(the two highest ratings) with the statement “Graduates are usually well prepared for work in the legal profession 
when they graduate.” This score was an improvement over the results from the 2006 study. Sixty-nine percent 
of those surveyed rated Capital in one of the two highest categories with respect to the statement “Graduates 
usually have the essential skills I am looking for in a new hire.” Sixty percent rated Capital in one of the two 
highest categories in response to the statement “Graduates have strong writing skills.”

In the College, Academic departments’ methods for learning about students’ needs include:

- Academic Advising Snapshot (see http://bit.ly/LwXw3m and http://bit.ly/LmMi3f for survery results)

- Curriculum and course evaluation surveys about students’ experiences in their programs

-  Information gained from social media connections between current and former students and faculty on 
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn

- Informal interaction inside and outside of the classroom

-  Interdepartmental feedback (i.e., to determine whether courses are meeting the needs of students in another major, 
such as biology, providing courses for nursing students, or mathematics providing courses for education majors)

-  Quantitative and qualitative student course evaluations (i.e., SUMMA and IDEA)

National Center for Adoption Law and Policy: 

NCALP works to improve child welfare laws, policy and practice to help all children, particularly those who have been 
abused, neglected or are dependent on our care for their care, which includes placement in safe, healthy and permanent 
homes. NCALP works toward system reform to help children obtain permanency through birth family reunifications, 
kinship placements and adoptions. NCALP provides direct services in the form of customized legal, policy and practice 
information to a broad spectrum of stakeholders. These stakeholders include parents, educators, professionals, 
policymakers and the media. NCALP provides clinical legal services to current and former foster youth who are 
transitioning from foster care to independent living through its new Foster Youth Advocacy Center.

Criterion 5: engagement and Service
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- Senior exit interviews

- Student advisory boards

- Student focus groups

- Program evaluation surveys for education majors.

These sources of data have led to many changes in course content, course offerings, adjustments to majors and 
minors, faculty specialties, and in-class career-related information, as identified in the academic department 
assessment reports and highlighted in Criterion 2: Preparing for the Future of this self-study.

Academic support and Student Affairs offices use many similar tools in order to serve constituents’ needs  
and expectations:

-  Direct observation of students by professional and paraprofessional staff

-  Facilitated small group discussions with students and  
orientation leaders

-  Formal satisfaction (customer service) surveys of constituents  
who have used services

- Informal student, staff, and faculty interaction

-  Surveys of students and parents about campus programs, such  
as orientation

- Paraprofessional staff training feedback

- Post-experience surveys (e.g., after programs, study abroad experiences)

- Student assessment of staff

-  Suggestion boxes (physical and virtual) for resources or programming suggestions

In addition, Student Affairs commissioned an evaluation from Keeling to assess the division [http://bit.ly/MrKUwv]. 

International Education participates in Open Door Surveys conducted by the Institute for International Education, 
which enables comparisons to national trends. Student Involvement works with Student Government to conduct 
an annual survey. The Athletic department conducts exit interviews with senior athletes. The Student Athlete 
Advisory Council provides annual feedback on the student athlete experience to the athletics director.

Feedback from the broader university community includes a feedback Web page for the listeners of the student 
radio station, WXCU, evaluations of the CapFit program, which is a program to promote wellness among Capital 
University employees, campus climate surveys coordinated by Multicultural Affairs, and participation in the Great 
Colleges Climate Survey.

Board of Trustees Student Mentoring Program: 

In 2009, the Board of Trustees implemented a student mentoring program designed to match a student’s course  
of study with a Board member’s area of expertise. Trustee mentors are asked to meet at least three times a year with their 
mentee to offer guidance on careers and to discuss campus life. 

In AY 2004-2005, the university administered a campus morale and climate survey to faculty and staff.  
The results were used to guide the university’s response. The table below summarizes this work.

Morale and Climate Survey Results

aRea of ConCeRn UniveRSity ReSponSe

Morale

The university established events to recognize and appreciate the valuable contributions of its employees.  
For example, the institution holds an annual holiday party and spring barbecue, an appreciation day to permit 
individual employees to thank one another, a monthly public recognition at faculty meetings for recognition  
of scholarship and service, and a new award for faculty scholarship. 

Vision, Values and Mission The university engaged in an institution-wide strategic planning process that resulted in a strategic plan, which now 
informs this HLC self-study.

Datatel Administrative System Academic department chairs have been given access to the system and have been trained in using the system.

Budget Process The budgeting process has become more transparent through the establishment of the University Budget Committee 
and through new processes to gather input into capital expenditures.

Employee Benefits The Board of Trustees created a subcommittee to examine employee benefits and ensure that Capital remains 
consistent with national benchmarks.

Meeting and Event Services After events, the organizer of the event has the opportunity to provide feedback about the services provided.

Campus Communication 

The Board of Trustees initiated periodic community forums to talk directly with faculty about the health of the 
institution. Board members are available for small-group lunches with faculty for more focused conversations. Each 
semester, the president and provost hold community forums to talk about institutional activities and issues raised  
by members of the community.

Academic Culture 

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees established an ongoing dialogue about academic rigor and has 
invited key faculty governance stakeholders to its meetings to discuss topics such as academic advising, promotion and 
tenure standards, and undergraduate research. An annual Community Forum to which staff and faculty are invited has 
focused on topics related to teaching and learning. The Center for Faith and Learning, in collaboration with the religion 
and philosophy department, has hosted an annual retreat to identify and discuss topics related to academic culture, e.g., 
teaching the whole person.

Shared Governance 

Faculty representation on Board of Trustee committees and subcommittees was increased. The chair of the Faculty  
Senate was added as a member of the President’s Cabinet. The chair of the College Faculty was added as member 
of the Dean’s Council. The Dean’s Council and the Executive Committee of the College Faculty meet monthly to 
establish the academic agenda of the College.

Compensation 
The university monitors faculty salaries using the CUPA-HR-AAUPIIA dataset and analyzes deviation from disciplinary 
and academic rank medians to ensure equity and from time to time will make equity adjustments and test for 
disparity based on variables such as gender.

Empowerment The university implemented an Ethics Point hotline to empower community members to anonymously report problems 
at the institution.

Performance Evaluation and 
Performance Management

Senior administrators regularly are evaluated using the Denison 360 leadership survey. Deans and assistant deans 
are periodically evaluated using the IDEA Administrative Evaluation. Directors and above set annual goals and are 
evaluated using a format that relates performance to deliverables. 

Promotion and Tenure A single faculty evaluation committee was established for the College and the faculty have established rubrics  
by discipline for promotion and tenure.

Work Environment The Center for Faith and Learning, in collaboration with the religion and philosophy department, hosted a retreat  
to discuss and identify ways to address issues related to campus culture, for both students and faculty.

Information Technology After technology issues have been addressed, individuals that identified the issue have the opportunity to complete  
a satisfaction survey.

Parking 
In summer 2010, the university commissioned a research team of students and faculty to examine in more depth 
parking experiences of students, faculty, and staff and to explore alternatives for commuters to campus; this 
information has informed the campus master plan.

Executive Leadership Team 360 Evaluations have been implemented for senior administrators; assistant deans are evaluated by their faculty.

Organizational Structure The organizational structure continues to evolve as the university seeks the appropriate balance across administrative 
divisions and recovers from having to eliminate positions. 

Facilities Management Facilities Management has implemented a tracking system to facilitate the timely response to maintenance requests.

Campus Police and Public Safety 
The university has developed an emergency alert system that includes electronic warnings and an audio system to alert 
the community of imminent danger on the Bexley campus, installed a keycard system on all buildings to limit access after 
regular business hours and has implemented a university-wide video surveillance plan.

Teamwork and Collaboration 
Faculty within the College have become more intentional about interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary projects and 
this has been supported by administration prioritizing interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary work in the awarding  
of Gerhold grants and capital improvement projects.
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Capital University also participated in the 2011 Great Colleges survey; 346 faculty and administrators were 
surveyed and 156 of them responded. The results appear in the following graph, and identify areas for 
additional analysis and improvement. In response to these findings, the President’s Cabinet has enlisted the 
assistance of an associate professor of business who specializes in organizational behavior to develop a plan  
to improve the university culture.

Great Colleges Survey Results

Learning to Serve the External Community
For prospective students, the Traditional Undergraduate Admission Office hosts and evaluates through the exit 
surveys a variety of admission events each year. These events include:

-  Academic school days for senior prospects and accepted students; each day focuses on one of the schools 
within the college

- Student open house for accepted seniors 

- Bexley area college fair for prospective students

-  Capital scholars competition days for all multicultural seniors accepted with a GPA of 3.0 and an ACT  
of 20 or higher

-  Collegiate fellowship competition days for all seniors accepted by December 1st with an ACT score of 28 or 
higher or SAT of 1,250 or higher

- Conservatory audition days for all academically accepted conservatory of music seniors

- Fall and spring open houses for all prospective and accepted seniors

- Homecoming Saturday visit for all prospective students
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-  Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Learning visit day for senior prospects 
and accepted students and particularly those who are multicultural

- Summer visit days for all prospective rising seniors

Attendance and yield statistics for these events are available  
for 2008-2010 at http://bit.ly/Lkshcs. The Traditional 
Undergraduate Admission Office conducts formal surveys for each 
event and shares that information with the internal constituencies 
who contribute to the event (e.g., academic departments, student 
affairs units). In addition, many admission events include an 
opportunity for faculty and staff to have lunch with the prospective 
students and their guests. These lunches facilitate informal 
conversation during which faculty and staff can obtain rich information 
about the visitors’ perceptions of the visit day and the institution.

We learn about the needs and expectations of our alumni  
primarily through faculty interaction, Career Development, and 
Alumni Relations. 

Faculty interact regularly through conversations and through social 
media with alumni who provide feedback about the academic program 
itself as well as the ways in which the academic program sufficiently 
prepares them for the world of work and graduate/professional 
study. These interactions include:

- Advisory boards that include alumni

- Alumni gatherings at professional conferences and meetings

- Contact with particular advanced degree programs

- Informal email and phone conversations

- Interaction at alumni-specific events

- Social media group conversations

These interactions lead to changes in curriculum, and  
to career-related information that is shared in the classroom.  
Formal graduate surveys are most often conducted  
by departments that require additional accreditation  
(e.g., nursing and education). Some departments use  
advisory boards (e.g., the education advisory board and  
the social work advisory board) to guide the development  
of the program.

Student Athletic  
Advisory Committee: 

In addition to advocating for student athletes 
on campus, the Student Athletic Advisory 
Committee creates unity among the sports 
teams on Capital University’s campus and 
serves the community through a variety of 
activities. Specific examples of community 
service initiatives include raising money for 
the Susan G. Komen Foundation, collecting 
pop tabs for the Ronald McDonald House, 
and volunteering for the Special Olympics.

Council for  
Ethical Leadership  
at Capital University:

In 2008, Capital University and the  
Council for Ethical Leadership joined 
forces to advance and promote ethical 
leadership and ethics and accountability 
education in Central Ohio. This alliance, 
the Council for Ethical Leadership at 
Capital University, creates a synergy that 
capitalizes on the council’s 25-year history 
as a leading advocate for ethical leadership 
and applied ethics education in Central 
Ohio, and Capital University’s mission to 
provide a transformative education that 
cultivates moral reflection, civic engagement, 
leadership and service. The Council 
for Ethical Leadership has presented a 
series of Round Table Ethics Forum for 
the Community, collaborated with several 
community organizations on relevant ethics 
topics, such as immigration, workforce 
issues, and community health care.
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Career Development maintains contact with recent graduates to determine who requires assistance. This  
begins with a survey at commencement rehearsal, continues with a targeted invitation immediately after 
graduation, and culminates six months later with phone calls to any alumni who were not already reached. 
Career Development provides services to experienced alumni and learns of their needs as they contact  
the office directly for assistance.

Alumni Relations primarily learns about the needs of alumni through formal events (regional alumni gatherings, 
Homecoming, and Alumni Weekend) as well as through direct contact from alumni who contact the office in 
order to get in touch with other alumni; these contacts lead to Alumni Relations facilitating a formal event.  
The list of annual alumni events includes:

-  Senior Spaghetti Dinner (graduating seniors are served dinner by faculty, staff and Alumni Advisory  
Board Members)

- Class of 19XX 50th Reunion

- Professors Hall of Honor and Academic Excellence Luncheon 

- 50 Year Club Dinner (honoring the members of graduating classes from 50 years ago or more) 

- 50 Year Class Memorial Service (honoring the deceased members of the 50 Year Reunion Class) 

- Alumni Awards Luncheon 

- Class Reunions 

- Athletic Hall of Fame Induction 

-  OMEA Reception (a gathering of Conservatory alumni and friends of Capital University’s music education 
program at the OMEA Conference)

- Alumni Golf Outing 

- All Alumni Block Party and Open House

- CapFest (a festival that includes activities by student organizations)

- Crusader Canter (a two mile fun run/walk)

- Post-Game Tailgate 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Build stronger relationships with current 
students that improve learning and 
retention and foster connections after 
the students graduate.

Relationships
Increase opportunities for 
student-faculty interaction 
outside of the classroom

Provide faculty development 
opportunities that can 
help faculty increase their 
interactions with students 
outside of the classroom

Retention, student 
satisfaction, and 
engagement data

Stronger relationships with alumni help 
to extend their learning beyond their 
time at Capital and promote learning 
experiences for current students.

Relationships
Determine ways to better 
serve alumni

Develop academic department-
level plan to track alums  
and engage alumni in  
advisory boards

More engagement  
by alumni

We learn about the needs and expectations of our student-related external constituents primarily through 
Academic Affairs and Student Affairs: 

- Employers in the community serve on departmental advisory boards 

-  Employers provide real and “mock” interviews on campus in the education department, business department, 
and Career Development, and they share individual and overall evaluations of student performance

-  Employer surveys are conducted periodically by Career Development and academic departments in order to 
obtain empirical information regarding job search preferences 

-  Faculty internship, field experience, volunteer and clinical coordinators meet with supervisors at work site to 
discuss intern performance and gather programmatic feedback

The information gained by these evaluations provides evidence about how prepared our students are and the 
strengths and weaknesses of our student population and programs as they interact with patients, supervisors, 
and clients. 

Contact with and feedback from the broader external community results in curricular and programmatic 
changes across the university, ensuring that faculty and staff remain current with new knowledge in research 
and practice. This contact with the professional community includes:

- Licensure and certification organizations

- National meetings and curriculum workshops 

- Professional associations and organizations and accrediting bodies

- Presentations, professional development and workshops with relevant constituent groups

Members of the community who attend campus performances provide feedback which results in changes to 
university programs:

- Surveys are administered to audience members attending University Theatre productions 

- Viewers of Skyline Columbus television show provide feedback via a website

- Following concerts and recitals, faculty greet people and discuss the musical performances

-  The planning committee for Capital’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Learning has used survey results to invite 
(or re-invite) workshop presenters, build upon past workshop topics, and get a sense of the interests and 
needs of the Capital community and external community 

Center for Faith and Learning: 

While transforming lives and serving the public good in the tradition of Lutheran higher education, the Center hosts 
public lectures on topics that are forefront in the news, such as war, genetic testing, and business ethics. These topics 
bring members of the general community to campus to learn and enrich the community dialog.
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Criterion 5.2   

the organization has the capacity and the commitment to engage with its identified constituencies and communities.

Capital University has processes that enable effective connections with its communities and to ensure that 
engagement occurs. 

Student Involvement provides a variety of community service experiences for students. A VISTA position was 
funded in 2003 to support the America Reads program. A grant from the Thrivent helped to establish Capital 
University Presidential Service-Learning Scholars (CAPSLS) Program (2005-2008). The granting of these funds 
and a need for an area focused on community service led to the creation of a distinct community service office 
(http://www.capital.edu/cssp/). The community service office has focused on:

- Coordinating at least one service fair each year

- Coordinating the America Reads program for Capital University

- Coordinating awareness week programs, i.e., hunger, homelessness, AIDS, etc.

-  Coordinating the annual tree lighting ceremony (program was originally tied to St. Vincent’s Family Services as 
a way to bring the coat and mitten drive to campus)

- Coordinating community service sites for students

-  Maintaining a database of volunteer opportunities for the campus and tracking volunteer hours for students 
and student organizations

- Being the primary contact with Campus Compact

Capital University faculty do much service in the community. The College faculty evaluation process and criteria 
for promotion and tenure foster faculty engagement with Capital’s identified constituencies and communities.

As stated in the University Faculty Handbook, “Service includes contribution to one’s academic unit,  
the University, the profession and the community” (http://www.capital.edu/hr-policies/). As one example, 
the table below highlights the promotion and tenure criteria for service from the education department. 

Reach Out and Read: 

A pediatric literacy program, Reach Out and Read targets the patients served by Nationwide Children’s Hospital. 
Student volunteers serve as educational guides. Reach Out and Read volunteers read to the children and have  
the children, if able, read to them. If the child’s parent would like to read to his or her child, the volunteers provide  
the parent with reading materials. The volunteers engage in other educational play, such as word games and puzzles. 

Education Department Service Requirement

SeRviCe UnSatiSfaCtoRy eXpeCted diStinGUiSHed

department

-  Displays unprofessional 
dispositions 

-  Is not active in departmental 
initiatives

-  Is active in departmental 
initiatives (e.g., curricular 
review, assessment, 
accreditation)

-  Is active in student recruitment 
(e.g., open house, student visits, 
collegiate fellowship interviews, etc.)

-  Participates in departmental 
functions such as seminars, 
meetings, etc.

-  Plays a leadership role in 
departmental initiatives (e.g., 
curricular review, assessment, 
accreditation)

-  In-depth recruitment of students 
(e.g., undergraduate, CLL, and/or 
post-degree students) 

Student Advising

-  Advises significantly fewer 
students than the rest of the 
department

-  Does not use feedback to 
improve service to students  

-  Has an official advising 
load consistent with the 
departmental policy 

-  Reflects on advising feedback  
to improve service to students 

-  Official advising load is  
often greater than that of  
the department

-  Designs study plans for adult, 
post degree, and master’s level 
students or a majority of advisees 
are undeclared majors  
or interdisciplinary majors

-  Uses feedback from advising and 
information from the scholarship 
on advising to improve service  
to students

College and University 

-  Does not serve or seek to 
serve on college or university 
committees or initiatives 

-  Representative does not 
attend meetings or do  
the expected work of  
the committee

-  Is active in college or university 
committees and/or initiatives

-  Attends college and university 
functions (e.g., meetings and 
convocations)

-  Has a leadership role in college 
or university committees and/or 
initiatives 

-  Attends and frequently 
participates in college and 
university functions (e.g., 
meetings and convocations)

Mentoring Students
-  Does little to mentor 

students’ professional 
development

-  Mentors students’ professional 
development plans

-  Interacts with students in 
professional ways outside  
of the classroom 

-  Frequently mentors students’ 
professional development

-  Actively advises a student campus 
organization

-  Initiates interactions with students 
in professional ways outside of the 
classroom 

Mentoring Colleagues (for 
promotion to full professor only)

-  Does not mentor faculty  
and/or colleagues 

-  Mentors faculty and/or colleagues 
by doing collaborative work, 
providing feedback and guidance 
for teaching, working to develop 
advising skills, or co-supervising 
a student research or service 
learning group

-  Evidence of multiple collaborative 
efforts to mentor faculty and 
colleagues by doing collaborative 
work, providing feedback and 
guidance for teaching, working  
to develop advising skills, or  
co-supervising a student research  
or service learning group

Community 
-  Does little to no service to the 

community that relates  
to professional expertise

-  Serves the community in a 
significant capacity that draws on 
professional expertise (e.g., works 
with community groups, serves 
on boards, provides workshops 
for relevant community groups) or 
fits with the mission and goals of 
Capital University

-  Serves the community by 
assuming leadership for 
service initiatives that draw on 
professional expertise or fits  
with the mission and goals of  
Capital University

Discipline and Profession
-  Does little to no service to  

the discipline

-  Is active in the discipline  
(e.g., serves on committees  
for professional organizations,  
reviewer for conferences,  
reviewer for accrediting bodies 
or granting agencies)

-  Demonstrates leadership in 
professional organizations  
(e.g., committees for professional 
organizations, ongoing reviewer for 
conferences, reviewer for accrediting 
bodies or granting agencies) or  
serves as an editor for publications
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Other approved department rubrics for promotion and tenure are available at http://bit.ly/MrKVk1. An example 
of promotion and tenure criteria for teaching appears in Criterion 3: Student learning and effective teaching 
and an example of the promotion and tenure criteria for scholarship appears in Criterion 4: acquisition, 
discovery, and application of knowledge.

A summary of the amount of service to the external community by the faculty is indicated in the table below.

Faculty Service Activity

ColleGe
law 

SCHool

HUmanitieS
manaGement 

and 
leadeRSHip

mUSiC and 
CommUniCation

natURal 
SCienCeS, 
nURSinG,  

and HealtH

SoCial SCienCeS 
and edUCation

law

number of faculty 33 18 27 47 28 41

percent Cvs Submitted 91% 94% 89% 94% 89% 100%

Invited Community Presentations  
(e.g., talks, artwork) 

56 37 284 121 110 93

Journal Editor or Editorial Board 6 7 4 12 8 3

Peer Reviewer or Juror 1 11 25 25 37 5

Panelist or Discussant 8 21 2 6 13 65

Law School faculty serve the community through the National Center for Adoption Law and Practice, the Center 
for Dispute Resolution, the Ethics Institute, and the Tobacco Public Policy Center. Additional examples of Law 
School faculty service are available at http://bit.ly/NygXNg. 

Foreclosure Mediation Project: 

The Law School recently launched the Foreclosure Mediation Preparation Project. Students participating in this 
program helped educate Franklin County homeowners facing foreclosure about the Franklin County Foreclosure 
Mediation Program and helped prepare those homeowners who opted to participate in the mediation program.

Other graduate programs engage with their identified constituencies and communities by surveying the 
employers of their graduates, evaluating the graduates via exit interviews and graduate surveys, providing 
professional development opportunities such as funding for conferences and workshops for faculty in the 
program to keep current with advances in graduate education in the respective areas, and employing as 
adjunct instructors experts from the community to teach specialty courses that are vital to each program.

The undergraduate programs’ structures and processes that enable effective connections include:

- Advisory boards

- Regularly scheduled student satisfaction and feedback surveys

- Interaction with licensure boards

-  Internship site visits that include meetings among faculty advisors, students, and field placement supervisors

- Senior exit interviews

-  Social media connections with current and former students and faculty 

- Surveys of graduates and employers

Programs maintain relationships with the larger community in their disciplines. For example, the biological 
and environmental sciences department remains informed about changes in the standards for the science 
curriculum for K-12 education in the state of Ohio, has helped lobby for changes in the science curriculum, and 
has received external grants to develop science modules and facilitate their implementation through workshops 
with elementary teachers. 

Girls Reaching Out to Women in Science (GROWS): 

GROWS began in 2000 and is an innovative program developed by Capital University that focuses on urban middle 
school girls who have an interest in science and pairs them with female college students who act as their mentors and 
help them develop a science-oriented project. GROWS has weekly meetings that provide opportunity for peer and mentor 
interaction. The overall intent of the project is to encourage more girls to take science courses and to eventually major in 
a scientific field (STEM). 
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Academic support units and Student Life use structures and processes that enable ongoing effective 
connections with students, alumni, employers, and other constituents. Although some of these connections 
are required (e.g., students who live in the residence halls interact with staff, students must meet with their 
academic advisors to complete course registration process), most of these connections are voluntary, and students 
are encouraged to connect with the services that are provided. The structures and processes that are in place 
through these departments include:

- Advising of student organizations (e.g., Multicultural Affairs interfaces with eleven multicultural student organizations)

- Alumni gatherings both on and off campus 

-  Collaborative initiatives that engage students (e.g., Career Development provides career-related information to 
students through specific academic classes)

- Employer surveys

- Engagement with prospective students through high school visits, on-campus open house events and campus tours

- Individual follow-up with at-risk students

- Leadership programs

- Job and internship posting websites

- Newsletters and other communication with students

- Paraprofessional student staff training and supervision

- Summer orientation and fall orientation programs for incoming students

- Satisfaction surveys of constituents who have used services

- Post-experience surveys (e.g., following study abroad experiences)

- Suggestion boxes (physical and virtual) for resources or programming suggestions

Commuter students have access to University services and programs, but have not been provided with all of 
the same structures as residential students. The University plans to better serve this population by restructuring 
a residence life staff position. This restructuring includes the creation of a Commuter Council that works with 
Student Government to develop programs that address the needs of students. 

Kids of Character: 

The Kids of Character/Teaching Tolerance Program is a literature-based school outreach that encourages students in 
elementary grades (K-5) to develop the knowledge, attitudes, and skills that allow them to make good choices about 
equality, respect, understanding, and appreciation of human diversity in their classrooms and community. Through 
reading and discussing multicultural children’s literature, and through engaging in activities that reinforce the day’s 
lessons, children are motivated to learn about themselves in connection with others who may act, speak, or think 
differently than they do. 

Capital University’s co-curricular activities and educational programs engage students, staff, administrators, 
and faculty with external communities. These activities and educational programs are coordinated through both 
academic affairs and student affairs, and where possible, departments within these divisions have coordinated 
their efforts. Examples of activities include:

-  The business department invites members of the business community to participate in mock interviews and 
evaluation of student projects

-  Faculty travel with students on service trips in other countries (e.g., Costa Rica, India, Mexico, Panama,  
South Africa)

-  Faculty and students participate in alternative spring break opportunities, such as working for  
Habitat for Humanity

-  Many academic departments have required or optional external professional placement linked to the 
curriculum via internships, field placements, and clinical experiences 

- Several departments in the College have incorporated service learning into the curriculum

Capital University’s resources support effective programs of engagement and service.

Our primary physical resource supporting programs of engagement and service is our location in a major 
metropolitan area that is the center for state government. This provides students with a broad range of 
opportunities for experiences related to their fields of study as well as for service to our community. The 
University has dedicated space (e.g., Schumacher Gallery, Mees Hall, Huntington Recital Hall, Cabaret Theater) 
for arts events that serve the community and has dedicated space for service learning activities.

The University dedicates financial resources for service activities. Faculty who are officers in their professional 
societies receive travel funds to attend meetings and conferences. The University co-funds service learning 
trips, such as the alternative spring break and trips for Habitat for Humanity, and faculty receive professional 
development funds that can be used to support service activities.

In addition, the University’s proposed full-time MBA program has a significant experiential component that 
would connect students to local business organizations and community agencies through an intentional  
learning experience and intensive internship. The proposed program would incorporate an international  
learning experience.

Calcutta to Columbus: 

Faculty from the religion and philosophy department worked alongside students from across the institution to do service 
work in India and awareness-raising in the Columbus area. While in India, participants worked at a hospice center and a 
nursing home, helping the staff and residents and collecting life stories from the residents, thus providing a needed social 
outlet for them. In Columbus the group hosted several dinners at local churches to help the community better understand 
the deep needs of the world outside of Columbus.
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The Law School currently provides numerous opportunities 
for experiential learning both in and outside of the 
classroom and has been successful in its efforts to 
expand modes of learning in the traditional classroom. 
However, as the practice of law continues to evolve and 
the expectations the practicing bar holds for new lawyers 
change, the Law School also has recognized the need to 
continue to provide additional and different opportunities  
to help students gain the skills and knowledge they will 
need to be successful. 

As part of the Law School’s current strategic planning 
process, the Law School has identified five strategic 
priorities, including promoting teaching excellence and 
innovations. The Law School also has identified six 
strategic objectives as being most critically important. 

These objectives include:

 -  Emphasizing practice ready skills through experiential learning, such as the legal clinic, pro bono work,  
moot court, trial advocacy, skills training and other “real world” opportunities; and 

 - Benchmarking innovations by our teaching competitors; and 

 -  Reviewing our curriculum to ensure balance between the teaching of doctrine and traditional analytical 
skills, and the teaching of additional professional skills and values.

Law School currently provides several experiential learning opportunities that connect students to the local 
community and allow students and the Law School to serve the needs of the local community. These include:

 - Foreclosure Mediation Project

 -  Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) for low income community members 

 - Interfaith Legal Clinic 

 -  Other Pro Bono legal work supported by the Pro Bono Coordinator and the Pro Bono Honors Notations

 - Litigation Clinic

 - Small Business Clinic

 - The National Center for Adoption Law and Practice Foster Youth Advocacy Center

 - Externships

 - Mediation Clinic

Moor Consultants Program: 

Each semester one student is chosen  
to become the Moor Consultant.  
This student works as a management 
consultant for a local social enterprise. 
Participating students benefit from this 
program by gaining real-world business 
experience. Participating social 
enterprises benefit from receiving  
free consulting to further their social 
missions. Since 2009, the Moor 
Consultants Program has helped  
Freshbox Catering, Deaf Initiatives,  
and the Bexley Natural Market. 

The Law and Leadership Institute (“LLI”) is a year-round program wherein the eight urban Ohio law schools 
provide programming that introduces high school students from under-served communities to the wide  
array of legal careers. The program also prepares the high school students to achieve the scholastic success  
needed to ultimately obtain a law degree. The Law School hosts approximately 30 rising ninth-grade students 
each summer. During the academic year, the ninth-grade students spend twelve Saturdays at the Law School 
continuing to work on academic skills, leadership qualities and legal knowledge. During the summer and the 
academic year, the students receive instruction from Capital University Law School students. Activities include 
weekly summer tests, weekly field trips to local legal establishments, guest speakers, a mock trial competition 
and a moot court competition. 

The Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project is designed to have law students teach courses on 
constitutional law and juvenile justice in area high schools. The program now exists at multiple law schools 
across the country including American (DC), Yale Law School (CT), Hastings (CA), Sandra Day O’Connor Law 
School (AZ), Howard (DC), Rutgers (NJ), Penn, Drexel (PA), Suffolk (MA), Southern (LA) and William Mitchell 
(MN). Capital University Law School has been in discussion with Columbus City Schools in the hopes that the 
Marshall-Brennan Project will begin in fall 2012. A course proposal is currently pending before the Academic 
Affairs Committee. 

Additionally, the student organizations at the Law School are engaged with our greater community. The Student 
Bar Association appoints a Community Service Chair each year. Each year the Student Bar Association 
designates a community service project and plans events that support the project during the year. In recent 
years, the Student Bar Association has raised funds to purchase shoes for children in Afghanistan, cleaned 
up local parks and organized Red Cross Blood Drives. Further, to be fully approved for funding, a law school 
student organization must conduct at least one community service event or activity. Recent student organization 
community service events have included:

- Magazine Drive (American Constitution Society)

- UNCF Walk (Black Law Students Associations)

- Penny Wars for Charity (Black Law Students Association – with proceeds going to Livingston Elementary School)

- Preparing Thanksgiving baskets (multiple organizations)

- Collecting food for LifeCare Alliance (Hispanic Law Students Association)

- Volunteering at UNA-USA International Festival (International Law Society)

- Participation in Race for the Cure (Legal Professionalism Society)

Litigation Clinic: 

The Law School has operated a litigation clinic since 1970. Currently, the Litigation Clinic consists of three programs:  
a General Litigation Clinic, a Family Advocacy Clinic, and a Small Business Clinic. Under supervision, students enrolled  
in the clinic represent clients in a variety of matters before state and federal courts. These matters include general civil 
and criminal issues as well as appeals and proceedings to obtain domestic violence restraining orders. 
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Capital University’s institution-wide strategic plan includes fostering greater service opportunities for 
students and faculty. As part of the fifth strategic direction, which is devoted to academic programs and 
experiences, we will develop and support experiential learning programs for students through service, 
clinic, internships, externships, simulated exercises, and global study. As we move forward with enacting 
this initiative, two discussion sessions during the 2011 Fall Community Forum were dedicated to discussing 
how to initiate community engagement projects in classes and how to ensure that community engagement 
class experiences are intellectually rigorous; this discussion is scheduled to continue at the 2012 Fall 
Community Forum. 

The seventh strategic direction of the university’s strategic plan is to connect to the community. For this,  
we will create an infrastructure to support community engagement in a way that connects to the community, 
enriches teaching and learning, and creates a culture in which civic engagement is valued and central 
to the Capital University experience and increase student connections to the greater community by 
institutionalizing community engaged learning. 

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

The institution needs to improve its 
tracking of community engagement 
projects and internships.

Community
Better tracking community 
engagement projects and 
internships

Database of internships for 
Career Development

Percent of departments 
contributing

Add item on graduate 
survey about internships

Capital’s relationship to  
surrounding community, and 
particularly the near east side,  
can be strengthened.

Relationships
Increase visibility to 
immediate community

Establish a database of 
faculty expertise that the 
community could access 

Impact of the university 
on the communiity

More community engagement 
opportunities are needed.

Relationships

Strengthen Capital’s 
relationship to surrounding 
community, and particularly 
the near east side

Develop connections with 
community organizations in 
local areas in need

Increased number  
of student and faculty 
community-related 
projects 

Greater Hilltop Shalom Zone: 

Faculty members have developed a partnership with the Greater Hilltop Shalom Zone (http://www.hilltopshalomzone.org/), a 
group of United Methodist Church ministers and community members committed to economic development, increased 
educational outcomes, reducing crime and violence, and addressing the needs of no/low-income and homeless residents 
of the Hilltop community. Through class projects, student internships, and student summer employment in the Summer 
Freedom Schools students have created a business plan for a community coffee shop, developed an afterschool program, 
and provided research and intervention best practices for several social problems.

Criterion 5.3   

the organization demonstrates its responsiveness to those constituencies that depend on it for service.

The university responds to feedback from its constituencies in a variety of ways. Based on feedback from  
current students, graduates, faculty and external groups, we have implemented changes that affect our current  
and future students. 

Faculty have adjusted the curriculum and added new courses due to feedback from internal and external 
constituencies For example, the religion and philosophy department added courses in worship ministries and 
youth and Christian education in response to the perceived need for more professional training for undergraduates 
interested in entering the ministry. Music faculty have added a live sound seminar for music technology majors, 
reduced language course requirements from four to three for voice majors, and added or deleted major projects 
such as electronic composition projects based on comments from current students and alumni. The psychology 
department added an assessment course in response to requests by graduate programs that our students have an 
assessment course prior to entering the graduate program.

Faculty have changed course content to meet the needs of the students being served. Mathematics faculty work 
with faculty in business, economics, and education to ensure that their courses meet the needs of students in other 
majors. The Research Methods Working Group for the SOSCI 220 [http://bit.ly/Mji4NM] class meets with faculty 
from the disciplines being served in order to ensure that their needs are being met by the course; those disciplines 
include criminology, health and sport science, political science, psychology, social work, and sociology.

Faculty have adjusted teaching schedules to accommodate demands of the programs of the students in their classes. 
Department chairs in the natural sciences and nursing work together to ensure that laboratory times do not overlap 
with each other and laboratory sessions accommodate nursing schedules. The psychology department works with 
the social work department and Adult and Continuing Education to ensure that courses can accommodate working 
adults. The intervention specialist program in education schedules classes that accommodate practicing teachers.

Several departments (i.e., biological and environmental sciences, business and economics, psychology) have 
increased class sizes to accommodate more students. We recognize that there is a concern about the quality of 
education associated with increasing class sizes and so faculty members have examined retention rates for students 
enrolled in large classes (defined as having 26 or more students) versus students not enrolled in large classes. There 
were no significant differences in retention rates for those students who took a large class versus those who did not. 
The data are presented in the following table:

CoHoRt CoHoRt SiZe
nUmbeR of StUdentS 
in at leaSt one laRGe 

ClaSS

nUmbeR of StUdentS 
not in a laRGe ClaSS

Retention Rate foR 
StUdentS in a laRGe 

ClaSS

Retention Rate foR 
StUdentS not in a 

laRGe ClaSS

Fall 2006 690 560 (81.2%) 130 (18.8%) 432 (77.1%) 90 (69.2%)

Fall 2007 627 527 (84.1%) 100 (15.9%) 379 (71.9%) 68 (68.0%)

Fall 2008 635 554 (87.2%) 81 (12.8%) 407 (73.5%) 63 (77.8%)

Christ Lutheran Children’s Center Physical Education Program: 

During the fall semester of each academic year, students enrolled in the HSPTS 244: Motor Development for Young 
Children provide high quality physical education for children at Christ Lutheran Children’s Center in Bexley via academic 
integration activities to enhance student learning through movement. 
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Departments have developed curricula that offer relevant career experience to students. For example, the 
nursing department has initiated curricular changes to strengthen areas such as transitions and functioning  
in a variety of systems based on surveys of nursing employers, and alumni from the last five years.

Departments provide relevant scholarship experience to students and the College has created venues for 
disseminating that scholarship (i.e., ReCap: Capital University’s Literary Magazine http://www.recapmag.com/, 
Epistimi: Capital University’s Undergraduate Research Journal http://www.capital.edu/epistimi/, and Capital 
University’s Symposium on Undergraduate Scholarship http://www.capital.edu/research-symposium/). The 
university has been regularly funding student travel to present research at professional conferences; many alumni 
who go onto a graduate program report that the graduate admissions committee for their school was impressed that 
the students were engaging in scholarship that was at a quality appropriate for professional presentation.

Departments provide services and programs that meet students’ and employees’ needs (e.g., health and sport 
sciences offers the CapFit and wellness programs; the Blackmore Library has adjusted its hours of operation 
to include a 24 hour study space; the Center for Health and Wellness has expanded services to include law 
students and greater availability for students in the College). 

External groups such as employers, internship and field experience supervisors, accrediting agencies, and 
advisory boards provide information that has led to changes in academic courses, co-curricular offerings, and 
university programs and services for our current students. Specific examples include:

-  The biological and environmental science faculty keeps informed of changes in the standards for the science 
curriculum for K-12 education in the state of Ohio, and they have helped lobby for changes in state standards 
in the science curriculum as they affect our students. 

-  The business faculty have collected and integrated feedback from the business community, employers and 
alumni into the continuous improvement of their undergraduate and MBA programs. 

-  In response to the national movement toward service learning for college students, religion and philosophy 
faculty have provided opportunities for international service-learning in Costa Rica/Nicaragua, South Africa, 
India, and the Dominican Republic. They have established a culture of service within the department and 
many religion and philosophy majors participate in local community service, and several have pursued jobs or 
careers in social service agencies, social justice agencies, and churches. Some graduates become teachers in 
international settings, or join Teach for America, or serve in the Lutheran Volunteer Corps.

- The education department exchanges ideas and recommendations with the education advisory board. 

Blackmore Library:  

Along with providing the services of a typical university library, Capital University’s Blackmore Library engages in a 
variety of outreach programs. For example, the library collects books for servicemen and women abroad, collects food 
for library fines that is then donated to a food pantry, and offers food to students during national library week in order 
to bring students into the library.

-  The health and sport sciences department has responded to areas of concern and weakness by using reliable, 
comparable feedback from athletic training assessments for the past fourteen years. The department’s 100 
percent pass rate of the athletic training Board of Certification (compared to the 57 percent of the national 
average) reaffirms the strength of the department’s curriculum. 

-  Music faculty have modified their keyboard pedagogy internships based on comments from master teachers 
for field experiences and internship advisors.

In addition to meeting the needs of the internal community, Capital University makes changes in its programs  
to meet the needs of the external community. Examples include:

-  The education department has revised its tutoring program so that the Capital student tutors meet with their 
primary and secondary students in places in the community where it’s convenient for these primary and 
secondary students. The Capital University Reading Center has served primary and secondary students for 
more than 20 years in response to demand from the community. 

-  The Center for Faith and Learning sponsors public lectures designed to reach out into the broader Columbus 
community. The Center provides a connecting point between students, faculty, administration, and the 
Board of Trustees. It sponsors an annual retreat for faculty and administration that explores the university’s 
relationship with its Lutheran heritage. 

-  The religion and philosophy department has reached out to the Bexley and Jewish communities and 
organized the Day of Remembrance for the tragedy of Kristallnacht. Faculty lecture in the local Jewish 
community. Christian-Jewish dialogue and peace-advocacy are strongly emphasized. Department faculty 
work with the Jewish student organization and help coordinate, in conjunction with Multicultural Affairs, 
celebrations of Jewish Holidays. 

-  In the state of Ohio, most schools encourage physical education teachers to have both health education 
and physical education licensure. In order to address the need of community stakeholders who are physical 
education teachers who needed health education licensure, the health and sport science department works 
with school districts in the Columbus area to provide coursework for the successful completion of health 
education licensure. 

-  Career Development responds to employer needs through the Central Ohio Consortium Jobline, which has 
enabled employers to conveniently post on one website and share their positions with students from all six 
institutions. This has increased the number of positions available to our students. 

CHLOE, Inc.: 

The mission of CHLOE, Inc., a nonprofit organization in Columbus, OH, is to help young, single mothers become  
self-sufficient. Faculty and students conducted a needs assessment of single mothers to inform the type of 
programming that CHLOE, Inc. offers. In collaboration with the Multicultural Affairs Office, the research team also  
co-hosted a service event to educate the campus about CHLOE, Inc. and to solicit donations.
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Criterion 5.4   

internal and external constituencies value the services the organization provides.

To determine the value that the institution provides to its internal constituents, Capital uses a wide range 
of formal surveys and informal feedback as well as involvement with the institution including attendance at 
events, participation in programs, and engagement with services. Some of these are broad-based institutional 
measures, while others are implemented on a more focused, departmental level. Because many assessments 
are administered to current students and alumni simultaneously, alumni information is included in this “internal 
constituencies” section.

The university periodically participates in the NSSE survey as one way to determine the value of the work that 
we do. From the 2009 administration of the NSSE, we learned that both first year students and seniors reported 
more experience with oral presentations in class and greater oral communication skills than the comparison 
group – this reveals to us that the oral communication work that we have done as part of the HLC Assessment 
Academy has been effective. Consistent with the university learning goals, senior students reported significantly 
more inclusion of diverse perspectives in their writing and class discussions than the comparison groups.

Capital University uses the IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction to solicit feedback from students about their 
experiences in classes. Feedback from this instrument includes national comparisons so that we can determine 
how well we are doing relative to other schools. 

The following table includes the average rating for each of the learning objectives specified on the IDEA. The rating 
scale was from 1 (learning objective was not met) to 5 (learning objective was met). Starred items indicate that the 
institutional data are above the national data. Across most of the objectives, these data show that students believe 
that they have met the identified learning objective, above what students across the nation report.

Debate Team:  

The Capital Debate Team competes nationally in several different intercollegiate debate leagues to maximize 
opportunities for novice debaters who have not had the benefit of competition in high school programs. The Capital 
Debate Team sponsors debate experiences for middle school students by conducting workshops and hosting 
tournaments for Columbus City Schools and has a national presence in the Urban Debate League movement in 
partnership with the English Speaking Union of the United States.

IDEA Objective Ratings

idea obJeCtive national

Capital UniveRSity RatinGS

fall 2008
SpRinG 
2009

fall 2009
SpRinG 
2010

fall 2010
SpRinG 
2011

Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, 
classifications, methods, trends)

4.0 4.2* 4.3* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2*

Learning fundamental principles, 
generalizations, or theories

3.9 4.2* 4.2* 4.1* 4.1* 4.1* 4.2*

Learning to apply course material  
(to improve thinking, problem solving,  
and decisions)

4.0 4.2* 4.3* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2*

Developing specific skills, competencies, 
and points of view needed by professionals 
in the field 

4.0 4.2* 4.3* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2* 4.2*

Acquiring skills in working with others as a 
member of a team

3.9 4.0* 4.1* 4.0* 4.0* 4.0* 4.0*

Developing creative capacities (writing, 
inventing, designing, performing in art, 
music, drama, etc.)

3.9 4.0* 4.1* 4.1* 4.2* 4.1* 4.1*

Gaining a broader understanding and 
appreciation of intellectual/cultural activity 
(music, science, literature, etc.)

3.7 4.0* 4.0* 4.1* 4.1* 4.0* 4.1*

Developing skill in expressing myself orally 
or in writing

3.8 3.9* 4.0* 3.8 3.8 3.9* 3.9*

Learning how to find and use resources for 
answering questions or solving problems 

3.7 4.0* 4.1* 3.8* 3.9* 3.9* 3.9*

Developing a clearer understanding of, and 
commitment to, personal values

3.8 4.1* 4.1* 4.0* 4.0* 4.0* 4.0*

Learning to analyze and critically evaluate 
ideas, arguments, and points of view 

3.8 4.0* 4.0* 3.9* 4.0* 4.0* 4.0*

Acquiring an interest in learning more  
by asking my own questions and  
seeking answers

3.8 4.0* 4.1* 4.0* 3.9* 4.0* 4.0*
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The College recently began using the IDEA Administrative Survey to evaluate the assistant deans; 84 percent 
of College faculty responded to the survey. These faculty rated the assistant deans on the strengths and 
weakness of performing the administrative role (on a scale of 1 to 5) and the administrative style and personal 
characteristics (on a scale of 1 to 7). The results are presented in the tables below. 

IDEA Administrative Ratings

adminiStRative Role of tHe aSSiStant deanS aveRaGe RatinG

displays visionary plan 3.54 (0.557)

has sound priorities 3.74 (0.459)

make wise judgments 3.90 (0.540)

effective team member 3.88 (0.770)

communicates to others 3.94 (0.554)

seeks others' opinions 3.72 (0.739)

is knowledgeable 4.12 (0.431)

anticipates problems 3.58 (0.564)

builds institution's image 4.24 (0.422)

earns trust/respect 3.96 (0.625)

IDEA Administrative Style

adminiStRative Style and peRSonal CHaRaCteRiStiCS of tHe aSSiStant deanS
aveRaGe RatinG

SCoRe = 1 SCoRe = 7

remote approachable 5.16 (1.061)

autocratic democratic 4.92 (1.364)

opinionated receptive to ideas 5.36 (1.136)

disorganized organized 5.14 (0.948)

ambiguous clear 5.46 (0.662)

erratic predictable 5.60 (0.434)

indecisive decisive 5.38 (0.556)

lethargic vigorous 5.50 (0.669)

passive active 5.38 (0.640)

unfeeling caring 5.58 (0.676)

insensitive understanding 5.56 (0.939)

aloof warm 5.26 (1.286)

untruthful honest 5.56 (0.801)

unfair fair 5.40 (0.787)

untrustworthy trustworthy 5.86 (0.819)

manipulative straightforward 5.36 (0.869)

inconsistent consistent 5.20 (0.704)

self-centered institution-centered 5.68 (0.870)

These data indicate that faculty value most the assistant deans’ knowledge and ability to build the institution’s 
image (the highest ratings for administrative functioning) and have rated the assistant deans high on most of the 
administrative style and personal characteristics variables. The assistant deans received the disaggregated data 
and thus have feedback about the areas in which each of them needs to improve.

Our administrators serve the community in various ways, and their effectiveness has been assessed using 
the Denison 360 survey. Each senior level administrator is assessed by his or her supervisor, peers, and 
direct reports. A Denison consultant meets individually with the senior level staff to review the results and 
to provide counseling on becoming a more effective leader. As an example, the Denison survey results for 
one of the vice presidents is available in three documents at http://bit.ly/MEBZoL and http://bit.ly/M3oeAX 
and http://bit.ly/LTPnpp. 

Each year Student Government surveys the student body about issues that are important to students. The 
Student Government survey conducted fall 2010 (N = 900) revealed that 92 percent of students felt safe in 
the residence halls, 69 percent of the residential students were satisfied with the residential meal plan, 94 
percent of respondents valued a well-rounded education, 77 percent felt informed about campus activities. 
These data indicated that only 43 percent of students felt that there are enough weekend activities on campus, 
thus pointing the university to one area of improvement. In order to more broadly disseminate the Student 
Government survey results, the findings of the Student Government survey were presented to the President’s 
Cabinet [http://bit.ly/LWi8Ed].

We demonstrate that internal and external constituencies value our services at the department level. 
The business faculty has collected and integrate feedback from students and alumni into the continuous 
improvement of the undergraduate and MBA programs. Students report via the NSSE their overall educational 
experience was good or excellent (89 percent and 90 percent in 2007 and 2009, respectively). In 2007, 74 
percent of business students rated their academic advising as good or excellent and following some revisions  
to the departmental advising process, this rating increased to 84 percent in 2009.

Students’ ratings in the MBA program using the EBI Exit Survey put Capital in the top positions among 
comparison schools for most of the items. MBA Capstone instructors meet individually with each student for 
an informal exit conversation to gather general feedback on the program. Across the board, students express 
confidence in the positive impact of the program on their careers. A survey distributed at an MBA alumni event 
revealed that 93 percent of alumni agreed with the statement: “My MBA from Capital has had a positive impact 
on my career.” 

Faculty internship coordinators in business meet with internship supervisors at work sites to discuss intern 
performance and gather programmatic feedback. Students generally receive very positive comments about 
performance. Based on this feedback, the internship course syllabus was revised in spring 2010, and has 
been well received, but is now undergoing further revision to bring it into tighter compliance with the U.S. 
Department of Labor’s interpretation of internship requirements and to provide clearer guidelines for employers 
in understanding what is expected of them. External business evaluators were used for class projects across 
disciplines and programs, including BUS 231, 315, 450, and MBA 710. Feedback was provided to students 
directly and included both positive and negative comments. 
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The comprehensive evaluation plan for nursing includes a systematic schedule for data collection from students 
and alumni. Most recently, on-line surveys were developed and sent to current undergraduate and graduate 
students and alumni. Exit surveys are distributed to all graduating students. Focus groups are routinely held 
to collect in-depth data related to program effectiveness. These surveys demonstrated that a majority of BSN 
students and alumni were satisfied with the nursing program, and felt that Capital’s BSN program is superior to 
others, 80 percent of CNAP students in the 2008 administration of the survey indicated that they felt prepared 
or well-prepared to meet the BSN program objectives, and a majority of MSN students and 100 percent of  
MSN alumni, were satisfied with the nursing program, and felt that Capital’s MSN program is superior to others. 

The religion and philosophy faculty lead workshops, give presentations, and hold leadership positions in 
numerous community, church, professional, and health care settings. This provides excellent opportunities 
to check the pulse of the constituencies served. The feedback and information received shapes service and 
teaching. The process has been organic as experiences have changed faculty members individually and these 
individual changes in perspective and praxis have seeped into departmental life. 

The social work department presently has a community advisory board composed of agency instructors and 
executives, community professionals, adjunct faculty, alumni, and student representation. The board members 
meet at least twice during the academic year and more as needed to hear reports on program operation. 
They provide consultation and make recommendations for program improvement. The board is essential for 
identification of the necessary areas for program improvement, curricular revisions, learning outcomes, and field 
education priorities in today’s changing job markets. 

The Symposium Planning Committee began formally evaluating quality of student work in 2004; 21 faculty and 
administrators rated student Symposium presentations. On a 4-point scale with 4 = strongly agree, these individuals 
gave a mean rating of 3.24 (0.44) for the quality of student presentations. This mean score was lower than desired, 
but served as another point of departure for examining and improving quality of student work.

Neighborhood House:   

Several academic departments have worked with Neighborhood House, Inc. on projects such as a community 
health needs assessment, programs to prevent children from being placed into the care of Franklin County 
Children’s Services, programs supporting pro-social behavior, literacy training, and tutoring.

Near East Side Teen Pregnancy Prevention Program:    

By empowering community stakeholders with an evidence-based curriculum and organizing a university service-
learning project, students and faculty worked with community leaders to tackle the problem of teen pregnancy. 
Capital students delivered the curriculum to middle school aged students in multiple agencies over a two-year 
period. This work has been presented at the Annual Convention of the Association for Psychological Science  
and has won an award for curricular innovation from the Ohio Psychological Association. 

Quality of student Symposium presentations was assessed again by faculty following the 2005 Symposium. 
Also evaluated at that time was the ease of the abstract submission process, the information provided to faculty 
mentors and student presenters, the quality of the keynote speaker, the organization of the Symposium, and the 
overall quality of the Symposium. Results indicated that 86 percent of faculty respondents appreciated the keynote 
speaker, 86 percent felt that the Symposium was well organized, 81 percent appreciated the quality of the student 
presentations, 86 percent felt that the scholarship being presented was high quality, and 90 percent felt that, overall, 
the Symposium was a quality activity. Two key issues raised by these results are that the submission process and 
the information given to faculty mentors and students were rated poorly. We continue to make progress on improving 
the submission process, working with new technologies and refining the instructions given to students and faculty 
mentors. We continue to try new methods of communicating with students and their faculty mentors, recognizing that 
a single method of communication does not work for everyone. 

Additional research on the value of undergraduate scholarship experiences was conducted in 2007. This 
research revealed that both students and faculty recognized important types of learning through the 
undergraduate scholarship process and that these types of learning are tailored toward the disciplines 
being represented by the undergraduate scholarship experiences. In short, students and faculty value these 
experiences. The results of this study are in the following table. Items were rated in a 5-point scale with 1 equal 
to “not at all” and 5 equal to “a great deal.”

Student Scholarship Assessment

meanS

leaRninG oUtCome

StUdent 
CondUCtinG 
empiRiCal 
ReSeaRCH

StUdent 
CondUCtinG 
inteGRative 
SCHolaRSHip

faCUlty 
SUpeRviSinG 

empiRiCal 
ReSeaRCH

faCUlty 
SUpeRviSinG 
inteGRative 
SCHolaRSHip

grasp contemporary concepts 4.14 4.03 4.13 4.36 

use primary literature 4.14 3.95 4.38 4.36 

ask literature-based question 4.14 3.92 4.50 3.92 

formulate literature-based hypothesis 4.08ab  3.42ac 4.38cd 2.79bd 

design test of hypothesis 3.78ab 2.81acd 4.38ce 1.93bde 

importance of “controls” 3.08a 2.75bc 3.75bd 1.93acd

ethics in research 3.81 3.50 4.25 3.21 

observe and collect data 3.94ab 3.30acd 4.38ce 2.14bde 

statistically analyze data 3.83ab 3.01ac 3.50d 1.54bcd 

interpret data 4.03a 3.56b 4.25c 2.50abc

relate data to hypothesis 3.71a 3.23b 4.38bc 2.36abc 

reformulate hypothesis 3.28a 3.20b 4.25abc 2.71c 

relate results to literature 3.75 4.09 4.50 3.79 

orally communicate 3.97a 3.94b 4.75ab 4.29 

write for publication 3.69 3.62 4.13 3.21 
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think critically 4.28a 4.18b 4.75 4.79ab 

think independently 4.19a 4.30b 4.75 4.79ab 

develop reasoning skills 4.11 3.95ab 4.63a 4.50b 

hone leadership/service 3.47 3.51 2.88 3.57 

develop values for decision making 3.80 3.74 3.25 4.00 

build intercultural competencies 3.06 3.23 2.88 3.00

Note: * Means with the same superscript within a row are significantly different from each other at the .05 level.

Career development Serves Students and faculty. The students who meet individually with staff are surveyed 
at the end of every semester regarding their satisfaction and learning. The vast majority of students report 
positive experiences, with 95-98 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement: “The Career 
Development staff member understood the nature of my visit,” and 93-95 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing 
with the statement: “The Career Development staff member assisted me in moving toward my goal.” Areas 
for improvement that emerge through open survey responses are addressed in the year following the survey. 
Faculty members have incorporated Career Development staff presentations on a variety of career-related topics 
into their course syllabi for many years, growing to a maximum of 80. In AY 2010-2011 Career Development 
served 1,331 students in 16 different departments through these presentations. The demographic breakdown 
of the classes is below.

Career development Serves employers. Hundreds of employers choose to use our online job posting system. 
In AY 2004-2005, Capital developed an internship and job posting consortium with several similar institutions 
in the greater Columbus area, which has resulted in a greater value to our employers, as they can post positions 
on one website for all six institutions. The value of this service is demonstrated by the increase in job postings 
that have occurred since the formation of the consortium, from around 500 new positions per year to over 
1,000 per year (in AY 2010-2011 the number was 1,128).

Career Development Presentations

ClaSS level nUmbeR of pReSentationS nUmbeR of depaRtmentS SeRved

First Year classes 17 10

Sophomore classes 19 4

Junior classes 16 5

Senior classes 17 9

The Center for Health and Wellness initiated a pilot project in February 2011 to assess student satisfaction with 
the overall services of the center and the staff, and suggestions for improvement of those services. The survey 
inquires about staff professionalism and courtesy, convenience of hours and location, cleanliness of the facility, 
and adequate communication regarding hours and campus health concerns. Open-ended questions offer the 
opportunity to provide feedback about improvements to the Center and any additional services students would 
like to see provided by the Center. The results of this assessment are found on the following page. These data 
reveal that the two areas most in need of improvement are the promptness with which students’ phone calls are 
returned and the courteousness of the front office staff.

Student Scholarship Assessment continued Center for Health and Wellness

peRCent of StUdentS SeekinG SeRviCeS wHo aGRee

item mediCal SeRviCeS CoUnSelinG SeRviCeS

Appointments were easy to schedule. 81.8 78.6

Current hours for medical services are convenient for my needs. 69.7 89.2

The staff was prompt in returning my phone calls. 61.6 59.2

The staff was helpful on the telephone. 69.7 60.7

The front office staff was courteous and helpful. 95.9 89.2

The amount of time spent in the waiting room was reasonable. 79.8 92.8

The waiting room atmosphere was comfortable. 88.9 85.7

The facility was clean and appealing. 94.8 96.5

The care provider was courteous and respectful. 92.9 96.4

The care provider was helpful. 82.8 92.8

The care provider was patient and interested in my problem. 83.8 96.4

The care provider spent a reasonable amount of time with me. 85.9 88.9

The care provider was sensitive to my needs. 84.5 96.4

The care provider was concerned for my privacy. 82.7 100

I was satisfied with the overall care I received. 77.8 92.8

I would return for services at the Center if I needed help again. 81.6 89.3

I would recommend the services at the Center to a friend. 77.1 92.9

I regard the Center for Health and Wellness as a necessary part 
of the University.

92.0 100

Student Involvement runs the new student orientation activities. During these activities, all students and parent 
participants are encouraged to evaluate the summer program before they leave. The office gets close to 100 
percent participation from the students. Parents respond at a lower rate but provide valuable information. These 
evaluations help change how information sessions are offered and how services are provided to participants. 
Only students are asked to complete an evaluation for fall orientation.

Heritage Adult Day Center:    

Under the instruction of an art therapy professor, students lead clients at an adult care program with art therapy 
exercises that help with executive functioning skills and social skills.

Criterion 5: engagement and Service
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It is clear that the Schumacher Gallery (http://www.capital.edu/schumacher/) is valued by the community. 
Exhibitions have been positively reviewed by the Columbus Dispatch, CityScene, and other regional publications. 
In addition, The Schumacher Gallery exhibitions have been listed repeatedly in the Columbus Dispatch art 
critics’ Best Exhibitions of the Year. Since 2002 the Gallery has received grants and financial support from The 
Schumacher Foundation, The Edward Curtis Foundation, and The Columbus Foundation, and has received 
corporate sponsorship from CityScene Magazine and Fifth Third Bank. The value of the Schumacher gallery 
to external constituents is further evidenced by the addition of a substantial number of donated works to 
the Permanent Collection. In addition, value to external constituents is demonstrated by a broad range of 
grants, including CityScene Magazine Corporate Sponsorship, and National Endowment for the Humanities 
programming grants, exhibition grants, and professional development grants.

Information Technology assesses each of the workshops that it hosts. Within the assessment, participants 
are asked whether the workshop addressed the participants’ needs and interests. Across workshops for one 
academic year, a composite response to this question reveals that the participants do value the workshops,  
with 92% of workshop participants agreeing or strongly agreeing that the workshops addressed their needs  
and interests.

aRea foR impRovement
StRateGiC  
plan link

aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Many surveys are conducted on 
campus and yet we struggle to 
disseminate the information from  
these surveys. Dissemination of  
this feedback is key to determining  
how well we are doing and what  
areas need improvement.

Culture

Coordination and 
organization of survey 
results so that they can 
be used by multiple 
constituencies 

Hire an assessment and 
faculty development person 
that can facilitate the 
dissemination and use of 
assessment data 
(hired Spring 2012)

Amount of changes  
to curricular and  
co-curricular activities 
that are informed  
by survey data

 

Jazz Academy at the Lincoln:   

The partnership between Capital University, the Jazz Arts Group, and the Near East Side community resulted in 
the formation of the Jazz Academy at the Lincoln Theater. Here, classes are offered to the community through this 
engagement project. Capital faculty and students provide their expertise and instruction to members of all ages 
from the community.

Summer Quest:    

Summer Quest is a therapeutic camp for children, 5 to 13 years old, who are living in Amethyst, Inc., a residential, 
chemical dependency treatment program for adult women and their children. Through the use of art therapy and 
other therapeutic approaches, art therapy students work with children to develop the children’s skills in problem 
solving, emotional regulation, tolerance, self-awareness, and self-esteem.

Areas for Improvement
- The institution needs to improve its tracking of community engagement projects and internships.

-  Many surveys are conducted on campus and yet we struggle to disseminate the information from these 
surveys. Dissemination of this feedback is key to determining how well we are doing and what areas  
need improvement.

-  Build stronger relationships with current students that improve learning and retention and foster connections 
after the students graduate.

- Capital’s relationship to surrounding community, and particularly the near east side, can be strengthened.

- More community engagement opportunities are needed.

-  Stronger relationships with alumni help to extend their learning beyond their time at Capital and promote 
learning experiences for current students.

Plans for the Future

StRateGiC plan link aCtion plan deliveRable aSSeSSment

Community
Better tracking on community 
engagement projects  
and internships

Database of internships for  
Career Development

Percent of departments contributing
Add item on graduate survey 
about internships

Culture
Coordination and organization of 
survey results so that they can be 
used by multiple constituencies 

Hire an assessment and faculty 
development person that can 
facilitate the dissemination and 
use of assessment data 
(hired Spring 2012)

Amount of changes to curricular 
and co-curricular activities that 
are informed by survey data

Relationships
Increase opportunities for  
student-faculty interaction outside 
of the classroom

Provide faculty development 
opportunities that can help faculty 
increase their interactions with 
students outside of the classroom

Retention, student satisfaction, 
and engagement data

Relationships Increase visibility to immediate 
community

Establish a database of faculty 
expertise that the community 
could access 

Impact of the university in  
the community

Relationships
Strengthen Capital’s relationship 
to surrounding community, and 
particularly the near east side

Develop connections with 
community organizations in local 
areas in need

Increased number of student  
and faculty community-related 
projects 

Relationships Determine ways to better  
serve alums

Develop academic department-level 
plan to track alums and engage 
alums in advisory boards

More engagement by alumni

Criterion 5: engagement and Service
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Institutional Snapshot
Student demography Headcounts

Undergraduate Enrollments by Class Level (Freshmen-Senior)

ClaSS level fall 2010 fall 2011

Freshmen 864 781

Sophomore 482 568

Junior 463 464

Senior 585 543

total 2,394 2,356

Undergraduate and Graduate Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity

UndeRGRadUate StUdentS by deGRee SeekinG 
and non-deGRee SeekinG StatUS

GRadUate/pRofeSSional StUdentS by deGRee 
SeekinG and non-deGRee SeekinG StatUS

(SHowinG totalS, witH bReakdownS by GendeR and by RaCe/etHniCity peR ipedS RepoRt)

deGRee SeekinG men fall 2010 fall 2011 fall 2010 fall 2011

Nonresident alien 13 12 2 3

Hispanic/Latino 20 21 3 6

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 1 0 2

Asian 13 12 11 9

Black or African American 72 83 22 19

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 1 3 0 0

White 905 891 409 399

Two or more races 10 31 3 3

Race and ethnicity unknown 28 21 30 24

total 1,063 1,075 480 465

deGRee SeekinG women fall 2010 fall 2011 fall 2010 fall 2011

Nonresident alien 24 18 5 4

Hispanic/Latino 32 44 9 13

American Indian/Alaska Native 6 5 0 0

Asian 19 16 8 8

Black or African American 157 157 39 40

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 0 1 0 0

White 1,227 1,185 300 310

Two or more races 25 36 1 4

Race and ethnicity unknown 58 45 26 22

total 1,548 1,507 388 401
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Criterion 5: engagement and Service

non-deGRee SeekinG men fall 2010 fall 2011 fall 2010 fall 2011

Nonresident alien 0 0 0 0

Hispanic/Latino 0 1 0 0

American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0 0 0

Asian 2 0 0 0

Black or African American 3 1 2 0

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 0 0 0 0

White 47 24 2 0

Two or more races 0 1 0 0

Race and ethnicity unknown 3 1 0 0

total 55 28 4 0

non-deGRee SeekinG women fall 2010 fall 2011 fall 2010 fall 2011

Nonresident alien 0 1 0 0

Hispanic/Latino 1 1 0 0

American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0 0 0

Asian 0 1 0 0

Black or African American 7 7 0 0

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 0 0 0 0

White 71 50 3 2

Two or more races 0 0 0 0

Race and ethnicity unknown 9 12 0 0

total 88 72 3 2

Age Range of Undergraduate Students

aGe RanGe fall 2010 fall 2011

24 and under 2,346 2,268

25 and older 406 394

Not reported 2 20

total 2,754 2,682

Undergraduate and Graduate Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity continued

Number of Students by Residency Status of Credit-seeking  
Students who Come to a Campus or Site for Instruction

ReSidenCy StatUS fall 2010 fall 2011

In-State Resident 3,342 3,243

Out-of-State Resident 243 269

Non-U.S. Resident 44 38

total 3,629 3,550

Student Recruitment and Admission
Number of Applicants, Acceptances and Matriculations

fall 2010 fall 2011

CateGoRy appliCationS aCCeptanCeS matRiCUlationS appliCationS aCCeptanCeS matRiCUlationS

Freshmen 3,671 2,754 720 3,633 2,760 626

UG Transfer 694 182 82 637 182 77

Graduate/Professional 1,332 754 278 1,131 746 261

Mean Standardized Test Scores for Admission

inStRUment fall 2010 fall 2011

ACT 24 24

SAT Verbal 537 534

SAT Math 543 534

Student Financial Assistance
Percent of Undergraduate and Graduate Students who Applied for Financial Assistance

CateGoRy 2009-2010 2010-2011

Undergraduate students 86% 87%

Graduate students 94% 94%

Number of Undergraduate and Graduate Students Receiving Financial Assistance

CateGoRy 2009-2010 2010-2011

Undergraduate students 2,326 2,334

Graduate students 609 621
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Percent of Total Enrollment Receiving Financial Assistance

CateGoRy 2009-2010 2010-2011

Undergraduate students 88% 85%

Graduate students 92% 92%

Percentages of Total Enrollment Receiving Financial Assistance

2009-2010 2010-2011

type of finanCial aid UndeRGRadUate GRadUate/pRof. UndeRGRadUate GRadUate/pRof.

Loans 71% 94% 69% 94%

Work Study 48% 6% 48% 4%

Scholarships/Grants 88% 19% 85% 21%

Academic/Merit Scholarships 88% 35% 85% 39%

Tuition Discount Rate (TDR) Aggregated for Undergraduate and Graduate Student Populations

tdR foR 2008-09 = 35.7% 

tdR foR 2009-10 = 39.2% 

tdR foR 2010-11 = 39.7%

Student Retention and Program Productivity

Percent of First-time, Full-time Fall Entering Undergraduate Students in the Previous Year Who Returned for Study During the Fall Semester

fall 2009 CoHoRt tHat RetURned fall 2010 fall 2010 CoHoRt tHat RetURned fall 2011

RaCe/etHniCity
nUmbeR 
enteRinG

nUmbeR 
RetURninG

peRCent 
RetURninG

nUmbeR enteRinG
nUmbeR 

RetURninG
peRCent 

RetURninG

Nonresident alien 6 5 83.30% 4 3 75.00%

Hispanic/Latino 13 7 53.80% 16 12 75.00%

American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0 NA 2 0 0.00%

Asian 10 5 50.00% 3 1 33.30%

Black or African American 42 27 64.30% 37 26 70.30%

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 0 0 NA 1 1 100.00%

White 521 403 77.40% 619 463 74.80%

Two or more races 0 0 NA 29 17 58.60%

Race and ethnicity unknown 18 12 66.70% 8 6 75.00%

total 610 459 75.20% 719 529 73.60%

Number of Students Who Earned Undergraduate, Graduate or Professional Degrees During the 2010-2011 Academic Year

RaCe/etHniCity UndeRGRadUate GRadUate pRofeSSional

Nonresident alien 12 5 0

Hispanic/Latino 8 0 2

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 0 0

Asian 7 2 4

Black or African American 62 10 8

Native Hawaiian or Other PI 0 0 0

White 537 79 141

Two or more races 0 0 0

Race and ethnicity unknown 41 2 20

TOTAL 668 98 175

Number of Graduates in the 2010-2011 Academic Year by College or Program

pRoGRam UndeRGRadUate GRadUate pRofeSSional

Ag/Nat Resources (1, 3) 0 0 0

Arch/Eng/Eng Tech (4, 14, 15) 0 0 0

Biol & Phys Science (26, 40, 41) 25 0 0

Business (52) 81 72 0

Com/Com Tech/FA (9, 10, 50) 85 0 0

Educ/Lib Science (13, 21, 25) 82 5 0

Hum/IDS  
(5, 16, 23, 24, 30, 38, 39, 54)

76 0 0

Health (51) 137 14 0

Law (22) 0 7 175

Math/Comp Sci (11, 27) 7 0 0

Mil/Prot Serv (29, 43) 0 0 0

Pers Ser/Con Serv/Fitness  
(12, 19, 31)

25 0 0

Psych/Soc Sci (42, 44, 45) 150 0 0

Trades (46, 47, 48, 49) 0 0 0

TOTAL 668 98 175

Licensure Examination First-time Pass Rates by Discipline and Name of Test

diSCipline name of teSt fiRSt-time paSS Rate

Athletic Training Bd of Certification AT Cert Exam 100%

Education PRAXIS II 96%

Law ABA Bar Exam 86%

Nursing NCLEX-RN 88%

Social Work ASWB Examination 79%

institutional Snapshot
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Faculty Demography
Faculty Degrees (Administration Not Included)

degree 
level

bexley camPus law school total

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

Full-time
Part 
time

Full-time
Part 
time

Full-time
Part 
time

Full-time
Part 
time

Full-time
Part 
time

Full-time
Part 
time

Doctorate 112 31 106 45 39 29 39 27 151 60 145 72

First 
Professional 

0  0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

Master's 44 86 39 106 3 5 1 6 47 91 40 112

Bachelor's 4 37 3 34 0 0 0 3 4 37 3 37

Associate's 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

None 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTAL 160 154 148 189 42 34 40 36 202 188 188 225

Faculty Sex

2010 2011

SeX fUll-time paRt time fUll-time paRt time

Male 103 99 96 98

Female 99 89 92 127

TOTAL 202 188 188 225

Faculty Race/Ethnicity

2010 2011

RaCe/etHniCity fUll-time paRt time fUll-time paRt time

Native American/Alaska Native 3 0 1 3

Asian 6 1 4 4

Black or African American 8 8 7 11

Hispanic 5 1 6 2

Native Hawaiian/or Other PI 0 0 0 0

White 172 177 168 205

International 8 0 2 0

Two or More Races 0 0 0 0

Unknown or Not Reported 0 1 0 0

TOTAL 202 188 188 225

Faculty Rank

2010 2011

Full Professor 82 72

Associate Professor 40 39

Assistant Professor 46 44

Instructor 26 25

No Academic Rank 8 8

TOTAL 202 188

Faculty Head Count with Both Full-time and Part-time Together

inStRUCtional pRoGRam aRea (Cip) 2010 2011

Agriculture/Natural Resources (1, 3) 0 0

Architecture/Engineering/Engineering 
Technology (4, 14, 15)

0 0

Biological and Physical Science (26, 40, 41) 26 26

Business (52) 25 26

Communication/Communication 
Technology/Fine Arts (9, 10, 50)

77 106

Education/Library Science (13, 21, 25) 29 29

Health (51) 53 52

Humanities/Interdisciplinary  
(5, 16, 23, 24, 30, 38, 39, 54)

55 53

Law (22) 82 80

Mathematics/Computer Science (11, 27) 10 11

Military Technology/Protective Services  
(29, 43)

0 0

Personal Services/Consumer Services/Fitness 
(12, 19, 31)

0 0

Psychology/Social Sciences & Services  
(42, 44, 45)

35 32

Trades/Production/Transportation/Health 
(46, 47, 48, 49)

0 0

total 392 415

institutional Snapshot
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Availability of Instructional Resources and Information Technology
Library

2010-11 2011-12

University Library – General Use and Circulation by User Type   

     Students 19,443 17,123

     Faculty 6,794 5,417

     Other 10,904 6,442

Use of Databases and Electronic Resources 326,981 315,855

Interlibrary Loan Usage   

     Capital as a Borrower Requested 581 250

     Capital as a Borrower Filled 481 234

     Capital as a Lender Requested 2,585 2,388

     Capital as a Lender Filled 963 813

Library Expenditures for Resources $518,564 $514,800

Number of Library Staff 11 10

Number of Student Assistants 20 16

Number of Hours of Operation Per Week 90.5 90.5

Number of Hours of Reference Desk Operation Per Week 74 74

Number of Reference Questions 6,784 6,308

Total volume count: Monographs 138,868 142,846

Total volume count: Serials 15,121 12,488

Total volume count: Electronic journals 158,481 158,535

Total volume count: Electronic books 19,012 39,861

Total volume count: Databases 266 205

Library Instruction On-Line Tutorials Views 821 765

Assignment Calculator On-Line Tool Views 6,945 5,588

LibGuide On-Line Tool Views 4,764 4,613

Number of Workshops and Library Instruction Classes 67 classes 58 classes

Number of Students Taught 1,080 810

Technology

SeRviCeS 2010-11 2011-12

Number of Students Enrolled on Learning Management System Software 3,924 4,681

Number of Courses with Active Learning Management System Accounts 1,258 1,315

Number of Faculty Using Active Learning Management System Accounts 453 479

Number of Classrooms with Standard Technology 79 79

Number of Computers Available for Student Use 401 401

Number of Hours Per Week Access to Open Computers  
(Some specialty labs have limited hours, most available 24/7)

168* 168*

Percentage of User Satisfaction 94.90% 96.90%

Number Hours of Helpdesk Operation Per Year 2,987 3,031

Number of Tickets Addressed Per Year 9,018 9,471

Number of Workshops Offered Per Year 150 150

Number of Email Accounts 7,398 7,285

Size of Current Website (Pages) NA 4,873

aCCeSS to ReSoURCeS 2010-11 2011-12

Amount of Network Storage Available to Faculty, Staff and Students 4.2TB 4.2TB

Network Access Capacity
100 Mbps Internet
100 or 1000 Mbps  
service to desktops

120 Mbps Internet
100 or 1000 Mbps  
service to desktops

Network Uptime or Usage Statistics
99.7% network uptime; 

Packet shaping to  
manage bandwidth

99.8% network uptime; 
Packet shaping to  
manage bandwidth

Wireless Network Capacity
265 APs providing  

coverage of 100% indoors  
and 40% greenspace

275 APs providing  
coverage of 100% indoors  

and 40% greenspace

Other Technology Equipment Access
250 Clickers, 70 Laptops, 
27 Cameras, 4 Projectors

250 Clickers, 70 Laptops, 
27 Cameras, 4 Projectors

University Information Technology Staff to University Headcount 1:134 1:161

Financial Data 
Actual Unrestricted Revenues

fy 2009-10 fy 2010-11

Tuition and Fees  $89,978,805  $94,493,178 

Investment and Annuity 
Income

 $3,297,083  $2,909,763 

Contributions  $3,278,163  $3,571,748 

Auxiliary  $9,091,154  $10,705,707 

Other  $1,834,103  $1,701,969 

TOTAL  $107,479,308  $113,382,365 

Shortfall – Not Applicable. 

fy 2009-10 fy 2010-11

Instructional/
Departmental/Library

 $36,538,675  $36,126,970 

Student Services  $9,766,200  $10,248,908 

Operation and 
Maintenance of Plant

 $7,032,131  $ 7,266,516 

Administration  $11,242,235  $11,699,139 

Fundraising  $2,098,184  $1,834,885 

Auxiliary  $4,694,048  $5,068,319 

Other  $  -    $  -   

TOTAL  $71,371,474  $72,244,737 

Actual Unrestricted Expenses

institutional Snapshot
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fedeRal ComplianCe 

Credits, Program Length and Tuition
Credits and program length

A candidate for an undergraduate degree (B.A., B.M., B.S.N., B.S.W.) is expected to fulfill the requirements  
for the degree stated in the university bulletin at the time of admission or readmission to Capital University.  
The general requirements for a baccalaureate degree are:

1. Meet all general education and major(s) requirements. NOTE: Students who previously graduated from 
Capital University and return to seek an additional degree are not subject to any new general education 
requirements unless it is a requirement of their current major. Transfer students with completed baccalaureate 
and/or master’s degrees from regionally accredited colleges or universities are waived from the Capital 
University general education requirements. 

2. Have a minimum cumulative and major grade point average of 2.00 and the requisite number of semester 
hours completed successfully as follows: 

 a. B.A. and B.S.W. require a minimum of 124 semester hours. 

  b. 126 credits are needed for a B.A. in music, 133 credits are needed for a B.M. in music education with 
an instrumental emphasis, 132 credits are needed for a B.M. in music education with a vocal emphasis, 
129.5 credits are needed for a B.M. in performance with a piano emphasis, 132.5 credits are needed for 
a B.M. in performance with an organ emphasis, 125 credits are needed for a B.M. in performance with an 
instrumental emphasis, 130.5 credits are needed for a B.M. in performance with a vocal emphasis, 133.5 
credits are needed for a B.M. in performance with a music theater emphasis, 129 credits are needed 
for a B.M. in keyboard pedagogy with a piano emphasis, 133 credits are needed for a B.M. in keyboard 
pedagogy with an organ emphasis, 135 credits are needed for a B.M. in keyboard pedagogy with a church 
emphasis, 127.5 credits are needed for a B.M in music industry with an outside studies emphasis, 130.5 
credits are needed for a B.M. in music industry with a media emphasis, 130.5 credits are needed for a 
B.M. in music industry with a merchandising emphasis, 130.5 credits are needed for a B.M. in jazz studies, 
135 credits are needed for a B.M. in composition, 132 credits are needed for a B.M. in technology. 

  c. There are two tracks through the undergraduate program which lead to a B.S.N. The Traditional 
Undergraduate Program is the pre-licensure program for students admitting from high school or 
transferring. This program requires a minimum of 134 credit hours. The BSN Completion Program  
is for RN’s returning to complete the BSN degree and requires 124 credit hours. 

Graduate students have the following credit requirements:

1. The JD requires 89 credit hours.

2. The MBA program requires a minimum of 40 credit hours. 

3. The MM requires a minimum of 32 credit hours. 

4. The MSN requires a minimum of 36 credit hours.

5. The ME requires a minimum of 36 credit hours.
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In accordance with the Higher Learning Commission’s Policy Number 3.10(a), Capital University’s assignment 
of credit hours shall: a) conform to commonly accepted practice in higher education and, b) as an institution 
participating in Title IV federal financial aid, conform to the federally mandated definition of the credit hour, 
which is reprinted below:

  A credit hour is an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of 
student achievement that is an institutionally‐established equivalency that reasonably approximates no less 
than: (1) one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out‐of‐class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten 
to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time; or (2) at least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
activities as established by an institution, including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work,  
and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours.

Tuition
Tuition information for all programs is available here: http://www.capital.edu/tuition/ 

Student Complaints
There are many avenues for students who want to file a complaint. Every student has an academic advisor, 
and students are encouraged to discuss issues with their academic advisor. Students can also meet with the 
department chair for their major or the assistant dean of their school. In addition, the associate provosts for 
academic and student affairs, the provost, and the president all have open door policies and are willing to meet 
with students to discuss issues of concern. 

The Academic Grievance Procedure must be initiated, by the student, within eight weeks following the posting 
of the grade. This time frame is the same for each spring, summer and fall term. There are three levels to the 
resolution process. In the first level the student contacts the instructor and the two work together to attempt to 
achieve a resolution. If that is not possible, then the student moves to the second level of the resolution process 
by sending a letter to the College dean. The dean informs the provost and assigns a mediator, who attempts to 
bring about a resolution. If that does not work, then the student petitions the provost for a grievance committee. 
The committee hears both sides of the argument. 

More information about the complaint process is available here: http://www.capital.edu/complaints/ 

Currently, student complaints are tracked through emails, phone logs, and grievance procedure documents. 
The university is exploring the adoption of the FootPrint online tracking and reporting system, which allows for 
complaint ticket generation, tracking and resolution, including the creation of aggregate reports by complaint 
type. The FootPrint system is currently used by the university’s Information Technology department to manage 
and track customer service requests. Access will be expanded to administrators in each division of the 
university to more accurately track and resolve student complaints.

Transfer Policies
The transfer policy is available in the Course Bulletin and online: http://www.capital.edu/transfer-credits/ 

Verification of Student Identification
Student identity verification for students who participate in distance education includes students’ ID/User ID 
and password or passphrase, in-person presentations or other interactions including voice recognition and 
answering questions in the midst of testing. 

Title IV Program and Related Responsibilities
General program Responsibilities

There were two findings by the Department of Education for 2010 and 2011. The first has to do with withdrawal 
forms and that the dates entered into the system must match what is put onto the forms to ensure the return 
of Title IV funds is performed accurately. Capital University has addressed this finding; all departments and all 
programs have revised their withdrawal forms to include the appropriate dates used when preparing the Title IV 
return of funds calculations.

The second Department of Education finding involved the Federal Work-Study Program, CFDA #84.033. In 
administering its Federal Work-Study (FWS) program, the institution shall establish and maintain program and 
fiscal records that include a certification by the student’s supervisor, an official of the institution or off-campus 
agency that each student has worked and earned the amount being paid. The certification must show a time 
record for the hours of each student who worked in clock time sequence the total hours worked per day. The 
Capital University administration corrected this sighting by implementing approved timecards for all students 
working on Federal Work-Study to comply with these requirements.

financial Responsibility Requirements

The status of Capital University’s Title IV program is good.  
There are no negative actions from the Department of Education. 
There were two A133 findings (see previous response) 
in 2009-2010 and 2010-2011; both findings have been 
corrected to the satisfaction of the Department of Education. 

The table to the right provides the institution’s composite 
ratios for the last few years.

default Rates

According to the Department of Education, the FY 2009 national cohort default rate is 8.8 and the default rate 
for Ohio is 8.5 (http://www2.ed.gov/offices/OSFAP/defaultmanagement/cdr.html). The following table provides 
the default rate information available from the Department of Education and indicates that Capital University 
graduates are below both the national average and the state average.

fy 2009 fy 2008 fy 2007

defaUlt Rate 3.4 1.7 1.4

nUmbeR in defaUlt 35 18 15

nUmbeR in Repayment 1,010 1,003 1,055

enRollment fiGUReS 4,337 4,466 4,673

peRCentaGe CalCUlation 23.3 22.5 22.6

fiSCal yeaR
CompoSite SCoRe fRom  

tHe depaRtment  
of edUCation

2009-2010 3.0

2008-2009 2.4

2007-2008 2.9

2006-2007 3.0
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Campus Crime information, athletic participation, and financial aid, and Related disclosures

Campus security and fire reports are posted at: 

 - http://www.capital.edu/security-reports/

Campus athletic participation (rosters) and other information are posted at: 

 - http://www.capital.edu/sports/

Student Right to know

- Graduation rate information is available online at: http://www.capital.edu/fact-book/

- The process of withdrawing as a student is available online at: http://www.capital.edu/registrar-forms/

- Cost of attendance is available online at: http://www.capital.edu/tuition/

- The refund policy is available at: http://www.capital.edu/refunds/

- A list of current academic programs is available at: http://www.capital.edu/majors-and-minors/

- Names of faculty members are available at: http://www.capital.edu/capitaldirectory.aspx?searchAlpha=

- Information about accrediting agencies is available at: http://www.capital.edu/Accreditation/

- Information regarding disability services is available at: http://www.capital.edu/disability-services/

- Information about study abroad policies is available at: http://www.capital.edu/studyabroad/ 

Satisfactory academic progress and attendance policies 

Information for law students about academic progress and attendance is available in the Manual of Policies  
and Procedures: http://law.capital.edu/Manual.aspx

Capital University provides to all students documented information about class attendance online at:  
http://bulletin.capital.edu/content.php?catoid=4&navoid=69

As well as all undergraduate academic policies at: http://bulletin.capital.edu/content.php?catoid=4&navoid=69

Contractual Relationships

As documented in the 2010-2012 Institutional Update, Capital University has not entered into any contracts 
with third-party entities not accredited by a federally recognized accrediting agency.

Consortial Relationships

Capital University has consortial relationships with Washington University and the University of Indianapolis for  
a pre-occupational therapy major and with Washington University and Case Western Reserve University  
for a dual degree engineering program.

 

Institutional Disclosures,  
Advertisements and  
Recruitment Materials
Capital University discloses detailed information about its 
accreditation status with the Commission and other accrediting 
agencies online at:  

http://www.capital.edu/accreditation/

Capital University presents detailed information about each of  
its academic programs online at:  

http://www.capital.edu/majors-and-minors/

Relationship with Other  
Accrediting Agencies and  
with State Regulatory Bodies
Information about Capital University’s accrediting bodies  

is available at: http://www.capital.edu/accreditation/ 

Public Notification of  
Comprehensive Evaluation  
Visit and Third Party Comment
Capital University requested third-party comment via  
the following media: 

- Capital University Alumni Magazine

- Email to students and faculty

- Posting on the Capital University website

- Posting in the Columbus Dispatch and Call and Post 

-  Individual invitations to individuals who work closely  
with the institution (e.g., the mayor of Bexley)
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The content of the request was as follows:

Capital University is seeking comments from the public about the university in preparation for its periodic 
evaluation by its regional accrediting agency. The university will host a visit October 29 - 31, 2012, with a team 
representing the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association. Capital University has been 
accredited by the Commission since 1921. The team will review the institution’s ongoing ability to meet the 
Commission’s Criteria for Accreditation. The public is invited to submit comments regarding the University:

 

 

The public may also submit comments on the Commission’s website at http://ncahlc.org/Information-for-
the-Public/third-party-comment.html. Comments must address substantive matters related to the quality of 
the institution or its academic programs. Comments must be in writing. All comments must be received by 
September 24, 2012.

The HLC worksheet for credit hours and program length is available at http://tinyurl.com/b14hvxt.

 Public Comment on Capital University
 The Higher Learning Commission
 230 South LaSalle Street, Suite 7-500
 Chicago, IL 60604-1411
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RepoSitoRy doCUmentS

List of Repository Documents
There are three repositories of documents related to this self-study. A brief overview of the repositories is in the 
table below and a complete list of all documents contained in the repositories is available at http://bit.ly/my62xa.

HlC linked doCUmentS

This repository contains most of the linked documents in the self-study. These documents are divided into folders that correspond to the  
self-study chapters, alphabetized by the name of the chapter.

- Acquisition, Discovery, Application of Knowledge - Mission and Integrity

- An Introduction to Capital University - Preparing for the Future

- Engagement and Service - Prologue

- Federal Compliance and Institutional Snapshot - Student Learning and Effective Teaching

HlC RepoSitoRy doCUmentS

This repository contains over 2,500 documents that provide evidence of the work described in the self-study. These documents include 
assessment materials, presentations, and reports; faculty curriculum vitae; governance materials such as bylaws, handbooks, meeting  
minutes; policies; and reports submitted for the self-study. The primary folders within the repository are identified below.

- Academic Advising Summer Working Group - Honors Committee

- Academic Affairs Committee - Human Resources

- Academic Departments - Information Technology

- Academic Standing-Student Affairs Committee - Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

- Advancement - Institutional Planning Council

- Athletics - Institutional Review Board 

- Blackmore Library - Law School

- Budget Committee - Liberal Learning Initiative

- Business and Finance - Planning and Strategy

- Chemical and Biological Safety Committee - Planning Committee

- College Curriculum Committee - Position Management Committee

- College Faculty - Program Prioritization Committee

- Data Stewardship Council - Research Methods Working Group

- Enrollment Management - Schumacher Gallery

- Enrollment Management Long Range Plan - Senate

- Facilities Planning Subcommittee - Senate Executive Committee

- Factbooks - Showcase of Student Learning 2011

- Faculty CVs - Showcase of Student Learning 2012

- Faculty Evaluation Committee - Space Management Committee

- Faculty Governance - Start of School Meetings

- Faculty Professional Development Committee - Strategic Plans – Old

- Faculty Rights and Responsibilities - Student Affairs

- Federal Compliance Supporting Documents - Student Engagement

- General Education Committee - Symposium Planning Committee

- HLC Assessment Committee - Technology Committee

- HLC Reports - The New Center

- HLC Self-study Meeting Minutes - Undergraduate Faculty

HlC Confidential doCUmentS

This repository contains confidential documents that provide additional evidence of the work described in the self-study. Access to this repository 
is limited. These documents include meeting minutes and reports.

- Advancement - President’s Cabinet

- Dean’s Council - Provost’s Council
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